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Abstrøct.
In the course of the nineteenth century, a series of reforms resulted in far-

reaching changes in the organization and content of medical education in Great Britain.

These changes were reflected in the British colonies, both in the composition of their

medical worKorces and in their medical schools. In the Australasian colonies, the first

university-based medical school was established in Melboume in 186'2; other schools

opened in Dunedin Í18711, Sydney [ 1 883] and Adelaidel 1 885]'

Edward Stirling, the chief founder of the Adelaide medical school, had studied in

Cambridge and London, where he had been a member of the teaching staff of St George's

Hospital. He was able to gain support for a medical school in the University of Adelaide,

with clinical teaching in the Adelaide Hospital. A medical faculty was formed in 1886.

The faculty members included some exceptionally gifted scientists and clinicians; they

had diverse educational backgrounds, but there was a preponderance ofteachers trained in

England, both in the pre-clinical and clinical courses.

The Adelaide medical course was broadly similar to the contemporary courses in

Melbourne and Sydney, and conformity was maintained by employing external examiners

selected from those universities. The Adelaide school began well, and was strong enough

to survive a six-year intemrption in clinical teaching resulting from a qua:rel with the

premier of the colony.

Study of the content of the Adelaide medical couñe suggests that it conformed

with British requirements, and gave adequate teaching by the standards of the day. There

were however several defîciencies, and there were few opportunities for research. Many

Adelaide graduates improved their professional capacities by postgraduate study in Great

Britain. Consideration of individual careers shows that some gained greatly and were

enabled to make important contributions to medical practice in Australia and elsewhere.

Many Adelaide medical practitioners served in the First World War, some with great

distinction.

Undergraduate teaching, postgraduate opportunities and wartime service can be

seen as Anglo-Aust¡alian synergies made possible by formal and informal linkages within

the British empire in its last century.
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Chapter 1.. INTRODUCTION.

1.1. The Australasian colonial medical schools and their historians.
In the second half of the nineteenth century, university medical schools were

established in four of the Australasian colonies. The University of Melbourne opened in

1855 and began to admit medical undergraduates in IK2. The University of Sydney,

though incorporated in 1850, first opened its medical school in 1883. The University of
Otago, founded in 1869, opened its medical school in l8T7 for preclinical studies

preparatory to a course of medical education in Great Britain, and it was not until 1887 that

the first students completed a full course in Dunedin. In South Australia, the University of
Adelaide, established inI874, opened its small medical school in 1885; the fîrst graduations

took place in 1889.

These colonial medical schools were planned from British models, and must be

considered in the light of the great struggle for medical reform in nineteenth century Great

Britain. This struggle was a manifestation of the move towards a higher level of medical

professionalism throughout Europe. In England, the process of reform in medical

education was very complex. The hospital-based London medical schools were closely

allied with the powerful medical corporations, the Royal College of Physicians of [.ondon,

the Royal College of Surgeons of England, and the Society of Apothecaries. The English

universities, though active in improving the scientific quality of éliæ medical education, were

less concerned with basic medical training. In Scotland however, the corporatiorrs were

weaker, and the tradition of university-based medical schools was well established. Most of
the first medical practitioners in South Australia were educated in Great Britain, though an

interesting minority were graduates of German universities.

The young Australasian universities wished to produce medical graduates whose

education conformed with British requirements, and sought recognition of their degrees in

the home country. This had a beneficial effect on academic staffing and cunicula, since

there was a perceived need to conform with the recommendations of the General Medical

Council[GMC]. The colonies had no vested interests comparable with the British medical

corporations, and although clinical teaching was ca¡ried out in public hospitals, there were

no hospital medical schools strong enough to dictate the nature of medical education. The

founders of the Australasian medical schools had therefore no great difniculty in establishing

university-based medical education on lines resembling the Scottish system, which was not

dissimilar to the organization of medical education in the new German empire, though less

rigorous in failing to provide a standard national qualifying examination.

I



The early history of the medical schools of Melbourne, Dunedin and Sydney has

been studied in books by Russelll, by Carmalt Jones2 and Hercus and Bell, 3 and by

Young and co-workers4 respectively. In contrast, none of the books already published

aboutthe Adelaide Medical School meets the need for a comprehensive study of its early

history, nor has its intellectual climate been analysed. Estcourt Hughes's excellent history

of the Royal Adelaide Hospital had a different focus.S Edgeloe's brief history is, as the title

implies, largely confined to a consideration of the administration.6 AA Lendon's account

has never been published;7 it is witty but sometimes malicious, and some of the statements

in it are open to question.

1.2. Arguments and findings in the present study.

From the general similarity of their structures, it is often assumed that the

Australasian medical schools were close copies of contemporary Scottish medical schools.s

This was certainly so in Dunedin, and both there and in Sydney the first deans were

Edinburgh graduates who did all that they could to maintain links with their parent

university. Scottish influences are present but less obvious in the Melbourne medical school.

I argue that Scottish teaching practices and thinking were still less influential in Adelaide.

In South Australia, the majority of medical practitioners registered before 1881 held

English diplomas; more importantly, most of the leaders in the move to found an Adelaide

medical school held degrees or diplomas conferred by English universities or corporations.

The chief founder of the Adelaide medical school was Rlward Stirling; he and two other

early leaders held English doctorates and fellowships in the Royal College of Surgeons of

England. Nevertheless, men holding Scottish degrees were prominent in the first Adelaide

faculty of medicine, and made important contributions. German influences, though not

strong, can also be detected.

To form an acceptable medical faculty, it was necessary to recruit professors of

chemistry and of anatomy. Both chairs were filled by well-qualifìed native-born Australians.

1RussellKF.Melbourne.MelbourneUniversityPress'197?

2Jones DC. Annals of the University of Otâgo Medical School. Wellington. Reed. 1945

3Hercus, Sir Chules, Bell, Sir Gordon, The Otago Medical School under the first three deans.

Edinburgh. Livingstone. 1964.
4Young JA, Sefton AJ, Webb N. Centenary Book of the Sydney University Facultv of Medicine.
Sydney University Press. 19&[
sHughes J. Estcourt. A History pf the Royal Adelaide Hosoital. 2nd edn. Boa¡d of Management of Royal
Adelaide Hospital. 1942

6Edgeloe VA.
viewooint. Universitv of Adelaide. 1991.
7tændon AA. The Adelaide Medical School, 1885-1935. M L o S Australiana PF:G l28ll2l7 .

SCeary LM. The Scottish-Australian connection. In: The history of medical education in Britain.
Nutüon V & Porter R[eds]. Amsterdam, Rodopi. 1995, 68.
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For clinical teaching, it was possible to form an adequate team from members of the

Adelaide medical élite. It appears that there was no single dominating fìgure in the Adelaide

faculty of medicine: on the contrary, study of the records gives the impression of an

egalitarian group of teachers with high individual capacities and an unusual ability to work

together. In the other three medical schools, the first full-time appointment to the chair of

anatomy gave the university a man willing and qualified to serve as dean, and as such to

dominate the growth of the medical school. In Adelaide, the first Elder Professor of

Anatomy was Archibald Watson, whose many gifts did not include administrative skills.

The post of dean was rotated through the faculty, a democratic practice which appears to

have worked well until 1896, when the medical school became involved in political turmoil.

Perhaps a long-serving full-time dean might have avoided this by negotiating more

responsibly with the premier of the colony.

There was overall conformity with the recommendations of the British GMC,

which recognised the Adelaide MB, ChB degrees late in 1893. It appears that the planners

of the Adelaide curriculum consciously wished to avoid disparities with the contemporary

medical schools in Sydney and Melbourne, and in conformity with these a five year course

was set out. There are however some features peculiar to the early Adelaide course, notably

the early prominence of the surgical specialties and the provision of external examiners

from other colonies. Student classes were small, even smaller than in other colonial

universities, and this allowed for personal tuition by senior academic staff members. Women

entered the classes from 1887 on, and were well accepted by staff and students, though they

were always few in numbers.

The University of Adelaide was first endowed by private charity, and for a long time

governmentfinancial support was meagre and grudging. A parliamentary act was necessary

to establish the university in 1874, but the historians of the university record that this bill

aftracted very little political interest.e The medical school was made possible by large

private donations, chiefly given by Sir Thomas Elder, whose importance in the history of the

medical school deserves further study. However, the government of the province played a

more important role with respect to the Adelaide Hospital, the chief and for some years the

only teaching hospital. This role has been explored by Estcourt Hughes,l0 and in theses by

Hooke,l I Heaney,l2 'Walkerl3 
and Jennings.la Pottical concern over the administration of

9Duncan WGK, Leona¡d RA The University of Adelaide 18í/4 - 1974. Adelaide. Rigby. 1E73, 4.
1o Hughes, op.cit.
I lHooke Julie.

hesis

submitted for the degree of Master of Arts in library studies. South Australian Instituæ of
Technology. School of Library and Information Management. 1991.
l2Heaney MA. The Adelaide Hospitral Dispute, History Honours Thesis. University of Adelaide. 1980.
l3\ry'dk". AP. Honours Thesis for
the degree of Bachelor of Arts. University of Adelaide. 1!X0.
l4Jennings, R. The medical profession and the State in South Australia,1836 - 1975. Thesis submitted
for the degree of MD. University of Adelaide. 1998.
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Adelaide Hospital led to the Hospitals Act of 18ó7 which gave control of the hospital to a

board dominated by a group of medical practitioners whose interests included medical

education. From 1867, the board made the hospital available for teaching, and a small

number of apprenticed medical students were accepted. More importantly, in 1885 the

board readily accepted a university - based medical school, and teaching went on at fìrst

without overt friction between hospital authorities and university staff. This happy state

ended after 189¿l when financial stress and an abrasive premier provoked an irascible

medical staff into the infamous medical strike of 1896. This stining and often ludicrous

conflict, known as the Hospital Row, has been described by many historians. Some have

viewed the Row from social and political view points.Joan Durdin has well discussed the

importance of the Row in the rise of the nursing profession.ls læss attention has been given

to the skilful defence of the academic independence of the medical school by the university

of Adelaide. The departure of the premier, the pugnacious Charles Kingston, allowed

resumption of clinical teaching after 1901.

Thereafter, the Adelaide medical school slowly enlarged. From 18&5 to 19æ,239

students enrolled in the medical course. Of these, I31 graduated in Adelaide. Another 68

former Adelaide medical students completed their courses in Melbourne, Sydney or

overseas. Adelaide graduates made substantial contributions to the medical worldorce in

South Australia and to the future growth of the Adelaide medical school. The MB, BS

degree was a qualification for general practice, which at that time entailed much work that

would now be referred to a consultant. From its inception, the medical school had offered

the higher degrees of MD and MCh[MS after lW2]. However, these higher degrees

appear to have been ornamental qualifications, not criteria of advanced education. Many

Adelaide graduates went to Great Britain for post-graduate training, and as Newman has

shown, the facilities for this expanded greatly after 1890.16 I argue that post-graduate study

in England and elsewhere was very beneficial in educating the future leaders of medical

practice in South Australia.

Finally,I try to evaluate the quality and the achievements of the Adelaide medical

school before 1914 and to make some comparisons with the three other Australasian

medical schools. I also try to assess the nature of the Anglo-Australian connection in

medical education. Today, the historiography of the British empire has moved on from

preoccupations with colonial nationalism and raj nostalgia. Historians are now trying to see

the empire as it really was, and the interactions of metropole and colonies are being studied

as dynamic processes of creation as well as exploitation. These interactions were especially

lsDurdin, J. Eleven thousand nurses. A history of nursing education at the Ro]¡al Adelaide Hosoital.
Adelaide, Royal Adelaide Hospital. 1999.

l6Newman, C. The evolution of m,edical education in the nineteenth century. [.ondon, Oxford
Universitv Preqs. L957 ,3O7 .
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important in the growth of colonial science and technology, as Todd has recently shown.l7

The subtitle of the thesis expresses my belief that throughout the period under study, British

medical institutions exerted powerful creative influences on the Adelaide medical school,

and that these were of a synergistic character, bringing reciprocal benefits.

lTTodd, Jan. Colonial technology. Science and thç transfer of innovation to Australia. Cambridge.

Cambridge University Press. 1995
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Chapter 2. METHODOLOGY.

2.1 Aims and scope of study.

The study is intended to present a descriptive and analytic history of the

Adelaide medical school before the outbreak of the first world war. The structure and

intellectual origins of medical practice in colonial South Australia have been explored,

with particular attention to British and German models of medical education during the

nineteenth century. The creation of the medical school in 1885 has been studied in

contemporary archival documents and newspaper articles, and the views of earlier

medical historians have been considered. The careers of the first medical teachers have

been investigated in published and unpublished sources, with special attention to their

educational backgrounds and possible sources of inspiration.

The Adelaide medical course took shape in 1889, and its structure and content at

that date have been studied in contemporary university publications and unpublished

documents. Comparisons have been made with the medical curricula of other

Australasian colonial universities, on the basis of study of documents and publications

relating to teaching in the university medical schools in Melbourne, Dunedin and

Sydney.

Biographical studies of the careers of the students enrolled in the Adelaide

medical school in its first 25 years [1885 - 1909] have been prepared. From these

studies, an attempt is made to assess the contribution of the Adelaide medical school to

the provision of medical services in South Australia. Throughout, attention is given to

the place of this school in its Australasian and imperial contexts, and to its interactions

with British medical institutions.

2.2. Liter atur e r eview.

The published literature was reviewed, with special attention to:

. The development of medical education in Great Britain during the nineteenth

century. My starting point in this was the book by Sir Charles Newman, formerly dean

of the Postgraduate Medical School of London.l This well-referenced and readable

book has been very influential since it appeared in 1957, but the author gives chief

attention to developments in England, and less to what happened in Scotland and in

Ireland. Scottish and Irish medical schools have therefore been studied in other

secondary sources.

lNewman, C. The evolution of medical education in the nineteenth century. l-ondon. Oxford
University Press. 1957.
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The official histories of the British Royal Colleges and other medical institutions

have been considered, and attention has been given to contemporary British medical

journals, especially The l-ancet and the British Medical Joumal.

In the l970s, triumphalist interpretations of British medical history came under

fire, as part of what Burnham has called, with some understatement, "the new negative

tone".2 Revisionist historians have contributed valuable insights into the social forces

behind medical educational reform, some of which are considered in this study, But I
have seen no reason to question the general accuracy of the narrative accounts given by

Newman and the chief historians of the British medical institutions.

. The development of medical education in other European states.

Special attention was given to events in the Germanic states, because an earlier personal

study had suggested to me that medical practice in South Australia showed evidences of
influence by scientific developments in Germany.3 Since France was the first country to

undergo radical changes in medical organization, a brief study of the effects of the

Napoleonic medical reforms was undertaken.

. Previous studies of the Adelaide Medical School, the Adelaide Hospital, the

Adelaide Children's Hospital and other aspects of the history of medicine in
South Australia.

My starting point was the history of the Royal Adelaide Hospital, by my friend the late J

Estcourt Hughesj which I had read in manuscript before publication. I also reviewed

relevant parts of the history of the Adelaide Children's Hospital, by Margaret Barbalet;s I
was a member of the committee responsible for production of this book, and had read

it in draft form. ILD Forbes's history of the Queen Victoria Hospital was also helpful,

though the chapter on medical education deals chiefly with developments after WWI.6

Use was made of material from the University of Adelaide archives, the Barr

Smith Library Special Collection, the State Records, the Royal Adelaide Hospital

Heritage Archives, and the Mortlock Library of South Australiana, especially the

Verco, Mayo and l-endon papers. The Lendon papers contain Alfred l,endon's

unpublished history of the Adelaide Medical School[18841935] and his fragmentary

autobiography; I have used these enthralling documents with some reservations [see p

2Burnham, JC. How the idea of profession changed the writing of medical history. Med Hist 1998;
Suppl 18, p 113.
3simpron DA, Verco Prùy'. Cerebral hydatid cysts in colonial Australia. Surg Neurol 1976;6:377-
380.
4 Hughes, JE. Adelaide. Board of Management of
Royal Adelaide HospiøI. tfE2.

5Barbalet, M. The Adelai-d,e Children's Hospital 1876 - 1916. Adelaide. The Adelaide Children's
Hospital. 1975

6Forbes, I L. The Oueen Victoria Hospital. Adelaide. Lutheran Publishins House. 1988
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l?31. I have used Victor Edgeloe's short history of the Adelaide Medical School as a

most reliable source for names and dates of teaching appointments, and in many other

ways.7 The medico-political history of the period is very well covered in a recent

doctoral thesis by Reece Jenningss and in articles by RG Elmslie.e

. Contemporary Australasian medical journals. These were studied, especially

for the period Ig75 - 1914. The chief of these are the Australasian Medical Gazette

(frrst published in 1882 and much favoured by South Australian medical writers), the

Au,stralian Medical Journal (fîrst published in 1856), and the @
Australiq which is the continuation of these two journals and likewise contained

publications by Adelaide graduates. I have also studied the Intercolonial OJnrterly

.Iournal of Medicine and Surgery (first published in 18% and later entitled the

Intercolonial Medical Journal of Australasia\; it ceased publication in 1909.

In assessing public reactions to the formation and later history of the Adelaide

Medical School, contemporary newspapers have been read selectively, especially the

South Australian Register.

. The histories of the Melbourne, I)unedin and Sydney medical schools.

These have been discussed in authoritative books by senior medical faculty

members, and in a number of joumal articles. Their histories are briefly described in

Chapter 3. I have visited these universities to study their medical curricula as set out in

their calendars; the curricula are compared with the Adelaide curricula in chapter 7. I
gave special attention to the academic orientations of these medical schools in the period

1885 - 1914, as evidenced in the previous careers of influential teachers, the curriculum

structures, the choice of text books, and the examination systems.

The results of this literature review are used in various contexts in chapters 3 - 9,

in association with information obtained from primary sources. A bibliographic data

base was made, using ENDNOTES 2 PLUS; key words for retrieval were made on an

ad hoc basis. The chief primary and secondary sources are presented as a select

bibliography.

2.3. Biographic data bases.

Three sets ofbiographical data have been used.

2.3.1. Registered medical practitioners. The South Australian medical register has

been used as a basis for study of the credentials and educational experiences of

medical practitioners before and after the institution of the Adelaide medical school.

TEdgeloe, VA.
administrative viewpoint. Adelaide. University of Adelaide. 1991

SJennings, R. Thq medical profession and the State in South Austtg!,ia 1836 - 19?5. Thesis
submitted for the degree of MD. University of Adelaide. 1998. Cited as Jennings R. Thesis.
9See Select Bibliography.
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Names have been ascertained from the South Australian Government Gazette at

decennial intervals and tabulated. The first year in each decade was chosen to coincide

with the census year; the last Gazette record in each year was used. For each ascertained

registrant, the followin g datawere entered:

. Name.

. Dates of birth and death (where known).

. The medical degree or diploma first obtained by the registrant, with the year in which

this was confened.

. The country in which this degree/diploma was conferred.

. I¿ter medical credentials, with dates of acquisition.

. Place of practice in year of Gazette citation, where known. The places of practice were

grouped as rural and metropolitan. Up to 1881, Adelaide was taken to include places

within 12 km radius of the centre of the city, which is my estimate of an hour's ride.

After 1881 the present statistical area rryas accepted, in the belief that the railway brought

even Gawler within an hour of the city centre. This delineation does class some quite

distant practices as metropolitan.

The register has to be used with caution. Fraenkel and Wylde point out that in

the early years, the recording of additional qualifications was "a fairly casual matter."lo

This is certainly true of the recording of German qualihcations; the medical board

appears to have been surprisingly ignorant of the significance of German credentials as

late as 1885.11 Reece Jennings notes that the Register was not kept up to date with

respect to deaths; his valuable annotated list of South Australian medical practitioners in

the period t&4+I918 corrects other minor errors in the record, and I have consulted it

in almost all cases.l2 The location of the place of practice has been especially difficult in

early years; after 1883, Ludwig Bruck's publication The Australasian Medical

Direçtory and Handbook provides some help, but I have endeavoured to verify places

of practice from other sources(obituaries, family archives, etc) wherever possible,

The registrants of 1861 were taken to represent the first generation of Adelaide

medical practitioners, 25 years after the proclamation of the kovince and five years after

responsible government (see Table 4.1). Those working in Adelaide included a small

medical élite, whose influence over the Adelaide Hospital was established by a

parliamentary act in 1867 (see chapter 4). The recorded credentials could be

l0Fraenkel, GJ and DH Wilde. The Medical Board of South Austratia 1844-199.. Adelaide. The

Medical Board of South Australia.1994, 65,

llruid, ¿s.
l2Jennings, R. An annotated list of registered mgdical practitioners - South Australia: Nos l-
10l8ll&14-1918). Plympton., Mandrake Press. lÐ4. Cited as Jennings R. List. See also:

Jenninss- R. Thesis Aonendix 3.
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supplemented in some cases by family histories or papers in the Mortlock Library of
South Australiana, sometimes with surprising results.

The registrants of 1881 represented the second generation. The majority were

registered in the period 1861-1881, and the credentials of these registrants reflect

changes in British medical qualifications(see Table 4.2).The registrants of 1881 include

the leaders in the move to establish the Adelaide medical school. A preliminary study of

South Australian medical registrants in 1889 was included in a paper published in

t976,t3 and this served as a guide to the present more exact study.

2.3.2. Members of the Faculty of Medicine, 1885-1914. These have been identifred

from the University of Adelaide calendar and from the history by VA Rlgeloe.la The

calendars have been correlated with information derived from the university archives,

notably the manuscript minutes of the university council, the education committee and

the faculties of medicine and of science.

Biographical files have been prepared for each faculty member. In addition to the

data recorded for all registered medical practitioners, I have tried[not always

successfullyl to record:

. Parental occupation.

. Country of birth.

. Marriage, with reference to occupation of father - in - law.

. School and medical education.

. Appointments - hospital, university, government service.

. hivate practice.

. Publications: in this, the unpublished thesis of Hooke has been valuable.ls

. Membership of societies.

. Other relevant experience.

. Character and teaching capacities. In this, use has been made of articles in the Adelaide

Medical Students Society Review. notwithstanding the sycophancy inevitable in a

publication largely written by students.

The biographical files have been used in chapter 5, which narrates the history of

the inception of the Adelaide medical school, and in chapter 6, which discusses the

previous experience and the teaching roles of the members of the Adelaide faculty of

medicine in 1889, when the fTrst students graduated. Medical teachers joining the Faculty

at later dates are also considered.

l3simpron, DA & Verco, PW.op.cit.

l4Edgeloe, op.cit.
lsHooke J. The Adelaide Hospital from foundation to federation.: a case study in the facüors shaping

hesis

submitted in fulfilment of the requirements for the degree of Master of Arts in library studies. South
Australian Institute of Technology. 1991. Cited as Hooke J Thesis.
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2.3.3. Medical students enrolled between 1885 and 1909 inclusive. The time base

covers the enrolments during the first 25 years of the Adelaide medical school, and the

graduations up to the outbreak of W\üI. Names have been ascertained from the

university calendars and verihed in the medical students' enrolment books. Dates of

birth have been ascertained from various sources; in earlier years, these dates were not

recorded in the university enrolment books, and calculations of age of entry into the

course are often ayear wrong, depending on when the student enrolled. Careers have

been mapped from various sources, notably Bruck's medical directories, especially those

for 1896 and 1900, Butterworth's 1915 directory, and Knox's 1935 directory [see Select

Bibliographyl. All names have been checked in the list of South Australian registered

medical practitioners provided by Reece Jennings.l6 Use has also been made of the

Register published in the SA Governmqnt Gazette. especially for places of medical

practice. SA graduates who moved to other States are traced through the directories;

students who went to the UK are also often found in the Australasian directories, and in

UK directories. Genealogical data have been taken from Biographical Index of South

Australians, 183C1885 and its supplement South Australians 1836 - 1885. and from

other publications. Obituaries and other biographical sources have been studied.

Attempts have been made to obtain access to unpublished family records by

advertisement[see below] and by personal enquiries.

For each medical student the following data are entered wherever possible:

. Name

. Sex

. Paternal employment, grouped as Land, Medical practice, Other profession, Other,

and Not known,

. Year and place of birth.

. Residence[s] - especially when in residence for two years or more.

. Year of death.

. Maniagels] .

. School[s], with date of passage of matriculation examination.

. Year of entry as undergraduate and year of graduation.

. Outcome of undergraduate course, grouped as Passed in 5 years, Passed in more than

5 years, Passed in other medical school, Dropped out of medical education, Not known.

. Post graduate degrees and diplomas, grouped as Adelaide [MD, MS, other], ild
Other [grouped as Medical, Surgical, Public Health, Other and Not known],

. University appointments.

. Hospital appointments.

. Government appointments.

l6J"nning, R. List & Thesis- op.cit.
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. Armed forces appointments.

. Year of registration in South Australia [if registered].

. Nature of practice, grouped as General Practice, Specialist Practice, Public Health,

Armed Forces, Other, None, Notknown.
. Place of practice, grouped as SA - Country, Adelaide, Other Australian State/colony,

Elsewhere in British Empire, Other, None, Not known.

. Publications.

. Postgraduate experience.

The data have been entered in a Filemaker Pro 4.0 program; a specimen data

sheet is given in Appendix L

The biographical files of the medical students are considered in chapter 9. In

this chapter, I endeavour to assess the importance of these students in the South

Australian medical worKorce. For this purpose, the year 1915 was arbitrarily chosen as

a reference year since by this date almost all of the students enrolled in the ?5 year

period 1885 - 1909 had completed their studies. Their later careers were studied to give

a long-term perspective of their contributions to South Australian medicine practice and

to Australian medicine in general.

Brief consideration has also been given to the careers of 70 students who

enrolled between 1910 and 1914 inclusive. They were excluded from the main series

because they studied under new and different course regulations, introduced in 1912,

and their education was often intemrpted by war service. Nevertheless, this cohort

included several very notable men, who were later well known to me, and some

references are made to them in chapters 9 and 10.

2.4. Curricula and teaching facilities.

The Adelaide medical cunicula for the degree of MB (later MB, ChB and later still MB,

BS17) have been my chief field of study, and the university calendars have been the

chief primary source. The cunicula first appeared in detailed form in the calendar in

1886, and were reprinted annually with various modifications. The curricula for the

successive years of the course [referred to as student years] have been studied and

tabulated with atrention to :

. Subject.

. Recommended textbooks.

. Lecturer(s).

. Examine(s). The University of Adelaide appears to have been unusual in routinely

employing external examiners from Sydney and Melbourne.

l7The surgcat qualification ChB was added in 1889. The MB ChB [Adel] became the MB BS tAdeU
after 1902: see Edgeloe, op.cit., 11.
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. Content of examination papers.

o Pass rates.

The set textbooks were given in the calendars, being sometimes listed for study,

presumably as a major part of the course, and sometimes merely as reference books.

These books have been identified in the Ban Smith Library catalogues, or elsewhere.

The authors have been noted, with attention to their places of work at the time of

publication of the textbooks. This was done in the hope that the intellectual orientation of

the Adelaide medical school could be deduced from the set textbooks, or at least that the

books might give clues to the views of individual teachers; the results of this part of the

study appear in chapter 7. The listed textbooks are given in Appendix III, for the period

1886 - 1900; this period covers the formative years of the medical school, when

presumably the founding teachers were able to organize their definitive teaching

programs. Book selections after 1900 have been noted as evidence of modernization of

the course, but are not listed in the appendix.

The Adelaide medical course has been compared with the curricula at the

Universities of Melbourne, Otago and Sydney, with special attention to the content of

teaching in the newer disciplines, notably hygiene (also known as public health or state

medicine), microbiology, paediatrics, ophthalmology and aural surgery.

Teaching facilities and methods have been considered under the following

heads:

. Pre-clinical teaching: anatomy, chemistry, physics, physiology. University calendars

give much information on these, but other sources have been explored.

. Clinical teaching: access to the Adelaide Hospital, the Adelaide Children's Hospital,

midwifery experience, mental hospital etc.

The higher degrees of MD and ChM(later MS) have also been studied in the

context of postgraduate education in Australia and overseas.

I have ìnserted an advertisement in the SA Medical Review, asking for family

documents relating ùo medical education, and have made many personal enquiries in

search of such material. I have received two incomplete but informative sets of lecture

notes from 1891-6 and 1911 respectively [Weld and Drew papers], and a series of

edited and unediæd letters relating to studies in Great Britain by two Adelaide medical

students [Brummitt papers].

2.5. Financial and political issues.

These are considered only where they impinged on medical teaching. Costs and

expenses are given in pounds sterling. No attempt has been made to convert these into

present-day money. However, if 1900 is taken as a reference year for retail price

indexing, then the 1998 cost of living had increased by a factor of about 50 [1900 - 43;

13



1945 = 100; 1998 = 21591.18 Study of a few comparable medical charges suggests that

the purchasing power of f,l in 1900 was somewhere between $50 and $100 in 1999

dollars. The retail price index rose from 53 in 1885 to 61 in 1914, a very moderate

degree of inflation by later standards, and was only 82 when WW2 broke out.

The views of political {igures have been determined from statements recorded

in parliamentary debates and papers. However, I have benefited from analyses by

political historians, notably D Jaenschle and M Glass.20

2.6. Presentation of study.

Chapters 3 and 4 set out the historical background to the creation of the

medical school in 1885, at a time when the Province of South Australia had been self

goveming for nearly 30 years, and was contemplating federation in ær imperial

framework. Chapter 3 presents a narrative account of the evolution of medical education

in Europe during the nineteenth century. Chapter 4 presents a narrative and analytic

account of the structure of medical practice in South Australia before 1885. Chapter 5

describes the events leading up to the opening of the medical school in 1885. Chapters

6 and 7 describe the Adelaide medical faculty and the medical course in the period

1885 - 1914. Chapter 8 describes the political background, with brief reference to

university finance, and discusses the intemrption in clinical teaching due to the

celebrated Hospital Row, which has been exhaustively discussed by other historians.

The full course of teaching was restored in 1901. This might have given an opportunity

to modernize the curricula; the extent to which this was done has been given special

consideration. Chapter 9 presents an analysis of data from biographical studies of the

careers of the students enrolled in the medical school in this period. Particular attention

is given to their opportunities for postgraduate study in the United Kingdom and

elsewhere. Chapûer 10 sums the study up; the success of the medical school is

considered, with attention to the strengths and weaknesses of the educational programs.

Throughout the study, attention is given to comparison with contemporary medical

schools in other Australasian colonial universities, to the influence of British medical

thinking on undergraduate and postgraduate education, and to the significance of the

British linkages in South Australian medical education.

lSYear Book Australia 1999. Table 28.5.
l9Jaensch, D. The Flinders History of South Australia. Adelaide. Wakefield. 1986.

20class, M. Charles Cameron Kingston. Federation father. Melboume. Melbourne University
Press. 19fl.
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Chapter 3. MEDICAL EDUCATION IN THE NINETEENTH
CENTTJRY.

3.1, Introduction.

In the course of the nineteenth century, the organization of medical practice

underwent profound changes in all the chief European countries. Traditional medical

hierarchies, each with its own career structure, were merged to form a single medical

profession with recognized credentials. Out of the unihed medical profession evolved new

medical specialties, which expressed the increasing complexity of medical science and the

widening scope of therapeutic intervention. Concurrently with this organizational

transformation came fundamental changes in medical education, often expressed by changes

in medical credentials.

Behind the nineteenth century transformation of medical education were a number

of forces, some old and some relatively new. Orthodox medical practitioners had always

tried to repress their unorthodox competitors, and a state-approved credential was the best

way to distinguish the doctor from the quack, and if possible to outlaw quackery. This

motive seems to have been especially strong among the lower ranks of the medical

profession, who faced damaging economic competition from a large variety of unqualified

charlatans, folk healers and other popular practitioners.l A less commercial factor was the

dramatic advance of medical science, especially in the second half of the century. Science

increasedthe potential value of medical intervention, andalsothe inherent dangers. With

wider scope for therapeutic action by surgery, and to a lesser degree by drugs, doctors

needed education in the expanding biological and physical sciences.late in the century, it
was realised that medical education might have to continue after the acquisition of the

primary medical qualification and formal arrângements for postgraduate medical education

became necessary. I-astly, and importantly, most European governments became

increasingly concerned over the health of communities, not only in their larger armies and

navies, but also in the big cities swollen by industrialization. There had for long been an

altruistic obligation to provide medical services for the poor; when the poor were numerous

and concentrated in large numbers, altruism was reinforced by fear of epidemics or

revolution. It is signifìcant that one of the first medical specialties to receive separate

credentials was public health or hygiene, sometimes called - also significantly - state

medicine.

The process of medical professionalization took different forms in different

countries. Where the govemment was strong, as in France and the Germanic states, it was

relatively easy to impose a tidy uniformity with simple credentials, at least on paper, and

lwaddington, I. The medical profession in the industrial revolution. Dublin. Gill & Macmillan. 1984,

r45.
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eventually to institute educational quality control under official regulations. 'Where, as in

Great Britain, there were powerful medical corporations with vested interests, the ancient

forms of medical credentials were preserved, but the progress towards quality control went

as fast as in the continental sovereignties, or even faster. Where there were neither strong

corporations nor an effective bureaucracy, quality control was much harder to achieve, and

medical education was less efficient. This was so in the libertyJoving USA.

For the British colonies in Australia and New Zealand, the evolution of medical

education in Great Britain was of paramount importance. Their medical worKorces came

largely from Britain, and especially from the less exalted strata of the British medical

profession. When colonies became self-governing and set up their own medical schools, the

schools were consciously modelled on British originals, and were largely staffed by men

trained in Britain. Nevertheless, some cofirments on other national medical educational

systems are relevant in a study of the early history of the Adelaide medical school. In the

first half of the nineteenth century, France led the world in clinical medicine and was an

important centre of research in many fields of biology. Although it is hard to find direct

French influences in the formation of Australasian medical schools, there can be no doubt

that French science was respected and studied. More importantly, the German universities

contributed substantially to the medical workforce in colonial Australi4 and several persons

with German medical training held teaching positions in the Adelaide medical school when

it began clinical teaching [see chapter 6]. In the latter part of the century, German and

Austrian medical scientists led the world, and were influential everywhere, though much

less so in Australia than in the USA.

3.2. France.

Few graduates from French medical schools practised in South Australia during the

nineteenth century, and there is nothing to suggest that French educational systems were

considered when the Adelaide medical school was planned. It may therefore seem perverse

to begin a review of Adelaide's European background with a consideration of the French

experience in medical education. There are however compelling reasons for doing so.

In the first place, many medical historians have emphasized the importance of

French clinical science in inaugurating the revolution in medical teaching during the first

half of the nineteenth century, especially in intemal medicine.2 R-T-H Laennec's discovery

of stethoscopy was only the most dramatic example of French innovations in clinical and

pathological science. Moreover, this French-led medical revolution was more than the

discovery or rediscovery of effective methods of clinical examination: there was a profound

attitudinal or philosophic change, at least among physicians. Charles Newman, in his

2 Newrnan, C. The evolution of medical education in the nineteenth century. London. Oxford
Universitv Press. 1957. 265: Bvnum. WF. Science and the oractice of medicine in the nineteenth
century. Cambridge. Cambridge University Press. 1994, 26 - 46.
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authoritative study of British medical education in the nineteenth century, stated that after

1800 there came from France a progressive change in emphasis from diagnosis on

symptoms to diagnosis by physical signs, with verification by postmortem examination.3

This exciting new doctrine, taught by salaried clinicians in large teaching hospitals,

attracted numerous students from many countries. These students carried French ideas

and clinical techniques home to less progressive European and American medical

schools.4 One can see a few traces of this great movement of ideas in the lives of the first

medical practitioners in South Australia. Thus, family tradition records that Handasyde

Duncan, a graduate of the University of Glasgow who came to Adelaide in 1839, had

earlier havelled in France and learned to use the stethoscope.s In 1&[1, he became one of

the first physicians to the new Adelaide Hospital, and he was to be a medical leader in the

colony.

France also led Europe in reshaping medical career structures, though reshaping is a

feeble word to describe the violent demolition of French medical institutions between 1792

and 1794, and the authoritarian reorganization that followed. In the eighteenth century,

orthodox French medical practitioners were ranked as physicians, surgeons and apothecaries

or pharmacists. As in Great Britain and other European countries, physicians were

supposedly university graduates; there were some 20 French universities able to award

medical degrees, varying greatly in prestige, quality and cost. Surgeons were traditionally

men of their hands, trained by apprenticeship, though schools of surgery were becoming

increasingly important, especially in Paris.6 Apothecaries were also trained as apprentices,

and were legally subordinated to physicians, who verihed their qualif,rcations. In principle,

apothecaries were supposed only to dispense drugs, but in practice they often gave

medical advice as well. In addition to these three so-called orders, there were midwives, for

whom educational courses were sponsored by the royal government.

The interests and privileges of the medical orders were protected by numerous

national and regional corporations. Outside the officially recognised orders of medical

practice, there was a larger alternative medical world of semiqualified or unqualified men

and women, quacks, folk healers and charitable persons, giving health services of all kinds

to those who could not afford the orthodox medical practitioners - or did not trust them.

This altemative medical world existed throughout Europe, and sometimes produced very

able practitioners.

3Newman, op.cit.,84.
4Ackerknecht, E, Medicine at the Paris hospital. 1794 - 1&l8. Baltimore. Johns Hopkins Press. 1967,
191
SDuncan, A. Memoir. M L o S Australiana. PRG 532 S. I -5.
6Rumsey, M. Professional and oooular medicine in France- 1770-1830. Cambridge. Cambridge
University Press. 1988, 52.
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The French Revolution destroyed the institutions of orthodox French medicine, at

least on paper. The story has been told repeatedly: idiosyncratically by Foucault,T

systematically by Ramsey,s and in its European context by Bynum.e Briefly, the

revolutionary Assembly abolished the medical corporations, nationalized the church-run

hospitals, and closed the university medical schools. During the period of the Terror, there

was much egalitarian rhetoric to the effect that the distinction between physicians and

surgeons must disappear. The need for public hospitals was denounced as an effect of social

inequality, and Barère, Robespierre's colleague on the Committee of Public Safety, is

credited with the slogan "No more poverty - no more hospitals".l0 After the phase of
demolition came a more practical phase of reconstruction. Soon after the fall of Robespierre,

the Thermidor administration enacted legislation that set up three big national medical

schools based on teaching hospitals in Paris, Montpellier and Strasbourg.l l These schools

were designed to give practical bedside teaching in medicine and surgery, ild they were

intended to meet the medical staffing needs of the huge and ravenous French armies. Thus,

hospitals were not abolished; instead they became the classrooms and laboratories of the

new clinical medicine. Since the Revolution had not abolished poverty, the teaching

hospitals were well filled, and under an authoritarian regime, indigent patients were made

available for clinical teaching - and for postmortem teaching also. The large numbers of
patients facilitated the numerical studies which were to be a feature of French medicine in

the next decades.l2 Somewhat later, the government of France carried through an

authoritarian revolution in the structure of medical education and qualifications. In 1803,

under Bonaparte's Consulate, further legislation established a two-tier structure of medical

practice based on govemment - approved courses and examinations, The upper tier

comprised an élite of doctors of medicine or surgery, who had studied in approved medical

schools for four years, passed a stiff examination, and submitted a thesis in l^atin or

French.l3 The lower tier, comprising local medical practitioners called officiers de santé, had

a variety of less demanding career structures; the scope of their medical practice was

restricted, and they were supposed to work only in a specified region. Medical practitioners

not approved under this legislation were supposedly illegal. Of course, alternative medicine

TFoucault, M. The birth of the clinic. An archaeologv of medical perception. Tr. A.M.Sheridan Smith.
[.ondon. Tavistock. IVI3, ch.3.
8Rurs"y, op.cit., 72-87.
gBynur, op.cit., 25 - Æ.
loFoucault, op.cit., 43
1ll¿w ol 14 Frimaire An III [4 December 1794].
l2Bynurn op.cit., 43; Murphy, TD, Medical knowledge and statistical methods in early nineteenth
century France. Med Hist I98l:25:301-319.

I3L:r* of 19 Ventôse An XI [11 March 1803], articles 5 - 8, quoted by Heller R. Ofhciers de santé.
The second-class doctors of nineteenth-century France. Med Hist 1978;22: 25-43.
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continued to be on offer in France notwithstanding spasmodic offïcial endeavours to

enforce a monopoly for orthodox practitioners.

The further history of the Bonapartist reorganization of French medical practice has

no relevance in the context of this study, because the system was never copied in Great

Britain, nor in the Australasian colonies. Indeed, Clark has said that the French experience

served only as a dreadful warning to British medical practitioners.l4 In particular, it
strengthened John Bull's distrust of government control, manifest to British observers in the

low status ofthe officiers de santé and the prohibition ofFrench professional associations.

French clinical teaching remained very productive throughout the nineteenth century.

French experimental biological science also achieved some famous coups, notably the

microbiological triumphs of Louis Pasteur. However, during the second half of the century,

overall medical leadership passed to Great Britain and still more to Germany and Austria.

Bynum shows that this partly reflected the distaste for laboratory work felt by some of the

high priests of French clinical medicine.l5 Nevertheless, French medicine remained

influential, even in colonial Adelaide. It is interesting to note that of the 274 volumes which

remain from the small Adelaide Hospital library, there are only ten in a language other than

English: two are in l-atin, and eight in French. The library also held volumes from 12

medical journals; the only one not in English was a French periodical.l6 Also, a trivial but

perhaps significant pointer, an Adelaide lecturer in 1902 gave his lectures at what he called

the clinique.lT

3.3. Great Britain.

3.3.1. England. Newman has described the state of medical practice in England in 1800.18

Much as in France, medical practitioners were then ranked in a tripartite hierarchy of
physicians, surgeons, and apothecaries, each with its own corporate organization and its

own career structure. The physicians, pre-eminent by law and in social status, were

expected to be learned, to be experienced diagnosticians and prognosticians, and to

prescribe drugs. They held university degrees, usually doctorates. Although English

physicians had an ancient claim to be competent in all branches of medicine, the reality was

that they did not ordinarily engage in manual activities, though in recent years an exception

l4Clark, George. A history of the Royal College of Physicians of London. Oxford. Clarendon Press.

1966. v.2, 731
15Bynum, op.cit., 109. Charcot is said to have proclaimed over his door:"Vous ne trouverez pas une
clinique des chiens chez moi". Israels, I.S. Jean Martin Charcot. In: The founders of neurolog]¡.
Haymaker W, Schiller F(eds). 2nd ed. Springfield. Thomas. I97O, 423
16 Hooke, J. Thesis [see Select Bibliography]. Appendix 1.

l7l*ndon, A. Clinical lectures on hl¡datid disease o[ the lungs. London., Bailliere, Tindall, Cox. 1902,
preface.

l8N"*mun, op.cit., ch 1.
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had been made - grudgingly - for midwifery; in 1783 a special licence had been created for
the ars obstetrica. The physicians' chief corporate body was the Royal College of
Physicians of [,ondon. This venerable institution was supposed to supervise the practice of
medicine throughout England and Wales, and to give licences for physicians who were not

fellows of the college. The fellows of the college were almost all graduates of Odord or

Cambridge, and a medical degree from one of those universities gave easy and early entry

to the fellowship, through a preliminary state of candidate. Physicians with doctorates from

other universities, such as the numerous graduates of Scottish universities, had to be

examined by senior fellows of the college if they wished to practice in England or Wales.

Those found appropriately learned were given licences to practice in l-ondon or so-called

extra-licences to practice elsewhere in England and Wales. The term licentiate of the Royal

College of Physicians of London [LRCP l-ond] thus had a very different meaning from that

given later in the century: it was the recognition and approbation of a medical qualification

taken elsewhere. At this time, the examination was a series of oral interrogations on

prescribed subjects, conducted in [-atin. The subjects included anatomy and physiology,

pathology and the symptoms of disease, therapeutics and practical medicine.le Clark, whose

history of the College of Physicians complements Newman's more general work, studied

the examination process before 1800, and concluded that it was careful andfair.2o

The universities of Oxford and Cambridge were in a very privileged position.

Graduates of these universities had to pay and to work for their privileges, and they had to

bemembersof theChurchofEngland.Tosecureamedicaldegree,itwas usual to spend at

least two expensive years in residence in a college, and to obtain a bachelor's degree in arts.

This degree required a very respectable knowledge of classical languages, necessary when

l¿tin was still a learned language and dropping classical quotations was a mark of gentility.

The student then went on to medical studies, before taking examinations in his original

university. The quality of medical teaching was not necessarily high, and has indeed been

described as abysmal.2l Perhaps this verdict is too harsh. Oxford offered lectures in

anatomy; a school of anatomy had been established in Christ Church in 1767. There was

also teaching in chemistry and botany and in 1797 ¡herc was an endowment for teaching in

physiology.z2 Although there was some hospital teaching in the Radcliffe Infirmary after

I7W,23 most students went elsewhere for clinical teaching, to l.ondon medical schools, to

l9clark, op.cit. v.1,98 and 179.
2o Ior¿., v.2, 518.
2ll.oudon, I. Medical e.ducation and medical reform. In: The history of medical education in Britain.
Nutton,V and Porter,R (eds). Amsterdam. Rodopi. 1995, 23O.
22sinclair HM, Robb-Smith AHT. A short history of anatomical teaching in Oxford. Oxford. Oxford
University Press. 1950, 42.
23Robb-Smith AHT. A strort history of the Radcliffe Infirmary. Oxford. Church Army Press. t97O,39.
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Edinburgh or overseas. Cambridge offered teaching in anatomy and physiology at this

time, though perhaps of lesser euality.z+

An Oxford or Cambridge medical education usually produced a learned and socially

acceptable English gentleman, but might not include much medical experience; the amount

of clinical studywasleftto the student's discretion. Until 1812, the College of Physicians

had a minimum requirement of only six months hospital practice.2S The duration of study

before acquisition of the degree of Bachelor of Medicine was supposedly six years.26 To
judge from Munk's brief biographies, the actual periods before graduation seem to have

varied, and could be quite prolonged. Thus, John Kidd, a future Oxford Regius Professor

of Medicine, entered Christ Church in 1793, when aged 17 . He took his BA in 1791, went to

Guy's Hospital for clinical teaching, and graduated BM in 1801. His MD came three years

later. The final examinations at Oxford and Cambridge were mediaeval in type, being oral

disputations on one topic chosen by the student and another chosen by the professor; the

disputations were not mere formalities, but obviously the range of questions was narrow.21

Oxford and Cambridge offered education for a small élite, and the number of
medical graduates from these universities was not large. Munk's Roll of the Royal College

of Physicians shows that between 1801 and 1825, there were 373 new fellows, licentiates

and extra licentiates. Of these, it appears that only 47 gradnated from Odord and 39 from

Cambridge.2s This small group of English graduates controlled the College. There werc

some 250 physicians with Scottish doctorates, most of whom were licentiates and as such

debarred from higher office in the College; it is no wonder that there was resentment among

the licentiates.

As in France and elsewhere in Europe, surgeons were traditionally craftsmen, trained

to be competent to perform the relatively few major operations of orthodox surgery, and to

treat extemal diseases as well as injuries. They were in theory prohibited from giving internal

medicines, though of course many did, especially in the Royal Navy, where the ship's

surgeon had to act also as physician and apothecary. Newman stated that in 1800, surgery

was not a learned profession: quickness in operations and sound anatomical knowledge

were the essential requirements, and other accomplishments were supedluous.2e While this

may often have been so, the recent careers of John Hunter and Percivall Pott had given

English surgery much scientific prestige, and Newman (a physician) may have undervalued

24Williu.ron, R. Sir Busick Harwood: a reappraisal. Med Hist 19f33;27: 423-433.
25N"*r*, op.cit.,5.
2Qui¿., ro.
Tlrcta,p. tt.
28Munk, W. The Roll of the Royal Colle8e of Phl¡sicians of London. [,ondon. Published by the
College.2nd edn. 1878.
29N"wmun, op.cit., 17.
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the intellectual interests of surgeons at this time; Astley Cooper was a worthy successor to

Hunter, and he was not alone.3o

In England, surgeons were much more numerous than physicians. Their vocational

corporation was the Royal College of Surgeons of London, founded by royal charter in the

year 1800, as the successor to an older corporate body (Fig.-t.1) V/ithin six months of the

creation of this college, 750 surgeons had accepted membership; at this time, there were only

153 fellows and licentiates of the Royal College of Physicians. Membership of the college

of surgeons of l,ondon (later of England) became the usual qualification of an English

surgeon, and holders of the English MRCS diploma were to be the backbone of the colonial

medical worldorce, at least in South Australia. The nature of English swgical education is

therefore much more relevant in a study of Australian medical education than the Oxbridge

ideal of the cultured medical gentleman, although that ideal was influential in the design of
the first Australian medical curricula, especially in Melbourne and Sydney [see chapter 7, p

1831.

In 1800 and for long after, English surgeons were trained by apprenticeship. As a
rule, a young man's parents or guardian would negotiate with a respected surgeon, pay an

up-front premium, and apprentice their son, usually for a term of five years. At the end of
this period, or during it, the apprentice would attend one of the many private medical

teaching schools, or a l.ondon hospital-based medical school, for lectures in surgery and

anatomy. In 1821, a future Adelaide surgeon, William Wyatt, was apprenticed at the age

of 16 to a Plymouth surgeon and apothecary;3l the premium was 200 guineas, not

including board and lodging. James Paget, who was to be a great figure in English medical

education, was apprenticed ten years after Wyatt (at a premium of only 100 guineas!).

Paget saw real merits in apprenticeship as medical training. The apprentice learned how to

deal with patients and how to run a practice; he had time to read, and came to learn the

theoretical side of surgery as a mature student.32 If his parents had been rich enough, or

well connected, he might be apprenticed to one of the surgical grandees in a l-ondon

teaching hospital. He would then get an excellent surgical training and in that frankly

nepotic world his future fortune might be made. This is illustrated by the career of Sir

Astley Cooper. He became a surgeon at Guy's Hospiøl in 1800, in succession to an uncle

to whom he had been briefly apprenticed: he himself was to be a nepotist in the literal

sense, advancing the careers of two nephews as well as a number of apprentices.33

Apprenticeship to a leading London surgeon was usually very expensive for the student

and very lucrative for the surgeon. By 1825, surgeons at Guy's Hospital and St.Thomas's

30Brock, RC. The lile and work of Astle}¡ Cooeer. Edinburgh. Livingstone. 1952, l4g.
3lLrndon AA. Dr V/illiam Wyatt - surgeon and philanthropist. M L o S Australiana PRG
l28lr2nt, r39 - t69.
32quoted by Newman, op.cit., 18
33Brock, op.cit., 135.
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Hospital were receiving as much as f,1000 for personal tuition over four or hve years.34

Knowledge that this was so prompted the first proposal for medical teaching in Adelaide

[seechapter5pSl].
When it was founded, the Royal College of Surgeons was not stringent in its

educational requirements. Apart from apprenticeship, the only requirement before

examination was certification of attendance at one course of lectures in anatomy and one of

lectures in surgery. The examinations were oral, candidates being questioned and judged in

one session by the court of examiners, a panel of senior London surgeons.35 It is generally

said that the College examination for young surgeons applying to join the armed services

were even less rigorous.36 After three years service, army and naval surgeons could enter

civil practice withoutfurther apprenticeship, Some of them then went on to brilliant surgical

careers, as did George Guthrie who was an army surgeon at the age of 16, and became one

of the greatest practical surgeons of his time. However this shoft-cut course of accreditation

may have had less happy results. It is relevant in this study, that many early medical

practitioners in Australia had been naval surgeons, and provision for this form of
qualification was thought necessary as late as lA4 when the South Australian medical

register was formed.37

The apothecaries were the third order in the ranks of medical practitioners in

England and Vy'ales, and were also numerous. In the seventeenth century, they had been

tradesmen in drugs and medicines, compounding and selling a great variety of animal,

mineral and vegetable substances, according to the complex prescriptions of physicians.

Some still confined themselves to dispensing medicines, but for nearly a century the

apothecaries of London had the legal right to give medical advice. By 1800, most of them did

this, and so cheaply that they had become the family doctors of the poor, in many provincial

towns and villages as well as in I-ondon. They were also at times the family doctors of the

very rich, in partnership with physicians. They not only made up the physician's

prescriptions, but also interpreted the physician's advice and provided continuity of care.

Some fifty years earlier, George II's famous minister the Duke of Newcastle had provided

an amusing illustration of this. His wife, to whom he was touchingly devoted, suffered from

chronic ill health, and he consulted two very grand royal physicians. To implement their

treatment, he engaged a Mr John Twells as his domestic apothecary in consüant attendance

34'üuddington op.cit., 3o.
3scope,Z. The Royal College of Sureeons of England. A history. London, Anthony Blond. 1959,
136.

36Lloyd, C & Coulter, JLS. Medicine and the Navv" 120O-1900. Edinburgh. Livingstone. 1961. v.3,
36
3TFraenkel, GJ & Wilde, DH. The Medical Boa¡d of South Australia. 1844-1994. Adelaide. Medical
Board of South Australia. 1994,12, quoting Ordinance 17 - lU4.
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on the duchess,3s and kept him for some22 years (at the expense of the tax-payer, by giving

Twells a Customs sinecure).3g Newcastle's personality and fiscal opportunities were

unique, but other members of the nobility also saw their apothecary as a kind of superior

domestic servant.40 Many apothecaries performed minor surgical procedures, such as

bleeding, cupping and drawing teeth. The term surgeon-apothecary came into use to describe

what were soon to be called general practitioners. Like surgeons, apothecaries

were trained by apprenticeship, for a period of seven years or even eight in London;

prcvincial apprenticeships were apparently less rigorous.4l There was an initial entry

examination, which included examination in l-atin, very necessary for apothecaries who had

to study the pharmacopoeia and to read the intricate prescriptions of physicians. The long

apprenticeship might include field studies and lectures in botany.a2 Formal training in

anatomy and medicine was not compulsory, but the apprentice apothecaries could attend

dissections and lectures offered for surgical apprentices. At the end of the apprenticeship,

the future apothecary was examined, chiefly in pharmacy. Those who wished to practice

surgery as well as medicine might undergo surgical training and perhaps obtain a diploma

from the Company of Surgeons, predecessor of the Royal College of Surgeons.

The apothecaries had a strong corporate body, the Worshipful Society of

Apothecaries of London. In 1800 the ruling board, the court of assistants, was chiefly

concerned with medical practice; since 1774, apothecaries who lived solely by trade in drugs

had been excluded.a3 As a corollary, there was an increase in the number of retail druggists

who were not apothecaries; these druggists were to constitute the new profession of chemists

or pharmacists. English apothecaries played a much stronger role in medical politics than

was the case in France or Germany.

In England at this time, and for long after, midwifery was not a separate component

ofmedical practice. Physicians, surgeons and surgeon-apothecaries could and did engage in

obstetrical work, and so of course did midwives. Surgeons had long been called to cases of

obstructed labour, but in the course of the eighteenth century, it had become common for

pregnant women to have a physician or surgeon booked in advance even for normal

deliveries. For such men, the genteel term 'accoucheur' was replacing 'man-midwife'.

There was no special qualification for this field of medical practice: the College of

3&Iwells was not a licentiate of the l-ondon Society of Apothecaries; he may have been a provincial
apothecary: G Thompson(Guildhall Librarian): personal communication, 13 May 196ó.
3htr" Newcastles were appalled when barbarous political opponents stripped Mr Twells of his
sinecure. A summary of the very enûertaining correspondence is given in Namier, L. The structure of
oolitics at the accession of George III. [,ondon. Macmillan. 1963, ?32 n.
4N"*m* op.cit.2l.
4lBurnby, J. 'An examined and free apothecary'. In: The historv of medipl education in Fritain,
Nutton,V & Porter,R (eds). Amsterdam. Rodopl. 1995, 17.
4¿Wa1J, C, Cameron, HC, & Underwood, EA. A historv of the Worshipful Society of Apothecaries of
@¡.v.1 1617-1815. London. Oxford University Press. 1fti3, 88.

4|rui¿, rs8.
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Physicians licence never had much significance, and was discontinued in I&0/,.+a Specialized

teaching in obstetrics was available in [-ondon, and according to Loudon the quality of this

was good.4s However, as in other fields of medical education, it was up to the young medico

to get what theoretical and practical experience he needed: there was no compulsion and no

formal qualification, still less supervision. Midwives were also unregistered and learned their

business from an experienced woman without formal apprenticeship.

3.3.2. Scotland. In Scotland, medical education was much more academic and in general

much better. There were indeed medical corporations, as in lìngland: these were the

separate Royal Colleges of Physicians and of Surgeons of Edinburgh, and the conjoined

Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow. These corporations had educational and

regulatory roles, and gave diplomas which were appropriate qualifications for surgeons.46

However the most important qualificatiot w¿ls a doctorate of medicine, usually conferred by

one of the four ancient Scottish universities - Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen and St

Andrews. In the first two universities, these doctorates were usually not postgraduate

degrees, as they were later to become; they were primary medical qualifications, as is still

the case in many European countries and in the USA. There rryas no Scottish educational

body equivalent to the poùent l-ondon Society of Apothecaries, and no Scottish equivalent

of that Society's licence to practice medicine .

The University of Blinburgh had a large medical school of international fame.

Originally modelled on Boerhaave's school in læyden, the Rlinburgh school offered a

structured three year course of lectures and clinical teaching in the Edinburgh Royal

Infirmary, culminating in a rigorous examination. This curriculum was copied throughout

the world, and was to shape medical education in the Australasian colonies, as many

historians have emphasized - and perhaps overemphasized. There were lecture courses in

the following topics:

. Anatomy

. Surgery - bifurcated into theoretical and clinical teaching

. Materia medica

. Pharmacy

. Theory and practice of medicine

. Clinical medicine

. Midwifery

. Chemistry

. Botany.

4clark,op.cir., v.2, 637.
45Loudon, L Deaths in childbed from the eighteenth century to 1935. Med Hist 1986;30: I -41.
6creswell, CH. The Roval College of Surgeons of Edinburgh. Historical notes from 1505 ûo 1905.

Rlinburgh. Oliver Boyd. IV26, 173.
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There were also special courses in any two of the following: practical anatomy,

natural history, medical jurisprudence, clinical surgery and military surgery. Teaching was

conducted chiefly by university professors, many of them men of international distinction ,

but also in private medical schools. The final oral examination was rigorous. It was

conducted in Latin so intense that one candidate found himself dreaming in l-atin.a7

Candidates also had to submit a l¿tin thesis on some medical theme: as it was prepared

beforehand, the l,atinity was often the work of a professional coach. These theses did not

as a rule represent original research. An exception was Denis Considen, a surgeon in the

First Fleet to Australia. When he presented a thesis for his MD in 1804, he referred to his

own discovery of eucalyptus oil in New South Wales.as

The Rlinburgh course was highly esteemed, and not only in Scotland. Many Irish

and English students went there, and the Edinburgh doctorate was readily accepted by the

Royal College of Physicians of London as a basis for licence to practice in England. In

Ireland, many Edinburgh graduates practised as physicians without troubling to obtain any

other credential. Edinburgh was cheaper than Oxford, Cambridge or Dublin, and there was

no religious discrimination.

The University of Glasgow maintained a medical school, smaller than that of

Edinburgh, and in less esteem, though it was later to be a great school. As in other

universities at this time, there was competition with private teaching. In Glasgow, there was

a private institution with high academic ambitions, the Andersonian University, founded by

the Professor of Natural Philosophy at Glasgow University, John Anderson.4e (FiS. 3.2 ).

Clinical teaching was carried out in the Glasgow Royal Infirmary.

The Universities of Aberdeen and St Andrews also conferred doctorates of medicine,

but these were regarded with suspicion, especially in England. Aberdeen and St Andrews

doctorates were seen as soft options, and with reason. Aberdeen had a small antiquated

medical school,sO but St Andrews did not. That ancient university had a chair of medicine,

endowed by a grateful English duke, but the professor did not teach. The St Andrews MD

was often awarded in the absence of the candidate, and without examination, on the basis of

certificates given by two supposedly reputable physicians, and on payment of fl4 sterling,

a substantial sum in Scotland. Often, the applicant was far away - in one case, as far as

Botany Bay.sl Munk's Roll of the Royal College of Physicians lists for the years 1801-

1825 some 30 holders of the St Andrews MD and a rather larger number with the Aberdeen

47Ne*man, op.cit, 16.
48Gilt"rt, LA. Considen, Dennis(d.181Ð. ADB. I 1788-1850, U2.
4gGeyer-Kordesch, J. Comparative difficulties: Scottish medic¿l education in the European context
(c.1690 - 1830) In: The historv of medical education in Bricain. Nutton, V.& Porter, R.(eds) Amsterdam.
Rodopi. 1995, 109.
sOstephenson W. In: Studies in the history and development of the-Uniyersity of Aberdeen. Anderson
PJ(ed). Aberdeen. 19C6, 3t2-5.
SlBluir, JSG. Edinburgh. Scottish Academic
Press. 1987,30.
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MD. Many were former surgeons who must have wanted the status of physician and had

been prepared to pay for it. Anthony Brownless, the ambitious founder of the Melbourne

medical school, took this Scottish road to professional elevation. Born in Kent, he qualified

MRCS and LSA in 1&11, and procured the St Andrews MD in 1&17, after which he

secured appointments as physician to two l-ondon dispensaries.S2 fil \Whittell, one of the

founders of the Adelaide medical school, also upgraded his status by taking an Aberdeen

MD ten years after he had obtained the MRCSIE gl.

3.3.3.Ireland. Ireland entered the nineteenth century suffering from the economic effects

of rebellion, repression and loss of parliamentary self govemment. Understandably, Irish

medical progress was at first slow. In theory, the organization of medical practice in Ireland

closely paralleled the English system. There were royal colleges for physicians and for

surgeons, respectively styled the King and Queen's College of Physicians in lreland and the

Royal College of Surgeons in lreland. There was a corporate body of apothecaries, known

as Apothecaries' Hall. The roles of the universities of Odord and Cambridge were

paralleled by Trinity College, Dublin, which however had its own School of Physic, forming

the nucleus of a university medical school;s3 this school was to have a great future, but in

1800 it was still in its formative stages. These four bodies confened medical licenses, or in

the case of Trinity College, doctorates of Dublin University. However, at this time, these

credentials seem to have had very little cuffency, at least outside Dublin. This doubtless

reflected both the religious exclusiveness of the Dublin establishment, and the general Irish

poverty, since these qualifications were relatively expensive. In the entire period 178G1800,

there were only 22medical graduates from the University of Dublin, and two diplomates.sa

Instead, Irishmen went in large numbers to Scotland, finding Scottish medical education

cheaper, probably better, and without any confessional bar against Catholics or non-

conformist Protestants. Others went to London, or to the continent; somewhat later in the

century, several Irishmen who settled in Adelaide registered English diplomas though

they had been apprenticed to Irish apothecaries,ss or in one case had studied in Paris.s6

52Russell KF. Brownless, Sir Anthony Collings (1817-189?) ADB 3 I85I-l8gO, 27I.
53Kirkpatrick TPC. Historv of the mçdical teachine in Trinily College Dublin and of the school of
ohvsic in Ireland. Dublin. Hanna & Neale 1912, 194.
lwidd"s JDH. A historl¡ of the Royal College of Physicians of lreland 16541963. Blinburgh.
Livingstone. 1963, 97
55Moreton Papers. M L o S Australiana. V 1008[certificates],1009 [notes by Verco J], 1126, also

Robert Waters Moore in Lendon Papers PRG 128/1211,1:87 - 133.
Scunrorrpapers.Ml- o S Australiana. PRG427
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3.4.Medical reform in Great Britain.
During the nineteenth century, British medical practice underwent a series of

metamorphoses, and there were fundamental changes in the aims and content of medical

education. The processes of change were called medical reform, at least by the partisans of
the changes, but much more than institutional and legal reforms were involved. There was in

this dynamic century a vast enlargement in the scientific frontiers of medical biology, and

this enlargement was reflected in medical teaching and curricula, and in the aims of

universities and medical corporations. Nevertheless, old forms and nomenclatures were

retained to a suprising degree, and almost all the British institutions of 1800 survived the

assaults of the reformers,

Sir George Newman described the sequence of events in his well-known book The

Evolution of Medical Education in the Nineteenth Cqntury. and this urbane na¡rative

remains the standard history of medical reform in England. Events in Scotland are less

well described, and Ireland is scarcely mentioned. However, other writers have since

written on the history of Scottish and Irish medical institutions, ild these accounts

complement Newman's London - centred story. More recently, there have been other

analyses and interpretations, some of them challenging the triumphalist historiography of
medical writers. In particular, V/addington has discussed the process of medical

professionalization in England from a sociological viewpoint.sT

Medical reform makes an entertaining story, much enlivened by the polemics of the

medical reformers, above all those of Thomas 'Wakley, founder and editor of The l-ancet.

and a member of parliament in the Radical interest. However, in the context of a study of

medical education in South Australia, the dramatic clashes are less relevant than the

chronology of parliamentary acts relating to medical practice, and the consequent changes

in educational requirements and credentials.

The first phase of the reform movement culminated in the Apothecaries' Act of

1815. This act stemmed from a medical campaign against the numerous unqualified medical

practitioners: competition by quacks was especially damaging to apothecaries engaged in

general medical practice.ss In its final form, the act did not prohibit unlicensed medical

practitioners, as the French legislation of 1803 had tried to do. Instead, the act provided for

the examination and licensing of apothecaries, to give them status and to ensure adequate

knowledge in relevant fields of general practice, with the very important exception of

surgery. The London Society of Apothecaries was authorised to set up a court of examiners,

to examine in those topics that were seen as necessary to medical practice, excluding

surgery. Success in these examinations, plus certificates testifying to five years

sTwuddington, op.cit. part 3.
58W41, Cameron & Underwood. op.cit., 2O2.
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apprenticeship, six months attendance at a public hospital and attendance at appropriate

lectures, was recognised by the Licence of the Society of Apothecaries [LSA, or sometimes

LWCA. for those who liked to remember that the Society had been a Worshipful

Companyl. The LSA did not testify to even an elementary competence in surgery, which

remained the concern of the Royal College of Surgeons. A general practitioner who wished

to be a surgeon apothecary should therefore hold the college's diploma, at that time the

MRCS(Lond). Many did not bother to do so, and in the absence of any form of legal

compulsion or even registration, this could be done with impunity.

The Society of Apothecaries was often denigrated as a body of tradesmen; The

I-ancet unkindly called it Rhubarb Hall. Nevertheless, its court of examiners rapidly

drafted a workmanlike medical curriculum. By l&11, this had evolved to constitute a very

comprehensive educational system - in everything except surgery.sg The candidate for

examination had to produce:

. Indentures of apprenticeship

. Certificates of attendance at lectures on chemistry, anatomy and physiology, anatomical

demonshations and dissections, materia medica and therapeutics, botany, principles and

practice of medicine, midwifery (with attendance on cases), hospital and dispensary medical

practice, and forensic medicine. These certificates testified to study in a structured three

year program.

There was a preliminary entrance examination, usually taken at the beginning of

apprenticeship, The final examinations for the t-SA were in these fields:

. Translations of Latin texts (from Celsus, Gregory, physicians' prescriptions, and the

I-ondon Pharmacopoeia)

. Chemistry

. Materia medica and therapeutics

. Botany

. Anatomy and physiology

. Principles and practice of medicine (after 1827, this included obstetrics, and the diseases

of children were also included).

Newman described this as the first comprehensive medical curriculum in England.60

However, the London College of Surgeons also developed a systematic medical curriculum

for candidates for the MRCS diploma. In l&[1, this stipulated that candidates should have

spent at least four years in "acquirement of professional knowledge", still in part by

apprenticeship, but including three years in a recognised school of surgery.6l Hospital

training was seen as essential, and recognition was given - grudgingly - to provincial

hospitals as well as to metropolitan hospitals. The recognition of provincial hospitals came

st¡g¡¿nSgl 1841; 1: 4 - 5. Abstract of regulations of Apothecaries' Hall.
mN"*rnun, op.cit., 75.
ólThe L-un""t. op.cit. 5 -6: Abstract of the regulations of the Royal College of Surgeons in London.
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after much angry lobbying by Wakley; it opened the way to recognition of colonial

hospitals in Australia and elsewhere in the British empire.

The topics for study were:

. Anatomy and physiology

. Surgery

. Medicine("physic") and chemistry

. Materia medica and medical botany

. Midwifery

. Medical jurisprudence.

Students were examined in anatomy, physiology, surgery and surgical

pathology.62 The college of surgeons examination was still an oral procedure, but in 1837,

during the presidency of Astley Cooper, a written examination had been introduced for

candidates who had failed in the oral examination. Arrangements were made to allow

students to comply simultaneously with the requirements of "both the Hall and the

College": thus, the student intending to go into general practice might get both MRCS and

LSA in a five year period. Many of the first generation of South Australian medical

practitioners did not trouble to do so, contenting themselves with one qualification, most

often the MRCS(Lond) [ see p 671.

The English royal colleges and the society of apothecaries prescribed these

curricula, and they provided independent examiners. They taught very little. Teaching was

done in private medical schools, and in the great l,ondon hospitals; in 1&11, full medical

courses were on offer from 10 hospital medical schools. This separation of roles was in

contrast with the Scottish system: the universities of &linburgh and Glasgow provided both

teaching and quality control by examination. An approach to the Scottish system was

attempted in the new University of London, founded in 1828. The two university medical

schools, established at University College Hospital and at Kings College Hospital, were

both centres of excellence in the medical sciences, and recruited professors of great

distinction. The academic standards set for the l,ondon MB were formidable, and many

of those who studied at London University took the softer option of the MRCS diploma

lFiS. 3.31. By 1&lO, most of the l¡ndon hospital medical schools were flourishing. The

passage of an Anatomy Act in læ2,13 greatly facilitated the teaching of anatomy and

operative surgery in accredited medical schools; it became possible to dispense with the

unsavoury collaboration of teachers with grave robbers and murderers. Clinical teaching

also advanced in the l¡ndon public hospitals, where as Newman has shown, there \ryas a

progressive adoption of the new French methods of clinical examination. The same was true

of Dublin, where Robert Graves and William Stokes were brilliant and innovative clinical

teachers, especially in internal medicine. Irish influences are not obvious in the early history

62cow,op.cit., 14o.
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of the Adelaide medical school, but can be detected in other colonial medical schools. In

Melbourne, one of the first teachers was Raymond Eades, a Dublin graduate, who had

moved from Adelaide to Melbourne, where he was a popular lecturer in materia medica and

therapeutics.63

While English medical cunicula were being modernised in the light of the 1815 Act,

the second and most vituperative phase of the medical reform movement was under way.

Waddington interpreted this phase as primarily a conflict between the English general

practitioners and the l-ondon medical oligarchs. There were many cross-conflicts, and there

was increasing intervention by the governments of the day, from concern over the need to

provide health care for the industrial working class, through the Poor I-aw medical

officers.64 The chief target for Wakley and his fellow medical reformers was the Royal

College of Surgeons. The college had a large membership comprising most of the general

practitioners, including Wakley himself, and it was ruled in a blatantly undemocratic way by

a self-elected group of élite London surgeons. The details of the attack on the college

oligarchs are of no relevance in the present context, but one move in their dogged defence

against democracy had lasting importance. In 1843, the college obtained a new royal charter,

which created a higher grade of fellows of what was now styled the Royal College of

Surgeons of England. These fellows were to be the electors of the college council, from

which the court of examiners was chosen. Under the charter, the first fellows were

nominated by the council on the basis of perceived professional distinction and freedom

from the taint of general practice.6s Nearly 600 thus got in on the ground floor. After the

first year, candidates for the fellowship diploma IFRCSI underwent a written examination

which was intended to test their knowledge of anatomy, physiology, surgery, pathology and

therapeutics on a high level; the candidates also had to demonstrate surgical skill in
dissections and cadaver operations. Fellowship by examination soon became a mark of

surgical distinction, and thereby the basis of a new surgical élitism. Meritocracy replaced

nepotism, and the l-ancet foamed with democratic fury. The FRCS[now Eng] was soon

coveted by surgeons in the colonies [pp.70 8L 751. The Royal College of Physicians was

slower to respond to the changing times, but in 1859 this college also created an élite

diploma awarded by examination, confusingly termed the membership [MRCP hnd¡.ee

This became the physician's counterpart of the FRCS.

In 1858, the second phase of medical reform ended with a fruidul compromise.

After many legislative impasses, a reforming medical act was piloted through parliament by

FW Cowper, a Whig of the bluest blood, after important amendments by the Tory Home

63Russell, op.cit.42.
gwaddingto n, op.cit., 77.
65cope op.cit., 72.
6cooke, AM. A history of the Rolial College of Ph]¡sicians of London. v 3. Oxford. Clarendon. 1972,
873.
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Secretary Spencer Walpole. As one would expect from its aristocratic parentage, the act in

its hnal form was not revolutionary. This caused great disappointment to the reformers,

who now included John Simon, a brilliant medical bureaucrat who was Cowper's chief

adviser. Nevertheless, the 1858 Medical Act was to have great consequences throughout the

British empire. The act set up what was termed the General Council for Medical Rlucation

and Registration, later known as the General Medical Council (Git¡C).oz The chief

responsibility of the GMC was the maintenance of a single register of qualified medical

practitioners in Great Britain. To do this, the GMC was empowered to determine what

qualifications were acceptable, and to monitor the quality of curricula and examinations. It
was a representative body, comprising nine persons nominated by the British medical

corporations, six representatives of the British universities, and six Crown nominees.

To the anger of Simon and Wakley, the GMC was not given direct coercive flowers,

either to penalise unqualified medical practitioners,6s or to discipline recalcitrant medical

institutions. It could however make recommendations to the hivy Council, whose newly

formed Medical Department was to have some of the roles of the future Ministry of Health.

More importantly, the GMC was able to create a climate of opinion, in which the hipartite

separation of medical careers could not survive. The GMC could and did point out

inadequacies in medical teaching, and its recommendations could not be disregarded. Least

of all by the new universities in Australasia.

3.5. British medical education after 1858.

Loudon has argued that the GMC, as established in 1858, was a counter-

revolutionary body, serving to consolidate the medical status quo.6e This is certainly true, in

that the GMC blocked moves to establish a single national qualifying medical examination,

comparable with the contemporary German Staatsexamen [see below]. Nevertheless, the

GMC presided over an evolutionary process which achieved some of the desirable features

of national uniformity without loss of the flexibility which was the chief merit in the British

system.

The GMC carried out a series of visitations of medical schools, to monitor the

efficiency and fairness of the nineteen British medical qualification systems. The GMC

also collected information on the content of medical cunicula, and made recommendations

tending towards standardization and a logical sequence in the order of teaching. In theory,

these recommendations could have been enforced by the threat of government action through

the Privy Council, but this ultimate weapon was never used. According to Newman, the

67Newman, op.cit., 190; Waddington, op.cit., 109.
æBynurn, op.cit., 179. Unregistered practitioners were however penalised if they misrepresented their
qualifications.
69l,oudon L Medical education and medical reform. op.cit.244.
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British medical establishment, in the form of the GMC, was afraid to call in the government

in the menacing person of John Simon, who advised the Privy Council.T0

Thus, the London corporations and the chief British universities held their various

entrenched positions, but reformed themselves neyertheless, to some extent in response to

gentle pressure from the GMC.7I The corporations moved slowly towards collaboration in

providing educational systems that would produce general practitioners competent in

medicine, surgery and midwifery.In 18&1, the l.ondon colleges of physicians and surgeons

formed a conjoint examination board, which conferred the relatively new LRCP[I.ond],

first offered in 1861, and the older MRCSIEng]. Similar conjoint boards were set up in

Ireland, and in Scotland, where the Scottish corporations combined in offering what was

known as the triple qualification. The conjoint diplomas became very popular in England as

a middlebrow qualification for general practitioners; they were less popular in Scotland,

where university degrees were usually taken.

The first regulations for the l-ondon LRCP-MRCS package required candidates

to spend at least 45 months in professional studies in a recognized medical school offering

practical instruction in medicine, surgery and midwifery.72 They had to receive instruction

in chemistry, physics, materia medica and pharmacy. They had to perform dissections over a

period of not less than 12 months, and to perform operations on "the Dead Subject'r. They

had to attend lectures in anatomy, physiology, medicine, surgery, and midwifery, and to

attend at least 20labours. They had to attend lectures on pathological anatomy and forensic

medicine, each for not less than three months, and to attend postmortem demonstrations.

They had to undergo practical instruction in medicine, surgery and gynaecology, and

optionally in psychiatry, in recognized hospitals. To qualify for recognition, a metropolitan

hospital should have at least 150 beds; at this time, the bigger l.ondon hospitals had 600

beds or more. A recognized provincial or colonial hospitat should have at least 100 beds.

Finally, the candidates must serve in hospítal wards as medical clerks for six months and as

surgical dressers for the same period. Training in the wards thus replaced personal

apprenticeship, which in its old form disappeared from the British medical scene.

Candidates had to pass three examinations. Victorian England believed

devoutly in the value of examinations, and the London conjoint board examined

candidates very thoroughly, by written papen¡, oral interviews and to some extent practical

performances. The first examination was in three parts:

I. Chemistry, including chemical physics. Chemical physics covered maüer, weight, heat

and electricity.

II. Materia medica and pharmacy.

7o Newman, op.cit.,23o
7lCook", op.cit., 846
72 Examining Board in England by the Royal College of Physicians of l-ondon and the Royal College
of Surgeons of England. Regulations and synopses relating to the several examinations under the
provisions of clause XIX of the Medical Act ( 1858). Ist October 1884. L-ondon.
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III. Elementary anatomy and physiology.

The second examination was in two parts:

I. Anatomy.

II. Physiology. This included histology and physiological chemistry, later known as

biochemistry; for both, there were practical examinations.

The third examination was in three parts:

I. Medicine, including therapeutics, medical anatomy and pathology.

II. Surgery, including surgical anatomy and pathology.

III. Midwifery and gynaecology.

Paediatrics and psychiatry are the most obvious omissions in the examination

synopses. The omission of paediatrics may express the common medical delusion that a

child is a miniature adult. However, the 1890 examination papers do include searching

questions on infantile diarrhoea, rickets, paediatric intestinal obstruction and the fetal

circulation. The omission of psychiatry is more surprising, though study of contemporary

textbooks on lunacy suggests that this was no great loss.

Meanwhile, the Brítish medical schools had responded to the changing times by

setting up four year courses, and most of them had improved their teaching facilities. IVhat

this meant in staffing and expenditure can be seen in the calendars of the London medical

schools. ln187213, the great school at St Bartholomew's Hospital enrolled &[ new students;

the total student body then numbered 344.To teach them, the school listed 22 lecturers, all

medically qualifred save a botanist in holy orders.73 These were mostly very experienced

clinicians, and some were eminent medical scientists. Their thinking can be studied irt their

text books. Twelve years earlier, five Barts surgeons had written chapters in a textbook of

surgical pathology. Their chapters show some coÍìmon characteristics - lucid writing,

good use of published and personal cases, familiarity with histological appearances, and

very little interest in statistics.Ta Besides these exalted lecturers, there were also

demonstrators and three registrars. This large staff was paid by students' fees, divided on an

esoteric plan. In 1879, more than f5000 was distributed to the teaching ståff, in payments

that presumably recognised status and time given. The celebrated surgeon WS Savory,

Lister's adversary, gotf77l.IL7. The Barts dental surgeon got f48.6.0. 75 To meet these

T3Anonymous . St Bartholomew's Hosoital and College. Sessions 1872-3. London, Spottiswoode.
l873.Cited as Barts Calendar.

74Holm"s, TE(Ed) A system of surgerv. theoretical and practical. in treatises b!¡ various authors.

London. Parker.186O.

TsThornton, JL, The medical college from its origins to the end of the nineteenth century. The Roval
Hospital of St. Ba{tholomew 1123 - 1973. Medvei, VC & Thornton, J,L,[eds] London. St
Bartholomews Hospital 1974, 74 - 75.
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and other expenses, students paid f 105 for the full course up front, and additional sums for
clinical teaching. T6

Barts provided impressive facilities: dissecting rooms, museums, a library, and

laboratories for practical chemistry and physics. There was a students' residential college,

run by a warden, whose work included tuition and student counselling, From l&13 to 1851

the warden had been James Paget, who made Barts an exemplary teaching centre. Paget

lectured in anatomy, physiology and pathology, and later in surgery, His respect for the

old system of apprenticeship has been mentioned[see above]. As warden and as lecturer he

did much to establish the new system of science-based teaching, and he became an

acknowledged authority on medical education.TT He was to be very influential in the creation

of the Melbourne medical school [see p 48].

Barts spent lavishly on facilities for pre-clinical medical teaching; the medical school

was rebuilt and enlarged between 1876 and 1881, at the enormous cost of f50 000.78

Clinical teaching was carried on in the great 700 bed hospital, which cared for some 150

000 patients yearly, including children and obstetrical patients. Much clinical teaching was

hands-on experience, acquired by clerks attached to individual physicians and dressers

attached to surgeons. These posts were open to students after the second year. They were

much sought after. Able students were given free posts; other students had to pay - in 1872,

students not awarded free posts had to pay f26.5.O for 12 months ward experience and

teaching. After graduation, there was further clinical experience for resident house

physicians, house surgeons and midwifery assistants. These posts were salaried, commonly

a¡.f25 per annum, and by avery pretty touch the resident paid25 guineas for his tuition in

the post.

It seems likely that Barts had direct influence on the Adelaide medical school.

Among the students listed in the I87A3 Calendar as prizewinners was Joseph Verco. Born

in Adelaide in 1851, he had entered the Barts school in 1870. His private papers show Barts

teaching through the eyes of a very intelligent and ambitious young man who was to be a

leaderin the Adelaide medical school.Te Like most students, he took lectures very seriously,

and made value judgements of his lecturers. Since childhood Verco had been steeped in

evangelical sermonizing, and it would be surprising if he did not believe in the didactic

lecture as a teaching tool. He clearly took dissection seriously, and also histology. He

bought a monocular microscope fior f10], and mentions his part in stealing an excised

76Bars Calendar, op.cit., 44.
TTRoberts, S. Sir James Paget. The rise of clinical surgery. l¡ndon. Royal Society of Medicine
Services. 1989, Il7.
TSThornton op.cit., 73.
79verco,J. M L oS Australiana.PRc322tSlL DiarieslSTO/2.PRG322t5l2.Diarytranscripts
187718 PRG 322 /6. Early recollections of Sir Joseph Verco, c.1930,
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specimen of a lip tumour for private study - an unedifying theft by a most pious man, but

evidence of keen student interest in histopathology in 1873.

In 1873, Verco served as dresser to George Callender FRS, one of Barts surgical

stars, and also as clerk to the hospital's surgeon-accoucheur, attending rryomen whom he

called dirty jades, with what seems a lack of Christian charity. He must also have seen

outpatients, perhaps in the appalling numbers so scathingly described by his contemporary

the poet Robert Bridges. Bridges calculated that as casualty physician at Barts, he regularly

saw 150 patients in less than two hours.80 Unfortunately, Verco left little to show what he

thought of the wardteaching, which in modern thinking was the outstanding feature of the

English system at that time. He did note that mere onlooking by junior students was a waste

of time, and it seems likely that he valued highly his experience as dresser, and later as

house physician and midwifery assistant. The teaching methods that helped one as a

medical student are remembered, and it is reasonable to suppose that Barts was in Verco's

weighty mind when he helped to shape medical teaching inAdelaide.

With the creation of the conjoint boards, it was possible to obtain credentials of

education in medicine surgery and midwifery from a single sequence of examinations. In

1886 a new Medical Act amended the 1858 act to make examinations in these three fields a

compulsory requirement for registration, thus finally prohibiting practice with incomplete

qualifications. The London Society of Apothecaries could not atfirst meet this requirement,

since it did not examine in surgery. The Society tried to join the conjoint system, but was

rebuffed by the royal colleges after what were described as indecent criticisms. However, the

Society managed to recruit its own examiners in surgery,8l and remained as a cheap and

easy way to medical registration.

The British universities continued to offer academic teaching in the medical sciences

and to confer degrees by examination systems wholly separate from the conjoint boards.

The University of London examined but did not teach; however, teaching of very high

quality was provided in the two university hospital medical schools. University College

remained a brilliant and influential teaching centre. King's College rivalled University

College; among is faculty members were David Ferrier, a leader in experimental

neuroscience, and Lister himself. Lister had been appointed there to a new chair of clinical

surgery inlsl7, very much on his own terms and accompanied by some of his Edinburgh

disciples,sz Success in the University of London qualifying examination gave the MB, BS

degrees; candidates who wished still more distinction sat further examinations for the

degrees MD or MS. Among the graduates of London University in this period was John

80Bridges, M (Ed). An account of the Casualty Deoartmenttat St. Bartholomew's Hospitall. Collected

essays papers &c of Robert Bridges. [,ondon. Humphrey Milford. 1936, 272.

8lcooke, op.cit,, 862.
82 Firh"., RB. @ I-ondon., Macdonald &Jane. 1975, 236
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Davies Thomas [MB 18ó9, MD 18711, who was to be a very important member of the

Adelaide medical faculty.

Oxford offered rather idiosyncratic teaching in the physical and biological sciences,

and examined for its own MB degree. No curriculum was laid down; as late as 1902 it was

observed that the University of Oxford ignored the 1858 act, the amending act of 1886 and

indeed the GMC itself [on which it was always represented!]83 Camb 'dge also offered

excellent preclinical teaching. Newman attributed this especially to the influence of GM

Humphry, appointed professor of anatomy in 186ó and later professor of surgery.84

Humphry was to select Adelaide's fint professor of anatomy, Archibald Watson.

Physiology was especially strong, thanks to Michael Foster, who was appointed to a

lectureship in physiology at Trinity College in 1870, Trinity educated Adelaide's first

professor of physiology, Edward Stirling [see p 91]

1858 also saw academic reform in Scotland, with the passage of the Universities

lscotlandl Act.85 After this Act, the Scottish university medical schools entered a period

of prosperity and even greater prestige. A government commission tidied up the

universities' chaotic finances, gave them grants, and prescribed a standard medical

cuniculum. The most obvious marker of change was in the titles of medical degrees. In all

four Scottish universities, the basic medical qualification became the MB, in line with

practice in England and Ireland. For those who wanted it, there was also a basic surgical

qualification, confusingly styled as a Master's degree in surgery tCUl. The Scottish MD

thereafter became "a mark of honour or distinction", usually obtained by thesis after

graduation.s6

To the vexation of the Rlinburgh medical faculty, the 1858 commission approved

tuition by "extramural" teachers. Both in Edinburgh and in Glasgow there was much medical

teaching by individuals and even schools not recognized by the universities, though often

approved and fostered by the Scottish royal colleges.sT This expanded teaching worldorce

enabled the Rlinburgh medical school to handle an enonnous increase in student numbers:

between 186112 and 1885/6, the Edinburgh medical faculty recorded a threefold increase,

from 543 to 1873. Many of theso students came from different parts of the British empire,

including India, the West Indies, Australia and even [allegedly] the Sudan.88 Not all the

83cooke, op.cit., 993.
84Newman, op.cit. p.288
85 Horn, DB. A short history of the Universitv of Rlinburqh. 1556 - 1889. Edinburgh. University
Press. 1f)67, 153; see also Stephenson op,cit.315 on reform in Aberdeen.
86 rui¿, lze.

g Craig,WS. Oxford, Blackwell. 1976,

34r.

88 RJe Berry, quoted by Geary, L M. The Scottish-Australian connection, 1850-1900. The history of
medical education in Britain. Nutton,V & Porter,R [eds]. Amsterdam. Rodopi. 1995, 63. The
mention of Sudanese students is surprising; at the time, the Sudan was largely under Mahdist rule.
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Edinburgh students took university degrees; some took the less demanding examinations for

the triple qualification offered by the Scottish conjoint board - the LRCS, LRCP[Edin] and

the LFP& SlGlasgl.

Edinburgh teaching was generally admired. Rivington, surveying British medicine in

1887 from the exalted vantage of the London Hospital, acknowledged that Edinburgh

University medical school held "the premier position in the runiþdl Kingdom" and was

second only to Vienna.se Since he himself was a graduate of London University, his

judgement may have been impartial. Geary, in his valuable studies of the Scottish-Australian

relationship in medical education, showed how impressive Blinburgh undergraduate

teaching was at this time, especially for colonial students accustomed to the level of

teaching then available in Melbourne[see below], and it is interesting that some students saw

the young extramural teachers as one of Edinburgh's special meriß.eo Glasgow university

medical school also grew in size and reputation after 1858. Lister taught there between 18ó0

and 1869, and was followed, some years lâter, by William Macewen, innovative in

neurosurger], chest surgery and orthopaedics, and a splendid teacher throughout his long

life. Aberdeen medical school held its own after 1858, but St Andrews collapsed. The St

Andrews MD had been an attractive road to physicianly status [see above], which was

blocked by the 1858 commission. It is said that in LK2, St Andrews confened 606 medical

doctorates; in the following year, there were just 10, and there was no compensatory rise

in the number receiving the MB CM, since St Andrews still had no undergraduate medical

school.9l

In summary, the three decades after 1858 saw progressive modernization of medical

teaching in Great Briøin, and increasing emphasis on the impoftance of medical science.

Reformers, notably John Simon, tried to amalgamate the nineteen different examining

bodies, and to place them under a more powetful GMC. There was strong Liberal political

support for this, notably from Robert [.owe MP for the University of London and later

Chancellor of the Exchequer.e2 But there was even stronger Conselative opposition from

those who like Lord Salisbury were afraid of bureaucratic control of the medical profession,

and preferred nineteen licensing bodies to rule by Dr Simon.e3 This opposition prevailed

and the universities and the ancient corporations preseryed their powers. Even the

Archbishop of Canterbury retained the right to award the MD[,amb€th], a monument to

the English love of anachronism, and a rarely used backdoor for a deserving person. But

the organization of teaching was standardized, and assumed a form that proved to be very

S9Rivington, W. Dublin. Fannin. Iæ8,747

90 Geary op.cit., 63
91 Blair, op.cit., 69
92 S"e Lowe's address on medical education, l¿ncet 1868; 1: 663.
93quoted by Cooke op.cit., 850.
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durable; it was recognizable in England sixty years later. The bewildering diversity of

qualifications was in fact a smorgasbord that allowed choices by students. Degrees like the

University of London MB offered high goals for the ambitious; the conjoint diplomas and

the LSA were refuges for the less talented, and were equally allowed the courtesy title of

Dr. For the public and for the bureaucracy, this diversity was not importanil it was enough

that the system identified the doctor who was on the register.

In this period, the desirability of higher postgraduate qualifications was

becoming evident, The FRCS[Eng] and the Scottish and Irish surgical fellowships wer€

often taken by young graduates who wanted to special\zeinsurgery. But outside the capital

cities, there was less opportunity for surgical specialization, and this was still more the case

in the Australasian colonies. Then and for long after, many British medical practitioners

engaged in surgery without a college fellowship. The corresponding diploma of the l-ondon

Royal College of Physicians[MRCP Lond] was less often taken; the examination tryas

quite stringent, and included translation from Latin[Celsus] and Greek[Hippocrates].ea The

higher university degrees MD and [outside Scotland] MS were taken by special examination

or thesis, and sometimes represented postgraduate research. klward Stirling obtained the

MD lCantab] in 1880 with a thesis on wound infection [see p 91]. William Gardner, who

was to be Stirling's colleague as surgical lecturer in Adelaide, took the Glasgow MD in

1876, with a thesis on hydatid disease. His unusual academic career is summarised below.

Qualifications for a new medical specialty also appeared at this time, in the form of

diplomas in public health, awarded by Trinity College Dublin in 1870 and by Cambridge in

lg75.es

Higher qualifications stimulated postgraduate study. The great British

medical schools had always welcomed postgraduate students, but in the 1890s, formal

postgraduate schools appeared in London. Newman stressed the importance of two of

these.e6In 1893, the West l,ondon Hospital began to offer teaching specifically designed

for qualified doctors, with support from the Colonial Office and the Admiralty. A little later,

the London Hospital surgeon Jonathan Hutchinson [828 - 1913] set up his own

Polyclinic in Chenies Street. Hutchinson and his less gifted son were both committed

surgical teachers and several Adelaide graduates benefited from their teaching [see p 219].

Postgraduate teaching also flourished in the new English specialty hospitals such as the

National Hospital for the Paralysed and Epileptic, in Queen Square. From its foundation in

1859, this hospital was staffed by a galaxy of innovative neurologists, most of them

vivid teachers. The older Hospital for Sick Children and the Moorfields Eye Hospital were

equally famous in paediatrics and in ophthalmology. Postgraduate schools of tropical

medicine were established in Liverpool [1898] and [,ondon[1899].

94 cooke, op.cit.,874.
95 cooke, op.cit., 885.
96Newman op.cit., 30?.
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Most of the men who were to set up undergraduate medical teaching in Adelaide

received their own medical education in the period 1865 - 1885. Of the 15 members of the

medical faculty in the firstfive years of the Adelaide medical school, eleven took their first

qualifying degrees in England, Scotland or lreland during this period. Unfortunately none of

them gave explicit accounts of the sources of their inspiration as teachers, but it is certain

that they were influenced by the British medical schools in which they studied and by the

examinations for which they had to prepare themselves. These influences are explored in

chapters 5,6and7.

3.6.Germany and Austria.

In the German principalities and in the Austrian empire, nineteenth century medical

education was largely shaped by state universities, which provided medical curricula and

conferred doctorates, typically after four or even five years of academic and clinical study

and the submission of a thesis. These universities depended on their state governments for

funding, and since these governments were usually authoritarian, medical education was to

a considerable extent under the control of bureaucrats, often with utilitarian goals such as

cheap medical services. Broman shows that this was especially so in states that followed

French systems, such as Baden and Bavaria during and after the Napoleonic period.eT It

was however also the case in anti-French Austria. Nevertheless, German universities

maintained a remarkable degree of academic independence, for reasons that go far to explain

the brilliant achievements of German medical science after 1850.

In the hrst place, the universities were numerous, and so were the states that tried to

control them.In the German Federation established in 1815, there were some 39 sovereign

süat'es, exclusive of Austria, and at least eleven of these states maintained one or more

universities with a medical school. This meant that professors who were dissatisfied with

their governments, or students who were dissatisfied with their teachers, could easily cross

borders to another university. It was generally claimed that professors had the right to teach

as they thought best (L,ehrfreiheit) and that students had the right to study where they

pleased(Lernfreiheit).e8These rights were not always accepkd, but even where state control

was exercised to repress liberal ideas, the German universities maintained substantial

academic freedom.

In the second place, German governments attached enofinous importance to

academic excellence. In the post-Napoleonic time of mounting nationalism, universities

became symbols of cultural eminence, and rival govemments head-hunted distinguished

professors to show that their state was more cultured than its competitors. When a medical

qB.oman, TH. The transformation of German academic medicine. 1750-1820. Cambridge. Camb'ridge

University Press. 1996, 160.
%M"Cl"ll^d, CE. Cambridge. Cambridge

University Press. 19f10., 146.
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scientist had achieved distinction, especially by published research, he could command a

high price for his services, both in salary and in research facilities. In this way, the great

chemistJustus von Liebig made his name in the University of Giessen in the small state of

Hessen-Darmstadt, and having done so was able to secure a large institute built to his own

design in the University of Munich, from the ambitious govemment of Bavaria.ee This

emphasis on the value and importance of research gave German medical teaching its special

character in the second half of the nineteenth century. German professors were especially

prominent in laboratory research; Rudolph Virchow and other German pathologists excelled

in microscopic studies, a field neglected in France before 1850. German clinical teaching

was also excellent. The various German universities obtained access to beds in public

hospitals, and the concept of the university clinic was evolved. With the rise of specialization

in defined fields, special clinics were set up, centred on professors with specialist

appointments. Landmark examples were the appointment of Albrecht von Gråife to the chair

of ophthalmology in Berlin in 1857, and the creation of the world's first aural clinic in

Vienna in 1873. Giant hospitals such as the Allgemeines Krankenhaus in Vienna housed a

vast mass of clinical case material made available to students in numerous special clinics; a

French ENT surgeon compared this hospital to an immense medical bàza r.too

In the first half of the nineteenth century, a university medical school was not the

only lawful portal of entry to medical practice in the German world. There were numerous

surgeons and barber-surgeons who learned their craft in the traditional way, as apprentices,

with little or no academic education. Some attended medical-surgical schools. During the

eighteenth century, a number of German rulers had established such schools to train

military surgeons; these included Joseph II's famous academy in Vienna, and the Collegium

Medico - Chirurgicum in Berlin. These academies provided cheap practical instruction

suitable for country medicos as well as for anny surgeons. But the rising prestige of

university medicine and the increasing power of the German professoriate eventually made

the MD the necessary qualification for medical practice. As early as 1818, the government of

Nassau issued an edict which eliminated (on paper) the division between medicine and

surgery, and required all practitioners of surgery to have a medical doctorate. The kingdom

of Prussia was much larger than Nassau, and included teÍitories at lower economic levels

which could not afford expensive medical senrices; its legislation was therefore more in

accord with the realities of the time. The Prussian system of 1825 recognized three grades of

medical practitioner. The highest, the approved doctors (approbierte Ärzte) supposedly

undenvent at least four years university study and passed a qualifying examination; the

approved doctor would hold the MD. The next, termed first class surgeons ('Wundärzte

erster Klasse) were qualified after three years study and a period of apprenticeship. Their

ÐBynum, op,cit.,96.
lffiM.lærmoyez, quoted by læsky, E. Die Wiener medizinische Schule im lg.Jahrhundert Graz.

Herman Böhlaus. 1965, 295.
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range of practice was legally limited. The lowest level of second class surgeons (Wundåirzte

zweiter Klasse) were country practitioners with still more restricted rights of practice.lol

This system recalls the French division between doctors and officiers de santé. However,

the officier de santé category was not abolished until 1892, whereas the Prussian govemment

found it possible to unite the three classes in a single medical profession in 1852. The

surgical schools and academies closed or were incorporated in a university, as happened

even to the Joseph-Akademie in 1&70.

Up to this point, the German medical faculties had acted as agents of the state in

securing quality control in medical education through the requirements for the MD. This

continued to be the situation in Austria. In the German principalities, the various

universities set their own standards, and some were less rigorous than others. For

example, the Leipzig MD was supposedly a softer option than the Berlin MD, and academic

freedom allowed students to go to l-eipngto be examined even if they had studied in Berlin.

Even in the twentieth century, I heard Erlangen mocked as the Express Train University, as a

place where graduation was fast and certain. Prussian bureaucracy did not tolerate this rather

agreeable flexibility. In 1869, legislation in Bismarck's newly created North German

Confederation set up a uniform state examination (Staatsexamen) which was the chief

requisite for medical licensing. When the North German Confederation became the German

Empire in 1871, the Staasexarnen became the universal German medical credential, though

most students also acquired the MD. This examination was largely oral, and included much

practical work, including the making of histological preparations and the performance of

operations on the 
""¿uu"..102 

The examiners in this crucial examination were predominantly

university teachers, who might or might not have known the candidate; there was apparently

no fear that this would result in a less objective evaluation, as there was in England at that

time. This \ryas a manifestation of the quite exceptional power of the professoriate in

Germany and Austria, a phenomenon that survived two world wars. In my lifetime, a great

German neuroscientist was heard to say: "We professors, we are the fabric of the German

n¿¡is¡."103 It is a revealing remark; nothing like this could ever have been said by a

British or Australian medical academic.

It seems that the Germanic system of medical education came to maturity in the

period 1865 - 1885. Certainly that period is most relevant in the study of the creation of the

Adelaide medical school, since it was then that the members of the first Adelaide medical

faculty came in contact with German scientific medicine - two of them as medical students,

several others on post-graduate levels. A very interesting picture of the system in this

101¡4çç¡s1¡¿nd, CE. The German exoerience of professionalization. Cambridge. Cambridge University
Press. 1991, 38.
lÛ2Billroth, T. The medical sciences in the German universities. A studLin the history of civilization.
New York. Macmillan. 192¿4,?ß6.
103 "\ù/ir Professoren, wir sind der Stoff der deutsche Nation. " I owe this revealing quotation to Dr J
Hallpike; the speaker was my friend the late Professor R Hassler, not a pompous man.
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period is given by Theodor von Billroth's well-known monograph on medical education in

the German universities, published in1876. When he wrote this, Billroth was Professor of

Surgery in Vienna [FiS,3.4\He had also taught in Zurich and in Berlin, and his monograph

reviews the state of medical teaching in 28 German-language universities, including those in

Switzerland and in what is now Estonia, as well as in Germany and the Hapsburg empire.

He gave a vivid picture of higtrly organized teaching, with however much freedom of

choice for students.

Table 3.1 Billroth's ideal medical course, set out in 1876. From Billroth T, The

medical sciences in the German universities. lE)4,94.

Table 3.1 sets out Billroth's specimen program for a four orfive year course.l04

Billroth saw this cuniculum as amounting to 20 - 25 hours of lectures and laboratory work

per week in the first two years, and 30 - 35 hours per week in later years. It is interesting to

note that he did not assign a special place for paediatrics, though he saw this as an

important topic. According to Lesky, Austria led Germany in developing paediatrics as an

Itz- t2-4Public health

I4Eye and ear clinic, with a course in methods of

examination and operation.

I3Obstetrics and obstetrical-gynaecological clinic

Itz- t5- 10General and special surgery, surgical clinic with

courses in bandaging ¿¡d sperating

210Special pathology and medical clinic, with

courses in methods of diaenosis

ltz-t2-4Pharmacology, toxicolosy and prescribing

16General and special pathological anatomy, with

practical exercises

18Phvsiolosy with brief practical exercises

110Anatomy with histology and dissection

12Mineralogy and geology

I3General and medical botany

13Zoolosy and comparative anatomy

I4Physics

16Chemistry, with a short practical course

YearsHours per weekTopic

lmBillroth op.cit., 94.
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independent specialty, though it was not until 1899 that paediatrics became a compulsory

part of the student's final examination.lO5

Billroth did not describe his preferred teaching methods, but it is clear that he saw

didactic lectures as less important than demonstrations. He also attached importance to

good textbooks and to practical surgical experience from operating on cadavers.l06 He was

aware of the limitations of clinical teaching confined to hospital in-patients, and commended

the instructive value of teaching in out-patient departments and polyclinics, with home

visits to let students see the lives of the poor.107 Social medicine is not a recent invention.

Similar curricula were offered in other German medical schools, and the emphasis on pre-

clinical teaching in the basic medical sciences was strong everywhere. Traditional teaching

of anatomy by dissection was supplemented by histology, with a lavish provision of

microscopes. Practical physiology became important, with facilities for do-it-yourself work

by students, at least in theory;I08 able students could go on to do research under the

supervision of international leaders in medical science. Medical library facilities were

generally good. Private tuition could be obtained, at a cost, from the numerous younger

medical academics working in poorly paid positions, waiting in hope of a tenured chair.

Impressive as the Germanic system was, it had limitations, some inherent, and some

the products of success, Overcrowding was a major problem in Vienna, especially in the

1880s and in the period before the First World War.l0e It seems that in Billroth's time,

there was an abundant supply of cadavers, both for dissection and for surgical operative

teaching. Forty years later, this was not the case. ln 1912, Abraham Flexner published a

report on medical education in Germany, Great Britain and France, as a companion piece to

his memorably devastating report on American medical education. In this, he noted that

cadavers had become scarce in the German medical schools which he visited, and were

available on the basis of one per two-four students.llo He also noted that practical

physiology was taught more by didactic demonstrations than by personal student

engagement,l l I

German medical science was rightly held in the highest regard throughout the world,

and the German system of medical education was much admired, especially in the USA.

Bonner calculated that between 1870 and 1914, at least 15000 Americans went to study in

l05 Lo¡t, op.cit., 301 and 364.
lmBillroth op.cit., 67: the trainee must perform 'the typical operations dozens of times on the cadaver,
until he can do them...in his sleep".

107¡6¡6., s2.
l08lbid., 6O; læsky op.cit. 304 puts this in the context of conservative denial of the need for practical
physiological æaching.
l@Cohen, GB. Education and middle class societl¡ in imoerial Austria. 1848 - 1918. West l-afayette.

Purdue University Press. 1996, 86 & 114.
1loFl"xner, A. Medical education in Europe, The Carnegie Foundation for the advancement of teaching.

Bulletin No. 6. New York. 1912, 76.
11116¡¿, 37.
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German universities, some to do an entire medical course, but many more for postgraduate

study in some clinical field, often one of the new special¡ls5.l 12 Many of the future leaders in

American medicine engaged in scientific research in German laboratories, and went home

determined to develop facilities for similar studies in the USA. Bonner identihed the Johns

Hopkins medical school as the result of a conscious determination to establish a new

medical school on the German model, with "real graduate study, full-time chairs, well-

equipped laboratories, a stimulating competitive atmosphere, and the encouragement and

freedom to develop individual research interests".ll3 When the Johns Hopkins University

eventually opened its medical school in 1893, six of the seven senior faculty members had

had medical training in Germany. Admittedly, there were also British influences in the

Johns Hopkins teaching programs, especially in methods of clinical teaching, but the

importance of the German model is generally accepted. As late as 1910, Flexner's attack on

contemporary American medical education used German university medical education as an

implicit standard of comparison, whereas he was more critical of the British and French

systems, which did not conform with his own lofty belief in university paramountcy.l 14

German medical science had its impact also in the Australasian colonies, and on their

embryonic medical schools. There is however no evidence to suggest that any of the

Australasian medical schools were planned on the German model, as was done in the Johns

Hopkins University in Baltimore. Even had there been financial resources to fund the

necessary salaries for full-time staff and laboratory facilities, which was not the case, it is
likely that the colonial mindset would have preferred the British model.

3.7. The British colonies.

3.7.1, Apprentices in Australia. In a short but perceptive article, Sunderland showed that

medical education in Australia began in Sydney, in the form of apprenticeship on the

English pattern.l 15 Most of the first colonial medical practitioners were surgeons who had

been trained as apprentices, getting theoretical instruction in a private or hospital based

medical school at the end of their apprenticeship. It was natural that they should teach as

they had been taught. Young colonial students were apprenticed to established medical

practitioners, who got a useful pair of hands and presumably a fee. After a period of training,

the student went to Britain, completed his studies, and was examined by one of the bodies

able to confer an acceptable qualification,

1129o¡n"r,1¡¡.

relations. 1870-1914. Lincoln. University of Nebraska Press. 1963, 23.
113¡6¡6, 57.
1l4Fl"xner, op.cit., g - ß.
ll5gun¿".1*d, S. Australian medical sshools: some hisüorical considerations. Part I. Mg{trjUt 1975.

2.79-8r.
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In New South Wales, this form of medical education began as early as 1813. In that

year, William Redfem accepted an apprentice, William Shears.l16 Shears died young, and

Redfern then took on 14 year old Henry Cowper. Cowper, helped by a little thrashing,

learned enough to be a competent medical assistant. rùlilliam Bland also accepted an

apprentice, William Shenvin,ll7 who went on to take the MRCS lt-ondonl diploma in

1826. Both Redfern and Bland had been naval surgeons, with undemanding surgical

qualifications given during the wars with France, aûd both had been convicts, though they

were highly regarded as medical practitioners in Sydney. l¡¡ \Py',, an attempt was made to

persuade the l,ondon College of Surgeons to recognize surgical training in "Her Majesty's

General Hospital" at Sydney as part of the requirements for candidates sitting for the

MRCS diploma. It appears that the council of that college ruminated on this request for

some two years, and then ruled that colonial hospitals might receive recognition if they

could comply with the regulations applying to English provincial hospitals. These were

rigorous, and Sydney did not receive recognition until much l¿ts1.118 In 1851, the custom

of apprenticeship to private individuals was broadened to allow for enrolment in the Sydney

Infirmary, ûeaching being done by members of the hospital medical staff. Young has

described the career of the first student trained under this system, Frederick Milford. He

spent some three years attending the Sydney Infirmary, later the Sydney Hospital. He then

studied for four years in London at St Bartholomew's Hospital before obtaining the

MRCS[Eng] in 1856.11e At about the same time, James Cox also underwent an

apprenticeship in the Sydney Infîrmary, for a premium of 300 guineas.l2O I have not found

an estimate of the number of student apprentices trained in Sydney, but the practice was

continued at least as late as 1873. 12l

Crowther showed that there were similar medical apprenticeships in Tasmania as

early as 1837, when proposals were made[and rejected] to give the apprentices formal

medical tuition in the colonial hospital.l2z In 1854, ES Hall, a local medical practitioner,

advertised for pupils to be taught in a full range of subjects, ând stated that he had

successfully trained medical practitioners who had been given licenses to practice in the

colony. E Bedford, another local practitioner, also advettised for pupils, naming eight of

his pupils who had gone on to get diplomas in England. Three of Bedford's pupils later

116Ford, E. Redfern, William(1774?-1833). ADB2, 1788-1850, 368.
1l7cobley, J. Bland, William(1789-1868). êDE 1, l7s8-185o, ll2.
1l8Ja"kron, C.[Archivist, Royal College of Surgeons of England]. Personal communication,?ß
October 1998. Recognition was given to "The Sidney Infirmary" in 1870.
ll\oung, JA. In Centenary Book of the Universiw of S]¡dne}¡ Faculty of Medicine. Young, JA,
Sefton, AJ, Webb, N(eds). Sydney. Sydney Unversity Press. 1984, 112.
l20Teale, R. Cox, JC (1334 - lgl2). ADB 3, 1851-1890, 483.
l2lYou¡t, op.cit., 125.
122g¡ew¡¡s¡, VúELH. The changing scene in medicine: Van Diemen's Land. 1803 to 1853.MCd.,LAUSI

l94l:2:29-34.
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achieved considerable distinction.l23l{sþ¿6 Hospital medical teaching achieved, or tried to

achieve, recognition from the Royal College of Surgeons of Englandin lK2; Jackson cites

conespondence suggesting this, though it appears to have been inconclusive.l24

Victoria was a much younger settlement than New South Wales and Tasmania, and I
have not found any record of apprenticeships in the Melbourne Hospital. A private medical

school opened in Melbourne in 1861, but was almost immediately incorporated in the new

university medical school .

In South Australia, the Adelaide Hospital accepted a student apprentice in 1871, on

terms discussed in chapter 5.3. Other students were accepted during the next decade, but by

this time concepts of medical education had become more demanding, and these

apprenticeships were no more than preparatory experience before the student went abroad

for a proper medical education.

Institutionally, the Australian medical apprenticeships led nowhere, and the small

independent medical schools in Hobart had no long-term importance. Conceivably, these

early beginnings in medical education migbt have evolved into hospital-based medical

schools on the London model, with teaching dominated by members of the colonial medical

élite . When the Melbourne medical school was being planned, at least one local medical

man did propose something like this.l2s Still \ryorse, the Australian medical schools might

have evolved into cheap diploma mills, as happened in many parts of the USA during the

nineteenth century. Instead, three ambitious university-based medical schools were

established in Australia and one in New T,rualand, all consciously planned to be the equals of

the best British medical schools. Their leading teachers were mostly young men who were

in close touch with the latest trends in European medical education.

3.7.2. Other colonial university medical schools. The Australasian colonies were not the

first British oven¡eas possessions to establish university medical teaching. In British Canada,

McGill University had opened a medical school based on the Montreal General Hospital in

1828. This medical school is said to have been influenced by British methods of teaching,

and the Montreal General Hospital School was accepted as equivalent to an approved

provincial hospital by the Court of Examiners of the Royal College of Surgeons of England

in 1845.126 In British India, a medical college was opened in Calcutta in 1835,t22 *¿
colleges were also set up in Madras, Bombay and Lahore. In 1857, Lord Dalhousie's

government established western-style universities in Calcutta, Madras and Bombay,l28 and

l23sunderland, op.cit.
lZJackson, C. op.cit.
l25pusr.1¡ KF. The Melbourne Medical School 1862-19í2. Melbourne. Melboume University Press.

L977, 20.
l26Jackson, op.cit.
l27Hu¡¡issr M. Public health in British India. Anglo-lndian Preventive Medicine. 1859-1914.

Cambridge. Cambridge University Press. 1994, 8.
l28yoo¡" RL In: Oxford History of the British Empire v 3: The nineteenth centurv. 1999, 431.
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these all possessed medical faculties. As in England, the Indian medical faculties examined

but did not teach; medical teaching went on in the colleges and medical schools, and after

1892, the quality of teaching went under the supervision of the GMC.l2e I have not found

evidence to suggest that these earlier British colonial medical schools were influential in

encouraging Australian medical education; the possibility deserves exploration.

3.7.3. University of Melbourne . The first Australasian university medical school opened

in Melbourne. The University of Melbourne had been incorporated in 1853, with power to

confer degrees in medicine. In 1855, Dr. Anthony Brownless, who had anived in the colony

only three years earlier, was appointed to the council of the new university. He campaigned

vigorously for an undergraduate medical school, and was soon successful; the first students

were admitted in l8ó2 [Fíñ. a]. Since the Melbourne medical school set the pattern for

medical education in Australasia, the influences that formed it are of great relevance.

The history of the Melbourne medical school has been well set out by KF Russell.

He emphasized that Brownless was the dominating, and often domineering, force in the

creation of the medical school. As noted above, Brownless held a Scottish doctorate, but he

had been taught in St Bartholomew's Hospital medical school, where he had known James

Paget, and in planning the Melbourne medical school he took advice from Paget.l3o Paget,

by now a leading London surgeon, drafted a model four-year medical curriculum for the

new medical school. Brownless went further, and instituted a five year course, in the face of

criticism by local medical men. Russell and other historians have seen this as a coûrmitment

to excellence, and this is doubtless true. But Brownless also seems to have been concerned

about the classical education of the students before their entrance into the course: in his

cuniculum, much of the first year was spent in Greek and Latin, while there was for some

years no requirement for natural philosophy [biology].

Melbourne set many precedents for later medical schools in the Australian colonies.

Perhaps the most benefìcial was the decision to appoint a carefully selected medical

academic to the hrst full-time professorial chair at the inception of the medical school.

Brownless, who dominated the school as vice chancellor and chairman of the medical

school committee, invited Paget and the anatomist Richard Owen to recommend a suitable

person. Their choice, George Britton Halford, was appointed as professor of anatomy,

physiology and pathology in 1862. Halford was a distinguished research physiologist,

educated in London and with considerable teaching experience. Initially, it was Brownless

who designed the medical curriculum, but it was Halford who implemented it. He

established teaching of the basic medical sciences in Melbourne on a sound footing, despite

chronic interference by Brownless. From their origins and their connections, it seems

reasonable to suppose that Brownlees and Halford promoted teaching on English lines,

1293u¡¡, AH. The medical council of India. E![ 1946; 2:369-372
l3oPutr"1¡ op.cit., 15.
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though the first medical lecturers included several able men with Scottish and/or Irish

qualifications.

Clinical teaching was conducted in the Melbourne Hospital, and for many years was

higtrly unsatisfactory. Gregory, the most recent historian of that hospital, stated that

Brownless had hoped to build a teaching hospiøl close to the university,l:t but this did not

happen until the next century. Relations between the Melbourne Hospital medical staff and

the university were generally poor, and there were no clinical professors. Teaching

suffered, as was pointed out in a censorious editorial in the Australasian Medical

Gazettp.t32 Geary has shown that the poor quality of Melbourne clinical teaching drove

many would-be students to migrate to Scotland.t33 !flillis¡ Gardner, who was to play a

great part as an academic surgeon in Adelaide, exemplified this. Gardner left Adelaide to

study medicine in Melbourne, broke off after his third year, and went to Glasgow, where

he graduated with great distinction in 1874.134 In spite or because of its questionable

record, the experience of the Melbourne medical school was influential in the early growth

of later Australasian medical schools.

3.7.4. University of Otago. Dunedin followed Melbourne in opening a small medical

school in 1875, as part of the University of Otago, which had been founded in 1869, and was

later affîliated [resenfully] with the University of New Zealand. The chequered history of

the Dunedin medical school has been described by Carmalt Jones, l3s Hercus and Belll36

and briefly by Barry.137It is a story with little if any direct relevance to the course of events

in Adelaide, but the Dunedin school is nevertheless interesting as a fine example of the

Scottish medical system transplanted to Australasia [Fig.3.6].The first effective full-time

professor appears as the chief creator of the medical curriculum. He was a young

Edinburgh-trained Scotsman, John Halliday Scott. As in Melbourne, he taught anatomy

and physiology, and his teaching began with a two-year preclinical course, as a prelude to

clinical teaching overseas, usually in Edinburgh, though sometimes itr ¡o¡¿on.138 Ctinical

teaching became possible in 1883, and the first student graduated in 1887. Like the Scottish

l31cregory A. The ever open door. A historv of the Ro]¡al Melbourne Hosoital. Melbourne. Hyland.
1998,47. See also Russell op.cit.ll.
132g¿¡1o¡¡. Aust Med Caz 1881; 1 : 23; see also Pensabene TS. The rise of the medical profession in
Vicûoria. Canbena. Australian National University Health Research hoject, Research Monograph 2.

1980,59.
133 6"¿¡y, L. The Scottish-Australian connection, 1850-1900. In: The historv of medical education in
Britain, Nutúon V & Porter R [eds] Amslerdam. Rodopi. 1995,56-57.
13496¡uury :William Gardner, M.D., C.M. Intercol Med J Aust 1897;2:2ß - 2I5.
l35Jones, DC. Annals of the Universitv of Oøgo Medical School. Wellington. Reed. 1945.

136Her"us, C, & Bell, G. The Oøgo Medical School under the hrst th¡ee deans . Edinburgh.
Livingstone. 1964
I37&urry, G. Otago Medical Çchool 1875 - 1975. Dunedin. Medical School University of Oøgo. 1975.

1385"¡*ut1r, PL, Heath, CJ, Egan, AG.Tlg¡trÉpflhg-æc¡!ÞDunedin. University of O[ago Press.

1994, 2r.
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medical schools, and unlike Melbourne, Dunedin offered a four year côurse. The quality

of clinical instruction was at first problematic, and aroused criticism, especially in other

parts of New Z,ealand. Nevertheless, FC Batchelor, one of the Dunedin teaching staff, was

prepared to say, in a presidential address to an intercolonial medical congress, that teaching

was worse in Melbourne, thanks to the bad relations there between the teaching and

executive bodies. Going further, Batchelor said that Melbourne was perhaps the worst

school in the British empire.l3e As in Scotland, titular clinical professorships were accepted

in Dunedin much earlier than in Australia. The medical school grew slowly, but by I9l3
there were some 14O students, with an annual intake of almost 40.t4o

3,7.5. University of Sydney. The University of Sydney opened the third Australasian

medical school in 1883. The early history of this great medical school has been well set out

in a centenary book, the relevant chapters being wholly or partly written by JA Young. The

university was incorporated in 1850, three years before Melbourne. Provision had been

made in the Act of Incorporation for conferring medical degrees. The terms of the act

indicate that the university was to examine and to accredit candidates; actual teaching was to

be done in approved medical institutions and hospitals. Young notes that the founders of the

university envisaged medical education on English lines, as in India, rather than a teaching

university on the Scottish model.141 It may be significant that WC Wentworth, the chief

founder of the university, was the son of an Anglo-Irish surgeon and had studied at

Cambridge, though not in medicine. However, for many years nothing came of these plans,

other than the confening of degrees on persons who wanted to upgrade their medical

qualifications. The long delay has been attributed to unedifying colonial quarrels, fought out

in the university Senate. The delay was fortunate, since it allowed Sydney to build, in a very

leisurely way, a modern teaching hospital, the Prince Alfred Hospital. This hospital, built

with windfall money donated to expiate an attempt to assassinate a royal duke, was set up

with a constitution which linked its board of directors with the university.l42 The chancellor

of the university and the dean of the medical faculty were ex officio member of the board,

and hospital staff appointments were made by a conjoint appointments board. This

symbiosis, as Young has called it, avoided the town/gown squabbles which took place in

Melbourne.

Sydney's late start gave the new medical school the benefit of advances in the

British philosophy of medical education. The planners could also benefit from experience

in Melbourne. Like Melbourne and Dunedin, the University of Sydney began by

advertising for its first professor of anatomy and physiology, to set up preclinical education

1399u¡.¡"1or FC. Present and prospective conditions of medical education. Intercol Med J Aust 1896;

1: 154 - 169.
l4oBarr)', op.cit. 12'
14lY6u¡g, op.cit, 19.
l42Young JA, Webb N. In Young, JA,
Sefton, AJ, Vüebb, N(eds).Sydney. Sydney Unversity Press. l9&1, 14.
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as a first step. Their choice gave them a man who was not only a well qualifred medical

scientist, but also a brilliant administrator and empire builder lFiS. 3.71. Thomas Peter

Anderson Stuart [185ó - l92:Ù] had graduated in Edinburgh with distinction, and had done

postgraduate work in Strassburg, then one of the most advanced German university medical

schools. He was 26yearc old when he came to Sydney, but he seems never to have been

young; he brought to his task a mature brain, a clear vision and intense, concentrated

ambition. He moved immediately to design and implement a modern cuniculum, to raise

funds, and to construct what soon became the most successful of the Australasian medical

schools. He did this by what has been called ruthless autocracy,l43 and by promoting the

careers of his chosen protégés. These were mostly Scots from Edinburgh, men of notable

ability as teachers and as clinicians. Young has calculated that graduates of Scottish

universitiesconstituted 6OVo of the Sydneymedical teachers appointedbefore 1900, most

of them from Edinburgh.lzl4 Geary has concluded that Scottish medical influence was

stronger in Sydney than in the other Australian medical schools,l45 and study of Young's

vivid biographies of the medical teachers suggests that this was true not only in numbers, but

also in the strategic importance of individual personalities placed in influential jobs. There

may also have been signifìcant Germanic influences, both in the close linkage of hospital and

university, and in the careers of some of the more influential teachers, five of whom spent

some time doing postgraduate work in German or Austrian universities, though none had

graduated in these countries.In keeping with this, there was in Sydney some commitment

to laboratory research, especially in physiology and anatomy: not much by German

standards, but more than in Melbourne in the same period.l46

3,7.6. University of Adelaide. The Adelaide medical school opened in L885, the last of the

four Australasian medical schools set up in the nineteenth century. The early history of this

school has been briefly described by Edgeloe,147 who was for many years the University

Registrar. As he makes clear, the University of Adelaide first intended to develop only a

pre-clinical school, but local enthusiasm provided funds for a full five year course. In

staffing the new medical school, the planners were directly influenced by British precedents,

and especially by the requirements of the GMC. The formation of the Adelaide medical

school is discussed in chapter 5; the teaching staff and the curriculum are described in

chapters 6 and 7. It is here only necessary to say that this school had some interesting

1431¡" phrase comes from Moran, HM. Viewlpss Winds: Being the recollections and digressions of an

Australian surgeon. London. Davies. 1939, 92. Moran was a malicious and egotistic writer, but his

characterization of Anderson Stuart rings true.
l44Young op.cit. p. 105.
1456.uO Llvf. Australian medical students in 1fth century Scotland. Proc rov Coll Physicians Edin
1996;26: 472 - 486.
l6Russell, op.cit., 85. He comments on the limiøtions imposed on Halford by his heavy teaching
load,
1479¿g"1o" vA.
administrative viewooint. Universit]¡ of Adelaide. 199 1.
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peculiarities, but in general conformed with the pattern established in the older Australasian

medical schools. It was a university-based school, and it was closely linked with a large

teaching hospiøI, though events were ûo prove that the linkages were insufficiently strong

[see chapter 8].

3.7.7. Characteristics of the Australasian medical schools. Viewed in the evolving

perspective of European medical education during the nineteenth century, the four

Australasian medical schools all appear as British transplants. This is unsurprising. They

were founded by men who saw themselves as British, though some also saw themselves as

Australians or New Zealanders or citizens of some particular colony. They had no reason to

reject the educational system which in most cases had formed them. It had is visible faults,

but these were being rectified. The medical schools were consciously planned on British

lines, and as is often pointed out they all conformed with Scottish practice, in providing

curriculum planning, teaching and examination in a single academic institution. This was

the logical model, in small schools established in new communities that did not have to cope

with the venerable corporations and other obstacles that resisted progress in [,ondon. In

Dunedin and Sydney, powerful individuals strengthened the Scottish orientation, but this

was not so in Melbourne or in Adelaide.

As has been shown, the founders of the Australasian medical schools all began by

appointing a well-qualified professor to teach anatomy and other basic sciences, on a full

time basis. These foundation professors were all chosen in Great Britain. [In Sydney the

university Senate at first appointed a local medical practitioner to the foundation chair of

anatomy, but this apparent jobbery was denounced in the press and the appointee backed

0ú1.148 Since these medical schools had at first no other full time medical teachers, the

abilities and personalities of the foundation professors had great influence in shaping the

new medical schools, and especially in designing their curricula. Adelaide was atypical in the

relatively minor role of the imported expert, for reasons which are explored in chapters 6

atdT; the chief of these was the very peculiar personality of the foundation professor of

anatomy.

Published accounts suggest that very little attention was given to the selection of

clinical teachers; it seems to have been assumed that good teachers would be found among

local hospital medical staff . No attempts were made to head-hunt distinguished clinical

ûeachers from overseas, as was being done elsewhere at the same time, for example in

Baltimore, where in 1889 William Osler was appointed to a foundation chair in medicine.l4e

This was justified on financial grounds. In Sydney, the Senate declared that the salaries

available would be too low to attract overseas applicants. 1s0 ¡s¡6¡pg was said about the

l48Youngi& Webb, op.cit., 15.
149çur¡int, H. The life of Sir William Osler. l¡ndon, Oxford University Press. 1940, 310

l5OBlackburn CRB. & Mcl-eod JG. In Cenænary Book of the University Facultv of Medicine. Young,
JA, Sefton, AJ, Webb, N(eds).Sydney. Sydney University Press. 19&1, 362.
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likely attitude of existing hospital medical staff to competition from a brilliant outsider

appointed as professor, but it can easily be imagined. In consequence, the quality of
clinical teaching was for a long time scandalous in Melbourne and controversial in Dunedin.

Things went better in Sydney, but some of the first medical and surgical teachers appear to

have been mediocre. Adelaide was fortunate in that clinical teaching began with a group of

brilliant clinicians, some of whom were fine teachers.

It is of course unfaìr to blame the founders of the Australasian medical schools for

failing to match the achievements of medical educationists in Europe and North America.

The medical schools, and the universities that incorporated them, were established in small

new colonial communities with precarious economies, in response to local initiatives

coming from a few people. The motives behind these initiatives doubtless included local

patriotism and rivalry, and in some cases personal ambition. But it is clear that the most

powerful rhetoric went to proclaim the need for medical education for the children of

colonists. Education in Britain was respected, but it was seen as expensive, and removed

young men [and later young women] from the protection of their families for many years,

exposing them to a range of dangers which were often seen in lurid ærms [see p 80].

Medical education was an important issue for families with a tradition of medical practice as

a career, and evidently appealed to other members of the colonial élite, some of whom -

especially in South Australia - were prepared to give quite substantial financial support. But

medical education does not appear to have been a popular issue in colonial parliaments.

In the history of the Australasian medical schools, I have found little evidence of

governmental initiatives, whether by colonial govemments or by the Colonial Office in
I-ondon. New Zealand had been self-governing since 1852, and the four leading Australian

colonies achieved self-government by 1856. The colonial govemments were responsible

for legislation with respect to the local universities, and later for whatever legislation was

needed to enable medical teaching, such as acts to regulate the use of corpses for anatomical

and surgical teaching. Colonial govemments also provided financial support, with varying

degrees of parsimony. Some of the individuals who promoted the creation of medical

schools were members of colonial parliaments, and used their parliamentary positions to

facilitate the passage of whatever legislation was needed. In Sydney, Arthur Renwick, a

Scottish medical practitioner, has been acclaimed as the man chiefly responsible for

opening the medical school; he was also an ambitious politician, and promoted important

medical legislatio¡.lsl Edward Stirling , the chief founder of the Adelaide medical school,

was less prominent as a politician, but used his position as a member of the local House

of Assembly [883-61 to facilitate the passage of an anatomy act which he helped to draft [p
Ð1. In New Zealand, James Macandrew, an imaginative provincial politician, did much to

151 yeung &'ù/ebb, op.cit., 44; Rutledge M. Renwick, Sir Arthur. ÐL 6 1851 - 1890, 20.
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force a medical school on a hesitant community.ts2 But in general, colonial governments

did not provide leadership in esøblishing medical teaching, and were very reluctant to lay out

public money for this purpose. Russell has shown that in 18ó1, the government of Victoria

persistently pleaded poverty when asked to give a funding grant of f4O00 to set up a medical

school,l53 at a time when the colony was awash with gold. In Sydney, there was similar

reluctance; even when a large bequest was made, the government of the colony refused to

advance funds on the security of an estate that eventually cut up at more than €Z)0 000.ls4

In South Australia, both the university and the medical school were launched by private

donations, though govemment funding was also important.

The imperial government was still less concerned in the creation of the colonial

medical schools. Great Britain did not have a strong tradition of state support for education

in the medical sciences, as there was in the Germanic states. Even if there had been public

funds to subsidize medical education, which was not the case in the age of Gladstone, there

would have been no political íncentive to use them in Australasia. Nor was there much

scope for paternalistic guidance. Before the rise of imperialist ideology in the latter part of

tne nineteenth century, British politicians and bureaucrats alike expected the Australasian

colonies to separate sooner or later,155 and were well awa¡e that patnonage and advice

would be resented, or ignored, as had indeed been the case over the railway gauge issue and

the intercolonial tariffs. Occasionally, the Colonial Office might venture to restrain what

were seen to be radical tendencies in the design of a colonial university, as happened in

1874 when Carnarvon, Disraeli's Colonial Secretary, tried to prevent the University of

Adelaide from giving degrees to women. But, significantly, this opposition was not

sustained.l56 Some colonial governors did what they could to foster local universities.

However, British indirect influence was far more effective than any official intervention.

This influence was chiefly exerted by the GMC through the standards of medical education

which it required for medical registration in Great Britain [see chapter7.9.l].

It is noteworthy that the founders of the Australasian medical school appear never

to have considered anything less than the highest standards in medical education. The

French two-tier system could have appealed to colonial governmetts concerned to provide

cheap medical services in remote, thinly populated areas. I have however found little to

suggest that anyone in Australia or New T.rualand ever âdvocated training less highly

152 Bu¡t , op.cit., 7; Morrell rr/VP. The Universit!¡ of Otago. A centennial histor!¡. Dunedin. University

of Otago Press. 1ftí9,44.
153Purr"¡¡, op.cit., 22.
154 Yount & webb, op.cit.,357.
155¡4¿¡¡n¿¡¡, GEE.tEdl . læners of Frederick t-ord Blachford. London, John Murray. 1896, 157 & 299'

Blachford, an influential bureaucrat, seems to have had no doubt that the colonies were destined to be

independenL

l56pun"*, WGK & Leona¡d, RA. The Universit]¡ of Adelaide 18i/4 - 1974. Adelaide. Rigby.

1973,14.
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qualified practitioners , to work in the bush. [A possible exception to this is discussed in

chapter 5, p 81 I This is not to say that there were no colonial equivalents of the officiers

de santé. On the contrary, there were many country doctors with inferior or questionable

qualifications, which were not accepted by medical registration boards. Some of them

appear in the 188ó edition of Bruck's Medical Register, which lists several unregistered

persons who held qualifications which were doubtless evidence of useful training, such as

diplomas from German surgical schools not of academic r¡¿¡N.157 Other unregistered

country practitioners were less reputable. In Henry Kingsley's novel The Recollections of

Geoffry Hamlyn, there is a very funny account of a quanel between a German doctor with

admittedly little medical experience, and a drunken British surgeon whose diploma is called

bogus.tsa Kingsley's fiction was based on his own Australian experiences in the period

1853-8, and probably reflects the reality of his times, or at least what was told to him.

Bruck's list of unregistered practitioners contains many who appear to have been quacks,

some impostors, and some who claimed very questionable degrees from medical colleges in

the USA. It seems likely that the men who founded the Australasian medical schools were

determined to separate their profession as sharply as possible from this penumbra of
pretenders. This was especially desirable since colonial legislatures gave very little
protection to medical orthodoxy. Conformity with the British GMC criteria was one way of
emphasizing the high status of colonial medicine. For this purpose, it was desirable to

obtain full recognition of colonial medical degrees by the GMC. Recognition would also

allow colonial graduates to practise in Great Britain, in the armed forces and in British

ships. Finally, there may have been emotional satisfaction in the achievement of full
recognition. Anthony Trollope, visiting the Australian colonies in 1871-2, gave a vivid

account of the desire of members of the colonial élites to be accepted as British, in the place

that they still called home.lse

Recognition çame in the 1890s, but had been discussed much earlier. The

problems of registration of colonial medical degrees were reviewed by a British Royal

Commission in 1881. It was a very high-powered committee, even by the standards of a

Gladstone administration; the members included John Simon, William Turner the great

Edinburgh anatomist and Thomas Henry Huxley, no less. Complaints from Canada and

from the Indian universities were considered, and James Paget gave evidence for them,

speaking warmly in favour of accepting their medical degrees. Of the Melbourne degree,

he said that a graduate would have "passed through the same education and through

l573rur¡, L tEdl. The Australasian Medical Drectory and Handbook. Sydney, Australasian Medical
Gazetle. 1886, 258 - 26',1.

lsSKingsley, H. The recollections of Geoffrv Hamlvn. Sydney. Home Entertainment Library. 1935,

310.
lsgTrollope, A. . Australia. St Lucia. University of Queensland. 1967, 93.
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examinations in all essentials the same as in Englandt'.160 The chief objection to Paget's

view came from those who were afraid that this would open registration to graduates of

more than 100 institutions in the USA, but this objection was eventually overcome, and

after 1893, the medical degrees given by the chief colonial universities were recognized by

the GMC. By that year Melbourne had graduated 208 medical students, Dunedin six,

Sydney 13, and Adelaide four.

160¡"*r¡ of the Royal Commissioners appointed to inquire into the Medical Acts with minutes of
evidence, appendices and index. I¡ndon. HMSO. Læ} 21. x



X'ig. 3.1 The Royal College of Surgeons, about 1814. Throughout the nineteenth century,
the college was concerned with the education of general practitioners as well as specialist
surgeons. [Author's collection].
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Other medical men came to the new township of Adelaide over the next few years.

Within two years of settlement, there were expressions of concern that some of the

colonists who claimed medical skills might have inadequate credentials. On 3 December

1838, five local medical practitioners asked the Governor of the province, George Gawler,

to set up a medical board to advise the government on public health matters, and to verify

medical credentials.6 Of these five men, Wright held a medical doctorate from an

unidentified university. John Woodforde and William Wyatt both held double diplomas

- MRCS (Lond) and ISA (t ond). James Nash and John Bright apparently had only the

MRCS (I-ond). One can speculate on whether these holders of orthodox qualifications

were moved by public spirit or by a desire to engross whaûever opportunities for private

practice were available in the new and very shaky colony. However, there do seem to have

been real problems with respect to the credentials of persons claiming high medical status.

The colony's hrst Inspector of Hospitals, Dr JP Litchfield, advertised that he had held

impressive hospital appointments in [.ondon, and intended to set up as a consultant

physician, but seems to have been unable to produce convincing credentials when his

qualifications were challenged.T He was alleged to have only "a foreign purchased

diploma" - probably a doctoral degree from Heidelberg.s This, rather than his attempt to

horsewhip the Colonial Secretary, may have led to the termination of his office as

Inspector of Hospitals in 1&[1. He left the colony never to return, and made a new careeÍ

as professor of obstetrics in Kingston, Ontario. Apart from such individual controversies,

there were also legal needs for authenticating medical witnesses and those having custody

of the insane.

These considerations led the next governor, the formidable George Grey, to

introduce a bill into his tægislative Council, to set up a medical board to inspect and to

register the qualifications of persons who wanted to be given legal recognition as medical

practitioners (Ordinance No. l7 - 1844). In a colony without the administrative

inconveniences of self govemment, this did not involve parliamentary debate. The older

Australian colonies had already set up medical boards, Tasmania in 1837 and New

South Wales in 1839.e

In Grey's ordinance, the requirements for registration were in line with the realities

of colonial medical practice. The applicant should be "a Doctor or Bachelor of Medicine

of some University, or a Physician or Surgeon, licensed or admitted as such by some

College of Physicians or Surgeons in Great Britain or lreland, or a Member of the

óFraenkel GJ. & Wylde DH. The Medical Board of South Australia 1&14-1994. 1994,7.
THughes op cit., 9.
8tændon papers. M L o S Australiana PRG 12Sl12tll: 46-72.
9 Sunderland S. Australian medical schools: some historical considerations. Part L Med J Aust 19?5;

2:79-81: Jennings R. The medical nrofession and the State in South Australia 1836 - l975.Thesis fol
degree of MD- Universit]¡ o[ Adelaide.1998, 47. This publication is cited as "Jennings, Thesis.'
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Company of Apothecaries of London or Dublin, or a regular Graduate in Medicine of

some Foreign University....or who is, or has been, a Medical Officer...of Her Majesty's

sea or land service."lo The last provision may have been unnecessary, since naval and

anny surgeons were supposed to have a licence from one of the colleges. Moreover,

there were few military medical men in South Australia, since the absence of a convict

worKorce made a large garrison unnecessary. However, there had been laxity in the

examinations for surgeons in the armed forces during the Napoleonic wars some thirty

years earlier [see p 231, and the governor or his advisers may have wished to make things

easier for any poorly paid veteran from that period.l l The register maintained by the Board

was set up some 14 years before the Medical Act of 1858 created a register for the United

Kingdom.

After starting badly in speculation, peculation and insolvency, the Province of

South Australia prospered. Copper, wheat and wool generated modest wealth, and

immigrants were attracted. By lffi!, the year the medical board was established, the

European population numbered 1736; in 1855, eleven years later, there was an increase

to 85 821 notwithstanding the attraction of the Victorian goldfîelds.lz The immigrants

were mostly of British descent. English colonists greatly outnumbered Scots and Irish;

in 1861 there were nearly 45 000 of English birth, against some l27AO lrish and fewer

than 8000 Scots.l3 There was a sizeable and influential minority of settlers from Prussia

and other German states: by 1851 some 7000 persons of German birth had settled in the

colony, and more than 5000 more rryere to follow in the next decade.l4 Not all stayed in

South Australia, but by 18ó1, there were some 9000 settlers of German or Austrian birth,

and they were to have many descendants, who remained German-speaking for a long time.

The medical population of South Australia increased to meet the health needs of

the colonists. These were not inconsiderable: Adelaide was at first by no means a

salubrious city , and the expanding hinterland, though healthy enough, gave plenty of

opportunities for accidents and injuries.

l0quoted in full by Fraenkel & Wylde, op.cit., 12.
l1LloydC&CoulterJLs'VolumeIV-181'190o.Edinburgh.
Livingstone. 1963, 15.
l2Aitchison DLJ. South Australian Year Book No. 3: 1968. Australian Bureau of Statistics. South

Australian Office. , 8G90. Later Year Books give less detail.
trJupp J. & York B. Birtholaces of the Australian people: colonial and Commonwealth censuses 1828 -

IPLCIMS. Studies in Australian ethnic history. No. 8. Canberra. 1995.
l4Borrie WD. The European peooling of Australasia: a demograohic histor)¡- 1788-1988. Canberra.

ANU Printing Service. 1994, C7.
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Table 4.1. Analysis of initial qualification(s) recorded on the SA medical

register, 1861. Persons appearing onthe registerbutknown to have been dead are

excluded.

4.2 Credentials in 1861

The year 18ó1 provides a vantage point from which to assess the qualifications

of the registered medical work force in South Australia, 25 years after the first settlement.

The census now indicated a population of 126 83O, excluding full blood aboriginals.

The medical board published a list of registered medical practitioners in the South

Australian Government Gazette. In October 1861, there were 113 names on the list; to this

total must be added the seven members of the medical board whose names appear

separately, with some suggestion of superbity. The figure of l2O should not be taken as an

exact quantification of the real medical work force, for the practice of the board introduced

two causes of error. Reece Jennings has emphasized that the criteria for registration

excluded a number of reputable and capable medical practitioners who held

qualifîcations not considered to be registrable.ls It also excluded many msn and women

with no medical qualifications whatever, who nevertheless gave valuable service in outback

places. On the other hand, the register listed a number of persons who had left South

Australia, either to return to Europe, or to go to another colony. Several of these can be

identified, for example Dr Richard Eades, who had gone to Victoria some year earlier,

where he played an important part in the founding of the Melbourne medical school.l6

But in many cases it is impossible to say where the listed person was practising. The

ordinance establishing the medical board did not prescribe how the register should be

lsJennings, R. An annotated list of registered medical oractitioners - Squth Australia: Nos l-1018(1844-
1918). Plympton. Mandrake Press. 1994, vii. This publication is cited as 'Jennings, list.'
l6Russell, KF. The Melbourne Medical School 1862-1962. Melbourne University Press. 1977, 42.
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kept up to date, and apparently this was done in an irregular way in early yearslT.

Nevertheless, the board did remove names from time to time. By the end of If36I, l4
names had been registered; of those not listed in the 186l Gazette, most are known to

have died, and one medical practitioner's name had been struck off the register with

contumely (see below). Medical men who had left the colony remained on the register,

reasonably enough since they might return and sometimes did so. In 18ú1, a request

made in parliament led to the tabling of a list of the medical practitioners who were then

working in the colony, and there were only 84 names on this list.l8 Obviously, the then

president of the board had excluded names of men known to have left South Australia,

perhaps only temporarily, as in the case of George Bull, who had worked in the Burra

area, and was to return to South Australia some years later. Jennings has described this

18É1 list as the first true register, since it is the hrst to publish qualifications, though

not always correctly. 19

The credentials recorded on the South Australian register in 1861 (Table 4.1)

reflected the changing British spectrum of qualifications, though with some interesting

peculiarities. ln 69 cases(57.5%o), the recorded qualification first obtained by the

registrant was not a University degree but a diploma conferred by one of the English

medical corporations. Since the passage of the Apothecaries' Act in 1815, the London

Society of Apothecaries had been responsible for examining and licensing men who

would now be called general practitioners. The requirements are discussed in chapter 3,

Briefly, candidates for the Society's licence, the LSA, were expected to have knowledge of

general medicine and after 1827 inmidwifery.2o The LSA was not a surgical credential,

and as most general practitioners in England had to be prepared to perform simple

operative procedures, the LSA was an incomplete qualification for general practice. The

Royal College of Surgeons of l-ondon, restyled by its 1&13 Charter as the Royal College

of Surgeons of England, examined only in surgery, conferring its diploma of

Membership(MRCS I-ondon or England after 1843) on successful candidates. The

surgeon apothecary, a cornmon title, should ideally hold both credentials.

Colonial Australia demanded medical versatility. Especially in the country, the

local doctor must be physician, surgeon, midwife and pharmacist, and most South

Australian doctors at this time did work in the country. I have not been able to establish

how many active medical practitioners worked in Adelaide, but the number was certainly

small.In 1866, a parliamentary select committee was told that only 15 medical men were

lTFraenkel & Wylde op.cit., 14.
l8Moor", R. "lægally qualified medical practitioners."SAPL(No. 156). 1864.

lgJennings, Thesis, op.cit., 59.

2oNewman, C. The evolution of medic¿rl education in the nineteenth century. I-ondon. Oxford
University Press, 1957, 76.
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available for consultations and similar purposes in Adelaide. This suggests that only 15 -

?.OVo of the medical workforce lived in the metropolis, and this percentage is in reasonable

accord with the population distribution, since in 1861 some 857o of the population of

South Australia had resided outside Adelaide.2l Even those medical practitioners resident

in Adelaide saw themselves as general practitioners, or at least wished to be seen as such.

Jennings has seen evidence of the persisting trinity of physicians, surgeons and general

practitioner-apothecaries in the listed medical qualifications at this tfme22 but this is not

how the senior Adelaide medical practitioners presented themselves. Both to this select

committee and to a previous similar committee in 18&[, several medical witnesses stated

that there were no specialists in Adelaide. As William Gosse[then MRCS, LSA] put it,

"we are all general practitioners."23 This was said even of Dr CJF Bayer, whose Bavarian

MD gave him physicianly status, but was admired as equally competent as surgeon or

physician. This egalitarian position was underlined in 1868, when titles were given to

the newly appointed visiting medical staff of the colony's only public hospital, the

Adelaide Hospital : they were called Honorary Medical Officers, not Honorary Physicians

or Surgeons.24

However, even considered as general practitioners, many colonial medical

practitioners held scrappy credentials.Only ?Aof themenonthe 1861 list registered

both the MRCS(of l,ondon or England) and the LSA (described in the register by various

abbreviations). There were 35 who registered only an English MRCS, and 10 who

registered only the LSA.It is possible that some who held a grander credential did not

bother to mention that they also held the LSA, which was becoming to be seen as an

inferior qualification. But this is certainly not the whole story. In England, there was no

way to enforce full qualifications until many years after 1861. The 1858 Medical Act set

up the GMC in Great Britain, but did not give it very sharp teeth [see chapter 3 p 32]. As

late as 1867, the British Medical Journal complained that upwards of a quarter of the 20

000 registered British medical practitioners recorded incomplete qualifications. As in
South Australia, those with only the MRCS outnumbered those with the LSA only, in a

proportion.of nearly four to one.25 Competence is of course not the same as qualifìcation;

however, it is probable that there was dissatisfaction in South Australia, as there certainly

was in Great Britain, with the educational background reflected by incomplete diplomas.

I¿ck of a surgical qualification was a reason, if not the only reason, for rejecting 'l'Y

Cotter when he applied for a position in the Adelaide Hospiø1.26 Furthermore, some of

2lBowie IJS. The urban and non-urban oopulations of Australia. 1800-1981. Mitchell Occasional

Papers in Geography.Bathurst Mitchell College of Advanced Education. 1987. Appendix Table II.
22Jennings, Thesis, op.cit., 59.
23cosse, W. Evidence to Select Committee, 22 June 1864. SAPP 1864; No. 31.: p.17. Possibly
Gosse would have been less egalitarian after 18i/0, when he himself acquired a Heidelberg MD.
24 Hughes op.cil.,127.
25 Theconstitution of the medical profession[Editorial]. B M J 1867; l:329-330.
26Hughes, op.cit., 6.
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the 69 men who registered these basic diplomas later went to the expense of getting higher

degrees, taking doctorates of medicine from British or German universities.

Despite the large claims and high status inherent in a medical university degree,

only one of the 1861 registrants recorded an English qualification of this type: George

Bull, who had registered a Cambridge MB in 1&15 as his only qualifica(ton.21 Another

early registrant with a MB from the University of l,ondon had died in 1856. Degrees

from Oxford and Cambridge were expensive, they demanded much classical scholarship,

and until the University Acts of 181-6, they were available only to members of the

Church of England.2s Those who did hold these grand degrees had many privileges: they

could practice as physicians anywhere in England and Wales, and they enjoyed quick

access to the fellowship of the Royal College of Physicians of London, the innermost

citadel of medical elitism. After 1854, the University of l-ondon enjoyed similar

privileges;29 it was less exclusive, but its examinations were so demanding that many

students did not attempt them, prefening softer options such as the LSA. None of these

privileges meant anything in the colonies and it is easy to see why men with English

university medical degrees rarely came to South Australia. Indeed it is more remarkable

that any did. What induced Dr Bull MB(Cantab) to come to this remote colony, and to

practice, as he did with gusto, in the mining town Kooringa, where despite his grand degree

he was called a'big-nosed loblolly apothercary'?30

Twenty seven (22.57o ) registrants recorded as their earliest medical qualihcation a

diploma or degree obtained in Scotland. Of these, 17 recorded diplomas conferred by one

of two ancient Scottish corporations: the Royal College of Surgeons of Rlinburgh and the

Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons of Glasgow. These diplomas were supposedly

licences for surgeon-apothecaries to practice all branches of medicine including

pharmacy: 31 there was no potent Scottish equivalent of the London and Dublin Societies

of Apothecaries to confuse the process of certification. The basic licence must have been a

humble qualification, since it did not confer membership of the College or the Faculty.

However, some of the registrants recorded the higher qualifïcation of Membership.

The other important Scottish qualifications were doctorates of medicine conferred

by the Universities of Edinburgh, Glasgow, Aberdeen and St Andrews. Ten registrants

listed such degrees as their earliest medical qualihcations, and six of the holders of

Scottish diplomas added later Scottish university degrees in their registrations. Four men

whose earliest qualifications were English or Irish diplomas also went on to take a Scottish

2TFraenkel & Wylde, op.cit., 99.
2SNewman op.cit., 278.
29clark G. A history ol the Royal College of Phl¡sicians of [.ondon. v. 2. Oxford. Clarendon Press.

t966, 696,
30Auhl I, The story of the 'Monster Mine'. The Burr¿ Burra mine and its townships 18/15-1877.
Hawthorndene. Investigator Press, 1986, 218.
3lCreswell, CH.
Rlinburgh. Oliver Boyd. 1926, l7O & 281.
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doctorate. Thus 20 of the 120 registrants held Scottish university qualifications. These

degrees were neither as expensive nor as socially exalted as the English university

degrees, but they were very highly regarded as educational credentials, especially for

physicians. Throughout the nineteenth century, Rlinburgh University had a world-wide

reputation as a medical school; Scots were later to play a great part in the genesis of

Australasian medical education, especially in Sydney and Dunedin [see chapter 3.7].

Nevertheless, Scottish medical doctorates did not necessarily imply deep experience: they

could be acquired as young as the age of 2O, and contemporaries made sarcastic

comments about the pliable parchments of Northern universities. Su¡prisingly, the

Edinburgh MD was not accepted in Scotland as a licence to practice surgery, at least by

the Royal College of Surgeons of Edinburgh, until after the passage of the 1858 Medical

Act3zln 1860, presumably to settle this issue, the University of Rlinburgh changed its

degree system: the first qualification became the MB, CM, and the MD ceased to be a

qualifying degree. The significance of Scottish university credentials does not appear to

have been a matter of great concern in Adelaide in 18ó1, though no doubt the doctorates

had some social benefits.

Only five registrants gave Irish credentials, four as their first qualification, and

one as higher qualifications (MD Dublin arid FRCSI). This small number is surprising,

since Irish immigrants amounted to about IWo oT the population of South Australia in

1861. South Australia's strongly hotestant establishment may have discouraged

individual lrish medical men from coming here, but a more obvious explanation is the low

status of some Irish qualifications, especially the licence given by the Dublin

Apothecaries' Hall, the Irish equivalent of the London ISA. Its examination system was

later to be severely criticized, and at least one lrishman who had served his apprenticeship

in Ireland chose to go to London to take an English diploma(see below). The lrish

College of Surgeons was highly regarded, but its diploma was expensive. According to a

senior Scottish surgeon, the price of the Irish surgical diploma was f/O in 1833, against

f,Z2for its l,ondon equivalent and f 15 for the Edinburgh licence.33

Thirteen registrants recorded medical doctorates awarded by a German university,

or 15 if one counts Vienna and Kiel(then under Danish rule) as German in this context.

This relatively large percentage(12.57o) can be explained by the large number of German

settlers in South Australia. Doubtless German doctors came out to practise in this distant

British colony heartened by the knowledge that they would find German-speaking

patients.

It is rrot easy to deduce much from the names of the various German universities

cited by these registrants. There were two graduates from universities in the kingdom of

Prussia and four from what was then the kingdom of Hanover; perhaps this can be related

32rc¡0, zgs.
33lbid, ?ß2.
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to the geographical origins of the first German migrants to South Australia, who came

from Prussian Silesia and sailed from North German ports. Certainly, their exodus had

attracted attention in Prussia; it is amusing to find the future Field Marshal Helmuth von

Moltke writing in l&E that he would himself emigrate to Adelaide if the democratic

movement then raging around him were not brought to heel.3a Hanoverians mây also have

been attracted by the historical linkage with Great Britain - until 1837 there had been a

common ruler. However, there were also graduates from the Hessian universities of

Giessen and Marburg. One can say that most of the German doctors came from

universities that were protestant in origin, and this may relate to the dominance of

Lutherans among the migrants. There were two exceptions to this generalization. Frederic

Antonfiater Charles John Frederick] Bayer came - after some legal trouble over a duel -

from Catholic Bavaria; he became a very successful medical practitioner in Adelaide, and

died much lamented. Anton Sokolowsky registered a degree from Vienna, and came with

a group of Austrian migrants to Clare, where he also prospered.

It seems that German degrees were accepted without demur, and this is somewhat

surprising. In the decades before 18ó1, German medicine had not achieved the pre-

eminence that was to come later in ttre century, and the reorganization of professional

qualifications was still incomplete [see p 421.

Only two registrants listed American degrees, and one of them also had the

MRCS. A third, who claimed to have a MD from a university in Missouri, had been struck

off the register three years earlier.35 At this time, there were very good reasons for looking

askance at the degrees of the numerous medical schools in the USA, where the spirit of

liberty had allowed schools to grow up with even less attempt at quality control than in

England. There may also have been some political antipathy. The nascent establishment of

South Australia is likely to have viewed American slave-owning democracy with suspicion:

liberals disliked slavery and conservatives disliked democracy. The man struck off the

Register, Horace Dean, had been unwise enough to quarrel with a colonial magnate from a

democratic platform, and to claim military rank, a claim soon demolished by the then US

secretary of war, Jefferson Davis himself. 36

It must be stressed that the registered diplomas or degrees were almost all

primary qualifications. This was true even of the German and Scottish doctorates: at this

time, these MDs were usually a primary university qualífication in all branches of

medicine, not a higher degree as in English universities. Nevertheless there were at this

time two South Australian men who had taken the FRCS, and this was indeed an élite

qualification, instituted by the college as a move in its struggle against medical

34Quoted by Craig GA. The oolitics of the Prussian Army 1640-1945. t¡ndon. Oxford University
Press. 19ó4, ll7.
35Fraenkel & Wylde op.cit., 100.
36Teale, R. Dean, Horace (181+18871. ADB4: 1851 - 1890,37.
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democracy. One of these met, George Mayo, had successfully removed an enorrnous

ovarian tumour in 1852 - so successfully that his patientjumped a four rail fence not long

after operation, admittedly with the assistance of a horse.37 It is of interest that Mayo

visited the USA, and may have been influenced by American surgical thinking in this

adventurous operation.

4.3. The Adelaide medical establishment before 1875.

In the 18óOs, the senior medical practitioners living in Adelaide constituted an

influential group in their small colonial world. Their number included several early

colonists, by then well established and often holding one of the official medical posts in

Adelaide. They staffed the medical board; this had no real executive power, but exerted

some control over the registration of new arrivals. Most importantly, the post of Colonial

Surgeon was filled by a member of this group. The Colonial Surgeon had numerous

duties, and these included supervision of the Adelaide Hospital, assisted only by one

resident medical officer, usually an experienced person who had arrived relatively

recently in South Australia. By this time, the Adelaide Hospital was an important

institution in the life of the colony; ithad been begun on a new site in 1855, and the first

stage was completed in the following year. [Fi9.4.1]

From 1859 to 1869, the Colonial Surgeon was Robert Moore (1819 - 18&t),

whose only known medical qualification was the MRCS [London], obtained h 1842 after

apprenticeship in Cork. Moore held his office despite two hostile parliamentary

enquiries in 18ú1 and 186617. [The educational implications of the 1867 report aÍe

discussed in chapter 5]. After the second, which had been critical of Moore's contracting

methods, the office was diminished and Moore resigned. But he then became one of the

four honorary medical officers appointed to the hospital under a new act , and also the

first chairman of the hospital's new board of management. This board comprised at first

twelve members, appointed by the government of the day. Nine of them were members

of the Adelaide medical establishment, and for nearly thify years the hospital was

dominated by medical men to a very striking degree. Moore was connected by marriage

to the influential Dutton family and had been a member of the Adelaide Club since its

foundation in 1863.38

Before L875, the medical practitioners living in Adelaide could not be called an

elite without misuse of that overworked word. With the exception of George Mayo, they

were not medically distinguished, though no doubt competent enough. They were not

active scientific investigators, as medical men have sometimes been in new colonies;

V/illiam Wyatt[18M-1886] is perhaps a partial exception, as he did publish some

3TPinnock RD. The history and progress of ovariotomy in the Australian colonies. Tr Intercol Med
Congr Aust. lst session, 18&7. Adelaide. Vardon & Pritchard. 1888, 191-203.
38Morgan, E J R. The Adelaide Club l8ó3 - 1963. Adelaide. The Adelaide Club. 1963, 105.
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zoological and anthropological studies. Most of them had completed their medical

education before the British medical reform movement had got very far, and with two or

three possible exceptions they do not appear to have been well equipped to guide medical

education in South Australia. CJF Bayer[1815-18ó7] might have done so. He had

graduated as far ago as lU2, at Erlangen, after study in Munich and rWürzburg, but his

quoted remarks suggest a lively mind in touch with European developments. In 1858, he

had visited Berlin and Vienna, ild had been made an honorary member of a Prussian

medical association.3e Unfortunately, he died suddenly in 1867. Two other members of

this group did make contributions to the creation of the Adelaide medical school: William

Gosse and Horatio \ilhittell. Their roles are discussed in chapter 5; Gosse took little

part, but Whinell was an important figure in the initial stages and later in organizing the

course in hygiene [public health].

Table 4.2. Analysis of initial qualification(s) recorded by new registrants

during the years 1861-188f.

4.4. Credentials in 1881.

By 1881, the colony of South Australia was 45 years old, and the second

generation of colonists was well established. The white population of South Australia had

more than doubled, and there were 188 doctors on the register. Of these, 128 were new

since 1861. Analysis of their qualifications shows some interesting changes since 1861

[Table 4.2].There were fewer English qualifications, more Scoþ, and more Irish. There

were fewer Germans. In the changing spectrum of British diplomas, one can see the

influence of the GMC, by now more potent than when it was set up in 1858. There were

fewer registrants with only one English diploma; the great majority now had full medical

credentials. Although some students still took the t-SA examination because it was seen

as easy (and cheap), many preferred to sit for a more exacting diploma, and this was often

10012ßTOTAL

3.24University degreesOther [France, US,Iøly

Melbournel

3.95Universitv desreesGermany

15.620Diplomas &ior university degreesIreland

27.335Diplomas 8¿/or university degreesScotland

4.76Medical qualification onlv

England

8.611MRCS onlv

36.7nMRCS + medical desree / diploma

Ls VoNumberQualificationsNation

39obituary. Border Waûch; 24 August 1867
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the Licentiate of the Royal College of Physicians of London (LRCPII ond]). In the past

this diploma had not been a qualification for general practitioners, but after the passing of

the 1858 Act, the College of Physicians had created what was in fact a new diploma,

which was the medical counterpart of the MRCS[Eng]. In 1886, after much wrangling, a

conjoint diploma (LRCP[L,ond], MRCSIEng]) was awarded by examiners chosen by both

colleges, and in that year the Parliament of Great Britain at last amended the Medical Act to

enact that no one should be registered unless successful in examinations in medicine,

surgery and midwifery [see chapter 3.5]. Thereafter, medical migrants to South

Australia commonly held this conjoint diploma or a comparable Scottish qualihcation.

But as Table 4.2 shows, there had been widespread awareness of the need for full

medical credentials well before the Act was amended.

It appears that most of the new registrants in 1881 were British or German born;

they were medical emigrants who had gone to what was now known to be a prosperous

community, not adventurers sailing to a frontier settlement. Several held above-average

credentials. John Davies Thomas has been mentioned [p 36]. He was born in Wales and

had his medical education in London; in addition to the MB and MD of london

University, he held the FRCS[Eng]. Like many others, he came to Australia to better his

health, in 1875; he settled in Adelaide and rapidly became a leader in the local medical

profession. His role in the new medical school is discussed in chapters 5 and 6. John

Alexander Cockburn was born in Scotland, but studied medicine at King's College, taking

his MB and MD from the University of London with a gold medal.4o He came to

Australia in 1875 and settled at Jamestown, doing well, but then turned to politics. The

medical relevance of his career is considered in chapter 5. In 1876, James Alexander

Greer Hamilton registered a Dublin MB and a Scottish surgical diploma. Four years later,

his brother Thomas Kinley Hamilton registered the FRCSI and a Dublin MD, obtained

in 1879. Both brothers began in country practices, and later moved to Adelaide. They

seem to have been well liked and accepted by the Adelaide establishment; JAG Hamilton

was indeed elected to the Adelaide Club, and although the social importance of this club

has been exaggerated, Hamilton would not have been elected if he were unclubbable. To

anticipate, both brothers were later appointed to the Adelaide Hospital, TK Hamilton as a

consultant in diseases of the throat [1891-6], and JAG Hamilton as gynaecologist [18% -

19191, Two more Hamilton brothers also came to Adelaide, and practised medicine. It
has been said that this Irish [Co Tyrone] medical family conferred long-term benefits on

Australia.al These benefits were not conspicuous in Adelaide medical teaching before

1914. However, JAG and TK Hamilton were prolific medical writers, and some of TK

Hamilton's papers read well.

40PlayfordJ. Cockburn, SirJohnAlexander [1850-1S29]. ADB 8: 1891-1939, 42-44.
4lJennings, !þ! op.cit., 33.
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The 1881 registrants included at least eight young men who were either born in

Australia or had come there as young children. They entered Adelaide medical practice

with the advantages of family networks and financial support, and some were able to take

up political causes and educational projects that were not likely to be remunerative or

even popular. Four of them registered very high qualifications Edward Stirling was

the son of a rich pastoralist; Reece Jennings describes him, a little sourly, as born with a

golden spoon in his mouth.42 With such family backing he had been able to study what

would now be termed physiology at Cambridge, graduating as BA in 1870 and MB in

I8f74. He studied clinical medicine in St George's Hospital, London, and obtained the

FRCS[Eng] in 1874. He also took a Cambridge MD in 1880 on the basis of clinical

observations of wound infection, done at the Great Ormond Street Hospital for Sick

Children as well as at St George's Hospital.ag Stirling was a brilliant man by any

standards; his career has been mentioned in chapter 3 and is discussed further in

chapters 5 and 6. For the present pulposes, his qualifications are significant as evidence

that a rich and talented colonial youth could by this time come home with the best

medical credentials that England could provide. Charles Gosse, the son of William

Gosse [see above], acquired English and Scottish credentials, but was chiefly educated in

[.ondon. He took fürst the MRCS[Eng], and then went north to take the grander degrees

of MB,ChM and MD atAberdeen. He got postgraduate experience as house physician

at Charing Cross and the Royal Westminster Ophthalmic Hospiøls and as clinical

assistant at the Moorfîelds Ophthalmic Hospital. Returning to the colony in 1873, he

practised with his father, developing a special interest in ophthalmology. Joseph Verco,

son of a moderately successful builder and business man, obøined an equally impressive

education, and got it with fewer social advantages. He attended the great L¡ndon medical

school at St Bartholomew's Hospital and took the MB and MD degrees from the

University of London by examination, with much distinction[see pp.35 &, tl7]. The

fourth outstanding graduate in the 1881 Register was V/illiam Gardner. He had come to

Adelaide as a young child, the son of a Presbyterian minister. He went to Scotch

College Melbourne and studied medicine in the University of Melbourne for three years

with credit. However, he did not complete his Melbourne medical course, but went to

Glasgow aflrl lll2; there also he gained distinction, graduating MB CM in 1874 and

MD by thesis [see pp 49 &.119]. Like Verco, he entered into Adelaide practice as soon

42Jennings, ibid.,75.

43stirling, E. C. (1881). Observalions on certain eruptions of the skin which occur after recent

operations and injuries. Thesis for the degree of Doctor of Medicine. Cambridge. 1881. See also:

Stirling EC. [same title] S[ George's Hospital Reports 1879; 10: 519-573.
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as he returned to Australia in 1875. Both he and Verco began as general practitioners,

but there can be little doubt that their impressive qualifications helped them to become

consultants later.

The 1881 register shows that six registrants had acquired British surgical

fellowships - three from the English College, two with Edinburgh fellowships and one

with an Irish fellowship. There were at least six others who had taken British doctoral

degrees that did represent higher qualifÏcations, and two of these men were to be adept

surgeons. Of the small number with German qualifications, one, Oskar Görger, registered

a Heidelberg MD and the Staatsexamen qualification. He came to Adelaide in 1877 and

\ryas soon accepted as a good surgeon with a large practice [see pl29].

Thus, one can identify among these new registrants a small group of perhaps a

dozen younger persons, still general practitioners, but with higher credentials and to
varying degrees developing specialist interests. Most of them worked in Adelaide,

which had grown both absolutely and relatively, so that the city now held more than a third

of the population of the colony.& They were all members of the South Australian

branch of the British Medical Associatíon, formed in 1879; the papers presented to the

monthly meetings show lively scientific interests in a wide range of medical fields" They

seem to have been a surprisingly congenial body , assisting each other in operations,

and with few recorded quarrels: even the German Görger, reputed to be a ready duellist,

seerns to have rubbed along well enough.

4.5 Conclusions.

This review of the changing spectrum of medical qualifications suggests that by

1885 the South Australian medical community was ready to support a medical school of

high academic quality. In the early years of the colony, even very reputable Adelaide

medical practitioners had registered minimal qualifications. There had been successful

country practitioners with unregistered qualifications such as German certificates of

surgical training.as But after 1861, the processes of medical reform described in chapter

3 had produced a medical community with higher standards, The requirements of the

GMC were reflected in the increasing number of British-trained practitioners who

registered qualifications that were evidence of training in medicine, surgery and obstetrics.

Similarly, several of the few new German registrants recorded that they had passed the

Staatsexamen; indeed one [Karl Feige] had no other qualification.46 Men who had passed

these stringent and comprehensive examinations were not likely to support a local medical

44Bowie op.cit.
45Bruck, L., (Ed.) The Australasian Medical Directory and Flandbook. The Auskalasian Medical
Directory and Flandbook. Sydney, Australasian Medical Crazette. 1886,267.
46Fraenkel & Wylde op.cit., 45.
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school with lower standards. Also, the evolution of British medical education had put on

offer a variety of higher qualifications, which were supposedly evidence of intellectual

excellence and to some extent of special knowledge, especially in surgery. The 1881

Register shows that a number of young men in Adelaide had taken such qualifications.

These young men were well trained by contemporary standards and well qualified, and

they easily obtained appointments in the Adelaide Hospital. They formed the core of

clinical teaching in the Adelaide medical school when it opened in 1885.
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Chapter 5. THE INCEPTION OF THE ADELAIDE MEDICAL
SCHOOL.

5.1 The case for a medical school: rhetoric and reasons.

In the second half of the nineteenth century, a respectable medical school had to meet

demanding requirements in teaching staff and facilities. Anatomy required cadavers, secure

storage facilities and a museum, as well as rooms for lectures and dissection. Since the Burke-

Hare murders and the 1832 British Anatomy Act, there were legal obligations. Physiology and

the other biological sciences had growing needs for laboratories and expensive equipment,

especially microscopes. Medical chemistry also needed a laboratory. Clinical teaching

required patients suffering from a representative range of diseases and injuries, who were

prepared to be subjects for teaching. In Europe, public patients were usually available, thanks to

the coercive power of poverly, but in Australia this could not be taken for granted. Obstetrical

teaching was especially hampered because respectable Australian pregnant women often had an

understandable dislike of medical students; less respectable women might not dislike students,

but could have a detrimental influence on their morals.l There had to be competent and

dedicated clinical teachers in a widening range of disciplines. To a large extent, part-time

ûeachers could be paid with prestige and professional reputation, but unless there was some

direct or indirect financial return, the teaching was likely to be perfunctory. The great medical

schools of [-ondon, Edinburgh and Vienna were complex administrative systems, with budgets

that were formidable by the standards of the time; the expenses of the Barts medical school

illustrate this [see p 35]. It was a very large undertaking to set up even a small copy of these

great schools in Adelaide, and the undertaking had to be justified.

There was moreover no compelling need to educate medical practitioners in Adelaide.

Qualified doctors from Great Britain could be attracted to the booming colon!, as they had

been since the first settlement, and still are. Young colonials could go overseäs to study in some

famous medical school geared to give a modern education on approved scientific lines. A

colonial medical school might give an inferior education, and might fizzle out in fiasco. It is
therefore necessary to look at the arguments used to justify the creation of a university medical

school in Adelaide, and to guess at the reasons behind the arguments.

ln Iü2, in an editorial discussing the case for a university in Adelaide, the SA

Register gave reasons for providing professional education in South Australia:2

. The cost benefits. A university education in Britain might be too expensive for an otherwise

well qualified student. The editor thought that a university in Adelaide would cut educational

costs by two-thirds.

lLendon AA, ND. Universityof Adelaide. TheMedical School l8SAlB5. M L o S Australiana.
PRG 128 I 1217, 26,
2 B,ggistg¡. lg72l8 September. Editorial p 4.
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. The dangers of sending a young man overseas, away from "the wise restraints and purifying

influences" of his home. The Register did not specify these dangers, but other writers usually

hinted at various exciting forms of vice.

. The status of South Australia: Melbourne and Dunedin had universities; why not Adelaide?

Similar arguments were advanced nine years later, when a medical school was

contemplated. Othen were added at that time:

. Study in Adelaide would give practical knowledge of medical problems peculiar to South

Australia.

. Money spent on education would stay in the colony.3

The cost of overseas medical education was indeed substantial, and larger than the

advertised tuition fees and examination charges: there were unlisûed expenses and there was the

need for books and a microscope. Oxford and Cambridge were most expensive, with charges

of f,200 per annum for three years university residence , and then at least two years attending a

l.ondon medical school. At the end of the course, there would be a f,2l fee for the degree of
MB, BCh, with additional college fees.4 I-ondon was somewhat less expensive. Bradley and

co-workers quote contemporary all-up estimates of f,600 for a good l-ondon medical

education in 1883, with much cheaper teaching on offer in provincial schools. Scottish medical

schools were less expensive; the same authors give an estimate of f,300, "with students from the

colonies spending much more".S The additional burden on colonial students came from the

costs of getting to Europe and the costs of living there, which natives could reduce by living

with their families. The voyage out could be cheap; even in a liner, this could be as low as

918.6 Charges for accommodation obviously varied, and were certainly cheaper in Scotland.T

But many Australian scudents suffered from the food and lodgings provided by what one acidly

described as "that sub-species of womanhood the Scottish landlady", as well as from the

detestable climate.s A global figure for the cost of a British professional education can be

derived from the bursary awarded annually to a single deserving student by the South

Australian govenrment in 1879: this amounted to f200 per annum for four years.e It is

unlikely that this grant was generous, and by no means every student could pass in four years.

lnl872, the Register estimated, on unstated evidence, that an Adelaide university would cut the

3 Register. 1881. 13 October. l-etter from 'Progress' p.6.
4 Rivington T, The Medical Profession of the United Kingdom. London. l,ongmans. 1888. 2Æ 8.743.
sBradley A, Crowther A, Dupree M. Mobility and selection in Scottish University Medical Education, 1858-1836.
Med Hist 1996;Æ: l-?t|.
6Beg¡Alg¡ 1885. 2 January. Advertisement for Orient Line. p 1,

7.n frugal New Zealand student in 1881 could manage on f,100 p a. WJ Will, unpublished biography,
courtesy of Prof D Page, University of Oøgo.
8c.ury LM. Australian modical students in 19th century Scotland. Proc Rov Coll Physicians Edinb 1996:26: 472-
488.
9 Edgeloe VA.
view. Pamphlet, Adelaide. University of Adelaide. 1991, 5. It appears from the !3fu\.,1Qglçggþ 1901, 167, that
all the eight students who received these bursaries took arts degrees; one also took the LLB.
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cost of a professional education by fully two thirds, an optimistic costing that is considered in

chapter 9.

The perceived moral dangers of overseas study received much publicity, and not only

inAustralia; an American writer also warned against exposing innocent lads to "wine and

profligate women" in distant, vicious capitals like Vienna.lo James Boucaut, a radical South

Australian politician, even expressed anxiety over siting a university in North Terrace; he felt

that the Adelaide hills would offer fewer temptations.ll Such expressions of moral anxiety

now appear ludicrous, but in the 1870s there were real reasons for concern. For Australian

parents, sending a son for medical education in London or Edinburgh might mean seeing

nothing of the young man for four or more years, at an age when loneliness is not easily

endured. Sex was supposedly rampant in both cities and a writer in the British Weekly

believed that colonial medical students were particularly liable to marry Scottish barmaids.l2

Alcohol was also rampant, and there is pathos as well as absurdity in the grief of a South

Australian father somewhat later, when he wrote about "the fatal blunder we made in

sending Bertie to a University away from control and domestic influences......The "Hall Mark"

of University is very fine - but it is dearly bought if accompanied with the "Hall MarlC' of the

whisky bottle".13

In appealing to parochial patriotism and intercolonial rivalry, the advocates of a

university in Adelaide no doubt found sympathetic readers. This tawdry argument is still used: if
a new medical service is established in one State, there is often a call to reproduce it in
sextuplicate without regard to the benefits of the larger scale, thus achieving mediocrity in at

least six capital cities. This competitive spirit was more excusable in the 1870s, when

intercolonial trade wars were recent history, and Adelaide had no intercolonial rail links.

Today, the supposed need to study local diseases is not very persuasive. As Reece

Jennings has indicated, South Australia had few if any unique diseases,l4 and in the nineteenth

century a good British medical education must have been as adequate or inadequate for

practice in Australia as it would be in Britain. However, in fairness to those who advanced this

argument, it should be judged in its scientific context. Since Hippocrates, European doctors

had linked climate with disease; the South Australian climate was very different from that of

Northem Europe, and it was not unreasonable to expect that there would be different

manifestations of known diseases - perhaps even exciting new diseases.

loBonner TN.

lpþ. Lincoln. University of Nebraska Press. 1fb3, 25.
1 rSAÐ. lgl 4 col. 2157 (23 october).
l2c"ury,op,cit. However, this claim was disputed on the basis of a study which failed to find a single case of an

Australian student marrying a barmaid.
l3corse F. Joanna and Robert. The Ban Smiths' life ip letters. Adelaide. Ban Smith Press. 1996, 201.
l4Jennings R. The medical orofession and the Søte in South Australia 1836 - lg?5.Thesis for degree of MD.
Universiw of Adelaide.1998, I73 n 113. This publication is cited as "Jennings, Thesis.'
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It seems likely that there were other reasons besides those proclaimed in the press. There

may well have been self-interested motives behind the proposal for a medical school in Adelaide.

Doctors established in the colony may have hoped to find an easy entry into medicine for their

sons; it was an age in which this seemed natural in most professions and trades. Doctors who

later offered themselves as teachers may have been farsighted enough to expect that their

students would become grateful graduates eager to refer patients for consultation with their

former teacher. On a broader level, a good medical school might raise the status of the local

medical profession. This motive has been stressed by Willis,ls who has even seen the five-year

Melboume medical course as a subtle move to enhance the status of the profession, and to

discourage ungentlemanly students from less affluent backgrounds. This interpretation may

have some validity, though it is hard to believe that medical status meant much to the business

magnates whose large gifts made the Adelaide medical school possible. Nor does it seem likely

that a colonial medical school would be socially more exclusive than an expensive education in

England. In 1887, Stirling expressed the argument of professional self-interest in a different

form. In a notably statesmanlike address to the first Australasian intercolonial medical congress,

he presented the hve year course, and the high quality of training in the Australian medical

schools, as a necessary defence against the tendency of colonial govemments to register

poorly trained medical immigrants. He had in mind the victims of "the notorious insufficiency

of the curriculum in cerûain American institutions."16

One can guess that there were also less material forces driving the project for a new

medical school. One of these may have been the simple delight of creation in a still unformed

community. My own experience suggests that participation in the launch of a new teaching

institution can generate a sustained sense of exhilaration. It may be that this strong motive lay

behind the creative generosity of magnates like Thomas Elder and the enthusiasm of the small

group of young doctors who were the leaders of the Adelaide medical faculty after 1885.

5.2. The 1866n Select Committee.

It appears that the first explicit recommendation for medical teaching in Adelaide was

made in a report by a parliamentary Select Committee in 1867.17 This is surprising, given that

initiatives in medical education rarely came from colonial governments at this time. It is also

surprising, in that the committee had been forrned chiefly to consider complaints about the

management of the Adelaide Hospital. It is not clear why medical teaching was brought into the

terms of reference, except as a cheap way of attracting honorary medical staff.

l5Willis, E. . Medical dominance. The division of labour in Australian health care. Sydney, Allen & Unwin.1989,
v.
l6stirling, EC. The state, the practitioner and the public. Tr Intercol Med Congr Aust. lst session,

1887, Adelaide. Vardon & Pritchard. Iæa,234 - 7+9.
l7gg, ra66n. No 150.
Hosoital. Adelaide. Government Printer.
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William Cavenagh, the rather undistinguished chairman of the committee, questioned

eight medical witnesses on the feasibility of using the Adelaide Hospital for medical teaching.

They were all men with substantial experience of practice in Adelaide and elsewhere. Some were

longstanding residents, and some were more recent arrivals who had worked in the Adelaide

Hospital as resident medical officers - then a very responsible post. Their answers are very

interesting, both as reflections of the state of medical education in the 1860s, and as perceptions

of the requirements of a colonial medical school.

The first witness, Frederick Spicer, had qualified 25 years earlier, and had registered in

South Australia in 1862. He stated that medical students would be useless in the hospital as it
then was, and would be unacceptable in private practice. He admitted that students could be

given a foundation for future study, but would have to go home(sic) for a proper medical

education. He mentioned a practical objection to giving instruction in anatomy: in the Adelaide

climate, cadavers would putrefy fast in most seasons. Degrees or diplomas given in the colonies

would have only local validity; Spicer was aware of the Melbourne medical school, then four

years old, but thought that it would take a long time to set up a similar school in Adelaide - as

indeed it did.

The second medical witness was CJF Bayer. His German background has been

mentioned( pp 70 8¿ 72), and this may have given him a more modem view of medical

education than the witnesses who had trained under the unreformed English system. His

negative comments do not read like expressions of Teutonic arogance; he was a very popular

man inAdelaide, he had manied an English girl, and he had anglicized his christian name. He

dealt firmly with a question on the capacity of Adelaide to teach students, saying that Adelaide

Hospital experience would not qualify a student for a German MD, or even as a surgeon of the

first class. In this context, first class was not a complimentary expression: as noted in chapter 3

[p41], the Wundarzt erster Klasse was a subordinate level of practice. Bayer knew of the

Melbourne experiment, but did not see that it had yet succeeded. He did not condemn the idea

of a medical school in Adelaide, but stressed that anatomy was essential. He did make the

constructive (and memorable) comment that putrefaction was not insuperable: Viennese

experience showed that with ice, corpses could be kept for six weeks "as s\ryeet as a nut".l8

The third medical witness was Horatio Whittell. He was then forty years old; he had

qualified IMRCS Eng] in 1&18; he had also taken the Aberdeen MD in 1858, and had

registered in South Australia in the following year. His evidence is particularly interesting,

because he was to play an important part in the founding of the Adelaide medical school and in

teaching public health in it. His contributions are discussed in chapter 7lp ITal,It is clear that

he was a thoughful man, and at this stage in his thinking, he was not in favour of medical

teaching in Adelaide, unless a full medical school were established. That would need eight or ten

lSlui¿., para?sl
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professors, and he argued that it was more cost-effective to import medical men than to train

them in the colonies.le He was unimpressed by the progress of the Melbourne medical school.

Henry Wheeler gave some support to the proposal. He mentioned that there were

diseases in South Australia not seen in Briøin, and attributable to the climate. George Tallis

and John Benson also believed that medical teaching could be canied out in Adelaide.

Benson explained - one imagines with a merry chuckle - that therc was not much to clinical

teaching: the student apprentice paid the teacher perhaps f100, and the teacher "may say 'Good

morning', and that is all he does for you."20 Charles Clark gave more thoughdul advice. He

had been an inspector under the Anatomy Act in Dublin, and knew about the problems of
getting cadavers for dissection, including "the burking system of murder."2l He foresaw

unpleasant consequenc€s if an anatomy school were established in the small community of

Adelaide, and in this he was prophetic; Adelaide's first professor of anatomy, Archibald Watson,

was to be notorious as an alleged bodysnatcher, in the pursuit of pathological specimens.

The last medical witness to give opinions on teaching was William Gosse, and he too

was tepid. Medical teaching in Adelaide was better than nothing, but would not compare with

the advantages of going to a large l,ondon school. He did see some benefits in preliminary

study in Adelaide: it would keep innocent colonial youths under the parental roof until they

were more mature and less innocent. These conventional opinions are worth noting, since

Gosse was very influential in South Australia. He was then aged 44, and had trained as an

apprentice in Poole and at Guys Hospital, taking the LSA and MRCS in 1836. He had been

inthecolonysince 1851, and in partnership with his friend Bayer he had prospered. He had

been Colonial Surgeon, and involved himself, during his long life, in an astonishing range of

committees and worthy enterprises. These honorary tasks can be seen as self-promoting, and

Reece Jennings has skewered Gosse as "humbug and social climber" in one of his vivid

footnotes.22 Gosse must nevertheless have been an able and intelligent man, or at least a good

examinee. Four years later, he was to pass a stiff examination paper for the MD Heidelberg ,

one of his examiners being the great Hermann von Helmholtz,Z3 and he also acquired the

FRCS[Eng]. His part in the founding of the University of Adelaide is discussed below.

It is quite clear from this body of evidence that the Adelaide medical establishment felt

little enthusiasm for a medical school. The diffìculties were set out clearly, though not

exaggerated. The benefits were seen as small, though not negligible. Nevertheless, in its report

to the House of Assembly the Select Committee proposed as its seventh recommendation:

1ïuid., para 2s9,
2olbid,,paralx.
2llbid., para 873.
22Jenningr, R. An annotated list of registçred me.dical practitioners - South Ausfralia: Nos 1-1018(1&14-1918).

Plympton. Mandrake Press. 1994, 31.
23Ruprecht-Karl-Universität Heidelberg H-III-I 1 l/fol 27 1*2m.
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"That steps be taken to have the Hospital recognized at home, so as to enable youths to study in

the Colony before going to England to take the diploma."24

5.3. The medical apprentices.

The chief recommendations made by the lffin Select Committee dealt with the

management of the Adelaide Hospital, and were embodied [with some changes] in the Hospitals

Act of 1867. Debate over this act was perfunctory, and there seems to have been no discussion

about the proposal for medical teaching. The effects of the act have been analysed by Estcourt

Hughes in his magisterial history of the Royal Adelaide Hospital. In the present context, it is
only relevant that the act abolished the autocratic rule of the Colonial Surgeon Dr RW Moore,

and substituted the oligarchic rule of a ne\ry hospital board - of which Moore was the first

chairman and thereafter a very influential member. It was this board which followed the

Committee's recommendation by admitting a few students to the hospital as apprentices. There

are references to unnamed pupil-apprentices from 1867 onwards,2s but the first apprentice

known to have gone on to become medically qualified was William Moore, who was accepted

as a pupil in 1871.26 He was the son of Dr Moore himself.

At first the apprentices were indentured to the Colonial Surgeon, but this was apparently

an unsatisfactory arrangement, and applications were made to the Chief Secretary to transfer

the indentures to the board of the Adelaide Hospiø1.27 To ensure recognition of time spent in

these apprenticeships, the board chose to apply to the Royal College of Surgeons of England.

This choice probably expressed the dominant position of the MRCS[Eng] as a registrable

qualification in Britain at that time. It may also be a pointer to the Anglocentric thinking of the

medical establishmentinAdelaide, in contrast to Dunedin, which established its medical school

with strong Scottish orientations.2s The college secretary was given information on the state of

the Adelaide Hospital, and also on examinations conducted by the South Australian Institute,

which had been designed to meet the college's requirements for pre-medical education - the

equivalent of matriculation. Inl872 the college council considered a letter from the secretary

of the South Australian Institute on preliminary educational standards and examinations, and

concluded that these met the requirements of the college; the Adelaide Hospital was therefore

added to the list of recogntzeð colonial hospiøls.zo This news was applauded by an editorial in

the Register, which reprinted the text of the letter from the College Secretary.3o The editor

24sApP 1866t7. No 150. op.cit. Recommendation VII.
25 lfßz (20 september),28.
26Jui¿ t87r (20 January), 259.
Ðlbtd, 1869 (5 Feb, 141). It is not clear when this was done.
æJones, DC. Wellington., Reed. 1945, 49 8172.

29RCStEnel Minutes of Cil 187l-1879 v 12,71& 108 [ 8th Aug lS72];Adel Hoso Bdof
Mngemnt Min Bk lS72 (27 September), 332.
3OBEe¡Algr, 1872 Sept 30. Editorial p.5
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attributed the happy success to the diplomacy of Dr Gosse, on unstated authority - perhaps Dr

Gosse himself.

ln 1872, Drs Whittell and Gosse asked the Institute to lower the maximum entry age

of 21. years for the primary examination, to allow candidates to sit at any age over l7 years,

presumably to let in some older would-be medical student.3l The Institute's keliminary
Examination became the matriculation requirement of the University of Adelaide, and was later

styled the Senior Public Examination. In 1876 this , and also the BA[Adel], were considered to

be equivalent to the preliminary examination for the diploma of MRCS [Engl.32 In the

following year, the RCS council evidently gave approval for this. In 1874, tuition in the Adelaide

Hospital was regularized with payment of fSO by the student for a two year period of

attendance; it was agreed that the entire honorary medical staff should be engaged in tuition.33

Given the paucity of teaching facilities, and in comparison with the charges made at Barts, this

charge seems quite steep.

Over the next few years, a small number of students applied to the board of the

Adelaide Hospital for acceptance (see Appendix II). At least eight were accepted and at least

two were told that there were no vacancies. Of the eight pupils known to have been accepted,

three besides William White were the sons of South Australian medical practitioners: MRH

Jay, DE Phillips, and FTD Clindening. It is unsurprising to read that the Board resolved that

the sons of medical practitioners resident in the colony should be accepted free of charge.34

This generosity was not extended to the clergy: HH Mack was the son of a Wesleyan

clergyman, the Rev H Mack, but did not get any reduction of his entrance fee.35

It is not clear what teaching these young men received. Presumably they could use the

hospiøl library which had been formed in 1870.36 This was a respectable collection,

augmented by gifts from medical practitioners; in 1879, the Government was asked to give f,50

to enlarge itfurther, and a library committee was formed, comprising C Gosse, E Way and JD

Thomas.37 One guesses that the students received informal teaching from their fathers or

from friends of their fathers. A skeleton may have been available. There are references to

apprentices instructively land usefully] employed in cleaning instruments and sewing up

corpses.3S

31 1s72(25october),33+5.
32RCStEngl Minutes of Cou gth Nov 1876, 48 & 14 June 1877, SO9[communicated by Dr B
Nicholsonl.
33Adel Hoso Bd of Mnqemnt Min Bk 1874(3 February), 374.

34Iuid., rs74(9 ocrober), 393.

35lbi¿ ßn 14December): 76-7,
36Hooke, J. Thesis [see Select Bibliography] , 68.

37Adel Hoso Bd of Mnqem l8l/9 (13 June), 148.
38Ib¡4 1868 (4 December) 128.
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Three of these eight Adelaide Hospital students eventually obtained medical

qualifications in England or Scotland, and registered in South Australia; a fourth[FT

Clindeningl, who practised in NSW , has been identified in Bruck's medical directory.3e In

two cases, the students appear to have received the MRCS[Eng] within 5 years of their

acceptance in the Adelaide Hospital; this may indicate that their time in the Adelaide Hospital

contributed to their period of study, but this is not necessarily the case. Melville Jay was the

most distinguished of the four; after his apprenticeship he studied at St Thomas's Hospital,

and later became honorary assistant surgeon to the Adelaide Hospital.4o Henry Sanderson

Lloyd, took an Edinburgh University degree as well as the MRCS diploma. He returned to

Adelaide, and gained a junior resident appointment in 1885; he was given an Adelaide degree

aeg. The other two passed their examinations after 8 and 18 yeaß respectively.

Thus, on the information at present available, it appears that eight students were accepted

in the period 1871 - 1878; a search in the Adelaide Hospital board minutes did not discover any

student apprentices admitted after 1878, and there is independent evidence to suggest that the

practice was given up at about that date. Four of these students eventually obtained British

medical qualifìcations, possibly helped by their Adelaide apprenticeships. One, HH Mack,

switched to an arts course and received a BA in 1880.41 Another went into holy orders. The

medical apprenticeships are an insignificant event in the history of the Adelaide medical school.

Apprenticeship was abolished in 1885, to make way for the new university-approved system of

clinical education. The last echo of this first phase of Adelaide medical education was heard in

1885 when a former apprentice, the Rev. Mr. CH Young, wrote to ask whether he could resume

his studies under the new system: he was under the impression that his apprenticeship fee of

f50 gave him lifelong rights to be a medical student. He was brisHy disillusioned.a2

5.4 The foundation of the University of Adelaide.

Australia's third university was inaugurated on 25 April 1876, with much colonial pomp.

The ceremony marked the success of four years of planning and negotiation, resulting in a

parliamentary act of incorporation, passed on 6 November 1874.ß The act empowered the new

university to confer degrees, including degrees in medicine, and this power led to the creation

of a university medical school eleven years later. But the records do not suggest that the need for

a medical school was a major argument in the campaign to create the university, and few

medical men were prominent in the early stages of that campaign. Medical donors were not, with

39Bruck I-,(ed). The Australasian Medical Directory and Flandbook. 4th ed. Sydney. Bruck. 1896, 5ó.

40Jay, Michael, The Royal Adelaide Hospital Ear Nose and Th¡oat Deparhnenl Aust J Otolarvnggl
1992; l: 37 - 39. For further deøils of MRH Jay's education, see also: Pascoe JJ(RI). History of
Aglelaide and vicinity. Adelaide. Hussey & Gillingham. tg0l, Æ4.

41gp[-A-Çaleu@ 1881, 88.
a2Adel Hosp Bd of Mneem 1885 (13 February) 43+5.
43 The Adelaide University Act2oll874.
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one exception, generous contributors to the university's funds. The chief donors were two

South Australian magnates, Walter Watson Hughes[1803-1887] and Thomas Elder[1818-

1892, who each gave gifts of f.2O 000, and there is nothing to suggest that these men were

especially interested in medical services at that time, though Elder later became the generous

source of funds for the medical school. Nor was the prospect of a medical school prominent in

the parliamentary debate that preceded the passage of the Act of Incorporation. Medical

students did receive a passing mention, but the legislators' concefl$ seem to have centred on

the menace of clerical domination and the likelihood that the new university would cater only

for the upper classes in the colony. One member, W Sandover, predicted that957o of the

students would be [socially] above even the middle classes.4

Duncan and l-eonard have shown that the first proposal for a university in Adelaide

came from ecclesiastics.a5 In February lST2,representatives of the Baptist, Congregational and

Presbyterian churches had established a tertiary educational institution to train youths for the

ministry, named the Union College of South Australia. It was to this college that Hughes

offered his donation of f20 000, and the sum seemed so large that the council of the college was

encouraged to propose the formation of a full university with faculties of arts and medicine.

I-aw was added later; perhaps this order of priority suggests that there was some perception

of a need for a medical school in the colony, but it could have expressed a negative need for

more lawyers. The proposal for a university was at once taken up by Augustus Short [1802 -

18831, the potent Anglican bishop of Adelaide, who greatly increased the clerical weight

behind the movement. To promoûe the cause, a University Association was formed in September

t872, and this body formed an executive council to plan the university, raise funds, and lobby

the government of the colony.

There was however some early medical support for a university, and this is reflected in

the composition of the Association and its executive council. 46 In January 1&73, there were

188 members of the Association, and 29Íl5.4Vol were medical practitioners. As a professional

group, they were in a minority: there were three times as many clerics of all denominations. The

executive council numbered 36, and five of these were medical men: Horatio Whittell, William

Gosse, William Wyatt, John Michael Gunson and Allan Campbell. Of these, Whittell was

undoubtedly the most active member and probably the most effective. He had been a supporter

of the Union CollegejT and was the only medico present at the first meeting of the Association.

He was assiduous in attending the meetings of is executive, which he often chaired. He himself

gave f,50 towards the new university, apparently the largest single donation by a medical

practitioner. 48 Of the other medical members of the executive, Gosse and Wyatt may have had

44SAPD 1874 col.2l97 (29 Ocrober)
45Dun"*, WGK. & I*onard, RA. The University of Adelaide 1874 - 1974. Adelaide. Rigby.1973, 2.
6 U of A Archives Se 11 Minutes of the University Association, 17 Sept 1872- 7 May 1875.
47l-endon, op.cit., 7.
48IJ-qf¿.¡\rchiygÊSg LL, op.cit. 33 (26 November 1872). However, the records of donations may be

incomplete.
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persuasive value as bellwethers of the Adelaide medical establishment; Wyatt was one of the

first medical settlers in the colony, and had scientific interests. Gunson was one of the few

Catholics in the largely Protestant group of medical supporters, and was almost as active in

attendance as Whittell. He had an interesting educational history.ae He had first studied in the

Dublin Lying-in Hospital and had gone on to study in Paris, until l&l8. He had then gone to

England, where he took the MRCS[Eng] diploma. In 1865 he acquired also a Heidelberg MD.

Gunson died before he could have any influence on the Adelaide medical school, but his son

John was to be an early Adelaide medical graduate, enrolling in 1888. The last member of the

Association's executive was Allan Campbell [1836 - 189Bl.He might have been an impofiant

figure in the history of the medical school, as he certainly is in the history of paediatrics in

South Australia. In the 1870s, Campbell was very active in the Adelaide community, in

parliament, on the Central Board of Health, and as the chief founder of the Adelaide Children's

Hospital. But his absence in the history of the Adelaide medical school is easily explained.

Campbell, although he held decent Scottish diplomas, had no university degree, and still worse

he was a homeopath, at a time when passions aroused by that heresy were still dividing the

medical world.

Although there was no immediate prospect of a medical school, the medical leaders of

the now defunct University Association remained interested in academic affairs, and most of

them served for varying periods on the council of the new university. This body was to be

dominant in planning university medical education. As in other Australasian universities, there

was a chancellor and a vice chancellor, but the men who held these offices wel€ not much

interested in medical maÉers. Here Adelaide was altogether unlike Melbourne, where Anthony

Brownless was vice chancellor and later chancellor from 1858 till his death in 1897. Brownless

used these offices as a power base to found the Melbourne medical school and later to rule it
with complete [and well-justified] confidence ín his own wisdom. In Adelaide, medical affairs

evolved, more democratically, under the guidance of a council of 25 members, five of them

chosen by parliament and 20 elected by the senate, which comprised all the graduates of the

university.sO The council's minutes suggest that it was the chief policy-making academic body at

this time and for long afær.

Gunson and Campbell served on the first council as nominees of the Governor.

Whittell and Gosse were elected to it in 1877, and were joined by John Davies Thomas, who

had arrived in Adelaide only two years earlier. He was a l,ondon-educated V/elshman; his

background and his imposing qualifications are described in chapter a lp 731. Soon after his

election to council, Thomas inaugurated a course of public evening lectures in elementary

physiology. These were delivered during 1878, but did not have much success and were

discontinued.

49cunsonpapers. ML o S Australiana PRG427.
5o Dun"an & Iæonard, op.cit., 13. In its early years, the council usually numbered 2l - 22 members.
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It appears that the council's first job was to recruit members of the senate. This was done

by inviting all graduates of approved European and colonial universities to accept equivalent

Adelaide degrees on the same level[aeg]. At a Council meeting which Whittell attended, it was

agreed to recognize degrees from all the British universities, from Sydney, Melbourne and

Toronûo, and from six well known German universities.sl There was a good response, and at

the university's first Commemoration - which must have been like a mass baptism - 13

Adelaide degrees were conferred, including 20 MDs and 3 MBs. Of the medical doctorates , six

went to holders of degrees from German universities. This willingness to accept German

degrees was understandable. Several members of council had only German degrees to justify

academic status; Gosse and Gunson held Heidelberg medical doctorates, and Adolf von

Treuer, who was to be an active and useful member of the council, held a legal degree from

Dorpat.

Council also proposed to grant academic degrees to medical practitioners who held

accepted diplomas, by the process known as cumulation. This wor¡ld have entailed examinations

by a board appointed by the council. Significantly, Whittell had been charged with the

responsibility of designing examinations for MB and MD degrees.S2 However, this proposal

was firmly vetoed by the Senate. Alfred l-endon, the first historian of the Adelaide medical

school, attributed this veto to the determination of the medical members of the Senate to prevent

dilution of the quality of their own academic degrees. s3 lændon , who did not arrive in

Australia until 1883, may not have known that a similar scheme had been tried in Melbourne,

and had led to much bad blood in the Victorian medical profession. In 1861, the University of

Melbourne had offered MB and MD degrees by cumulation, and had appointed a board of

examiners who were so conscientious that they found themselves obliged to fail some of the

leading Melbourne medical practitioners. Those failed were - predictably - furious. 54

The new university had to be housed. At first, temporary quarters were used, but in 1879

tenders were accepted for a substantial stone building on North Terrace. It was built in
restrained gothic revival style; the foundation stone was laid by WFD Jervois, a popular

governor whose writings show liberal leanings and warm interest in the intellectual life of the

colony. ÍFiS.s.Il.

5.5. Edward Stirling and the birth of the Adelaide medical school.

In 1881, the University appointed a lecturer in human physiology, for a term of two

years. In announcing this appointment, the chancellor - Bishop Short - made it clear that the

5lU pf A Archives Series l8 Min Council. vl: 242 (13 April 1877).

s2 tui¿ vt : 302 (Nov 30 1877).
53lendon, op.cit., 12.
lRussell,K.F.Melbourne,MelbourneUniversityPress.
1977,34.
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lectureship was a first step towards "a school in which medical students might acquire at least a

portion of their professional knowledge."Ss

The man appointed to this lectureship was Rlward Charles Stirling[l848 - 1919].

Stirling was unquestionably the creator of the Adelaide school of physiology, which he headed

until his death, and he was also the chief founder of the Adelaide medical school. In addition, he

was a competent surgeon, and shared in the teaching of surgery. His qualities and personality

are of cardinal importance in the history of medical teaching in South Australia.

Stirling was the eldest son of a successful pioneer pastoralist and copper financier. He

was thus born into the upper stratum of South Australian society, and he manied in the same

class; his wife Jane née Gilbert was the daughær of a successful pastoralist and vigneron. He

was educated in Adelaide at the Anglican establishment school, the Collegiate School of St Peter,

and in 1865 he was matriculated at Trinity College Cambridge, where he took his BA in 1870.

This was an entirely appropriate program for a young English landed gentleman born in the

colonies, but Stirling did not go on to become the Anglo-Australian squire that he looks in his

photographs [Fí5. 5.2]. Instead, he read medicine and trained as a surgeon in London,

obtaining the impressive qualifications detailed in chapter 4.4.He later went on to show himself

a fine descriptive scientist, working in the still living tradition of natural history. He saw

himself as Australian as well as British, and was confident in this identity, so much so that he

såw no need for patriotic boasting.56

Stirling did show one of the best characteristics of his class stereotype, namely public

spirit of a high-minded, liberal type. But in him this took very atypical forms. As his biographer

has shown,sT Stirling spent much effort supporting causes which are now in the highest degree

politically conect, but which were not so in his time. He was an active feminist" and is rightly

honoured for his unsuccesdul attempt to give South Australian women the vote in 1886, when

he was briefly a member of parliament. It is less well known that he taught physiology for the

Adelaide Advanced School for Girls, to help the 2l year old head mistress, Agnes Cook,ss ¡n

her efforts to offer girls education to matriculation level. Later, as director of the South

Australian Museum from 1889-1913, Stirling did much to preserve aboriginal culture and to

protect native ecology, and he was unusual in his day in having a waûn interest in aboriginal

people. This wide range of interests and activities makes Stirling a very attractive figure, but it
has to be said that he spread himself rather thin.

sslJ-sf-Agden@ 1882, xcvii
56stirling EC. Is surgery a science? Tr IntercoJ Med Congr Aust. 2nd session, 1888. Melbourne.
1889, ry7 -2t5.
57 Mincham, H. Stirling, Sir Edward Charles.jpþ 6 1851-1890 ,2m-201.
$[.at"r Agnes Hübbe [my grandmother]. Stirling's help was remembere.d by her family, and is
documented by Mackinnon, A. Adelaide, Wakefield.

1986, 31.
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Stirling's interest in physiology presumably dates from his Cambridge days. Although I
have not been able to establish a close relation, I believe that Stirling was inspired by the

innovative physiologist Mchael Foster, later the first professor of physiology in Cambridge.

Foster held a fellowship in natural sciences in Trinity College, Stirling's college, during years in

which Stirling's degree requirements would have placed him in Cambridge.se He may also have

met Fosûer's assistant HN Martin, who was appointed professor of physiology at Johns

Hopkins University in 1876.60

It is not clear when Stirling set his mind on an academic career in Adelaide. He may have

heard of the proposed university as early as Iï12, through his father: the minutes of the

University Association mention possible help in fundraising in l-ondon by Edward Stirling,

presumably his father, also Rlward, who was then in England.6l Stirling completed his MB

degree in 1874, and his movements over the next two years are unclear. It appears that he

volunteered for Red Cross service in the current Balkan war, an abortive attack on Turkey by

Serbia in 1876.62 Serbia folded before Stirling got beyond Vienna, but he went on to travel

extensively in the Balkans. It seems likely that Stirling was informed of the progress of the

university when he returned to Adelaide for his marriage in 1877, but he did not remain there

long; Mncham sLates that after his maniage, Stirling took his wift to England for specialized

medical treatment.63

Stirling had been well liked at St George's Hospital as a student and house surgeon:

there is a note in the medical school records describing him as intelligent and industrious, and

likely to be a credit to the medical school. It is nevertheless remarkable that he should have been

elected to the hospital staff as assistant surgeon in February 1878.64 He worked there until

1880, and taught physiology, histology and operative surgery in the hospital's medical

schoo1.65 He doubtless developed his surgical knowledge and skills, and published two

papers based on his surgical work at this time. One was a paper on tetanus66 and the other the

text of his MD thesis on wound infection.6T His thesis is an impressive clinical study of what

would now be recognized as streptococcal infections, complicating accidental or surgical

wounds, and sometimes transmitted by a human vector. Some of his cases were seen at the

59smith J. Trinity College Library, Cambridge, personal communication, 1 March 1999.
601.{"*rnun, C The evolution of medical education in the nineteenth centur.v. l¡ndon, Oxford University
Prcss.1957, 290.

6 l@ op.cit., 35 (26 November 1872).
62Editorial AMSSR 1896;6(3): 13.
63Mincham, op.cit.
64St George's Hospital Archives: photocopy of manuscript entry.
65St George's Hospital Medical School. Session 1878-9 & session 1880-1.
66stirling EC. Report on the cases of tetanus St George's Hospital Reports 1877-8;9: 681-6T).
67 Stirling EC. Observations on certain eruptions of the skin which occur after recent operations and
injuries, Thesis for the degree of Doctor of Medicine at the University of Cambridge. St George's

Hosoital Reoorts 1879; 10: 519-573.
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Great Ormond Street Hospital for Sick Children, and there is other evidence to show that

Stirling had paediatric experience; at one time, he held an appointment as surgeon to the

Belgrave Hospital for Children. All in all, Stirling's English medical education and training

made him well equipped to teach physiology and surgery on an undergraduate level. The

significance of his London teaching experience is explored in chapter 6.

Stirling returned to Adelaide in 1881 and proceeded with evident confidence to develop

academic proposals. He was elected to the council of the university in June of that year, and two

months later he proposed the crcation of a lectureship in human anatomy and physiology. This

ambitious proposal was considered by the council, which then included rü/illiam Gosse,

Davies Thomas and Edward Way.68 Stirling's wish to include teaching in anatomy was

evidently seen as premature. Instead, the council resolved to set up a part-time lectureship in

human physiology, at a salary of f,200 per annum, with provision of f5O for microscopes.

Stirling was at once appointed. The position was not advertised, which attracted some criticism:

"Progress", a vigilant letter wriûer to the Register, saw the appointment as a Whig move to keep

thejob in the family.0s It is unlikely that this snide letter disturbed Stirling or anyone else of

importance; then and for long after, the Adelaide establishment saw no merit in advertising

positions when there was at hand an applicant who was well qualified and well connected.

Stirling explained the purpose of the lectureship in a letter which appeared on the same

page of the Register. 70 He accepted that the function of a colonial university was vocational

education: I'to supply a high-class technical training in those professions in which the youth of

the colony are to earn their livelihood." For this a complete medical school was needed, but as

things then were, this was impossible; Adelaide could not give the clinical teaching that was on

offer in Europe. The lectureship was presented as a beginning in preclinical teaching, as the

chancellor was to emphasize two months later. This shrewd letter deserves atûention. It was

realistic, and down to earth; it must have reassured anyone suspicious of the academic world.

And in writing of Europe rather than of England, Stirling may have wished to show that his

medical horizon was wider than Cambridge and London.

Stirling's course of lectures b"g* in 1882 and ran for two terms. In the third term, he

gave selected students a course in practical physiology; to judge from the first examination

paper, this was chiefly practical histology, though frogs participated in the learning process.

Stirling was a very popular lecturer: he attracted 57 students in the first year and 63 in 1883.

His venture attracted support from the university's great benefactor, Thomas Elder. He gave

annual prizes of f2n to Stirling's two best students; interestingly the first two were both women

and both had matriculated from the Advanced School for Girls.Tl

ffit ndon op.cit., 15 ; v 2,282 (28 Oct 1831).
69uProgressu[etær] Register 1881 Nov 3. p. 6.
Tostirling EC [tetter] Ibid.
7lu-sf-Agalsdgl 1883, cxliv & cxlvii.
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5.6. The chairs of anatomy and chemÍstry.

On 20 December 1883, Thomas Elder wrote a short letter to the Chancellor of the University,

offering f,10 000 to endow a medical chan7z Elder did not enlarge on his reasons for this

generous gift; he simply wrþte that uI think that the time has now anived when an atrempt

should be made to establish a Medical as well as a Musical Chair." This was to be the fourth

chair endowed by Elder; in t874 he had given f,20 000 to establish chairs in mathematics and

general science and he gave some f21 000 to establish the school of music.

By this gift, Elder made the Adelaide medical school possible. Elder was a reticent

man, and left few clues to his motives. He was of course extremely rich; at his death in 1896,

his estate cut up at some f800 000.73 But wealth alone does not explain his special interest in

the University of Adelaide, nor his continuing attention over time to the needs of the medical

school. He was not himself a university graduate, though certainly well educated and an

innovative thinker. His public spirit had brought him a KCMG in 1877, and a GCMG was to

follow in 1887. Imperial honours were valued in the Australian colonies, but there is little to
suggest that Elder took his titles very seriously, and he could have garnered honours in other

ways. Alfred l,endon stated that Elder was undoubtedly moved by liking for Stirling, and

pointed out that Stirling's father had been Elder's partner from 1855 to 1861.74 Personal

influences of this kind must have been frequent in the small world of the colonial élite, though

the Barr Smith-Elder correspondence does not suggest warrn feelings towards the elder Stirling;

Robert Ban Smith, writing to his brother-in-law Thomas Elder, described Stirling as a mean old

rascal. 7s Elder's chief biographer credits him with "bubbling enthusiasm for his adopted

countryil76 and his generosity may best be seen as the result of this creative enthusiasm allied

with a Scotsman's respect for academic institutions. [Flg 5.3.]

The implications of Elder's offer were referred to the university's education committee, of

which Whittell, Thomas and Stirling were members. The committee set about designing a

medical faculty and an undergraduate medical course. To do this, the commíttee co-opted four

relatively young members of the Adelaide medical élite: William Gardner, Charles Gosse,

Joseph Verco and Edward Way. The first three have been mentioned [p 74], and their

impressive educational qualifications have been listed. Way's qualifications tryere less

noteworthy; he had studied for four years in Guy's Hospital, and had taken the MRCS[Eng] &
LRCPlLondl diplomas in1870; he had then gone to Edinburgh, taking the MB[Edinl in the

following year. While in Edinburgh, he atüended lectures in surgery by Joseph Lister, then

72 UofA Archives Se 16o ltem228. Elder to Chancellor.
73cosse, Fayette. Elder, Sir Thomas. In: ÅDB 4 1851-1890,I34.The figure given includes an

estimated f200 000 held outside South Australia.
741ændon, op.cit., 30.
75cosse, F. op.cit., 30. Elder may not have shared

Barr Smith's feelings, and in any case he may have felt differently about the younger Stirling.

76co*t", Fayette. Elder, SirThomas, op.cit., 134.
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professor of clinical surgery: Way was Lister's dresser, and later adopted antiseptic methods.TT

By 18&1, Way was well established in Adelaide medical practice, and had very relevant family

connections: his elder brother Samuel V/ay[836 - 1916] was then chancellor of the university

as well as chiefjustice of the colony. However, Way was prevented by illness from taking pàrt

in the key meetings of the expanded Education Committee.

It was anAnglo-Australian committee. The medical members had almost all done their

primary medical training in England; Gardner, educated in Melbourne and Glasgow, seems to

have been the only exception, though three others had taken Scottish degrees as well as English

diplomas. They were mostly native Australians or men who had lived in Australia since early

childhood; Whittell and Thomas are the exceptions, born respectively in England and V/ales. At
its first meeting in February 1884, the committee chose Whittell as its chairman.Ts In retrospect,

this seems a natural choice. rilhittell was much older than any other member, and had been

interested in medical education for a long time; he had been an assiduous member of council. It
is impossible to say what other qualities he had; his name is not commemorated in either the

university or in one of the hospitals, but the record suggests that he was an important and

disinterested member of the planning group.

The committee's first recommendations were formulated on 22 February 18&1 and

submitted to council; they were also printed. The chief recommendation was to set up at once a

two-year preclinical course. It was accepted that this would need a prof'essor of anatomy, who

would also teach comparative anatomy - a very fashionable subject - and be the curator of a

museum of specimens both anatomical and pathological. flhomas had had this job hithertol.

There should be a lecturer in physiology, and no doubt everyone expected that Stirling would

accept the added responsibilities of this post, and the increased salary[f,50O p a]. He did.

At this first meeting, it was thought that chemistry would be taught by the Elder

professor of natural science, Ralph Tate. However, two months later John Howard Angas

offered fó000 to endow a chair in chemistry. Angas was, like Elder, rich and philanthropic; he

had already endowed an engineering scholarship. With a chair in chemistry, the university

could meet what was supposed to be the GMC's stipulation that the various components of the

medical course should be taught by different teachers. The chancellor stressed the importance

of this stipulation in his annual report at the end of l8&1. He said that financial constraints

prevented an immediate entry into clinical teaching, but negotiations for this were nevertheless

begun at this time.Te

77Hughes, JE A History of the Roypl Adelaide Hosoital. Adelaide, Board of Management of
Royal Adelaide Hospital. 1982, I72.

78 UofA Archives Se 23 Min Educ Com v I ,31 (22Feb lß4).
Teupf¿gsda¡ 1885, clxxxi.
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Final plans to advertise for the chairs of chemistry and anatomy had been made by the

Rlucation Committee in September 1884.80 The Angas chair of chemistry was advertised at a

salary of f,500 p a with no right of private practice, though the government was persuaded to

appoint the professor as GovernmentAnalyst, thereby adding fees which supposedly brought

the total to f.750 - f800. The successful applicant was Edward Henry Rennie, born in Sydney

and aged 32 atthe time of his appointment. Rennie held Sydney arts degrees, but had studied

science in l-ondon . Rennie was to prove an excellent professor of chemistry, and a good

university administrator; his contributions to the medical school are discussed in chapters 6

and 7.

Much care went into the advertisement for the Elder chair of anatomy. The salary was set

at fó00 p.a., with no right of private practice except with the permission of council. The South

Australian Agent General in l-ondon, Sir Arthur Blyth, was asked to place the advertisement, and

to arrange the interviews. Blyth, who had been fiike so many other people] briefly and

repeatedly the premier of the colony, had no recorded interest in medical matters, and

presumably acted ex officio; the Agent General was at that time the colony's factotum in the

United Kingdom. He was asked to advertise in the Times, the [-ancet, the British Medical

Journal. Nature and the Athenaeum. The selection committee was to comprise GM

Humphry(1820 - 18f)6) FRS, FRCS , and WH Flower (1831-1899) FRS, FRCS, and Stirling

himself. Humphry had been professor of anatomy in Cambridge from 1866 to 1883, and

recently had been appointed professor of surgery. He was a great teacher and a respected

surgeon.sl Flower was still more eminent; he had been Conservator of the Hunterian Museum,

and had recently succeeded the great Richard Owen in charge of the natural history departments

of the British Museum. He too had been a practising surgeon; he was a great museum curator

and an expert in comparative anatomy.s2 It is interesting that these very distinguished scientific

grandees were prepared to give their time to select a professor in a new and obscure colonial

university. Perhaps they were secured through some old-boy network: Stirling had been taught

by Humphry at Cambridge, and greatly admired him. Stirling might also have known Flower in

the Hunterian Museum. Or perhaps the Agent-General's official request was decisive; at this

þriod, theAgent-General of a self-governing colony had a quasi-diplomatic importance. Either

way, their willingness to help is an interesting tribute to the strength of the imperial nexus.

Sixûeen men responded to the advertisement, and four were shortJisted. The selection

committee unanimously chose Archibald Watson. Their choice is in retrospect entirely

understandable. Watson's degrees, testimonials and teaching experience must have made his

candidacy inesistible. He recorded doctorates of medicine from Göttingen and from Paris; he

80 v 1, 67 (5 Sept 1884).
81DAE l9o1 supp v 3, rr - 13.
srnsciB 1981; v 5, 45-6.
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held the L-SA, MRCS and FRCS[Eng].83 He produced a very comprehensive testimonial from

Professor Wilhelm Krause [1833-1909] of Göttingen, praising Watson's knowledge of
topographic anatomy and also his great familiarity [Vertrautheit] with microscopic appearances.

Krause made a final and perceptive comment to the effect that Watson was an independent

thinker who made his own ideas: "er ein durchaus selbståindiger Kopf ist, der sich seine eigenen

Gedanken macht".8a Watson also produced testimonials from Henle of Göttingen, von Brunn

of Rostock , the French surgeon-anatomist l.ouis Hubert Farabeuf, and Jonathan Hutchinson

FRS, FRCS, of [.ondon. Hutchinson was already eminent as a surgical teacher, and was soon

to be a pioneer in organized postgraduate teaching. Of more immediate relevance, Watson

presented a warm letter from James Cantlie FRS, then Vice Dean of Charing Cross Medical

School, where Watson had been teaching anatomy for some two years. The selectors[especially

Stirlingl may also have been influenced by Watson's Australian birth: he called himself a native

of Australia in the first line of his letter of application.

Archibald Watson was aged 35 when he was appointed to the Elder chair of anaûomy,

and he had already had some bizane adventures lFig. 5.a1. These have received much attention,

and there is now a large literature of Watson studies. Previous biographers have established

the chief facts of Watson's life, and have recounted some of the fascinating legends that

gathered a¡ound him - some of them created or embroidered by Watson himself. Sir Henry

Newland delivered the first'Watson Memorial læcture in L*17, and gave a magisterial

account of Watson's early life and his later career in Adelaide.Ss Newland knew Watson

well, as one of his students and later as a colleague, and his biography is a prime source for

Watson studies; it is also often very funny, which is surprising for those who knew Sir Henry

only in his austere old age. Newland is further quoted in chapter 6, on Watson's teaching

skills. Other important biographers include Julian Orm Smith and Ronald Elmslie; Elmslie

summarized the Watson epic in a fine Watson memorial lecture,86 and in the Australian

Dictionary of Biography.sT More recently Jennifer Carter has written a vivid biographical study

of Watson's reprehensible career and personality.ss All these writers have drawn on Watson's

abundant personal archive (See Bibliography).

The verifiable facts of Watson's life are indeed so remarkable that one hesitates to

question the legends that have grown around him, however improbable. Many anecdotes were

current when I was a student, and others were related to me by my aunt Dr Ulrika Htibbe, who

831¿ær in life, Vy'atson could only produce documentaly proof of his l-SA, and Reece Jennings has

suspected that his grander degrees were spurious: see his Ttre¡ill9f)8, v l, L75. However, I have

verified Watsonts Göttingen degree, and his Pa¡is thesis was apparently published.
e@læm2A'Iætærdated7(?)Dec1884.ThosewhosuggestthatWatson's
MD was spurious must assume that this letter was forged.
S5Newland H S. The Archibald Watson Memorial Lecture. Med J Aust 1947;22 381-386.
86 Elmslie RG. The Archibald Watson Memorial l-ecture: our honoured anatomists. Aust NZ J Surs
1981;51: 415-419.
sTElmslie R & Nance S. Watson, Archibald ADB 12 1891-1939, 39+396 .

88 Carter, Jennifer MT. Painting the islands vermilign. Melbourne University Press. 1999.
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knew him and treasured his stories. Watson was born on 27 July 1&19, at Tarcutta NSW,

near Wagga W'agga, though probably not under a dray, as he himself claimed. He was educated

at Scotch College Melbourne, and did well. It is said that he was expected to take holy orders

after leaving school. This however did not happen: fortunately , since Watson would certainly

have broken the laws of God as readily as he later broke the laws of man. Instead he moved to

Fiji, where his father had bought some land. Fiji was then more or less independent under its

warrior king Cakobau, and had become a centre for the Pacific form of slave trading, known as

blackbirding: kidnapping islanders for work in plantations in Queensland and elsewhere.

Watson, who was oríy ?2, became involved in the activities of the most atrocious of the

blackbirders, an Irish medical practitioner named James Murray, owner of the nefarious brig

Carl. later accused of kidnapping and mass murder. Watson's part in these activities was

sufliciently embarrassing to make him leave ttji in a hurry, jumping bail for $1OOO Fiji, or

f200,8e but he was never brought to trial.eO Elmslie has investigated the sinister tale of the

brig C-arl. and has concluded that Watson's part was less lurid than some have supposed;el

Carter is unconvinced.92 However this may be, it must have been a terrible experience, and

turned Watson's career from landowning to medicine. In later life, Watson said that Dr

Murray himself stimulated his interest in medicine. Murray, who escaped hanging by turning

Queen's evidence against his own crew, held Irish diplomas; his name \ryas eventually removed

from the British register by the GMC, on grounds of kidnapping.e: Watson then became a

medical student at Göttingen, where he graduated in August 1878. In addition to his studies at

Göttingen, Watson visited Rostock, apparently for nine sessions.

He went next to Paris , where his masters included Farabeuf. In 188O, Watson

acquired a Paris doctorate of medicine, with a thesis on the treatment of strangulated inguinal

hernias.ea He also published a number of papers in French, on various surgical topics.

Watson then went to [,ondon, probably in 1880, and acquired the English diplomas listed by

him in his application. Smith related several of Watson's tales of his experiences at this time,

but the best evidence for his studies comes from his own surgical notebook for the period 18&2

- 1884.e5 This is a wonderful record of operations seen and case presentations discussed,

89chalmers R. A history of cunenc)¡ in tbe British Colonies. Colchester. Drury. L%2$epnnt),2T2,
quoting an act of "Cakobau Rex" on legal tender in Fiji before annexation. Duncan & læonard state that
Watson fled'with a price of €100[$200] on his head" [op.cit.,35], which seems to be a
misunderstanding both in law and in exchange rates.
gosmith Jo. inguMcl¿ren & Co. No date;
probably 1967.
9lHmslie R. The colonial career of James Patrick Murray. Aust NZ J Surg 1979;49: 15l,-162.
92carter op.cit., 76 &.I8I.
93Elmslie op.cit. The GMC, sure but slow, erased Murray's name seven ye¿rs after the atrocities.
94 I have not been able to
get a copy of this thesis, but have read two other publications in French by Watson from this period in
his career.

95 R.,I{CS Archives. Private Papers Collection No. I .Watson, Professor Archibald.
Series 3. Anatomical notebooks Plzl1, I2lll82 - 231418Ø.
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illuminated by very intelligent and sceptical comments, sometimes illustrated by vivid sketches.

Watson witnessed the operative work of many leading l.ondon surgeons, and heard Lister speak

on the operative repair of patellar fractures. While working for his FRCS, 'Watson taught at

the Charing Cross Medical School, and also in Cooke's Medical School, a private institution

near l-eicester Square; he also found time to attend sessions at Moorfields Eye Hospital, and a

few ophthalmological operations appear in his notebook.

Watson's later life is well documented by Newland, by his own notebooks, by the

official records of wars in which he took a medical part [the second Anglo-Boer war and

W'WII, and in University archives. His role as a teacher is discussed in chapter 6, and his

infelicitous engagements in medical politics are briefly reviewed in chapter 8. 'W'atson retired

from the Elder chair of anatomy in 1919, and settled in Thursday Island, where he died in 194O.

He is said to have remained himself even in extreme old age, still making indelicate compliments

to young women, still riding his motor bike, and delighting local children by demonstrating the

beating heart of a shark in a bucket of salt water.e6

It would be interesting to know what, if anything, Stirling knew of Watson's past when

he supported his appointment to the chair. They sailed back to Adelaide together in the same

liner, arriving in March 1885. Alfred l-endon, who seems to have disliked Watson, suggested

that Stirling was shocked by rü/atson's eccentricities at this early stage in their acquaintance.9T

There was certainly some surprise when it was found that \Matson had brought with him his

own mortuary attendant, a M. Montille, with no authority to do so. flhe role of this man, who

was said to have worked in Cooke's school of anatomy and physiology, is discussed in

chapter 61. But it seems likely that the depths of Watson's moral anarchy did not become

evident until some time thereafter, and as these did become evident, they were for many people

outweighed by his personal charm.

5.7. Preparations for pre-clinical teaching.

The minutes of the education committee and of the council show that much attention

was given to the future anatomy school during 18&1. A letter from the chancellor to the Royal

College of Surgeons gives a rather idealized picture of what was achieved. e8 A dissecting room

was constructed, incorporating an old powder magazine at a cost of fAl4.I3s.9e I have been

unable to find a floor plan of this building, but the chancellor desctibed it as commodious.

Watson later complained that it was too hot and poorly ventilated;I00 this complaint is supported

by an early photograph, which shows dissection being canied outALftqS@.. ÍFiS. 7.11. Students

96 The motor bike and the demonstration are remembered by Mr J Baker, then a child in Thursday Island.

Personal communication 4 Nov 1Ð7.
97 Lendon, op.cit., 33.
98waytoCouncilofRACS,10Sept1884,@v.8:914.924[no
311/841.
99 U of A Archives Se 18 Min Council v 3,I9'l (26 Sept. 1834).
100¡6¡¿, 253(27 March 1885).
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complained that it was inaccessible from the main university building, which was 200 yards to

the south. Refrigeration was approved, at f,5O,lotund also tanks, presumably for storage of

cadavers. [It is not clear whether formalin was available in 1885; some specimens were

preserved in spiris of winel. It had been long foreseen that an anatomy act would be needed,

to regulate the supply of cadavers, and to soothe public anxiety over body snatching. Initially, a

draft act was prepared by the education committee, on the basis of the act passed by the

parliamentof New South Wales in 1881.102 The draft act went through parliament with ease

and speed, receiving the governor's assent in November L884. Stirling undoubtedly had much to

do with this act, and ensured that it made reference to physiology as well as to anatomy. RC

Baker, the then Mnister of Justice and Education, who introduced the necessary bill, said that

the drafting was done by the chancellor and by Stirling. The chancellor, being also the chief

justice, was an impressive legal authority, though in the opinion of his biographer[John Bray,

also a chief justicel , Way was no great jurist.l03 $¡i¡lirrg had been elected to the House of

Assembly a year earlier, and would have been able to speak to the bill, though the record of the

debate does not indicate that he had to do so. The act facilitated the supply of cadavers, chiefly

from government institutions such as the mental hospitals, and appointed an inspector to ensure

that things were done decently and with proper respect to the wishes of those who wanted to opt

out. The first inspector was [conveniently] Horatio Whittell.

In contemporary medical thinking, a well-stocked museum was essential in teaching

both anatomy and pathology, and also in materia medica. Thomas had been made honorary

curator of a planned collection of pathological specimens as early as 1881,104 though I have not

discovered what he collected, Now a substantial sum was spent on cedar cases and a cabinet,

and f60 were also allocated for purchase of specimens.los When Thomas went on long leave to

Europe, late in 18&1, his office of curator was given to Benjamin Poulton, then house surgeon at

the Adelaide Hospital, but already recognised as an able man with academic interests [see

chapter 6.2.151.

The department of physiology also needed a laboratory, which appears in the Council's

minutes as the Biology or Biological Room. This was built at the north-east end of the

university building [now the Mitchell building]. The lowest tender came to f1.498, and the

result was not extravagant; when the building was eventually completed, the Register was

reminded of a 30Ggallon iron 1¿¡lç.106 Of more interest in the context of this study, there was a

lol¡6¡¿, nr Q4.April 1885).
1@ v I, @ [8 Aug l8&t]; see also Young, J., Sefton, AJ,

\Vebb, N(edÐ. Centenary Book of the Universitv Facult)'of Medicine. Sydney. Sydney University

Press. 1984, 267.

l03grut JJ. Way, Sir Samuel James ¡pþ 12 l89l-I939, 419. Bray's standards of jurisprudence

were exalted.
104 UofA Archives Se 18 Min Council v 2, 245 (29 April 188r).
105 ¡6¡¿, v 3 2OB (31 October 18&1); of this allocation, f35 went to materia medica.
l06quoÞd by Duncan & L,eonard, op.cit., 34.
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substantial outlay on equipment, presumably for teaching physiology. In l8&[, more than f,20o

was spent, and in the following yetr, some f.550.107 The figures suggest that Stirling overspent

his allocation in a princely way, but unfortunately do not specify what equipment he bought, or

where it came from. It seems that microscopes were an early purchase, understandably since

Stirling would teach histology as part of physiology.

Attention was given to the need for a library, and the chancellor's letter states that there

were already 4000 volumes, It is not clear whether these were adequate for the needs of the

medical students; there are later references to the acquisition of more books, and to a grant of

f37 L4s to pay for periodicals needed by the school of physiology; once again, Stirling had

gone beyond his budget in ordering these.lO8 The university library had no librarian at this time,

and is said to have been small, cold and damp.lol The Adelaide Hospital also held a medical

library, the contents of which have been analysed by Hooke; she has shown that this collection

was trausfened to the Public Library in 1890, and not merged with the university library until

much l¿¿s¡.l10

The other preclinical topics appear to have caused less trouble. Ralph Tate, the Elder

professor of natural history, had a demarcation dispute over the teaching of biology with

Stirling, which was resolved without recorded difficulty. Tate did not request any expensive

equipmentfor teaching botany. Rennie, the new Angas professor of chemistry had to fit out a

laboratory, but the importance of chemistry was well understood in Adelaide, where the

community was still vitally concerned in mining. It is noteworthy that Rennie was expected to

buy his apparatus either in England or in Germany.

5.8. Preparations for clinical teaching.

When the chancellor announced the creation of the medical school in January 1885, he

made it clear that the university could only fund a two-year preclinical school. Students would

have to go elsewhere for clinical education and experience. Although he did not say so, his

negotiations with the English College of Surgeons were intended to ensure that the Adelaide

preclinical course would be acceptable as part of the requisites for candidates wishing to take

one of the London diplomas. Despite this limited short term aim, the archives of both the

university and the board of the Adelaide Hospital make it clear that active planning for clinical

teaching was already under way, and indeed the chancellor said as much.l I I

The Adelaide Hospital was well prepared for clinical teaching, both structurally and

intellectually. In 1885, the chief building was some thirty years old, and claimed to have some

230 beds, with an annual turn-over of about 2000 patients. The hospital staff had been

107 UdÅgålgndg¡ 1885, cci & 1886, ccxv.
108 v 3, 325 (25 Sept 1885).
lo9 Pun.rt & Leonard, op.cit., 60.
1lo¡1oo¡", J. op.cit., 69.

11llsf¿¡ldçLdþr 1885, clxxxi.
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rejuvenated by a new generation of young medical men with keen scientific

whom were to become leaders in clinical teaching [see chapter 4.4]. The interests of

are vividly apparent in the proceedings of the branch of the BMA, which had been

in 1879. Clinical matters were regularly discussed at the monthly meetings of the branch. The

reports of these meetings are fascinating. The reports show intense interest in medical science;

medical politics were rarely discussed, and when one member did so, he thought it necessary to

apologize. The modern orientations of the medical staff a¡e especially evident in surgery. After

18&5, the annual reports of the hospital show more exact descriptions of the operations, and in

the field of hydatid disease, the operations became more radical and more logical; palliative

aspiration by trocar was being replaced by incision and removal of the cyst - even from the

lung.ll2 The hospital board was dominated by its medical members; in 1886 these included

Davies Thomas, William Gardner, Eclward Way and Stirling himself. In the negotiations

between university council and hospital board, the chief advocates of the medical school were

talking to themselves.

Three important steps were taken. The negotiators agreed that there should be statutory

representation of the council on the hospital board. This was achieved by a parliamentary acq

which gave the council a single position; an attempt to give the university even stronger

representation wâs defeated in the l-egislative Council.ll3 Edward Way was elected to this

position by the council. Secondly, the hospital's honorary medical staff drew up detailed rules

for the admission of medical students to the hospital; these were presented to the board in

printed form on 13 January 1885, and approved, although there was no immediate prospect of

clinical teachingl la This ended the apprentice system of pupillage [see above, chapter 5.3].

lastly, to facilitate Watson's role in teaching pathology, the post of hospital pathologist was

created, and Watson was appointed to it. This gave the hospital staff the beneht of Watson's

unstinted advice and criticism, which they were to find a very mixed blessing; there are later

records of what reads like fury from surgeons whom he advised during operations.

5.9. The five year course.

In 1886, at the beginning of the second year of the new medical course, the university

council reversed its earlier decision and resolved to offer a full five - year degree course in

medicine. This was done despite the delay in the building program, which now entailed a new

medical theatre as well as the Biological Room. The financial steps behind this decision are

complex,buthavebeenwell summarisedbyVABlgelos.l15 The building program was largely

covered by a grant of f750 from the colony's minister of education. The expenses of the course

I l24g4g No 17. Adelaide. Government Printer. 1887, 16.

113 1¡s Hospitals Act Amendment Act,306/1884; SAPD 1884 [10 July] col224.
114 1885 [30 January], 433.
1l5B¿t"1o" vA.
administrative viewpoint. Adelaide. University of Adelaide. 1991, 5.
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were at first costed at f,1000, and then at f,1300 p a. This sum was scraped up from two

sources. The government was persuaded to terminate the annual allocation of f80O for overseas

scholarships and to re-direct the money to the medical school. One would have thought this to

be an unpopular move: the South Australian Scholarship, awarded after a very competitive

examination, had supposedly offered poor but brilliant students a chance of professional

education in Great Britain, and it might have been argued that this was a better use of the money

than endowing a medical course for the children of wealthy colonists [see p 87]. Scott - Sanders

offers a bizarre but possibly correct explanation for the apparent unpopularity of the

scholarship. Of the eight persons awarded this scholarship since l879,fle had died young, and

the idea had got around that there was a curse on i¿.I16 flçsording to [,endon, John Cockburn,

noted earlier as a well-qualified medical practitioner and now in parliament as minister of

education, was instrumental in getting this additional funding.l 17 The balance was given by

Elder who promised to give f,500 in 1887 and again in 1888.

til/ith the completion of these financial negotiations, the clinical component of the

course could be planned, and this was done by the newly established faculty of medicine, which

is discussed in chapter 6. However, the council of the university continued to supervise the

appointments and the budgeting. The course was to be staffed by part-time lecturers, receiving

small but not insignificant honoraria. It was resolved that the chief positions should be

advertised, but they were in the event all filled by members of the Adelaide medical élite selected

along common-sense lines. There appears to have been only one contest, over the lectureship in

materia medica; council gave this to \WL Cleland in preference to AA Lendon, by a casting

ys¡s.118 In addition, there were six clinical lecturers, and these were the three honorary

physicians and the three honorary surgeons. It was proposed that each should receive an annual

honorarium of f,20.

1165*6-poters, L. Richard Sanders Rogers, M.A.: M.Ch: M.D.: D.Sc: F.L.S.: R.A.C.P. Buderim.,
Unpublished memoir .I98r'', 14

1176n66¡ op.cit.,73.
I 18 U of A Archives Ser 18 Min Council v 4, 27 (26 March 1886).
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60
lin addition to

academic salarvì

A WatsonPathological anatomy
and operative surgery

25WA GilesAural surgery

25AS PatersonLunacy(sic)

60AA LendonForensic medicine

150EVI \MayObstetrics & diseases of women

UncertainWL ClelandMateria medica

60MJ SymonsOphthalmology

2AOW GardnerSurgery

100 eachJD Thomas &
JC Verco (iointlv)

Medicine & therapeutics

Salary (f)Persons appointedLectureship

Table 5.1. tæcturers for years 3 - 5, appointed in 1887. From Minutes of Faculty of
Medicine IUofAArchives Se 137 Min Fac Med: vl, 25 . (23 August 1886)1.

Table 5.1 sets out the chief appointments made by the beginning of the year 1887.

There were later changes, which are discussed in chapter 6. With the confirmation of these

appointments, the faculty of medicine became the main planning and executive agency of the

new medical school, and remained so for the whole of the period under study.

5.10. Aims and ambitions.

It is a pity that the founders of the Adelaide medical school left no records of their

private thoughts at this time. At least two of them, Stirling and Thomas, were very arnbitious

men with wide horizons. Did they secretly hope for international distinction, leadership in

medical research, innovative methods of teaching? In the absence of revealing letters or diaries,

one has to remain with the public pronouncements. In these, the foundors proposed to establish

a good university-based school, that would educate and qualify the youth of the colony in

medicine; it can be guessed that Stirling meant "youth" to mean young men and women. It is on

the success of this basic aim that the medical school should be judged.
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Fig. 5.1. a. The first University building, today the Mitchell Building; built in solid
Victorian gothic style, and still in service.

b. The f,rrst foundation stone ,l879,laid by the governor, Sir William Jervois,
who also opened the building on 5th April 1882. Jervois, a military intellectual, strongly
supported the admission of women to the university. [Author's collection].
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Fig. 5.2. Edward Charles Stirling: first lecturer in physiology [882-1899] and first
professor of physiology [1900-1919], Universþ of Adelaide. [By courtesy of the

Heritage Department of the Royal Adelaide Hospitall.
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Fig. 5.3. Plaque on west side of plinth of Elders's statue: the genius of the university
clutches the Mitchell building to her right breast, while on her left a bag of money
passes to or from the hand of a male figure - some say a learned man receiving his
stipend, others say a rich donor waiting for a knighthood. His smug expression fits
either interpretation. [Author's collection].
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Fig. 5.4a. Archibald Watson, foundation Elder professor of anatomy, 1885 - 1919 in
academic spendour. [From Surgery Gynecology and Obstetrics,l90T].

b. Watson, dominating a group of students, supposedly in Göttingen. [By courtesy

of the University of Adelaidel.
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Chapter 6. THE FACULTY OF MEDICINE.

6.1. Structure and functions of the faculty.

In May 1885, the council of the university resolved to set up a faculty of
medicine. This was done by a statute which gave faculty membership to all professors and

lecturers engaged in medical teaching; the chancellor and vice-chancellor were ex officio

members, and there were three other council nominees.l The faculty first met on 2l October

1885, when it seemed that a full five-year course was unattainable, and attention was

therefore given to preclinical teaching. However, after the financial negotiations described

in chapter 5, the council authorised the faculty to design and implement the full course, and

the hrst draft for this was quickly prepared by Stirling, Gardner, !V'ay and Verco.2 The

various lectureships were designated and filled with members of the Adelaide medical

establishment; the expanded faculty then undertook det¿iled planning of curricula, teaching

facilities, library purchases and other administrative needs. The council retained authority

over appointments and expenditures. Even small expenditures came to council's attention; it
is surprising to find council deciding that a 10 gallon purchase of alcohol should be raised to

a quarter cask.3 A separate finance committee was an obvious necessity, and was soon

formed. However, the faculty of medicine had no representation on this committee, and later

faculty meetings had to spend time debating small expenditures within tight budgets.

Over the next decade, the faculty seems to have functioned well, under the

chairmanship of its dean who was elected annually by the faculty. Until 1896, the dean's

term of ofhce \ryas only one year; in consequence, Adelaide did not experience the rule of a

long-serving autocratic dean, as did Sydney and to a lesser extent Dunedin. If Stirling

dominated the faculty, as has been said, it was by his personality, and not in virtue of any

official power base. Meetings were generally well attended, though there were several

frequent absentees, and the non-medical nominees of council seem to have played little part,

at least during the first decade. After 1900, the council's nominees do appear more active in

medical affairs. George Murray U863 - 19+21, already prominent both in legal and

academic circles, attended a number of faculty meetings, presumably when the agenda was

controversial. He also acted as an internal examiner when a doctoral thesis with medicolegal

implications was submitted . William Mitchell U860 - 19611, professor of philosophy, also

played an important [and underestimated] part in the affairs of the faculty at a critical time

[see p191].

The faculty of medicine could communicate with council through these nominees,

but there were also at all times faculty members who had been elected to council by the

graduates who made up the university senate. Stirling served on council from 1881 onwards,

lUof A Calendar 1886,72-3.
2U ofA Archives Se 137 M v I,l4-17 (26 May 1886).
3U of A Archives Se l8 Min Council. v 1,346 (29 Nov 1889)
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and there was always at least one other faculty member to back him. The number rose during

the great quarrel with the premier of the colony known as the Hospital Row [see chapter 8].

Between 1898 and IW2, there were four medical practitioners besides Stirling on council,

several of them ardent activists in the quarrel. Presumably the medical members of the senate

thought that Stirling needed support, and perhaps stiffening.

The medical faculty had other organizational relationships with the university

administration. The education committee was important, especially in matters on the

interfaces with otherfaculties. The faculty of science had direct relations with the faculty of

medicine, since these faculties had in cofiìmon some of the courses in physics, chemistry

and physiology. Stirling was a member of the faculty of science from its creation in 1886,

and served as dean on a number of occasions. The faculty of science minutes suggest that he

was not a very punctilious attender of meetings, except when he was dean. But he did attend

when the affairs of the department of physiology were considered, and he took good care of

the interests of those BSc students who wanted to study medicine [see chapter 7.4]. Another

important point of interfaculty contact was the library committee, and here Stirling was

very active, as the library acquisition list shows.

The faculty minutes show signs of careful attention to the problems of

individual students as well as to changes in curricula and examinations. Unfortunately, when

controversial issues came up, the minutes are always bland, and personal clashes are not

recorded. One gets an impression of harmony, unlikely though that would be in colonial

Australia. It seems that individual teachers were able to run their courses with virtual

autonomy.In this relatively democratic faculty, the personalities and intellectual interests of

the various faculty members must have had free play, but this is not usually evident in the

minutes, and the dynamics of the faculty have to be deduced from other sources. The chief

source is Alfred Lendon, who became a member of the faculty in 1887, and was very

influential in faculty affairs thereafter, But Lendon wrote many years after the inception of

the Adelaide medical school, he had some strong personal dislikes, and most importantly he

did not attempt to document the intellectual content of Adelaide medical teaching. To do this,

I have studied the careers and publications of the individual teachers, and the nature of the

course itself. The present chapter presents biographical studies of the faculty members in

1889, the year in which the full course was first completed, and the first medical graduations

took place. The content of the course is considered in chapter 7.

6.2. The medical members of the faculty.

In 1889, the university calendar listed twelve medically qualified faculty members

engaged in undergraduate teaching. Three other early medical teachers were for various

reasons not listed, but deserve consideration in this analysis of the 1889 faculty. Some of

the 1889 faculty members had been actively engaged in setting up the medical school from

the beginning; the others had been recruited lately, but with perhaps one exception they all
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appear to have been enthusiastic participants. It seems that all 15 made contributions in

shaping the course as well as in teaching, though their contributions varied in magnitude

and in some cases are now hard to assess.

6.2.1. Edward Charles Stirling BA 1870, MB 1874 & MDlCantabl 1880;

MRCS [Engll872 & FRCS [En el 187 4; FRS [ 1 893 I ; ScDlCantab] 19 10; Kt, CMG.

Stirling is a great figure in South Australian history, and he deserves the full-length

biography that has yet to be written. Hans Mincham's ADB article gives only a meagre

account of his life, and deals chiefly with his career as Director of the SA Museum[1889 -

19131. This was certainly of enduring importance, but his work there was equalled by his

great services in medical education.

Stirling is generally acknowledged as the founder of the Adelaide medical school.

He was also the founder of the Adelaide department of physiology, which he ran until his

death, first as lecturer [1882 - 1899] and then as professor [1900 - 1919]. He was an

admired surgeon, holding a teaching appointment as clinical lecturer in surgery from 1887

to 189í; it is significant that later in life he said that for 25 years he had seen himself as

primarily a surgeon.4 This multiplicity of careers may have prevented him from achieving the

highest personal distinction in a single field, but his versatility was a strength in the early

years of the medical school.

Chapter 5 sets out Stirling's role in the creation of the Adelaide medical school. He

took the initiative, and he was uniquely qualifred to carry the project through. From the start,

he had important allies, notably Horatio Whittell and Davies Thomas, and he was later able

to attract other supporters. But at that time, no one else in Adelaide possessed Stirling's

combination of drive, academic prestige, social connections and practical experience as a

medical teacher. He also proved to be a good diplomat; it is surely to his credit that the

Adelaide medical faculty ran smoothly in an egalitarian mode, with little or no public

dissension - until the shaming events of the Hospital Row in 18fb.

In 1881, Stirling set out his educational aims in a letter to the SA Register. This has

been quoted lp y2l; I have not found any more intimate record of his concepts and

inspirations. One can guess that these were based on memories of Cambridge and more

recent memories of St George's Hospital in London. In Cambridge he had seen Michael

Foster, George Humphry and the physician George Paget at work in what Newman has

called the golden age of the Cambridge medical school.S Foster was a great physiologist

and the teacher of some brilliant leaders in the basic medical sciences, and Humphry was

professor of anatomy when Stirling was at Cambridge. But it may be significant that in later

life Stirling remembered Humphry, not as an anatomist, but as an wrivalled clinical

4Stirling E.C. Medical Science and Social Problems. Inaugural address. Tr Austr Med Congr, 7th session,

1905. Adelaide. Government Printer. 1906,2. xxxvii - lv.
sNewman, C. Tþe evolution of medic¿l education in the nineteenth century. [,ondon, Oxford University
Press. 1957, 290.
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teacher.6 I believe that Cambridge made Stirling a biologist, and this can be seen both in his

fîrst year medical course [see chapter 7.21and in his museum career. But there is nothing in

his career or in his writings to suggest that he was inclined to be a research physiologist,

even compared with the modest records of his contemporaries the professors of

physiology in Melbourne and Sydney. GB Halford has been seen as a research

physiologist manqué, forced to give up research after promising studies in cardiac

physiology.T TP Anderson Stuart's biographers state that in his early years in Sydney he did

carry out some research on the physiology of the epiglottis and larynx,8 though later he is

said to have lost all interest in research. At the end of his career, Stirling said that he had

been trained as a morphologist,e and his research achievements were chiefly in this field.

In St George's Hospital, Stirling lectured in physiology, which at that time included

histology, but he also taught operative surgery, and his publications from this period deal

with surgical problems. In his time, St George's was a good no-frills medical school, but

not a centre of medical research. Stirling's colleagues there included two well known

medical writers, Timothy Holmes and Thomas Pickering Pick. Holmes, author of a surgical

textbook widely used in Australia, was a distinguished surgeon and a very early disciple of

Lister; his writings are strikingly practical. Pickering Pick, also a surgeon,later edited Gray's

Anatomy; in his introduction, he wrote very explicitly that the book was not about

"Philosophical or Scientific Anatomy", but intended for the practical needs of medical

students.lo

V/ith such an educational background, it seems likely that Stirling envisaged a

medical school in which the main purpose of the basic sciences was to give a scientific

grounding for students who were to be practical doctors. And that is what happened, not least

in physiology. Stirling's course in physiology is discussed in chapter 7. Although the

course is not as well documented as I could wish, especially with respect to the practical

classes, the content and scope certainly fìt well with this concept of limited aims. It has to be

added however that Stirling's careful choice of advanced textbooks suggests that he was

aware of the intellectual needs of his more gifted students.

In his own time, Stirling's high reputation as a scientist stood chiefly on his work as

a morphologist, in describing the blind marsupial mole Notoryctes t]¡phlops and the fossils

of the huge marsupial Diprotodon australis and @ an ostrich - like

6Marten H. Some clinical teachers and their methods. AMSSR 1915; 8(6): 6 - 18.

7Russell,KF.Melbourne,MelbourneUniversityPress'1977,
26.

SBirhop PO, Everitt AV. In: Young, J., Sefton, AJ, Webb, N(eds). (19&+), Centenary Book of the Universitli

Faculty of Medicine. Sydney, Sydney University Press. 19{ì4, 239.

9stirling to TB Robertson: letter 19 January 1919. U of A Archives. Donation 59.

l0cruy's Anaømy. d"rcrip London.Longmans, Green. Pickering Pick, T. tEdl.l3th ed.

1893. p.vii, Pickering Pick began as editor in 1883.
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prehistoric bird. Today, he is even more honoured for his work in preserving the splendid

artefacts of aboriginal culture.l l In both fields, Stirling brought distinction to Adelaide; in
an age when scientihc subdivision was less rigid than now, it was understood that a
surgeon/physiologist might be productive in more than one field. Stirling's achievements,

and his 18 1 FRS, raised his public standing as an academic statesman, and helped the

Adelaide medical school to grow and to survive the débâcle known as the Hospital Row .

[Stirling's strangely passive part in the Row is discussed in chapter 8]. His reputation was

not damaged in that contretemps, and after 19ffi he again became a creative leader in the

school that he had founded. He held the ofhce of dean from 1909 until his death, and

Edgeloe has highlighted three innovative proposals made by Stirling at the beginning of this

term of ofhce:l2
. that the first year of the course should be separated, and that the remainder of the course

be extended to five years

. that teaching in biochemistry be instituted

. that there be a full-time appointment in pathology.

Only the first proposal was implemented in Stirling's lifetime. From 1911 there were

enhanced requirements in the basic non-medical sciences, biology, chemistry and physics.

These were studied either before entry into the university, or as first year subjects supervised

by the faculty of science. The other proposals were blocked by poverty and by WWI"

Throughout the war period, Stirling served as dean, while many of the clinical teachers were

on active service and Watson went on what has to be called a frivolous military jaunt to the

Middle East. Stirling kept the school going under increasingly diffîcult conditions. In
November 1918, he wrote what must have been his last official memorandum: it is a bleak

description of the needs of his department, and an offer to resign - but only when a

replacement could be found. He died soon after, still in service, and engaged in arranging for
his pupil and son-in-law Thorburn Brailsford Robertson [1884 - 1930] to succeed him in

his chair.

Stirling seems to have been liked as well as respected, though one first year student

described him as a gruff old beggar and unduly given to faulfinding.l: There are comments

on his low tolerance of fools, and for all his Cambridge polish, he was a master of
Australian invective; nevertheless, his friend Lord Kintore remembered his uncomplaining

endurance of bush conditions in crossing Central Australia.la

l lstirling EC. Adelaide Observer 29Dec Ia94. p.36;Edwards R. Museum polic]¡ and development in South
Australia: final report. Adelaide. SA Government Printer. 1981, 23.
l2Edgeloe, v A.
viewpoint. Adelaide. Universityof Adelaide. 1991, 13.

l3Brummitt papers; E A Brummitt, letter 1 April 1Ð0.
l4obituary, St George's Hospital Gazette I9I9;22: 265 - 7.
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6.2.2 John l)avies Thomas (1844 - 1893) LSA [1866]; MRCSlEngll867 & LRCPlLondl
1869; M81869 & MD 1871[t ond]; FRCSlEngll87O; MDlAdell aeg1877.

Thomas \ryas one of the most gifted members of the 1889 faculty. He was born in
Swansea, the brilliant son of a Congregational minister. His academic qualifications were

excellent; he had taken three gold medals in the University of l-ondon, and had held

creditable resident appointments in the Brompton Chest Hospital and University College

Hospital.ls He came to Adelaide in 1875 because of ill health. After a year as senior house

surgeon in the Adelaide Hospital, he entered into private practice in partnership with Horatio

Whittell, who regarded him highly. He manied into the pastoral establishment, and was soon

a leaderinAdelaide's small medical world. He became a member of the university council in
\KTT,andwas often consulted on medical and scientifîc matters. His part in the inception of
the medical school has been discussed [chapter 5]; the minutes of the university council

show that he helped Stirling to float the idea of a medical school in 1881 and he took a
prominent part in the early planning, proposing at least one of the decisive motions. His

willingness to act as the [unpaid] curator of the museum of pathological specimens was

doubtless part ofthe project.l6

Thomas had a lively mind and wide interests. In a single BMA meeting, he gave a

paper reporting the successful removal of a tumbler from the rectum, showed hydatid cysts

from a lemur and from a dog, and made pertinent comments on the value of blood

examination.lT While still a house surgeon at the Adelaide Hospital, he published an

important study on ether anaesthesia, at a time when the dangers of chloroforrn \ryere not well

understood in South Australia.ls He must have been one of the first bacteriologists in
Adelaide: in 1888, only six years after Koch's demonstration of the tubercle bacillus, he was

confidently making diagnoses on sputum stained by Ehrlich's method for acid-fast

organisms.le But his greatest scientific contributions were in relatìon to hydatid disease.

At this time, all the Australian colonies had a high prevalence of lethal human

infestation with Echinococcus granulosus. The parasitic life cycle had been discovered

some years earlier by German and Danish research workers. Many Australian medical

writers reporûed on hydatid disease, but Thomas was pre-eminent in the depth and variety of
his publications, both surgical and epidemiological. He was competent in German, and was

familiar with the writings of the leading German authorities, notably Rudolf l-euckart of
l-eipng,with whom he corresponded. Thomas's first papers on hydatid disease appeared in
l$79,inthe l¿ncet as well as in colonial papers, and he published many journal articles and

l5Thomus JD. H]¡datid disease. Vol II. A collection of oapers on hl¡datid disease. Sydney. Bruck. 1894. p viii
l6U of A Archives Se 1S M v 2 245 (29 April 1881)
lTAuËü¿þd-GEZ 1882; 1: 169.
lSThomas JD. Ether and chloroform as anaesthetics. Aust Med J 1875;2O:375-383.
Ibid 1876; 2l: 13-22. See also Poulton B. Interview. AMSSR 1920; 11(16): 46-48.

l9Thomas JD. On the diagnosis of pulmonary hydatids. Aust Med Gaz 1888; 7: lm-Lg7.
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three books. In 18&1, he published his chief work, a remarkable monograph on the

epidemiology and prevention of hydatid infestation2o IF|S.ó.1]. This also reported original

experimental work on dogs, done in 1883 in the old powder magaz\ne which was later to be

the university's first dissecting room. Thomas, in collaboration with Whittell, confirmed the

life cycle of the parasite by feeding human-derived scolices to puppies. For the period, this

was creditable work, though not innovative: Thomas appears to have been the third

experimenter to do this,2l perhaps using better methodology than his German and Danish

predecessors. More importantly, Thomas recommended practical preventive measures. The

monograph is elegantly illustrated and is still occasionally quoted.22 His work was

acclaimed, and during a visit to l-ondon in 1885 it was presented to the Royal Society;23 the

presentation was sponsored by TS Cobbold, the doyen of English parasitologists. The

text of the monograph was reprinted posthumously, with a memoir and a collection of

clinical papen¡ on hydatid disease, giving Thomas's own impressive surgical results.

Thomas must have been a very competent operator; with William Gardner, he was one of

the first Australian surgeons to abandon palliative aspiration of hydatid cysts in favour of

open evacuation and free drainage, and by 1886 he had treated five cases of pulmonary

cysts by this means.2a

In 1890, Thomas's health deteriorated, and he resigned his appointment as

honorary physician to the Adelaide Hospital. He died on 30 January 1893, after a miserable

neurological decline, diagnosed as "general paralysis" - according to his obituary, the

result of overwork. His widow long outlived him. He is commemorated by two scholarships

in the University of Adelaide.

In 1886, the faculty appointed Thomas as lecturer in the principles and practice

of medicine and therapeutics. By mutual consent, he shared the lectureship with JC Verco.2s

This committed him to only 30 lectures annually, with in addition a few clinical lectures

given at the Adelaide Hospital, where he was an honorary physician [with the unusual right to

operate for hydatid chest diseasel. But it seems likely that his actual teaching load was

greater. It is said that he was an excellent teacher: in lændon's memories, brilliant and

versatile - even befier than Verco.26 Since l-endon did not like Thomas, his judgement is

probably reliable.

20Thomas JD. H!¡datid disease with soecial reference ¡o its prevalencc in Australia. Adclaidc.
Spiller(Government Printer). l8&1.
2lcrove DI. Oxford. C.A.B. International.Lgg}, 332.
22Monis DL, Richards KS. Hydatid disease.- Oxford. Butterworth-Heinemann . 1992, 146.

23Thomas JD. xii. Notes on the experimental breeding of Taenia Echinococcus in the dog from the
echinococci of man. xiii. Note on the frequent occurrence of Taenia Echinococcus in the domestic dog in
certain parts of Australia. Proc rov Soc l,ond 1885;38: 449 - 458.
24Thomas JD. The treatment of pulmonary cysts by the establishment of large openings into the sac and
subsequent free drainage. Bù[ 1885; 2: 692.
25UqfA Archives Se 137 I, 3'l ll7 Nov 18861.
26l-endon AA. The Adelaide Medical School, 18311!)35. M L o S Australiana PRG 128/1217,2I.
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It is not easy to say what part Thomas played in shaping the Adelaide medical

school, and still harder to guess what he might have done had his teaching career not ended

after only three active years. His early history suggests that he would have favoured a

I-ondon teaching model, and there is one interesting piece of evidence to support this

deduction. In his own unpublished autobiography, Iændon made it clear that he detested his

former partner, citing his supposed vanity and patronizing manners, and amongst other

things Lendon sneered at his unrealistic ambitions. l¡ndon related that Thomas hoped -

almost to his death - to return to University College Hospital as a consultant, having [as

lændon put it] a high opinion of himself.2T The venom in this tells us more about l-endon

than about Thomas; such an ambition was not ignoble, and may not have been unrealistic.

After all, V/illiam Osler was later to make an even bigger leap from Montreal to the regius

chair at Oxford - admittedly, via the Johns Hopkins university. But l,endon's tale certainly

does indicate that Thomas had kept a l.ondon mind-set, and it seems likely that had he stayed

in Adelaide he would have strengthened the links with l-ondon. One can also guess that he

would have maintained links with Germany andAustria; in 1885, he had spentthree months

in Vienna, working at a hospital [probably the Allgemeines Krankenhaus], and he

certainly retained his interest in parasitology to the time of his final illness.

6.2.3 Horatio Ihomas \ilhittell (1826 - 1899) MRCSlEngll&|S; MDlAberll858;

MDlAdeU aeg ls/7,
Whittell is an important and neglected figure in the history of the Adelaide

medical school. His creditable role in the foundation of the University has been described [p

87ì. When the faculty of medicine was established, he was the first dean, and he designed

the curriculum in hygiene. He has some claims to have brought bacteriology to Adelaide.

For Whittell's biography, the chief source is his lavish obituary.28 It appears that

he was bom in Warwick, and studied medicine in the Queen's College Birmingham; he is

one of two members of the 1886 faculty who were educated in English provincial medical

schools. After taking the MRCSIEng], he practised in Birmingham for some ten years. He is

said to have been involved in epidemics of cholera and diphtheria in this period. He took the

MD in Aberdeen in 1858; at this time, there was increasing pressure on general

practitioners to hold credentials in medicine as well as surgery, and the Aberdeen doctorate

gave him this as well as higher social status. Whittell then sailed to Adelaide, where he

established himself in general practice. He did well, and served as honorary medical officer at

the Adelaide Hospital from 1869 to 1878, under the system established by the 1867 act

2Tl,r;ndonAA. Autobiography. M L o S Australiana PRG 128/13i l. Fifty years in South Australia, 5 &7
28R"eirlsr, 22 Aug 1899, p 6.
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[see p 7ll. Atthis time, he published several papers, on hydatid disease and other surgical

themes.

Whittell served on the university council from 1877 to Isl9 and then resigned,

supposedly because of illness. He made an extended visit to Europe for nearly three years,

and there entered into a new career. By his own account, he met both Koch and Pasteur, and

decided to devote himself to microbiology and public health. When he returned to Adelaide,

he became president of the Central Board of Health, and held this post from 1883 almost to

his death sixteen years later. Philip Woodruff quotes his "trenchant criticisms of the

unbelievable depths of filth" which he found when he investigated the sanitary state of
Adelaide.2e He became a respected authority in public health, which was then a medical

responsibility of great and increasing importance; he twice chaired the Section of State

Medicine in sessions of the Intercolonial Medical Congress of Australasia. He developed

his own bacteriological laboratory: although he described this as a hobby, it was said to be

well-equipped and for many years better than anything else available for public service in

SA.3O

The records show that he was an excellent and conscientious committee man,

and generally liked and trusted. It was understandable that he was elected as dean at the

inaugural meeting of the faculty, and still more understandable that he was asked to draft the

program for teaching hygiene on an undergraduate level. The course in hygiene is discussed

in chapter 7. Remarkably, rWhittell did not give formal lectures, or arrange for anyone else

to do so. This may have been because he was too busy. In addition to his work on the

Central Board of Health, he was City Coroner from L888, and this job was not a sinecure.

However, there is an intriguing suggestion that he was opposed on principle to teaching by

didactic lectures. When giving evidence to the parliamentary Select Committee on the

Adelaide Hospital in 1866, he made an explicit criticism of compulsory lectures in medical

teaching: 'I think that it is a false slste¡¡".3l It is a pity that we know nothing about his

preferred teaching methods.

6.2.4. Joseph Cooke Verco (1851 - 1933) MRCS [Eng]1874; M81875, MD 1976, &
BS ll-ondl 1877; LRCPlLond] 1875; FRCS [Ene] 1&77; MDlAdell aeg 1877 ; Kt 1 9 19.

Verco was a foundation faculty member, and lectured in the principles and

practice of medicine and therapeutics from 1887 to 1915. In his later years he became a

dignified pillar of the medical school, and a valued university statesman. He was less

conspicuous when the medical school was founded.

29woodruff, P. Two million South Australians. Adelaide. Peacock. l98y',, 34.
30Begirt"t 28lan 1899, p5.
3lsRPP 186r,t7 No 150, para 288.
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Like Stirling, Verco was born in South Australia, the sixth child of working class

parents from Cornwall, devout members of the Church of Christ.32 His father had done well

as a builder. Verco's medical education was solely in [,ondon, and largely at Barts. His

studies in l¡ndon have been described [p 35]. He graduated with great distinction, taking

four gold medals. After graduation, he did not travel around the European continent, nor

does he appear to have visited the Scottish medical schools; he came straight home, reaching

Adelaide early in 1878. This is understandable, since he was a frugal young man and

dependent on his father. But one may deduce that he had little exposure to avante-garde

medical science.

On his return, he went into an ambitious private general practice in North

Adelaide, and soon became very successful. After 1891, he gave up midwifery, and later also

surgery, confìning himself to consultant practice as a physician. But at first, he was equally

active in surgery and medicine, and was a leading member of the group of able surgeons

who gave Adelaide early distinction in the treatment of hydatid disease. In 1888, he

performed what may have been the world's first removal of a cerebral hydatid cyst. I have

discussed this remarkable operation elsewhere, in collaboration with Verco's grand-nephew

PW Verco; 33 although it had a tragic outcome, the diagnosis and surgical management were

very creditable to Verco and to Davies Thomas, who helped him.

Verco was concerned in the planning of the Adelaide medical school as early as

1334, when he was coopted by the university education committee to advise on the feasibility

of a medical course. He was one of the first members of the medical faculty, and in 1889 he

served as the fourth dean. At first he shared the lectureship in medicine with Davies Thomas,

and did not become solely responsible for this part of the course until Thomas had to resign

in 1890. His teaching is discussed in chapter 7.5. Verco was much respected throughout his

long life; he had a noble beard and a compendious mind [Fiç.6.2]. He was admired as a

lecturer and clinical teacher, and PW Verco has given a convincing picture of a dignified,

thorough diagnostician, with much well studied clinical experience. But he does not claim

that his great uncle was an original thinker.3a Verco is said to have lectured so well and so

slowly that students could take notes so full that they did not need textbooks - a very

questionable compliment.

Verco documented his own life copiously, leaving a fragmentary autobiography

and much evidence of his religious preoccupations, for he was a devout man, so devout that

he was known to the students as Holy Joe. It is told of him that when lændon referred to

the untimely death of a faculty member [Way], Verco opposed him on the grounds that the

word untimely implied criticism of divine providence. But Verco did not write much about

32verco PW. Masons- millers and medicine. Adelaide. Lutheran Publishing House. ND, 24.
33simpson DA, Verco PW. Cerebral hydatid cysts in colonial Australia. Surg Neurol 1976;6: 377 - 38O.
34verco, op.cit., 111.
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his teaching methods until 1910, when he may have lost the vivid self satisfaction that is one

of theengaging featuresof hisearly writing. In that year, he gave a presidential address to

the Medical Students'Society on the subject of case taking.3s This is a lucid well-presented

account of how Verco took a medical history, and how he performed a clinical examination

of the chest and other parts of the body. It reads like the distillation of good nineteenth

century teaching and thinking, very practical and very appropriate for his audience. But there

is nothing to suggest awareness of the impact of x-ray investigation on clinical diagnosis.

6.2.5. Edward VÍillis Way (1&16 - 1901). LRCPlLondl & MRCSlEnel 1870; MBlEdinl
tg7L.

Edward Way was the younger brother of Sir Samuel Wuy, who was Chief

Justice, Chancellor of the University, and much else. They were the sons of a Bible Christian

minister, who had come to Adelaide as a missionary in L850, bringing his young family.

Edward Way appears to have been a strong personality and an effectivq teacher. He was to

show up poody as a medical politician, but few doctors are successful in that role, His

medical education and his role in planning the Adelaide Medical School have been discussed

[see chapter 5]. Like most of his contemporaries, he was at first a general practitioner; he

was for a while concerned with public health, and his first publications deal with the

hygiene of slaughter-houses and cowyards. He was appointed to the Adelaide Hospital as a

honorary medical officer in 1879, and as honorary physician in 1883. However, when the

medical faculty was formed, he took the obstetricVgynaecology porfolio, probably because

he had always had a leaning that way. Obstetrics was at that time often practised by

physicians. He was appointed lecturer in obstetrics and the diseases of women in 1887 and

held this until his death in 1901. To faciliøte this teaching role, he was appointed to a new

post of obstetrical physician and surgeon to the Department of Diseases of Women in the

Adelaide Hospital in 1890. His part in the Adelaide medical curriculum is considered in

chapter 7 Í7.6 e7.7.
Estcourt Hughes, who gave considerable attention to W'ay's career, credits him

with a determination to keep up to date,36 and his publication record bears this out. From

1889 to 1900, Way published a series of papers and case reports in the Australasian

Medical Gazette. Scientifically, these are not impressive, but they do suggest that Way was a

bold and competent surgeon; this is suppofed by his friend Archibald Watson's illustrated

account of Way's technique of hysterectomy.3T His last article, on uterine malpositions, is at

35Verco JC. Presidential address. AMSSR 1910; 7(9): 4 - ll.
36Hughes,JE.Adelaide.BoardofManagementofRoyalAdelaide
HospiøI. 1982,172.

3Twatson A. On abdominal hysterectomy. Aust Med Gaz 1899; 18: 365 - 368.
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least thoughtful, though it is rather dreadful reading in the light of modern klowledge.38

He also published a chairman's address to the local branch of the BMA, which gives a more

interesting picture of his scientific capacities - and his personality.3e The address deals with

puerperal fever and maternal mortality: it shows a good knowledge of the literature and a

clear awareness of the dangers of microbial infection, and ends with a call for an institution

at which nurses could taught safe midwifery. But Way also spoke on the dangers of the

untrained nurse, and he did so with what reads today like male contempt and medical

arrogance. This was reciprocated; during the Hospital Row, a nurse wrote a letter in which

Way was compared unfavorably with a cage of tigers.aO

Hooke contrasts Way with his contemporary and adversary læith Napier, also a

gynaecologist and in her view very well qualified. She suggests that V/ay showed a "lack of

enthusiasm for the academic literature of his specialty", perhaps a sign of colonial rustication.

Her evidence for this is Way's presumed failure to get the British Journal of Gynaecology

for the medical school.4l To condemn \May on this failure, one would need to know whether

the journal was at this time worth reading, and if so, whether it was available from some other

subscriber in Adelaide. The university medical library was not well stocked with journals at

thistime, and lists of purchases suggest that surgical journals were not a high pnonty.az

Way had a large personal library, and is said to have added to it continually.

6,2.6. VYilliam Gardner (L846 - IS9D MB, Ch M[Glasg] 1874; MD[Glasg]1876 [thesis

on hydatid diseasel; MD [Adel]aegI877.
Gardner is a neglected figure in Australian medical history. He was a brilliant and

original surgeon, and founder of an important medical journal; he cerøinly played a large

part in the early years of the Adelaide medical school, but it is not easy to assess his

contributions as a teacher.

Although born in England, Gardner came in early childhood to Adelaide, where

his father had a cure of Presbyterian souls. His medical education in Melbourne and

Glasgow has been described Ip 74l.He studied in Glasgow after Lister had left and before

William Macewen had begun his great surgical career there. Glasgow in his day was

doubtless a stimulating place, but it is difficult to say to what extent he was influenced by his

time there, which seems to have been not much more than two years.43 His years in

38way, E. The management of backwards and forwards displacements of the womb. Aust Med Gaz 1900;
19: 188 - 194.

39wuy, E. Modem research and child-bed fever. AgS!-\4g|1@ 1893; 12: 27L - 278.
40 hobationer Palmer, quoted in SA Branch of BMA. The Adelaide Hosoital [see Select Bibliography].
1896,22-23.In fairness to Way, it should be noted that Ms Palmer later disclaimed authorship of this
letter.
4lHooke, J. Thesis [see Select Bibliography] lggl, 235.
42UofA Archives Se 137 Min 2 236-9 (3 July 19O2); see also Libra¡.v Register. 1887 - 1905.
43Obituary. rù/illiam Gardner, MD, CM. Intercol Med J Aust. 1897;2: 2O8 - 215.
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Melbourne may also have been formative, especially in arousing his interest in hydatid

disease, which was rare in Glasgow in his time there. It seems likely that much of his

surgical mastery came with experience in Adelaide. There is no evidence that he travelled

extensively in Europe at this time, though he may have done so during Glasgow vacations.

Gardner returned to Adelaide early in 1875. He was then aged ?ß. He worked in the

Adelaide Hospital as house surgeon for the next two years, and it was then that he prepared

a thesis on hydatid disease. This got him his Glasgow MD, with a gold medal. He also

published a case report of an abdominal hydatid cyst, treated succesdully by a rather

primitive form of open drainage through an area of skin necrosis created by chemical

cauterization.4 Ovet the next decade, Gardner, Thomas and Verco progressively improved

their operative methods in dealing with hydatid cysts in the liver and even in the lung, and it is

not possible to say who was the leader in this. They moved from palliative aspiration to open

operation and radical cure. Following the German surgeon Lindemann, the cyst was

exposed by laparotomy or thoracotomy, or even thoraco-abdominal incision. The cyst was

removed, and the cavity was marsupializedby suturing its margins to the abdominal wall or

the chest wall, according to site. This led to cure in most cases, with a mortality rate of

I6.5Vo in the period 1888-189145 - not bad, when one recalls that the cysts were often

suppurating, there were no antibiotics, and there was no endotracheal anaesthesia.

Although he remained in general practice, Gardner became Adelaide's leading

surgeon.In 1880, he strengthened his social position [and made what appears to have been a

huppy maniagel by marrying Lnuisa Moore, daughter of RW Moore, formerly a potent

figure in Adelaide's medical politics. He became one of the honorary surgeons at the

Adelaide Hospital in 1883. He published a number of excellent surgical papers, including a

fascinating account of a successful laryngectom/6 and a report of treatment of spasmodic

torticollis by multiple neurectomies. He played an important part in modernizing the Adelaide

Hospital; Estcourt Hughes credits him with planning the hospital's splendid theatre block

and postoperative wards, opened in 1891 and still very serviceable sixty years later [Fig 6.3].

Gardner and Stirling performed the first operation done in this theatre.aT

With these achievements behind him, Gardner was understandably coopted as a

member of the university's first planning group in 18&1, and he was a foundation member of

the medical faculty when it was formed late in 1885. He was chosen as the first lecturer in

the prinoiples and practice of surgery, with a commitment to give sixty lectures at a salary of

f200 per annum. He was certainly concerned in designing the program for surgical teaching,

44cardner W. Notes of a case of hydatid of the liver treated by a free opening with potassa fusa. Recovery.
Aust J Med 1876- 2I: 77 -8'0.
45verco JC, Stirling EC. Hydatid disease. In: Albutt TC. A system of medicine by many writers. New
York. Macmillan. 1900. v.2: 1102-1144.
46cardner ìW. Complete excision of the larynx. Tr Intercol Med Cong Aust, lst session, 1887. Adelaide.
Vardon & Pritchard. 1888, 138 - 144.
47Hughes, op.cit., 35.
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though he did so in conjunction with Stirling, Verco and \üay, who were also active

surgeons. The course is discussed in chapter 7.5.

There is no reason to doubt that Gardner was a good surgical teacher and a valuable

faculty member; he was elected dean in 1890. His obituarist indicated that he had his

controversies and his enemies, but there is nothing to suggest that these affected the life of

the medical school. Gardner had a wide mental horizon; in 1889 he carried out a survey of

Indian hospitals, and in 1891 he made a medical tour of the chief European medical centres.

Unfortunately for Adelaide, this tour was followed by his resignation .ln 1892, he moved to

Melbourne, and took a post as honorary surgeon to the Melbourne Children's Hospital.

His career in Victoria is outside the scope of this study, though it is worth noting that he

remained interested in the Adelaide medical school and served as an external examiner in

surgery from 1893 to 1895. He died of a neurological illness in 1897. Iændon - predictably -

speculated that this was GPI;48 the obituary suggests a series of intracranial haemorrhages,

perhaps aneurysmal.

In retrospect, Gardner's departure seems to have been a great loss to the Adelaide

medical school. He was more than a fine surgeon: to judge from his writings and his

initiative in founding the Intercolonial Ouarterly Journal of Medicine and Surgery. he had

a very scholarly mind, and scholarship was to become increasingly rare among the Adelaide

clinical teachers. No medical teacher is irreplaceable, but Gardner was not replaced.

6.2.7. Alfred Austin Lendon. (1856 - 1935) LSA & MRCS[Engl1&78; MBlLond] 1879

& MDþondl 1881; MD[Adel] aeg 1883.

lændon played three major roles in the history of the Adelaide medical school. He

was a versatile teacher, lecturing in forensic medicine from 1887 to 1896, on obstetrics from

1Ð1 to 1923, and,on diseases of children [especially neonatology] from 1901 to 1911. As

dean of the faculty of medicine from 1896 to 1901, and president of the SA branch of the

BMA in the same years, he fought what he clearly saw as the good political fight against

Charles Kingston the state premier, during the Hospital Row. I¿stly, and chiefly in his old

age, he wrote the hrst history of the Adelaide medical school, and other historical studies,

including his own incomplete autobiography. These writings have been much used by

medical historians, including myself. l-endon was an important player in all three roles, and

his career and personality are therefore very relevant.

Lendon was born in Kent, and studied medicine in l-ondon, at the University College

medical school. That great school was then flourishing. I-endon's teachers included Rlward

Schäfer the histologist and the neurologists HC Bastian and William Gowers. Although

lændon criticized some of his other teachers, it must have been an exciting environment.

Victor Horsley was a fellow student and friend. l-endon took good - though not spectacular

48tændon AA. Autobiography, op.cit. Fifty years in South Australia, 41
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- degrees, and then worked for three years in the Bristol Royal Infirmary, where there was a

good provincial medical school, recognized by the College of Surgeons and the Society of
Apothecaries.4e Here Lendon met modem Listerian surgery,sO and indeed saw Lister

demonstrate his methods on a historic visit to Bristol.sl It does not appear that Lendon

visited Scottish or continental medical centres.

In 1883, I-endon went to Adelaide, apparently because he was told that he would

prosper in a town where the medical practitioners were largely drunken former ship's

doctors.52 He established himself in a good private practice by going into partnership with

Davies Thomas. l-endon's autobiography suggests that this was an unhappy partnership.

I-endon seems to have resented what he saw as condescension from an older [and more

distinguished] man, and he also resented a lack of trust, when Thomas required an elaborate

legal contract of partnership. Perhaps he had grounds for this resentment, though the

partnership seems a natural requirement, given that Thomas planned to go overseas for at

least a year. Much later, in 1888, Thomas developed signs of dementia, and it was l-endon

who made the diagnosis of GPI. lændon described the disease and its tenible progress with

a striking absence of compassion.S3

Iændon did well in practice with Thomas, and was accepted on the staff of the

Adelaide Children's Hospital in 1885.s4 He does not appear to have been involved in the

early planning of the medical school, but he applied for a lectureship in January 1886, and

was appointed to give the course in forensic medicine. This is discussed in chapter 7.6. He

also became a clinical lecturer in medicine in the Adelaide Hospital, where he became an

assistant physician [1886-1890] and later physician[1891-18%]. He was not re-appointed

to the Adelaide Hospital staff in 1893 - a very unusual event at that time, which l.endon

attributed to a cabal formed against him by his unnamed enemies. In the following year,

Lændon persuaded the faculty to establish clinical teaching in paediatrics in the Adelaide

Children's Hospital [see chapter 7.8]. This re-established him as a clinical teacher in the

Adelaide Children's HospiøI, and turned out well both for him and for the medical school;

there was a real need for paediatric teaching, and lændon remained active in this capacity for

many years.

It seems that lændon was a good ûeacher, at least in forensic medicine. FS Hone,

one of his students, remembered him as original and stimulating, though Hone rather

prudishly complained of a tendency to flippancy and clnicis¡¡¡.ss Later in life, Lendon may

have lost conüact with the new generation of paediatricians. In 1909, he was scornful of

49Newman, op.cit., 292,
Sl.endon AA. op.cit. The Bristol Royal Infirmary : 69 &"75.
SlFisher RB. Joseoh Lister 1827-1912. [,ondon. Macdonald, Jane,IWT,26l.
52lUi¿, From Maidstone to Adelaide,76.
53lUi¿, Fifty years in South Australia, 41
s4AçHedof MngmntBk vI,2O6 FMay 18851.
ssEdgeloe, op.cit., 45.
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Helen Mayo and Harriet Stirling when they opened their campaign to establish better

neonatal care and maternal education.56 rWhether from his influence or from other causes, the

Adelaide Children's Hospital refused to provide a ward for sick infants, and this led to the

separate establishment of a babies' hospital.ST

In 189í, Lendon was involved in the crisis resulting from the mass resignation of
the honorary staff of the Adelaide Hospital [see chapter 8]. He had been elected as dean in
the previous year, and as he was no longer on the staff of the Adelaide Hospital, he might

have been a mediator in the great Hospital Row that then broke out. Indeed, the embattled

premier wrote him an unctuous letter, complimenting him on his selfless labours for

honourable peace.58 However, his autobiography suggests that he was in faú a strong

partisan, who recognized no neutrals. He wrote that Watson, who did temporise, was a self-

appointed spy and general libeller of both parties.5e He did everything in his considerable

power to vilify the medical practitioners who sided with the government in the dispute, in

England through his friend Victor Horsley, and in other colonies by personal visits. His

autobiography shows that he was particularly hot against læith Napier, the tough Scottish

gynaecologist who was on the opposite side: Lendon accused him - in the privacy of his

memoirs - of "notorious and repeated abortion mongering reaching a climax in the celebrated

case where six feet of bowel were seen hanging from the vagina."60 It is understandable that

lændon put a fifty year embargo on access to his autobiography.

Lendon was not alone in seeing the Hospital Row as a fight to the death, and it is
possible that no compromise was ever possible. Certainly, he deserves credit for his efforts to

continue undergraduate teaching in the Adelaide Children's Hospital, and in his work to
restore the medical school on its old basis in 1901. In that year, Stirling wannly thanked him

for his services "during an exceptionally long and trying period",61 and this was not an

overstatement,

l.endon wrote well, and his scientific publications are better referenced than was

usual in his time. His historical papers were never published, and this is a pity, His very

readable history of the Adelaide medical school is based on study of minutes as well as on

recollections, and I have not been able to fault him on any important matters of fact; the

archival sources are accurately quoted wherever I have verified them. His rather wordy

autobiography is less convincing, and would have benefited from editing and references.

Had Lendon lived to complete this autobiography, and to prune it, we might have a fuller

and perhaps more likeable picture of this able and unusual man. On the other hand, we

would have lost lændon's more outrageous comments on his contemporaries.

56Mayo H. Some aspects of the hisüory of infant welfare in South Australia. Med J Aust 196O; l: g7O-2.
5TBarbalet M. The Adelaide Children's Hospital 1876-1976. Adelaide. I575.83.
sSKingston C. t-ett€r to AA lændon dated 2 Nov 1896. M L o S Australiana PF<G 128t312.
59[ændon AA. Autobiography, op.cit. Fifty years in South Australia, 47.
6oruid., ¿9.
6lU ofA Archives Se 137 Min Fac Med v 2: 212 (12 Dec 1901),
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6.2.8.IVilliam Thornborough Hayward (1854 -1928) LK&QCP | 1874; MRCS[Eng]

1875; LLD [Aberdeen & Adel aeg]. Hayward was born in Reading and studied medicine in
the provincial medical school in Liverpool. He was probably the least well qualified of the

early faculty members, being the only one to have no university medical degree. [He later

acquired an honorary doctorate of laws from Aberdeenl. He held a post in the Adelaide

Hospital as honorary physician in 18&1-6, 1890-1896 and 1901-1914. Estcourt Hughes

who evidently liked him, wrote that he "held firm opinions which were not always right, and

he based his teaching on a clinical rather than a pathological foundation".62 There is nothing

in his few publications to make one disagree. He was unusual among his peers in having no

pretensions to surgical skill; in reporting a case of uterine carcinoma treated by hysterectomy,

he went out of his way to stress that he asked Gardner to do the operation.63 He deserves

credit for this, in an age of general practitioners given to claim omnicompetence.

As a member of the hospital medical staff, he was made lecturer in clinical

medicine in 1887 and held this post - with a brief interval - until 1913. He also held the

lecfureship in materia medica and therapeutics from l9O2 to 1919. His teaching in that

capacity is considered in chapter 7.7 lp 1751. A studenfs lecture notes from 1911 illustrate

his style: they read well, and it is easy to believe that he was popular with his students.

Hayward was much involved in medical politics, and again Estcourt Hughes is

worth quoting: Hayward's "one shortcoming was a sarcastic tongue, but his infinite tact and

general urbanity more than balanced this fault". These qualities were doubtless useful when

he became chairman of the honorary staff at the height of the Row [see chapter 8].

6.2.9. Alexander Stuart Paterson (1833 - I9OZ) LRCS lRlin] 1856; MD [Blin]1857;
MD [Melb] 1865?aeg; MD lAdel] aeg.1877.

Paterson was a Scot, who graduated in Rlinburgh before the Scottish universities

were modernised; his MD degree was therefore a basic medical qualification. His obituarist

stated that he went to Australia immediately after qualifying, but this is contradicted in a

memoir in the Mayo papers: the author of this wrote that Paterson spent some years as ship's

surgeon before coming to Australia.64 lt seems unlikely that he had much academic

exposure. In 18ó3 he was appointed medical officer to the Yara Bend Lunatic Asylum in

Victoria, and in 1867 to a similar position in Adelaide. He married a daughter of Dr George

Mayo, and thus entered Adelaide's medical establishment.

Paterson was responsible at first for both the North Terrace and Parkside

asylums, and remained so for nearly 30 years, though his workload was reduced when WL

62Hughes, op.cit., 133.
63Hayward WT. Carcinoma of uterus. Aust Med Gaz 1885; 4: 185-187.
64Mayopapers.Obituaryof ASPaterson,ML o S Australiana.PRG l?jTll.Theauthormavhavebeen
HM Birch.
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Cleland was made Superintendent at Parkside in 1878. In 1870, Paterson succeeded RW

Moore as Colonial Surgeon, and in 1878 he became a member of the Medical Board.

Paterson's obituarist said that he was deeply versed in the treatment of mental

diseases and an authority on insanity in all its phases.6s This is as may be. It is hard to find

published material expressing his views on psychopathology, apart from brief references to

the dangers of alcohol, masturbation and life in the bush. He reported favorably on "the

new remedial agent Chloral hydrate" in 1871; as this sedative was first discovered in 1868,

Paterson must have been reasonably up to date in his use of drugs.e6 He also used bromides

and paraldehyde, drugs which were still favored in pacifying the inmates of South Australian

mental hospitals in 1950.

Paterson held the lectureship in lunacy from 1887 until 1896. He is perhaps the

leastimpressive member of the 1887 Adelaide medical faculty. In making this judgement, I

have tried to dissociate him from his specialty: today, nineteenth century institutional

psychiatry seems obscure and repulsive, and it would be unfair to blame Paterson for being

no better than his peers. There are stronger reasons for rating him below the other faculty

members. According to Lendon, he was lazy: he complained that it was very difficult to stir

up the Colonial Surgeon Dr Paterson, to do any clinical teaching, or even to attend meetings

of the Faculty,6T and the faculty minutes bear l-endon out. His teaching is discussed in

chapter 7.7; in this, he compares unfavorably with his successorWL Cleland,

6.2.10. \ililliam Lennox Cleland ( tU1 - 1918) MB, MCh [Rlinll&76;
MB aeg[4deU1880.

Cleland was born in Hong Kong, where his father had been a non-conformist

missionary. The family emigrated to South Australia in 1852, and \ù/illiam Cleland grew

up in South Australia. He went to F,clinburgh University for his medical education,

beginning in 1872; after graduation in 1876, he was a resident medical officer in the

Edinburgh Royal Infirmary and in the Hospital for Sick Children. He is said to have held

positions in hospitals in I-ondon and Paris.68 If he did, this postgraduate work must have

been brief and is not mentioned in his son's family history.6e There is better authority for

the statement that he had psychiatric experience as resident in the Derby and Morningside

Asylums. It appears that Cleland returned to Adelaide in 1877, when he began practice in

Adelaide. In 1878, he accepted appointment as the Medical Superirttendent of Parkside

Mental Hospital. His biographer, drawing on family archives and oral history, says that he

65obituary, Aust Med Gaz l9O2;21 97.
661870-19?0 Commemoratin Netley. Griffin Press. 1970, 57.
67lændonAA.TheAdelaideMedicalSchool, 188t1%5.MLoSAustralianaPRGl2S/1217,27
6 Simpron ER. @ Adelaide. Beaumont Press. 1986, 50.

69cleland, J. The ancient famil]¡ of Cleland. London. Hicks, Wilkinson & Sears. 1905, 51.
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took this post to allow time for his many other interests. 7o In 18!)6, he also took the

position of Colonial Surgeon, by then much diminished in medico-political importance. lFiS.
6.41.

Cleland was not one of Stirling's group of founder-planners. He became a

member of the Faculty in 1887, when he was appointed lecturer in materia medica, in a

narro\ry win against Alfred lændon. Since Lændon must have been a strong candidate,

Cleland's appointment suggests that he was well thought of. He had been a founder of the

SA branch of the British Medical Association in 1879, and was its first secretaryJt He

taught materia medica until 1901. His published medical papers suggest a thoughful man,

with interests in therapeutics as well as in psychiatry: he wrote a paper on an antiseptic

dressing in 1885 which reads well.72 He had advanced views on how to run lunatic

asylums,T3 and wrote a creditable paper on the insanity of pregnancy; in attributing the

psychosis to septic poisoning, he was at least presenting a rational hypothesis.Ta Some of

his personal collection of books have survived, and it is interesting that one is Thomas

l-aycock's Principles and Methods of Medical Observation and Research. inscribed by

Cleland and dated 18í75.I-aycock lectured in the University of Rlinburgh on mental

diseases; he has been seen as a pioneer in neuropsychiatry and as having inspired the Queen

Square neurologists Hughlings Jackson and David Ferrier.T5 One inscribed book does not

establish an intellectual linkage, but Cleland's scholarly mentality makes this linkage

plausible. He was certainly familiar with the ideas of Hughlings Jackson as early as 1887.

In l%)2, Cleland was appointed lecturer in insanity and medical jurisprudence.

and he held these dual lectureships until 1911. His teaching is discussed in chapter 7.7; the

records suggest that it was careful and systematic, but there is nothing to indicate that it was

sparkling. He was a careful descriptive scientist, interested in botany and anthropology, and

was a longstanding Fellow of the Royal Society of South Australia, to which he gave several

papers. One was a report of his own field studies in SA botany.za Another was an erudite

though not original consideration of evolutionary theories in relation to Australian

aboriginals.TT

Very respected in his time, Cleland did not enter much into Adelaide's

establishment life, and does not appear to have been a member of the Adelaide Club. He

Tosimpson op.cit.,62.
7lobituury. Med J Aust I9I8;2: Æl-2.
T2cleland WL. Albuminate of conosive sublimate as a surgical dressing. Aust Med Gaz 1885; 5: 65.
T3Cleland tù/L. Australian lunatic asylums - remarks on their economic management in the future. f¡
Intercol Med Con&Aust. 2nd session, 1889. Melbourne. Government Printer. 1889.
74rc¡a,Insanity during pregnancy. Aust Med Gaz 1887;6: 242-3.
T5Dewhurst, K. Hughlings Jackson as a psvchiatrist. Oxford., Sandford. 1982, 7 & 16,

T6cleland WL. Caroona Hill[-ake Gilles]. Tr Proc Roy Soc SA 1886-7 lO:74 - 79
77rc¡d, Factors producing uniformity of type amongst Australian aborigines. Tr.@sSy-.'$ep..'¡$AIß6-7 ?I:.

r76-r85.
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has been overshadowed by his brilliant and loveable son John Burton Cleland [1878 - 19711,

who studied medicine in Adelaide [1895-7] and Sydney [18f)8-9], and later had a

distinguished career as Adelaide's first professor of pathology.

6.2,11, Mark Johnston Symons (1853 - ßn) MB, MCh lEdin] 1875; MDlEdinl1878;

MD [Adel] aeg

Symons was a Scot, born in Dumfries, He studied in Edinburgh, taking his MD

in part by thesis, on the subject of traumatic cataract; his thesis was coillmended. Estcourt

Hughes states that he worked at the Moorfìelds Eye Hospital as senior house surgeon.Ts

This was a centre of excellence and a stronghold of English ophthalmological teaching; he

also worked at the l.ondon Throat and Ear Hospital. Symons came to Adelaide in 1883,

and practised for a while with a fellow Edinburgh graduate in Glenelg. After the sudden

death of Charles Gosse in 1885, he was appointed honorary ophthalmologist at the Adelaide

Hospital, holding this post from 1885 to 1896 and from 1901 to 1909. He became the first

Charles Gosse lecturer in ophthalmology in 1887. He was twice dean of the medical

faculty, in 1891 and again in 19018. He entered without recorded difhculty into the

Adelaide establishment; he manied a girl from an establishment family, and was elected to

the Adelaide Club in 1888.

Symons is one of the less colorful members of the Adelaide faculty, but for more

than twenty years he was the chief teacher in ophthalmology. He wrote copiously in colonial

medical journals; Hooke lists 11 papers and case reports published between 1886 and

t893.1e His teaching is discussed in chapter 7.7 lpl72l; it shows no obvious signs of

French or German orientations, and such evidence as I have found suggests that London

was a formative influence in his thinking. He had paediatric interests and joined the Adelaide

Children's Hospital staff in 1889.80 He was greatly concerned over ophthalmia neonatorum,

then a common condition, and set out his views on that condition in an eloquent paper in

1886, emphasizing its importance as a preventable cause of blindness.sl

6.2.12. William Anstey Giles. (1860 - 1944) MB, CM [Edinl 1882; MBlAdel] aeg 1886;
FRACS 1Ð6 [foundation].

Anstey Giles, as he was usually called, was the grandson of a philoprogenitive

pioneer colonist, whose many descendants were already well established in South Australia

at the time of his birth. It is perhaps significant that he was elected to the Adelaide Club when

he was overseas, and only about 24 years old. Giles was born in the colony, but he went to

school in England and studied medicine in Edinburgh. The records of his four-year course

suggest that he was a satisfactory student. After graduation in 1882, he spent two years in

T8Hughes op.cit., 175. Symons' obituary tAdvertiser 28 February 1927f trlars this out.
79Hooke, op.cit. Appendix 5.
80ACH Bd of Mngmnt Bk vl, 358 p Nov 18891. .

Slsymons MJ. Purulent ophthalmia in newly-born children. Aust Med Gaz 1887; 6: 189-90.
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Europe, and in this period he went to Vienna, where he is known to have attended Politzer's

clinic for aural diseases.I have not been able to discover anything more about this period in
his career. In a later paper on adenoidectomy,s2 he discussed the operative techniques of
leading surgeons in Amsterdam, Copenhagen, London and Paris, but obviously this need

not mean that he visited those cities. He seems to have had an unusual interest in American

aural surgery [see p 173] but again this need not imply a visit to the USA.

He returned to Adelaide, registering in June 1885, being then just 25 years old.

He was at hrst chiefly interested in otology; over the next few years he published three

papers on diseases of the ear or throat, and there are indications that patients were refened to

him as an expert otologist. l-ater in life, he extended his surgical interests and published

papers on a wide range of surgical topics. In some of these he was associated with William

Gardner. He was appointed as honorary assistant surgeon to the Adelaide Hospital in 1887,

and as honorary surgeon for diseases of the ear in 1891. In 1900 he became honorary

surgeon, and held that position until 1908. His publications suggest that he was a thoughdul

surgeon, unusually modest, and a wide reader. But he seems to have been chiefly concerned

with operative techniques, and there is little to suggest deep scientihc interests.

Giles became a member of the faculty in 1887, in the capacity of lecturer in aural

surgery. It is interesting that this special course was instituted at such an early date; at this

time, the other Australasian medical schools did not favour lectureships in the newer

subspecialties, which were taught by generalists . The course in aural surgery is discussed in

chapter 7.1;it involved only twelve lectures annually. It seems possible that Giles lost his

special interest in aural disease in the 1890s, but he continued to appear as lecturer in this

subject until 1905. He presumably also gave clinical lectures in the Adelaide Hospital, but I
have found no comments on his capacities as a lecturer.

Giles served as dean in 1895, a year in which the Hospital Row was already

threatening. He is said to have been an irascible man, and his term of office at that time may

have sha¡pened his temper. He served a second time as dean in the years 1902 - 1904, in the

period of restoration of the full course. The faculty minutes show that he was an assiduous

chairman, and no doubt he contributed to the work of restoration. But he does not appear as

an innovator.

Giles resigned from the Adelaide Hospital staff in 1908, and thereafter he does

not appear to have been active in academic matters. He played serious golf, did his bit during

WWI, and took an enthusiastic part in founding the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons.

82cil"r WA. Post-nasal vegetations.A.USll4çd-.!9gZ 1887; 6: 226 - 7
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6.2.13. Oscar Gärger(Dates uncertain). Staatsexamen [Karlsruhe] lA70; MD ChD

[Heidelberg] 1871.

Görger is a picturesque figure in the Adelaide medical faculty, but he had little if
any long-term importance in the history of the medical school. I have not been able to

discover much about his German background. He held a Heidelberg MD, and graduated

there in 1871, though Heidelberg university records indicate that he studied elsewhere.s3 He

allowed it to be known that he had served in the Franco-Prussian War, as staff surgeon in

XIV corps, a largely non-Prussian formation which distinguished itself in the fighting

around Belfort which ended the war in the south.84 It has not been possible to verify this

claim from surviving German military archives,ss but whatever the basis of his experience,

he was clearly a competent surgeon.

He settled in Adelaide in 1877, and developed a large general practice, especially

among the German community. He was later remembered as a flamboyant personality, with

his duelling scars and his war record; he drove around Adelaide in the nineteenth century

equivalent ofaPorsche, a dashing carriage driven by an ex-Prussian horse gunner.86 But

he was a respected surgeon, and a scholarly contributor to the meetings of the Adelaide

BMA branch. At one of these, he gave a lengthy presentation of recent German statistics on

uterine carcinoma, which must have been useful for those who did not read German medical

literature.sT He was on the honorary staff of the Adelaide Hospital from 1879, and a

member of the medical faculty in 1887, as a clinical lecturer. Although said by one of his

students to have been hard to understand, his unusual background might well have made

him a useful surgical teacher.8s Sadly, however, he lost a fortune in land investments, and had

to face his creditors for liabilities of some f67 000 with assets of f.l3I2.8e Being proud of

my own German ancestry, I am pleased to read that Görger recouped his losses by a

huppy investment in the Broken Hill mines , but he left Australia and played no further part

in the Adelaide medical school.eo

S3Kessler HE. University Archives, Ruprecht-Karls-Universität Heidelberg, Letler7 October 199{3.
84Bruck L. The Australasian Medical Directory and Handbook, 2nd ed. Sydney. Australasian Medical Gazntln.

1886.
85[ætter, Amtsi nspektor General landesarchi v, Karlsruhe, 30 Nov I 9f)8.
86[ændon AA. The Adelaide Medical School, 1885-1935, op.cit, 21.
87cörger O. Aust Med Gaz 1885; 4 195-6.
sscoldsmith F. Ancient history. AMSSR IT)O; lL (1S): 2S-31.

8eA-uËl-I4sd-Gaz, 1886; 5: 185.
901ændon , Short biographical sketches, op.cit.,78-9.
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6.2.14. Archibald Watson (L8r';g - 1940).MD lcöttingen] 1878; MD [Paris] 1880; LSA

1880; MRCS [Eng] 1882; FRCS[Eng] 1S84.

Thanks to his colorful career and his famous eccentricities, Watson is surely the

best known member of the 1889 medical faculty. Some of the many biographical studies of

his life and legends have been reviewed in chapter 5.6; others could be cited. However, his

significance as a teacher in the Adelaide medical school has received surprisingly little

attention. This is not for want of material: Watson left a large personal archive, there are

several perceptive comments by contemporaries, and his career as an accident-prone

administrator is documented by many restrained entries in the faculty minutes. His

publications, though not of very high quality, include several considerable papers and a

short published address on teaching anatomy and physiology.

There can be no question that Watson was an important figure in the Adelaide

medical school. He taught anatomy from 1885 until he was persuaded to resign in 1919.

He taught pathology until 1903, when he resigned in favour of his pupil V/R Cavenagh -

Mainwaring; since he continued thereafter as pathologist to the Adelaide Hospital, it is likely

that his contact with clinical students was mainüained. Thus, Watson was a continuing

influence - for good and bad - throughout the hve year medical course, over a period of more

than thirty years.

His own medical education began in Göttingen in 1875, when he was already older

than other medical students, though one hesitates to say that he was mature, then or ever. At

this time, Gtittingen was a centre of scientific excellence, especially strong in microscopic

studies. FGJ Henle [1809 - 1885], who gave 'Watson a testimonial, had held the chair of

anatomy since 1852; he is commemorated by many named anatomical structures. W Krause

[1833 - 1909] was also an eminent histologist. He too gave Watson a testimonial, which

shows that he supervised Watson personally; Krause emphasized that Watson was

proficient in the most modern histological techniques.

GOttingen was less celebrated as a clinical school, though it did have some

distinguished medical figures at this time, notably T Leber the neurophthalmologist, who was

dean of the faculty when Watson received his doctorate in 1878. As was then usual, he had

to pass a qualifying examination I examen rigorosa; passed 'bene'], and also submitted a

thesis on the so-called relatively benign tumours of the female breast.el [Newland was

incorrect in stating that the thesis dealt with hysterectomyl.e2 His choice of topic suggests

that he already had an interest in surgical pathology.

9lueber die so-genannten relativ gutartigen Tumore der weiblichen Brustdrilse. Schmidt G. Personal
communication from Faculty of Medicine, Georg-August-Universität Göttingen, 2Feb 1999.
92 Newland HS The Archibald Waßon Memorial l,ecture. Med J Aust 1947;2:381-386; this mistake is
conectedbyPower D'4, Le Fanu WR. Lives of the Fellows of the Rol¡al College of Surgeons of England
1E3O-L95L London. Royal College of Surgeons of England. 1953, 825, where the title of the thesis is

given as "Ueber das FibroAdenom der Mamma". -'
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Watsonrs time in Paris is less well documented. He claimed to have known many of
the better known French medical scientists, including Charcot, Broca and Marie. He obtained

a Paris doctorate with a thesis on strangulated inguinal and femoral hernias, and published

several case reports and a paper on bladder tumours. One of his papers was delivered at a

meeting chaired by Charcot himself; the discussion, though brief, suggests that Watson was

taken seriously.g3
'Watson's London surgical experience [1882-41 is brilliantly documented in his own

enthralling diaries.ea These consist of notes on individual cases, mostly surgical, and less

often on lectures, written in vivid English with occasional phrases in French or German,

reminding us of Watson's polyglot range. [He is said to have used Fijian for memoranda on

sexual mattersl. There are many vivid sketcheslEig 6.61. One gets the impression of a very

intelligent observer, watching great surgeons at work, and making his own critical
judgements. Vy'atson was not overawed by surgical eminence; when William Savory closed a

wound under tension, Watson wrote crisply "Bet there will be trouble with this", 95 and when

a case of carcinoma of the penis was treated conservatively, "I would have given the pauvre

diable the benefit of the doubt and operated".e6 There are many comments on histological

diagnoses; these give the impression that Watson was familiar with the value of the

microscope in tumour diagnosis, but not specially interested in this aspect of surgical

pathology.

During these years, Watson taught anatomy in the Charing Cross Hospital medical

school; Cantlie's testimonial said that Watson had assisted him in the dissecting room for
more than two years, and was "a great favourite with the students".97 He also taught in
Thomas Cooke's private school of anatomy in Woburn Place. This somewhat raffish

institution is described by Bland-Sutton in his memoirs:e8 Cooke appears to have been a

very practical examination coach, with no pretensions, social or scientific. There Watson

evidently recruited one or both of his first two Adelaide mortuary attendants, Montille and

Pierre Marceau. These picturesque men are often confused. Newland related that it was

Marceau who had supplemented his wages by selling skinned cats to a local restaurant;g9 it
is not clear which attendant was supposed to have been an ex-Communard wanted for the

murder of the archbishop of Paris.

93watson, A. Fractures de onze côtes, du corps du sternum, de la sixième vertebre dorsale; hémothorax.
hemonhagie cérebrale. Bulletin de la Societé Anatomioue de Faris 1880; 55: 651-4.

94Elmslie RG. Archibald Watson Memorial læcture - our honoured anatomists. Aust NZ J Surg 1981;
5l: 415 - 9.
95wut"on A. Arch RACS. Notebook Pt2lI,I2lIl82 - 23t4lA. 96.
e6rui¿., ¿o
97U of n Archiv"s Se tO9 ltemù14. Lætter dated 8 Dec 1884: testimonial by James Cantlie
9SBland-Sutton J. The story of a surgeon. London. Methuen. Iy3O, 27.
99Newland, op.cit.
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Watson's l-ondon background can be related to his teaching of anatomy in Adelaide,

especially in his choice of textbooks. Newland and Mayo, who were his students and later

his demonstrators, both emphasized that he did not give formal lectures. He taught in the

dissecting room, using vivid blackboard sketches, and his teaching was largely of gross

anatomy in surgical contexts. Histological anatomy was taught by Stirling; in England, unlike

Germany, microscopic structure was studied as part of the course in physiology. But it
seems likely that histology was not of great interest to Watson, and his German experience in
this field may have faded, dimmed by his years as an anatomist and surgeon in l-ondon.

Watson's teaching in pathology is not well documented by his students, but can be

assessed in his published papers, especially two long studies of the pathology of hydatid

disease. The first was an address to the SA section of the BMA delivered in 1895.100 The

second, published 12 years later, appeared in a Festschrift for the American surgeon

Nicholas Senn; it is superbly illustrated, and includes fine radiographs.l0l [FiS 6.7] Both

show Watson as a keen observer, drawing on a vast number of cases. They describe naked-

eye studies of the spread of the parasite in anatomical structures: they show pathology as a

surgeon knows it. Both are discursive and anecdotal.It is perhaps signihcant that Watson's

1895 paper makes passing reference to microscopic studies; his 1907 paper does not.

Watson also taught operative surgery. When he was in Lnndon, there was an intimate

relationship between anatomical dissection and operative surgery: leading surgeons taught

anatomy, and students learned to operate on the cadaver. This close relation was soon to

loosen: in the twentieth century, anatomists were mostly basic scientists, for whom teaching

dissection was a necessary drudgery, ofæn delegated to trainees. There is general agreement

that Vy'atson was a superb surgical anatomist, and in his day he was respected as a

consultant surgeon, though the nature of his private practice is hard to assess. His influence

as a surgical teacher extended outside South Australia: according to Julian Orm Smith, the

rising Melbourne surgeons Thomas Dunhill and Hugh Devine habitually took the train to

Adelaide before an unfamiliar major operation, to go through the procedure on a cadaver

with Watson's guidance.lo2 Dunhill is on record as praising Watson's use of anatomical

planes in surgical approaches, his skill iu safe methods of draining pelvic abscesses, and his

methods of controlling the blood supply before a surgical ¡sssslieri.lo3

These tributes are quoted to make two points that are important in this analysis of
teaching in the Adelaide medical school. First, Watson's well-publicized buffoonery should

not obscure his importance as a surgical anatomist and pathologist. He was clearly a

splendid teacher, Lendon's criticism of 'Watson's 
"obscure and allegorical" language is

100y¿u¡ron A. Annual address. Aust Med Gaz 1895; 14: 288 - 2g2.
10ly¡¿¡ssn A. Hydatid disease in Aust¡alia. Surs Gynec Obstet I9O7;4: 75g - 781.
1025-¡1¡, JO. The Archibald Watson Memorial Lecture and other paners. Privately published. Lg6'7, 13
lo3Newland, op.cit.
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beside the point,lo4 since he taught by demonstration in the dissecting room, the theatre and

the morgue. Second, Watson's teaching was essentially practical and limited in scope. He did

not promote laboratory research, nor did he publish his thoughts in a systematic fashion. But

he did stimulate his students to think for themselves. In 1896, he published a short address

which I see as his credo as a medical sçis¡¡151.105 He said that all clinical practice stands on

the foundations of anatomy, physiology and pathology. He accepted that these basic sciences

are not studied only for utilitarian medical purposes. But the thrust of his argument was that

the doctor who was not a mere money maker must know the causes and effects of disease,

and he concluded that the acquisition of such knowledge was the essence of medical

professionalism.

Watson's publications are not impressive, but his influence on his students seems to

have been very strong - perhaps stronger than that of any other faculty member. It was

directed towards independent thinking - what Krause of Göttingen had divined as Watson's

special gift. This was not always seen as desirable. In 1916, Watson's senior officer in
Egypt, the formidable Neville Howse, sent him back to Australia with the blistering

comment: " He is a very charming man but his presence has a very bad influence on the

younger men of any unit.ul06 But qualities undesirable in a serving soldier can be precious

in a teacher, and Watson's irreverent mind was remembered with gratitude by his two most

famous pupils - Hugh Cairns and Howard Florey.

6.2.15. Benjamin Poulton (1851 - l92l). MB ChB [Melb]1874/5; MRCSlEngllSSO;

MD [Melb]18&1; MD [Adel] 18&[ aeg.

Poulton was the first member of the Adelaide medical faculty to graduate in medicine in

Australia. He was born in Geelong, and studied medicine in Melbourne. In 1879, he went to

London, and studied further at St Thomas and Barts Hospitals, taking the membership but

not the fellowship of the English college of surgeons. Returning to Australia, apparently after

several years, he settled in Adelaide, and served as junior and then as senior house surgeon

in the Adelaide Hospital from 1883 to 1886. The records suggest that he was a keen

young, or youngish, man, eager to please his seniors by doing time-consuming jobs beyond

the line of duty. The syndrome is not uncommon. In 1883, Poulton published a rather

jejune paper on the Listerian method in treating compound fractures, which showed what

excellent results his superiors were getting.loT He acted as honorary curator of the

collection of medical specimens after the departure of Thomas in l8&1. More importantly,

1041¡n¿otr AA The Adelaide Medical School, 1885-1935. Op.cit.,34.
105y¿¿¡g9¡A'President'saddress-thestudyofanatomyandphysiology.@4th
Session 1896. Dunedin. Otago Times, 1897,3%-7. Also published in l¿¡çç! 1896; l: 1107 - 1108.
I 061rç"1 4 January 1916. Australian Archives Se 82455. WW I, personnel records. Watson, Archibald.
l07po¡¡6n B. A few cases of compound fracture of the lower extremity treated by the Listeriari method. l\¡¡Ê!
Med Gaz 1883; 3: 38 - 39.
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he acted as secretary of the fîrst Intercolonial Medical Congress, held in Adelaide in 1887,

and gained much popularity when the congress was a resounding success.

For whatever reasons, the zealous Poulton got rapid promotion. He was

appointed Honorary Assistant Surgeon in 1886; after Görger's precipitate resignation in
1888, he was appointed as Honorary Surgeon, holding this post from 1888 to 1896 and

from 1900 to 1919. He followed Görger as a clinical lecturer in 1888, and when Gardner

took long{erm leave late in 1890, Poulton was made temporary lecturer in surgery. This

appointment became permanentin the following year. He held this important position until

1919. As a surgical teacher, Poulton appears to have been adequate but not brilliant. In
1908, he published an interesting study of surgical tuberculosis, which suggests a good

conservative mind with much experience.los Estcourt Hughes, always a kindly historian,

said warm things about his clinical judgement and teaching skills, while adding that he

seemed regardless of the discomfort he inflicted on his patients.los I-endon, always less

kindly, remembered Poulton as a mediocre lecturer, and commented that he remained

essentially a general practitioner, at a time when younger men were specializing in
surgery.ll0 But Stirling hailed him as the original begetter of the intercolonial medical

congresses, and that should stand to his lasting credit.

6.3. The non - medical members of the faculty.

Ralph Tate and Edward Rennie, the professors of natural science and chemistry,

served on the faculty of medicine in 1889. Their important contributions to the Adelaide

medical course are discussed in chapter 7.2. William Bragg, professor of mathematics and

physics, was not listed as a faculty member until 18fb, but he was already involved in the

medical course in 1889. The scientific careers of these three professors have been well

documented in the ADB, and their roles in the faculty of medicine can be briefly
summarised.

6.3.1. Ralph Tate (1840 - 1901) FGS, FLS.

Tate was born and educated in England. He was appointed to the Elder chair of
natural science in 1874, aftpr a teaching career chiefly in geology. He was an all-purpose

scientist, prepared to teach chemistry as well as zoology and botany; when the medical course

was finally put together, he taught botany only. There is reason to suppose that he clashed

with Stirling over his place in the medical course, on whether he should teach biology

l0SPoulton, B. Presidential address in surgery [Australasian Medical Congress, 8th session Melbourne
19081. Intercol Med J Aust 1908; 13: 532 - Y5.

læI-Iughes, JF A History of the Ro]¡al Adelaide Hospital. Adelaide, Board of Management of Royal
Adelaide Hospital. 2nd ed. P82,167.
110¡3n¿otr AA. The Adelaide Medical School, 1885-1935. op.cit., 89.
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instead of Stirling,l l I and later on whether botany should be taught at all. Stirling won on

the first issue in 1364; he was not able to get rid of botany until Tate's death in 1901. The

relevant minutes describe these differences of opinion very blandly; as Tate is said to have

been a rugged personality, the reality may have been less bland. Otherwise, Tate does not

figure much in the affairs of the faculty.

6.3.2. Edward Henry Rennie. (1852 - ßn) BA 1870 & MA, 1876[Sydney]; BSc 1879

& DSc [Lond] 1882.

Rennie was born in Sydney, where he graduated in arts. He began as a school

teacher, in Sydney and Brisbane, and then went to the university of l-ondon, where he

studied chemistry, especially chemical dynamics.l 12 His appointment to the Angas chair of
chemistry has been described [p 95]; chemistry was seen as a key component of the

scientif,tc education of medical students, and Rennie's course evidently met the expectations

of the times. He appears to have been a competent teacher; Helen Mayo recalled him as

"severe, conscientious and gçs¡sþ.tt I 13

Rennie was a member of the faculty of medicine from its first meeting in 1885,

and remained a good attender of faculty meetings thereafter. He was a member of the

university council from 1889 to 18ff1. ln lX)2, he was associated with Stirling in an enquiry

into the provision of teaching in biochemistry, or physiological chemistry as it was then

called. The upshot of this was that Stirling undertook to cover this topic in the second year of
his course in physiology, and the faculty minutes record that he did so against his better

judgement. Rennie undertook only to cover quantitative biochemical analyses in his course

in organic chemistry.l la This may suggest that Rennie lacked the versatility of other faculty

members, such as Bragg and [.endon. He had of course a large work load aside from his

medical teaching; on the other hand, he had a lecturer to assist him after 1898.

6.3.2.lVilliam Henry Bragg (IK2 - 1942) MA[Cantab], FRS, KBE, OM.

Bragg is listed as a member of the faculty of medicine from 1896 until 1908.

He was later to become the most illustrious scientist to hold a chair in Adelaide; he was also

a keen teacher, though his role in the Adelaide medical course was not large.

Bragg was born in England and graduated in mathematics in Cambridge. In 188ó

he was appointed to the Elder chair of mathematics, with a commitment to teach physics also.

Although Bragg's biographers do not stress this, l ls his very able predecessor Horace t amb

had already taught physics , including practical physics, in the Adelaide BA and BSc

lllU of A Archives Se 23 Min Educ Com. v I 65, (8 Aug 1884) & 77, (13 Oct 1884).
1123*¡"r JM, Stranks DR. Rennie, klward Henry. ADB 11 1891 - 1939, 36I.
I 13¡4uto H. Autobiographical notes.!Lk.,Sl$tgl!@. PF<c 127 t 6.
114U ofA Archives Se 137 Mi v 2 222Feb 18 1902.
1l5tomlin SG, Sir William Bragg. ADB 7 1391-1939, 397 - 38g.
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courses.ll6 Bragg, who was ot:ily Vl, built on this energetically. His elementary physics

course for medical students is briefly discussed in chapter 7.2;HelenMayo, who was one of
his students, remembered his lectures as "a model of lucidity.'l tz

Bragg was an assiduous attender at the crucial special meetings of the faculty in
1896-7, when the future of the medical school was at stake. Thereafter, he does not appear to

have attended, though his opinion was occasionally recorded. From his arrival in Adelaide, he

had been on good terms with the medical establishment: l-endon and rüVay had welcomed

him, and in 1889 he manied the sister of CE Todd, a surgeon on the staff of the Adelaide

Hospital. Bragg's brilliant researches in radiation physics are outside the scope of this study,

but it is worth noting that as early as June 1896 he used a Crookes' tube to x - ray his son's

broken elbow. His primitive Röntgen equipment in the university was used for diagnostic

purposes, and his brother-inlaw became a pioneer in radiology in South flus¡¡a]li¿.I18

In 1909, Bragg leftAdelaide to take up a chair in [-eeds, after more than 20 years

in Adelaide. It says something for the imperial academic community at this time, that a

talented English mathematician could be attracted to a remote colonial university, could work

there productively for many years, and could then return with enhanced reputation.

6.4. The 1889 faculty of medicine and the future of the medical school.

Viewed as a whole, the 1889 faculty had many strengths. The academic

qualifications of the 15 medical members were almost all very impressive. Six held

doctorates from great British universities, confered in a period in which these degrees meant

much in academic terms. [German doctorates, and most Scottish doctorates conferred

before 1862 meant less, being primary qualificationsl. Of these holders of doctorates, three

also held FRCS[Eng] diplomas, as did Watson: at this time, this diploma signified a very

respectable knowledge of surgery. Only one faculty member [WT Hayward] lacked any

university degree. Thomas and Stirling had outstanding research capacities, as is seen in
their publications, though Stirling's research work - which won him the FRS - was in non-

medical fields. Gardner wrote several very notable surgical papers, and other faculty

members also published creditable work.

Professionally, most of the faculty members were experienced and respected

local medical practitioners.In 1885, the majority were well established in general practice in
Adelaide, holding responsible positions in the Adelaide Hospital, the Adelaide Children's

Hospital, or in government service. They were leaders in the South Australian medical

community that has been described in chapûer 4. It can be argued that leadership in such a

small and perhaps parochial world means little. But for the new medical school, it was a

116¡"n¡in JG, Home RW. Horace Lamb and early physics teaching in Australia. Historical Records of
Australian Science 1995; 10: 350 - 380.
1l7Muyo, op cit.
1l8Hughes, op.cit. 89.
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strength that the chief lecturers had good local reputations, and were not in conflict with

other members of the profession, as happened in Melbourne. It was also important that

most of the faculty members had a very clear knowledge of the conditions in which their

students were likely to work.

Only Stirling and Watson had much previous experience as medical teachers.

Both had graduated from élite university medical schools, in Cambridge and Göttingen, and

had then spent several years teaching students in less exalted l-ondon hospital medical

schools. Given the limitations on what was then possible in Adelaide, it is easy to see the

advantages of this combination of initial exposure to the highest academic standards,

followed by down-to-earth engagement in practical teaching on a less ambitious level. Rennie

had had a very similar mix of teaching experience, though in the reverse sequence: he had

leamed to teach in Australian secondary schools, and had thereafter studied science in the

university of l-ondon. Way, according to his obituarist, had acted as demonstrator in anatomy

in Edinburgh, but it cannot have been a long experience, since he had returned to Adelaide

in 1873, possibly two years after graduating in 1871.1le

The other medical faculty members appear to have had no recorded experience as

teachers. Presumably they taught as they had been taught in England, Scotland, Germany

and Melbourne. This diversity of backgrounds may have been beneficial: it may have given

an eclectic flavour to the Adelaide medical course. However, the diversity also raises the

interesting question of whether there was a dominant educational philosophy in the course.

It is often said that the Scottish universities, and especially Rlinburgh, had a

great and perhaps predominant influence on medical education in Australasia. There were

certainly organizational meris in the Sconish university medical system, which fitted well

with Australasian needs. Morison has gone further, and has seen differences of a more

fundamental kind. She contrasts Rlinburgh's philosophic commitment to medical research

and to a democratic academic system, compared with a supposed English intellectual

tradition that was provincial, empirical and aristocratic. In Scotland, medicine was a science,

in England a ç¡af¡.t2o This view is debatable, but it is of interest to see whether the careers

of faculty members allow any deductions on the dominance of English or Scottish

influences.

1 l9obituary, ÀrntMedGaz lgOI; 2O 452,
l20Morison, P. J T Wilson and the Fraternity of Duckmatoi. Amsterdam, Rodopi.1997, 17
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Melbourne
& London

MD[Melbourne],
MRCS[Ensl

Poulton B
OUALIFICATION TAKEN IN VICTORIAFIRST MEDICAL

GöttingenMD [Göttingen],
FRCS[Enel

Watson A.

Germany ? whereMD lHeidelberg]Görger O.
OUALIFICATION TAKEN IN GERMANYFIRST MEDICAL

BirminghamMRCS [EngL,
MD lAberdeenl

v/hittell FIT

l,ondon & EdinburghMRCS[Eng],
LRCPlLondl, MB lEdinl

Way EW

LondonMD [-ondl, FRCS[Eng]Verco JC

LondonMD llondl, F-RCS lEngl'l.homas JD

Cambridge & l,ondonMD [Cantabl, FRCS[Eng]Stirling EC

LondonMRCS[EngJ, LSA, MD[Lond]LendonAA

LiverpoolLK&QCP t, MRCS[bnglHayward WT
QUALIFICATION TAKEN IN ENGLAND OR IRELANI)FIRST MEDICAL

EdinburghMB, MCh & MDlEdinlSymons MJ

RlinburghLRCP [Blin], MDlRlinl.Paterson AS

EdinburghMB, MChlEdinJGiles WA

Melbourne & GlasgowMts, ChM, MD [GlasgJGardner W

EdinburghMB, MchlRlinlCleland WL
OUALIFICATION TAKEN IN SCOTLANDFIRST MEDICAL

Place(s) of medical
education

Chief registered
qualificationsName

Table 6.1. The medical members of the faculty of medicine, 1886 - 9. The second
column shows their chief degrees or diplomas; the third column shows where the faculty
member appears to have studied medicine before obtaining the listed qualifications.

Table 6.1 lists the 1886-9 medical faculty members and gives in simplified form

their registered medical qualifications and places of undergraduate education. As can be seen,

five held Scottish degrees as their first qualification, taken after education in Scottish

university medical schools, though one [Gardner] had spent three years in Melbourne before

going to Glasgow. Seven had attended English medical schools; they held English degrees or
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diplomas, though two had gone on to acquire a Scottish degree and one had taken an Irish

diploma as well as the MRCS[Eng]. Two had had their undergraduate education in

Germany. One, Poulton, had graduated in Melbourne, but also held an English diploma.

The influence of an educational milieu cannot be assessed by counting heads,

and it would be simplistic to attach importance to this slight English predominance. However,

analysis of the roles of the various faculty members does support the impression of an

English weighting in Adelaide. Of the six men who planned the curriculum, Stirling,

Thomas and Verco had studied in l.ondon hospiøl medical schools, and what is more they

had all served in l-ondon hospital appointments after graduation. Whittell had studied in

Liverpool and practised there for some years; it seems unlikely that his Aberdeen MD meant

much exposure to Scottish medical philosophy. V/ay had studied at Guys medical school;

he later went to Edinburgh, and there is reason to think that this was a formative experience

for him. Only Gardner seems never to have studied in London. Of the nine later recruits to

the faculty, Lendon's educational background was purely English, and he was to be a very

influential faculty member. Insofar as W'atson's teaching came from anywhere other than his

own idiosyncratic mind, it seems to have been based on his London experience as a

postgraduate student and teacher. Paterson, Cleland, Symons and Giles all held Edinburgh

degrees and may well have brought Scottish influences with them. But they held relatively

small teaching assignments, in psychiatry, materia medica, ophthalmology, and aural

surgery, and the faculty minutes do not show them as dominating personalities. Perhaps

Cleland, a scholarly man, is the mostlikely to have been an exemplar of what Morison sees

as the Edinburgh ethos. The question of academic orientations is further considered in

chapter7.9, in relation to the content and organizations of the medical course. To anticipate,

the evidence assembled there does support the impression of a medical school formed largely

on l-ondon models, though with many features that seem to relate to local practicalities.

tilith all its strengths, the Adelaide medical faculty had one weakness which

became increasingly obvious as time passed. The faculty had little capacity to renew itself,

and still less to expand. The death of Thomas and the departure of Gardner removed two of

the most brilliant members of the faculty; they were not replaced, and their lectureships

were taken by other faculty members. When Way died suddenly in 1901, his lectureship in

obstetrics went to Lendon, and his lectureship in gynaecology to JAG Hamilton, an Irish

graduate whose profuse publications do not suggest great gifts. This failure to recruit new

talents is easily explained. There was no money for new salaried posts, even when the need

was accepted, as it was in the teaching of pathology; there was at this time no concept of a

need for salaried clinical positions. On the other hand there was a natural wish to place able

Adelaide graduates in hospital jobs, and hence in the faculty.

The consequences are seen in the composition of the faculty at the end of the

period under study. In 1914, thirty years after the inception of the medical school, there were
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18 medical members of the faculty.tzt Six were original members of the 1889 faculty, all of
them still teaching. Twelve were new members. Six of these had graduated elsewhere. One

of these was a notable addition to the faculty: TC Champion de Crespigny [1882 - L9521.

He came from Melboume to the Adelaide Hospital as a pathologist, to take a salaried post

as head of laboratory services, and was appointed lecturer in practical pathology and

histology in I9I2. He was to play a large part in the development of medical education in

South Australia ¿f¡s¡ WM.l22 The other six new members were Adelaide graduates who

had been appointed to honorary positions in the Adelaide Hospital after various periods of
postgraduate experience. For the next forty years, clinical teaching was usually in the hands

of men - very rarely women - with similar backgrounds, often extremely competent as

clinicians, not especially innovative as teachers, and rarely interested in research.

l2luofA calendar lgl4, lg.
lz2EÀgelæ,, op.cit. 50.
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Chapter 7. CURRICULA AND EXAMINATIONS.

7.1. Sources and analysis.

The University of Adelaide published the curricula for each student year in the

annual calendar, with the syllabus for each subject. The examination papers were also

published in the calendar until 19@; thereafter the papers and the names of the examiners

were published separately in a booklet entitled Adelaide University Examination Papers.

From these publications, it is possible to determine the intended scope of study in each subject

for a given year, and in most instances to identify the recommended textbooks. The

examination papers show the fields of knowledge considered important by the examiners.

The questions rarely took the form of problems for solution; almost all required essay-type

answers, and sometimes diagrams were requested. The calendars also contain pass lists,

which have been recorded in the Student Data Base [see chapters 2 and 9]. I have used the

pass lists for the years 1905-1909 as a sample of the pass rates in a time when the Adelaide

medical school had settled down after the turbulence of the Hospiøl Row [see chapter 8]. The

percentages given below refer to the pass rates on the student's first attempt.

Understandably, the inaugural year of the medical course got off to a hesitant start,

but by 1889 the full five-year program was in place, and in that year the first MB,ChB

graduates completed their studies.l Thereafter, there were few major changes in the cunicula.

University administrators are familiar with the inertia of curricula; teachers may modernise

their lectures and demonstrations, but tend to do so within an unchanging course structure,

since changes in timetables need to be negotiated with colleagues. In the period under study,

there were oiher reasons for cuniculum inertia. Of ihe preclinical teachers, Stirling, W'aison

and Rennie remained at the heads of their respective departments throughout the period 1885 -

t914, and indeed beyond that date. Bragg remained in general charge of physics teaching

until 1908. Several important clinical teachers, notably Verco and [.endon, remained active and

influential throughout the same period. Thus the same men remained responsible for teaching

many of the more important subjects throughout the period of this study. And as they aged,

most of them were less apt to change their teaching methods.

For this reason 1889 has been taken as the reference year for an analysis of the scope

and content of the Adelaide medical course, and to avoid tedious detail, the cuniculum for each

student year in 1889 is given as a table, showing the syllabus [usually condensed] for each

subject taught in that year. The set textbooks are mostly cited under the abbreviated names -

often incorrect - given in the calendars; full references are given in Appendix III. Textbooks

were presumably chosen by the various teachers, and may point to their individual scientific

lThe double qualification was introduced in that year, replacing the earlier MB, in response to a GMC
recommendation. See Rtgeloe, VA.
from an administr,atiye viewpoint. Adelaide. University of Adelaide. 199I, 6.
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orientations; however, the medical faculty minutes make it clear that changes in the set book

lists were usually approved and sometimes debated by the whole faculty.

The significance of the curricula is considered with attention to:

. The orientations of the teaching, with special attention to topics and set textbooks

. Changes made in later years

. The impressions given by the examination papers

. The pass rates.

Important changes in the original course are considered as deviations from the 1889

programs.

The number of lectures allotted to each faculiy member was deiermined in 188õ.2 It is

not always clear how many lectures and demonstrations were given, nor how long they were

supposed to last; references to these are set down in the faculty minutes, but are sometimes

difficult to interprel In 1891 there was a printed schedule, which probably applied to much or

all of the early period; this suggests that lectures lasted an hour, and demonstrations for 90

minutes.3 This schedule was embodied with some modifications in a printed student book of

certificatesl and the times in this book are used to quantify and compare the contributions of

the chief teachers in tables 7.1 -7.5. However, there is no certainty that the lecturers respected

these times; I suspect that Watson did not. More importantly, the data do not indicate how

ihe various ieachers handled iheir allotied syllabus. I have found very few siudent lecture

notes surviving from the period under study; such information as is available is considered in

relation to the relevant courses. It is certain that most of the teachers used prepared diagrams,

probably hanging them before the small classes of students; there are many references to these,

but their contents are not described. Fig. 3.5b shows the use of such diagrams in a Melbourne

class in 18&1. A projection lamp was used in a bacteriological lecture as early as 1895,s but

it is uncertain when this fomr of visual display began to supplement blackboard sketches. It is

impossible to assess the informal ward teaching by the clinical lecturers, though this is likely

to have been a very valuable paft of the couße.

Although the 1889 course structure remained unchanged in broad outlines until

1911, there were many changes in the details of the course. Two important changes need

mention. In 1891, the deplorable absence of paediatric ûeaching was to some extent rectified by

permitting student teaching in the Adelaide Children's Hospital. This is discussed below [7.8].

The other changes resulted from the cessation of clinical teaching in 1896, in consequence of

the mass resignations of theAdelaide Hospital medical staff during the imbroglio known as the

Hospital Row [see chapter 8]. The faculty of medicine was forced to reduce the Adelaide

2UofA ArchivesSe-13?MinIacNfed-v l:25 (25 Aug 1886)
3UofA Archives Se 137 Mi v 1: 189 (19 Feb1891).
athe Wetd Papers [see Select Bibliography] contain an example: it is dated 1895 but is probably a little
older.
sAgSLMed.gsA 1895; I 4: 448.
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course to a three-year preclinical program, and from 1897 to 1900 there was no teaching in

the fourth and fifth years. The university calendars blandly continued to describe a full five-

year course, but the students went elsewhere. To strengthen the third year, two new subjects

were taught: bacteriology and therapeutics. With the restoration of the full course in 1901,

bacteriology was kept in the third year, therapeutics was moved to the fifth year.

Table 7.1. Medical curriculum in 1889 : the first year. Based on Adelaide
Ilniversity Calendaf. lS9 Number of lectures from student certificate book.

Apparently no textbook
until 1907

Elements of heat. electricit]¡ - magnetism. light
& ag¡ustics
5O lectures

WH BraggPHYSICS
(unless pssed in
public
examinationsl

Balfour's Classbook or
Manual of Botany.
Muellet's Botanic
Teaching - replaced in
1890 by Handbook of SA
Piants: R Tate.

BgjEnlL Ceneral structure and physiology of a
flowering plant, tissues, development,
functions, reprcduction. Yeast,
Protococcus(sic), moulds, fern. Botanical
cha¡acters of the Natural Orders.

RTateBOTAI.IY
Practical
Botany

As above, +
Practical biology: Huxley
& Mâitiä.
The frog: an introduction
to anatomy &
physiology: Milnes
Marshall.

Practical Biolosv & Phvsioloev: olants.
animals, vertebrates.Includes reference to
saccharomyces, bacieria, protococcus, mucor,
spirogyra, nitella, bracken, bean; amoeba,
vorticella, hydra, mussel, crayfish, frog, rabbit.
Practical: included examining & making
microscopical preparations - blood, epidermal
and connective tissue, bone, muscle and newe
in vertebrata

EC StirlingPractical
Physiology,
deiri!Íiät¡xl ¿i¡

ELEMENTARY
BIOT-OGY &
PHYSIOLOGY

Kirke's Handbook of
Physiology.
Yeo's Manual of
Physiology.
Kleiti's Elêments of
Hisfology.

Elementary Physiology t100 lectures and
demonstrations]
Structure, composition and functions of the
tissues of the body
Ciiötilàtioir, rèSliiiatiòn, alirùeätaiioñ,
nutrition, excretion ; animal heat.

EC StirlingPHYSIOLOGY

Elementary Chemistry:
by Wilson or by

Fownes.
+ Introduction to
Chemistry: Remsen.

Elementar.v inorganic chemistry:
non-metallic & metallic elements and their
commonly known compounds;
spectrum analysis, chemical theory, elements
of atomic theory, laws of electrolysis.

100 lectures & demonstrations

EH RennieCHEMISTRY

Practical
Chemistry

Elementary Anatomy:
Gray or Quain.
Hurnan osteology:

Holden.
Dèmò¡i$tiâtìdä of
anatomy: Ellis.
Practical anatomy: Heath.

Elementary anatomy & dissections = bones,
joinfs, muscles [osteology & elementary
anatomyl

6 months dissection; l0O lectures &
demonstrations'

A Watson
[E:C:Stirling

replacing him
when he was
absentj.

ANATOMY

Practical Anatomy

TextbooksContent of courseLecturer(s)Topic
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7.2.The first student year

Table 7.1 sets out the program of what was essentially a year of elemenüary study in

preclinical subjects. It was at first proposed that the academic year should be organized in two

terms, but this proposal had been rejected and the year consisted of 35 weeks divided into

three terms. At the end of the year, in November, the students had to sit for examinations in all

the subjects taught.

In anatomy, W'atson expected the students to begin with osteology and to dissect

five days a week between 9 am and 5 ptn, when not othenvise engaged lFig.7.ll. His set

textbooks, Gray and Quain, were classics originally written by l.ondon anatomists, and by

1889 both had appeared in many editions, revised by other l,ondon authors. Watson's

recommended dissecting manuals were old l.ondon favorites, revised by surgeon - anatomists

who taught in l.ondon hospital medical schools. The famous Edinburgh dissection manual

by DJ Cunningham, fîrst published in 1889, did not appear in Adelaide as a recommended

textbook until 1906; it had appeared much earlier in the Sydney list (see below). Cadavers

were made available for dissection under the terms of the Anatomy Act, from the Lunatic

Asylums, the Gaol and the Destitute Asylum, if unclaimed by relatives.6 The medical school

had to pay for decent burial, and the students were asked to contribute to the costs. Until 1898,

sufhcient cadavers were received; a later faculty minute shows that from 1894 to 1.898, the

anatomy department got an annual average of 15 cadavers.T Shortage of cadavers became a

serious problem in 1899. In that year, the university and the state premier were in bitter

conflich a new and hostile coroner had succeeded the helpful Dr Whittell, and Edgeloe

implies that there was an official cadaver blockade,s The problem of cadaver supply came up

again in 1909, when it was noi possible to begin dissection in the first year; sludenis had to

confine their studies to osteology until the second year.

At the end of the first year, the students sat for examination by a written paper,

followed by a viva voce test. Watson himself examined alone, except in 1900 when WR

Cavenagh-Mainwaringlp L64l deputised during Watson's absence in South Africa. Watson's

written examinations were composed of surprisingly unimaginative questions of the "give a

description" or "enumerate the structures" type. They remained of this type throughout the

period under study. Perhaps Watson's vivas tested more than mere brute memory.

Rennie's course in elementary inorganic chemistry included practical instruction in

chemical analysis. He gave thrree lectures and one practical demonstration weekly to a total of

100 lectures. Like other lecturers, he made use of prepared diagrams, bought at quite

substantial cost [f25] by the faculty.e The format of the course changed somewhat in 19Û7,

6 v 1: &7 (4 April 1888).
7lbi.r, v z: 16 (zo Jüly 1899).
8Edgçlsq.op.cit., 12.
9UofA Arehives Se 137 Mi v 1: 57 (20 May 1887)
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but the content of the syllabus seems to have remained essentially unchanged. Of his

recommended textbooks, the chief appears to have been Ira Remsen's Te*tbook of Inorganic

Chemistrl¡. Remsen taught at the Johns Hopkins University, and was one of several

American authors recommended for study.

Students underwent a written and practical examination at the end of the year. The

questions asked occasionally had some relevance to medical practice: thus, in 1890 the

students were quizzed on spirits of hartshorn, still a respected stimulant, and potassium

iodide,iO then valued in a surprising range of conditions including syphilis. But clinical

relevance was unusual in Renniets papers.

In elementary physiology, Stirling's course covered a broad field of biology,

including some botany; later, the course was indeed designated as elementary biology.

Zoology had appeared as a subject in the 1885 course, but had been dropped, presumably

because it was incorporated in biology. Stirling gave two lectures and three demonstrations

weekly for the full year, again to a total of l00lectures and practical demonstrations.ll His

chief recommended textbook authors were l-ondon physiologists. Yeo's Manual of

Physiolog,v t18841 was written by a professor of physiology at King's College, I-ondon.

Kirkes' Handbook of Physiology was a long-running favorite, and ran into many editions. At

the beginning of the period under study, the text was written by \li/D Halliburton, who later

also became professor of physiology at King's College. It is a lively work, which Halliburton

keptwell up to daûe; for instance, the 1899 edition has an account of cerebral localization and

its practical relevance in "these days of brain surgeryu .r2

Practical physiology in the first year included dissections of the frcg [Fi9.7.2]. The

frog was studied with the help of a relatively recent manual by Milnes Marshall, a zoologist

from the Victoria University in Manchester. He had been at Cambridge and may have

known Stirling as a student. Sürling also recommended a guide to pracücal biology by TH

Huxley and HN Martin; this reflects the enormous influence of Huxley in biology at this time.

In later years, Stirling's biology included microbiological topics such as putrefaction. 13 He

added other textbooks from time to time; in 1897, he included a book on elementary biology

by TJ Parker of Dunedin, a gifted biologist and like Stirling a fellow of the Royal Society.

For histology, which was an important part of the practical component of the course,

Stirling recommended a standard work by E Klein, a German physiologist who had taught in

[-ondon, at Barts, In 1893, Stirling gave as an alternative textbook the better known work by

EA Sch?ifer. Schäfer had held the chair of physiology in University College London; he was

a research scientist of distinction, and had taught at least one member of the Adelaide medical

lou-sfJ\-es!ç4fu- 1891 xcv.
l1 uor¡ R¡¿n¡v¿s s¿ rgz Ndi¡ pa¡ N4èd v 1: 189 U9 Fè6 18911 ; ùeé álsö wéld Páäèis. 1895 cèitifiùtè
book.
l2Halliburton, W D. . Kirkes'Handbook of Physiology. 15th ed. London, Murray. 1899, ó39

l3uof A ExamPaoers 1906, 156.
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faculty.l+ In teaching histology, Stirling was ably supported by his demonstrator William

Fuller . Originally a laboratory assistant and without academic training, Fuller was eventually

appointed demonstrator in physiology and lecturer in histology, which he taught until I9?i1.ts

First year students were examined in physiology at the end of the year. Stirling himself

examined; he set essay-type questions throughout the period, and these ranged over ihe whole

field of biology, including botany, even in years when this topic was being examined

separately. In his practical examination, students had to make and report on microscopic

preparations, and to carry out a dissection, the subject being usually and perhaps always a

frog.

Ralph Tate's course in botany dealtwith taxonomy and plant structure in 50 lectures.

The synopsis and the examination papers show no direct relation to medical practice, though

some knowledge of botany would have been necessary to understand materia medica as that

subject was taught at the time. The chief author recommended was Balfour's Manual of

Botany. a venerable text dating from 1&19. This is one of the few Scottish books listed in the

Adelaide cuniculum. Other recommended textbooks included three Australian publications.

Baron von Müller's iA was recoÍlmended at the

beginning of the period. After 1890, Tate's own book on South Australian plants was

recommended, and soon after a work from Melbourne by Dendy and Lucas, Tate died in 1901,

and botany was thereafter dropped from the curriculum. The faculty minutes show that this

was done at Stirling's instigation, ærd opposed by tændon in one of the few documented

faculty clashes; Lendon lost on the vote.l6 [-endon, writing mariy years later, deplored this

excision, on the grounds that botany was an agreeable intellectual exercise.lT

Bragg's course of 50 lectures in elementary physics was part of the curriculum,from

the outset, though students were exempted if they had passed the same subject in a public

examination. Bragg did not recommend a textbook until 1907, when students were offered

Daniell's book on physics for medical students and Aldous's elemeniary course of physics.

Bragg's successor Ken Grant was appointed in 1908, and the students entering in 1909,

the last cohort in the present study, presumably had the benefit of his exhilarating personality.

Bragg's examinations in physics must have been an ordeal; there were 20 questions in two

three,hour papers, and at first there were no exemptions. The questions \ryere as a rule

inelevant to medical practice - underctandably so, because the examination was also taken by

l4t¡ndon,AA. Auøbiography.ìÁ-I--o--S Australiana.. PRG128/13/1 University College London, 18.

lsRlgeloe, op.cit., 37.
l6uofA Archives Se 137 Min 2: 229 (ll March 1902).
I7[rndon,AA. TheAdelaideMedicalSchool 1885-1t]35.M L o S Australiana. PRG 128 lL2l7 ,

76.
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students in other disciplines. However, in 1901, there was a question on the x-ray tube, on

which Bragg had worked five years earlier.ls

The pass rate in the first year was astonishingly low. If all the students who enrolled

during the years 1905 - 1909 actually sat, then only about 4OVo passed at their first attempts.

Altnost certainly some never sat; even so, the first year failure rate rvas very high, and there is

evidence to suggest that the medical faculty saw this as a necessary means of discouraging

unsatisfactory students as early as possible. Students who failed only one subject were usually

allowed to sit for a supplementary examination early in the following year, and ofæn passed,

doubtless chastened.

r8u-sfÁ-çdcod4[ r9[i2. 263.
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Miva¡l Comparative
anatomy of vertebrates.

Demonstrations on dissected animalsA'WatsonCOMPARATIVE
ANATOMY

Materia medica and
Therapeutics: Garrod

U lth ed.l

Substances mentioned in the British
Pharmacopoeia Initially 44lectures; 50 in 1895

WL ClelandMATERIA
MEDICA

Klein . Also Elementary
Practical Physiology:
Foster & Langley.
Elements of
Physiological Physics;
McGregor-Robertson

Practical as in First Year + chemistry of
albumen, milk, digestive juices, blood, urine,
glycogen; also practical acquaintance of
instruments used in study of muscle, nerve,
circulatory & respiratory systems, organs of
special sense.

EC StirlingPractical
Physiology,
designated as

ELEMENTARY
BIOLOGY &.
PHYSIOLOGY.

As in First Year, +
Foster's Textbook of
Physiology

As in First Year +
Voice & speech; sense organs & nervous
syst€m; histology of tissues and organs;
outlines of reproduction and development.

12.0 lectures & demonstrations

E.C.StirlingPHYSIOLOGY

Textbooks:
Organic Chemistry:
Remsen.
Organic Chemistry:
Fownes.

Orsanic chemistrv: included chief constituents

of vegetable and animal organisms. Blood,
milk, bile, urine. Decay. Putrefaction.
Destructive distillation. Benzene and its
derivatives, phenol, salicylic acid,
nitrobenzenes, aniline.
100 lectures & demonstrations

3 months oractical. included toxicolosv.

EH RennieCHEMISTRY

Practical
Chemistry

Elementary Anatomy:
Gray or Quain.
Human osteology:

Holden.
Demonstration of
anatomy: Ellis.
Practical anatomy: Heath

Anatomv & dissections as in First Year +
description of vascular & nervous system;
special senses

120 lectures & demonstrations; 6 months
dissection.

A.rWatson
[E.C.Stirling

replacing him
when he w¿ìs

absentl.

ANATOIvfY

Practical Anatorny

TextbooksContent of courseLecturer(s)1'opic

Table 7.2. M¡edical curriculum in 1889 : the second year. Based on ldçlaide
University Calendar 1889 . Materia Medica was moved to the third year after 1890, and
Comparative Anatomy was dropped after 1892. Number of lectures from student
certificate book.

7.3. The second student year

Table 7.2 summarises the second preclinical year. It wâs an important feature of this year,

thatfor the chief subjects, external examiners from the universities of Melbourne or Sydney

were employed in the final examinations, each paired with a senior member of the Adelaide

Medical Factrlty, as a rule the lecturer in the subject. As far as I can ascertain, Adelaide was

alone in using external examiners of high academic status. Melbourne probably and Sydney

certainly did use external examiners, but it seems that these were usually distinguished local

medical practitioners, not academic teachers, with one very striking exception: Stirling himself.

His name [wrongly titled] appears in the 1891 Sydney list of examiners,le apparently the only

I elJ-sfsJdley]]alea@ tBet, 298.
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one not resident in NS\il/, and he continued as a listed examiner for many years thereafter.

Dunedin employed external examiners, but in this period they appear to have been New

7*alanderswho were not professional medical teachers. In 1893, one of Dunedin's external

examiners, a surgeon from V/ellington, felt obliged to fail hve out of six candidates; there was

a great rumpus, reverberating even in the [-ancet. which viewed the affair with hauteur.2O

Nothing so demeaning happened in Adelaide; if external examiners were critical of Adelaide

teaching, their criticisms did not surface in the faculty minutes, still less in public.

The anatomy syllabus allowed for six months dissection, as in the first year; the same

textbooks wetre recornmended, and in general there were no striking changes in the course

throughout the period under study. The syllabus included the anatomy of the brain and special

senses. In the written examinations, Watson was usually paired with various co- examiners

from Sydney or Melbourne. Thomas Anderson Stuart, who had been initially professor of

anatomy as well as physiology in Sydney, seryed in this way at the beginning of the period.

In 1890, this master politician created a separate chair of anatomy in the Sydney medical

school. Thereafter, Watson's co-examiner was usually either JT Wilson [professor of

anatomy in Sydney from 1890 to 19201, or FIB Allen flecturer and later professor of anatomy

in Melbourne until 19051. After 1906, the co-examiner was sometimes Allen's successor in the

Melbourne chair of anatomy, RIA Berry. In all years, Watson or his deputy conducted the

vivas solo. As in the first year, the candidates had to answer by essays or sometimes by short

definitions. The questions rarely had much clinical bearing, though in 1892 there was a

question on the surface anatomy of the temporal lobe of the brain. There were sometimes

questions on exposures of named structures; however, it is likely that the examiner wanted to

be told how to expose the structure post mortem, not in the operating theatre.

It is a pity that we do not know how this examination system worked in practice.

Presumably the external examiners were expected to ensure impartiality and to control the

quality of teaching[see chapter l0 p 238]. The papers in general show uniformity in style and

content, though there are some recurring foibles in format, which probably identify one of the

external examiners. There is reason to believe that'Watson had a laid-back attitude to the

examination process. Oral history hands down tales to the effect that if he thought that his co-

examiner's questions were unreasonable, he would coach his students appropriately,

immediately before they sat for the examination. Another variant of this legend has 'Watson

posting up the written paper in his department on the day before the examination. There is

some objective evidence that Watson held eccenüic, if humane, views on examinations. In

18Ð, when he was unusually the only examiner, the paper has the permissive direction that

candidates should answer "at least three" of the six set questions.2l Very few anatomical

papers in the period offered any choice of questions.

201¿æs11893;2: 750.
2lUsfÁ-Çclder leoo, 303.
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There was also a separate couße in comparative anatomy, taught by Watson in a

weekly lecture. Comparative anatomy was not his forte, but he clearly en¡ioyed dissecting

animals, and his examination papers indicate an interest in Australian marsupials and

monotremes. For his set textbook, he made an interesting choice: a book by St George Mivart,

a Catholic biologist who was later excommunicated, though not for any reason that one can

associate with Watson. Examination in comparative anatomy was dropped from the

curriculum after 1892, but the lectures were continued for an uncertain period thereafter.

Faculty minutes indicate that Stirling tried to abolish the course altogether, to allow for more

lectures in pathology. Watson was¡ present when this was done; it is not clear whether he

opposed the change, which was eventually canied o\t.22

In the second year, Rennie gave 100 lectures and demonstrations on organic

chemistry. His synopses [see Table 7.2] mention the chemistry of various body fluids, but do

not have much to say about toxicology, which was supposedly taught in these lectures.

Remsen's book on organic chemistry was his favoured textbook. The examination questions

cover a wide field. As in his first year, Rennie does not seem to have tried to make his subject

medically relevant, though from time to time students were asked to write essays on the

chemistry of drugs such as chloral, chloroform or salicylic acid. Poisons and their detection

rarely appear in the written papers; perhaps the practical examinations gave an opportunity to

explore the candidate's knowledge of poisons. but one gets the impression that toxicology

was left to the course in forensic medicine. As in anatomy, co-examiners shared in

preparing and examining written papers. Rennie's usual partner rvas DO Masson, professor of

chemistry in Melbourne from 1886 to 1923.

Stirling gave a more advanced course in physiology, and his practical physiology also

covered the biochemistry of the body fluids. It is not clear whether there was duplication of

teaching in this field. The 1891 progfam gave him three lectures and two demonstrations

weekly throughout the year; in 1895, these totalled 120 lsee Table 7.2l.The course was at first

completed in the second year, but in 1893 physiology lectures were continued into the third

year. A student's certificate book for 1895 indicates that Stirling gave an additional 80

lectures and demonstrations in the third year [not shown in Table 7.31. This extended program

went on until 1903 when the cource in physiology was again completed in the second year.23

In his second year, Stirling recornmended the textbooks used in the first year . He

also recommended Sir Michael Foster's famous Textbook of Physiology and his book on

practical physiology, written in conjunction with JN l-angley. Both represented the teaching of

the Cambridge school of physiology. However, Stirling's horizons were broader than

Cambridge physiology: he recommended a book titled Physìological Physics, by McGregor-

Robertson, a Glasgow physiologist and his choice of books shows that he was aware of the

22U ofA Archives Se 137M 1: 166 (19June 1890),
23 Uof ACalendar L893,I37; Uof AArchivesSe l3TMinFacMed v2:222(18Feb 1903)
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importance of biochemistry - then called physiological chemistry. At various times during the

period under study , he added other books. One was a German text, by L, Langlois, translated

and extended by a Manchester physiologist; this was recommended in 1891, but soon

dropped. In 1900, he provided three new textbooks, and in 1903, he introduced Ernest

Sørling's Elements of Human Physiology; Starling had by then established a reputation as a

brilliant research worker, especially in cardiac physiology. Starling, a Guy's man, worked at

University College. The changes of textbooks give the impression that Stirling kept well up to

daæ in his reading. kactical physiology continued to include much attention to histology,

but the students were also expected to know the purposes of various pieces of apparatus used

in physiological demonstrations.

Stirling's second year examinations usually included an external examiner. Before

1893, this was as a rule Anderson Stuart or his brilliant [but rebellious] junior Charles James

Martin. When the course was extended into the third year, the unfortunate students had to sit

for examinations in both the second and third years. After 1902, Stirling and Anderson Stuart

examined together until the end of the period under study. It would be interesting to know

what they thought of each other: Stirling's appointment as a Sydney examiner suggests mutual

respect. Webb and Young state that Anderson Stuart was rather limited in his grasp on

mammalian physiology but strong in pharmacology,24 and he may therefore have

complemented Stirling, who does not appear to have had any special interest in that subject.

Since the examination papers \ryere not necessarily set by Stirling, it is not possible to

use them as a guide to his helds of personal interest. A survey of I25 examination questions

from the years 1888 to 1910 shows that the most important ûopics were well covered. The

digestive system attracted about lSVo of the questions, or more if swallowing is included.

Cardiovascular questions were next most numerous. The central nervous system seems under -

represented, and there were very few questions on the cerebral cortex. A question on the

endocrine system first appears in 1895, as a third year question,25 and there were several later

questions, but this was not a favoured topic. Unlike the other preclinical examinations, the

physiology examination did include some questions that related to the ward rather than to the

laboratory, but these were not numerous; the best example related to hemisection of the spinal

cord, and appeared late in the period of the study. 26

Materia medica appeared in the second year program in 1889, but was given in the

third year from 1890.27 Cleland was the lecturer from 1886 until 1901. His long synopsis of

the course is given in very brief form in Table 7.2: it included a study of the contents of the

British Pharmacopoeia and covered the sources of drugs, their adulteration, their poisonous

24 Young J, Sefton AJ, Webb N(eds). Centenary Book of the Universitv Facultl¡ of Medicine.
Sydney, Sydney University Press. 19&1, 191.
2su,pfÁ-çdcqda[ 18e6, c26.
26U of A Examination Pryrs 1908, 173.
27upfÁ-çelerdlar. 1890, 144.
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effects, and their dosages.28 He was initially scheduled to give a course of 36 lectures; he

asked to give 44 md was allowed to do so, apparently giving two lectures weekly for two terms

in 1891. In the 1895 student's certificate book, he appears as giving 50 lectures. It appears

that he used specimens of materia medica in demonstrations.

Initially, Cleland's recommendedtextbookwas Garrod's Essentials of Materia

Medica an4 Therapeuticq. This was a long-running favoriæ, written and later revised by

professors from King's College, [-ondon. In 1891, Cleland introduced two relatively new

books by avant-garde leaders in experimental pharmacology. These were Thomas Lauder

Brunton, a Scot who had worked in London since L870 and Oswald Schmiedeberg of

Strassburg. Brunton's discovery of amyl nitrite in the treatment of angina had begun an

important career at Barts in teaching and in research. Schmiedeberg was a great research

leader and teacher.2e Among Schmiedeberg's Strassburg pupils was the Sydney lecturer in

materia medica, Thomas Dixson, who translated the textbook recommended by Cleland.30

This recommendation was doubtless good for Adelaide's relationship with the University of

Sydney, but also recognized Germany's leadership in chemical pharmacology. Cleland

examined without a co-examiner. His papers combined practical and written questions in an

unusual way: they began with four questions requiring identification and discussion of

botanical specimens, followed by eight questions requiring short essay answers. This format

persisted until 1902, when Cleland was replaced by WT Hayward. Thereafter the third year

examination in materia medica had a more modern content. Hayward's students did not have

to display a knowledge of herbs and simples; they were asked questions on a wide range of

potent drugs, and had to give exact dosages, including dosages in the paediatric age ftmge.

Drug toxicity was also considered - with reason, since arsenic, mercury and strychnine were

often prescribed. Materia medica now prepared students for a course on therapeutics, given

in the fifth year. This is considered below.

The pass rate in the second year was higher than in the first year; even so, 35Vo appear

to have failed on first attempt though this figure includes those who did not sit. Supplementary

examinations were sometimes pernyued.

28 U of A Archives Se 137 Min Fac Med v l: 39 (26 Oct 1886)
29sing"r C & Underwood E A. A Short History of Medicine. Oxford. Clarendon Press.1962, 684.

3OYoung JA, Sefton AJ, Webb N(eds). Centenary Book of the University Facultv of Medicine.

Sydney, Sydney University Press. 1984, 118.
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7.4.The BSc coursc as a preclinical alternative.

The Adelaide BSc course included physics and chemistry, and in the first years the

curricula for these subjects were the same for medical and science students. From 1892,

students who had taken the science course were excused from studying again the same topics

in first year MB ChB.3l The science course also included physiology, which went to a higher

level than was expected of medical students; the syllabus mentions study of embryology as

well as histology and physiological chemistry. But anatomy was not included, doubtless

because W'atson's teaching was narrowly focused on medical needs.

In 1899, Stirling persuaded the faculty of science [of which he was a member] to

accept in principle that students who had passed any science examination should be excused

from sitting for it again if they wanted to graduate in medicine.32 This allowed a partial course

merger, which became of some importance in the following year when a BSc Honours degree

was offered. However, even with this sensible provision, the combined BSc-MBBS course

seems to have required at least six years, and only a few students took it. Altogether, 16

Adelaide medical students recorded a BSc degree before 1914, five of whom completed the

BSc[Hons] course.

Among Stirling's BSc[Hons] students was TB Robertson, who graduated in 1905.

Robertson did not enter the medical course, and went to Berkeley IUSAI where at the age of

only 21 he began a very productive career as a research physiologist and biochemist. His

later achievements as Stirling's successor in the Adelaide chair of physiology lie outside this

study [see pp.Il} a¡d 14O133 It is however relevant to an assessment of the quality of the

Adelaide science course that Stirling, Bragg and Rennie were able to prepare Robertson for a

spectacular professorial career in Berkeley and Toronto. He was of course an exceptionally

gifted young man; nevertheless, it seems likely that the Adelaide BSc lHons] course was very

well taught, and several of the few medical students who took it had creditable research

interests in later life.

31U of A calendar 1893, 142.
32U"fA archives S" ZOZ lUi v 2:2l4March 18991.
33Rogers GE. Robertson, Thorburn Brailsford[l884-1930] ADB l1 l89l - 1939,42O-I
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Instruction over three months.Person
approved by
Council

PHARMACY

12 lecturesPerson
approved by
Council

DENTISTRY

Manual of practical
pathology: Woodhead.
Elements of surgical
pathology: Pepper.
Postmorüem examination:
Virchow.

6O lectures; PM attendance 6 monthsA Watson
PATHOLOGY:
DEMONSTRAT-
IONS OF
MORBID
ANATOMY &
HISTOLOGY

30 lectures during the whole of the academical
yesr.

rJ/ Gardner
O Görger
repl,aced by
B Poulton
EC Stirline

CLINICAL

SURGERY

Surgical applied anatomy:
Treves.

Demonstrations in the dissecting roomA rùy'atson:SURGICAL
ANATOMY

Bryant Practice of
surgery.
Erichsen: Science & art of
surgery.
Holmes: Surgery:
principles & practice.

Heath: Manual of Minor
Surgery. Esmarch:
Surgical Handbook
Berkeley Hill: Essentials
of bandaging. þe:
Sursical Handicraft.

100 lectures; 9 months clinical work in wards
& OPD.
General principles of surgical diagnosis.
Inflammation, erysipelas, pyaemia, ; fractures
& dislocations; antiseptic treatment of wounds;
injuries and diseases of joints; VD: injuries
and disease,s of bladder, urethra, prustat€

Demonstrations: splints & bandages.

W Gardner.PRINCIPLES &

PRACTICEOF

SURGERY

Pr¿ctical surgery

Theory and practice of
medicine: Bristowe.
Theory and practice of
medicine: Roberts.
Manual of pathology:
Coats. Manual of
Pathological Anatomy:
Jones & Sieveking (ed
Payne).

100 lectu¡es ; 9 months clinical work in wards
& OPD
Elementary seneral oatholoqy and therapeutips.

Relation of bacteria to diseases; specific febrile
diseases; diseases of organs of respiration,
circulation, urinary organs, alimentary canal,
liver & pancreas, peritoneum & mesenferic
glands, thyroid, spleen, suprarenal bodies,
lymphatics, blood, locomotion, the nervous
svstem.

JD Thomas
&
J Verco

PRINCIPLES &

PRACTICE OF

MEDICTNE &

THERAPEUTICS

TextbooksContent of courseLcchrrersTopic

Table 7.3. Medical curriculum in 1889: the third year. Based on Adelaide
University Calendar 1889 Number of lectures from student certificate book .

7.5. The third Jrcar.

The third year represented a sharp change in the content and locus of teaching [Table

7.31. All the formal lectures were clinically oriented, and the students began attendance in

the Adelaide Hospital, where they were initiated into real-world clinical practic€ [Fig 7.3].
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7.5,1. Hospital tcaching. The terms of student hospital attendance were first formulated in

1885, in a report signed by Charles Gosse a few months before his death in a road accident.34

From 1888, an expanded version of this document was published annually in the university

calendars. There were some changes over the years? but the ethos of the system remained the

same throughout the period under consideration. Indeed, it was not very different when I was a

student in L946.

Student attendance was permitted between 8.30 am and 4.00 pm. The honorary staff

gave clinical instruction. Most of them were clinical lecturers, and gave formal lectures and

demonstrations within the Adelaide Hospital, but they also taught at the bedside. For this, the

clinical lecturers took a dignified fee of f5.5.0 from each student - half what Gosse had

bargained for in 1885. Clinical clerks attended a physician and surgical dressers attended a

surgeon, in each case for six months; they were expecûed to appear daily, to take histories soon

after their allotted patients were admitted, and to keep their own case books. They were also

expected to help the hospital resident medical officers. They were enjoined to behave properly.

They were ordered to take precautions not to convey infections to the patients;3s these were

set out clearly and in some detail. Students were warned not to visit post-operative patients

without permission, especially those in what was called the Ovariotomy Cottage. fihis 1877

building, whose name is redolent with surgical history, was in fact a postoperative wardl.36

Students were especially forbidden from going into surgical wards when they were doing

postmortem examinations. They were allowed to use the Hospital library - at a small charge.

Bedside tuition had been the core of European medical teaching since the educational

reforms introduced during the French Revolution. It was accepted as essential by the Adelaide

faculty of medicine; there was even a move to give marks for good performance in the wards,

though this proposal seems to have been unsuccessful.3T But what was done, and how good

was the clinical teaching in Adelaide? No confident answers can be given. It appears that

Thomas had areas of concern in 1888, but the nature of these was not recorded.38 Until 1906,

there were no tutors other than the honorary staff. This was the subject of complaint by a

student who knew that in Sydney the Royal Prince Alfred Hospital did provide clinical

tutors,3e and in 1906 medical and surgical tutors were appointed at f 15 per anfllm each.ao It
says everything about the financial state of the medical school that these miserable sums could

only be met by mulcting the salaries of the clinical lecturers.

34 mended Report of the Honorary Staff, Adelaide Hospital, Jan 30,
1885,
3stuid, 1889 p 145.
36Hughes, J E. A Historv of the Royal Adelaide Hosnital. Adelaide. Board of Management of
Royal Adelaide Hospital. 2nded.1982, 29.

37UofA Archives Se 137 Mi v l:179 (21 Oct 1890).
38tbid., 9r (t1 May 1888).
39AMSSB 1906;v 6(2): g.There are other references to student conærn over wa¡d teaching at this time.
4OUofA Ar"hives Se 137 v3: 39 (19 Oct 1905).
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The number of patients available for teaching must have been adequate in the period

under consideration. In 1890, the Adelaide Hospital admitted more than 2000 patients, with an

^veÍage 
bed occupancy of 185. Even in 19û7, when there were more students, it was said that

each clerk and each dresser had 8 - 10 inpatients for study.al In 1890, nearly 13000 persons

attended the outpatient department.42 Outpatient cases were seen by the honorary assistant

physicians and surgeons, and doubtless gave students some insights into general practice.

In the decade before the outbreak of WWI, a number of new appointments were

made in the Adelaide Hospital honorary staff, and these included several men who were later

to be important members of the medical faculty. However, it does not appear that these persons

had any significant impact on clinical teaching before 1914 An exception may have been

Charles Reissmann, who was praised in the students' journal as a very helpful clinical

teacher.43 Reissmann \ryas a Cambridge graduate, who had a special interest in tuberculosis;

he held honorary appointments in the Adelaide Hospital from 19ffi to 1914. ln I9I2, he was

appointed as forensic lecturer and tutor in medicine,g but he left Adelaide permanently in

19T4.

7.5.2. Formal lectures in the third year. These are set out in Table 7.3 . Initially, Thomas

and Verco jointly gave lectures on the principles and practice of medicine. Thomas had to

resign in 1890; thereafter Verco alone gave these lectures. It appears that four lectures were

given weekly, and the 1886 program scheduled a total of Tílectures for the year. By 1895,

the number had increased to 100. The 1889 course synopsis shows a striking awareness of

the importance of microbiology, which however is less evident in the examination papers. The

recommended textbooks were two long-running compendious works, by English physicians -

JS Bristowe and FT Roberts. These were both very popular in their day; they appeared as

recommended textbooks in the contemporary Sydney, Dunedin and Melbourne courses.

Bristowe was a l.ondon establishment physician, but his large book was not parochial; the

introduction records debts to Rokitansky, Virchow and the French pathologists Cornil and

Ranvier, and in clinical matters to Trousseau, Duchenne and Charcot. Roberts was also a

London physician. L,ater, in 189J, Verco added a book by Hilton Fagge, a physician from

Guy's Hospital. The medical lecturers also recommended two textbooks of pathology, by

Jones and Sieveking and by Joseph Coats. Handley Jones and Edward Sieveking and

their continuator JF Payne were L¡ndoners: Sieveking, better known as a neurologist, had

worked at the National Hospital, Queen Square. Coats rvas a Glasgow pathologist, and had

been taught and inspired by Lister. His book reads well, and has many excellent illustrations.

The 1889 edition has very up-to-date sections on microbiology and parasitology; in the

4leussR r9u7., v6(4) : 2.
42Hughes, op.cit. AppendixB, ?34.

43¡,ussR 1907; v6(3): 8
auptÁ-Cdsdar re 12, 2t -2.
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section on hydatid disease, there is a reference to Australian experience and citation of a recent

paper by Thomas.as

The third year examinations in medicine were essay-type questions, given in two

three-hour papers. Some problem-solving questions were asked: thus - "How would you

detect blood in the urine? To what causes may it be due? How would you determine whether its

source was in the kidney or the bladder?"46 Other questions explored knowledge of the

classical diagnostic tools, palpation, percussion and auscultation. The content and format of

the examinations changed little over the next 20 years.

I-ectures in the Principles and Practice of Surgery were given by Gardner until he

left Adelaide in 1891. He was succeeded by Beqiamin Poulton. Again, the 1886 allocation

prescribed a total of 75 lectures for the year, and in 1895 the number was 100. Gardner,

though educated in Glasgow, recornmended three surgical textbooks, all by London

surgeons. Bryant's Practice of Surgery was written by a Guy's Hospital surgeon; the 18&1

edition is polite about Lister, but very sceptical over the germ theory,41 and it is surprising that

it was recommended by a Scottish trainee. Erichsen's Science and Art of Surgery is a more

impressive work. In 1889, it was in its ninth edition. Originally written by a Danish-born

surgeon who worked in University College Hospital, it was revised and edited by his pupil

Marcus Beck, also professor of surgery at University College Hospital, and well known to

Alfred Lendon. Beck was clearly influenced by Victor Horsley in brain surgery, and in this

and in other matters the book must have been up to date. Timothy Holmes' Treatise on

Surgery was in its 5th edition. It was also a l,ondon book. Bryant and Erichsen appear about

the same time on the Melbourne and Dunedin lists, but were apparently not recommended by

MacCormick in Sydney, In 1895, when Poulton had taken over from Gardner, a multi-

author manual of surgory edited by FrederickTreves replaced the book by Holmes.

Third year students also received practical instruction in minor surgical procedures

such as splinting and bandaging. They were given a choice of standard textbooks: Heath's

Manual of Minor Surgery. Esmarch's Surgeon's Handbook. Berkeley Hill's Esseulid$-Qf

Bandaging, and - from 1890 - þe's Surgical Handicraft. Of these, Esmarch's book was a

German classic from the Franco-Prussian war lFiS.7.4h it is tempting to suppose that Görger

chose this book. Certainly, it was dropped from the list after he departed from the Adelaide

scene. Berkeley Hill was a l¡ndon surgeon, who appears in 'Watson's notebooks from the

early 1880s.a8 Christopher Heath was a colorful surgical teacher at University College

HospiøI. þe was also a l,ondon surgeon, trained at Barts and working at St Mary's. His

45Thomur JD. The treatment of pulmonary cysts by the establishment of larg,e openings into the sac and
subsequent free drainage. Bù1L1885; 2: 692.
46gr¡354e¡{4¡ 18e1, c.
41BryantT. A. manual for the practice of surgery. London. Churchill. 4th ed. 18&1. v 1: 53.
484*¡34çglrrivate Papers Collection No. I rWatson, Archibald. Series 3. Anatomical notebooks

Pl2lL, p.6L
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book fîrst appeared in 1885, and was to go on with periodic modernization for more than a

century. Presumably practical instruction was given by the clinical lecturers in surgery, who

were Gardner, Görger and Stirling until July 1888, when Poulton replaced Görger.ae The

students also got lectures in clinical surgery in the third year, delivered in the Adelaide

Hospital. In the 1886 program, the three clinical lecturers were expected to give a total of 30

lectures annually; I have not found any account of the contents.

In the 1889 third year examinations in surgery, Stirling and Gardner were cG-

examiners; external examiners were not employed. In that year, their three-hour paper set five

questions, on extravasation of urine, infections [two questions], bone repair, and hip joint

disease. l¿ter examination papers covered a similar range.

Watson lectured in pathology in the third year. He had been appointed pathologist in

the Adelaide Hospital in 1885, and served thus until his dismissal in 1896. Despite his very

peculiar part in the Hospital Row[see p l*ll, he was reappointed to this post in 1903 and

served until 1911. As with many aspects of Watson's career, the nature of his teaching is

somewhat mysterious. Presumably he gave formal lectures and demonstrations; the 1891

cuniculum indicates that he was expected to give one lecture weekly, and the 1895 student's

certificate book scheduled 6O in all . He certainly taught at autopsies, in a very informal way;

one account describes him with his feet on the autopsy table. He doubtless used museum

specimens; the 1887 faculty minutes refer to a large request [f^50] for specimen jars and

spirits of wine, so large indeed that the finance committee knocked it back, forcing the faculty

to try to scrounge jars from the Adelaide Museum.So Somebody - 'Watson or one of his

assistants - must have been skilled in preparing specimens; this is evident from the illustrations

of a paper by Watson on hydatid disease [Fig.7.J]. sr It is not clear to what exûent he taught

histopathology: he was certainly expected to do so, according to the 1889 syllabus.

In the 1880s and thereafter, medical pathology was largely taught by physicians.

This is evident in Bristowers textbook of medicine, where in a book of about l4O0 pages, some

100 pages deal with general pathology, including the pathology of tumours, and later in the

book there are also sections dealing specifically with "morbid anatomy". Watson's

recommended textbooks therefore emphasize surgical pathology. His choices suggest an

eclectic mind. Pepper's Elements of Surgical Pathology was written by a London surgeon; it
does not appear in any other contemporary Australasian list. Woodhead's manual of practical

pathology was the brilliant work of a Scottish pathologist and was listed in Dunedin but

apparently nowhere else. Virchow's description of the Berlin method of autopsy examination

apperirs to have been Watson's choice, and perhaps a memory of his German years; I have not

found it in any other Australasian list. However, W'atson did not recommend Billroth's

splendid textbook of surgical pathology, which he had certainly read; it appears on Harry

49UofA Archives Se 137 Mi v 1: 99 (5 July 18s8).
Solbid, v 1: 65 (18 Aug 18ef .

5lWut"on A. Hydatid disease in Australia Surg Gynec Qbsqet lX)7;4:'759:181.
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Allen's Melbourne list of recommended books, though at this time Allen had no personal

acquaintance with German medical science.52 To judge from his published work, Watson was

a stimulating teacher in aspects of pathology that interested him, but as a scientific pathologist

he compares poorly with his Australian contemporaries. Sydney's first lecturer in pathology,

Camac 'Wilkinson, became an authority on the pathology of tuberculosis. He taught

bacteriology when it was a new discipline; he collaborated with Robert Koch, and one of his

examination questions in 1886 implicitly asked the students to state Koch's postulates.s3

Melbourne's first professor of pathology, Harry Allen, began as a colonial boy wonder. Boy

wonders often disappoint, butAllen lived up to his early promise: Kenneth Russell has shown

that he became a very effective teacher of pathology as well as an efhcient administraûor, which

Watson never was.54 Adelaide's inadequacies in academic pathology were recognised, at least

by L903, when the faculty tried unsuccessfully to fund a fulltime appointment in this

discipline. Stirling tried again in 1910, but Adelaide had to wait for a professor of pathology

until 1920, when JB Cleland was appointed as such. His very productive careeÍ lies outside the

scope of this study.

Watson set third year examinations in pathology until 1901. He usually posed

four or five essay-type questions and one question asking for short explanations of terms like

infarction and putrefaction. A few of his questions asked specifically for microscopic as well

as naked-eye descriptions ofconditions such as cirrhosis and neoplastic disease. From 1902

pathology was moved to the fourth year. The subject was taught by \MR Cavenagh-

Mainwaring, although Watson continued to appear in the calendars as lecturer in pathological

anatomy.
'Wentworth Cavenagh-Mainwaring(1869-1%3) was the son of William Cavenagh,

who had been a political figure in the 1860s; his role as chairman of the Iffi-7 enquiry into

the Adelaide Hospital has been noted. He later double-barrelled the family name. Cavenagh-

Mainwaring entered the Adelaide medical school in 1888 and graduated in 1892, top of his

year and winner of the Everard Scholarship. He then went to Great Britain, acquiring the

conjoint diploma in 1896 and the English surgical fellowship in 1897. This was a creditable

beginning, and gave him the entrée to the Adelaide Hospital as honorary assistant surgeon in

1900. I-ess obviously, it seems also to have justified his appointment as lecturer in pathology

in l90/,, and he taught in this capacity until the outbreak of WWI. In this, he served with

great credit as regimental surgeon in a Light Horse unit. After the war, he became honorary

surgeon in the Adelaide Hospital. Estcourt Hughes knew him in his later years, when he had

ceased to be an inspiring figure, With his usual charity, Hughes quotes unnamed sources to

the effect that in youth Cavenagh-Mainwaring had been a brilliant teacher, deputising for

52U of M"lbourn" Cal"ndar 1883 p. 190; see also Russell KF.

53Young JA, Sefton AJ, Webb N(eds). Op.cit., 123 ; U of S)¡dney Calendar 1886.
54Russell KF. Allen, Sir Harry Brookes. ADB 7 1891-1939, 42
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Watson in anatomy, and giving excellent lectures in pathology.ss But there is no suggestion

that he was ever more than an amateur pathologist. He may have been a good lecturer, but he

did nothing to modernise the pathology course. Indeed, almost for the whole of the period

under study, pathology was evidently a weak area in the Adelaide medical course. The first

sign of improvement came in 1912, when CT Champion de Crespigny[l88l - 19521 was

appointed lecturer in practical pathology and histology. De Crespigny was a Melbourne

graduate and a true medical scientist; his influence can be seen in the 1914 examination in

pathology, which contained perceptive questions on haematology and on the inflammatory

response. But de Crespigny went to Gallipoli in 1915, and after the war he moved into clinical

practice. His greatest achievement, the foundation of the Institute of Medical and Veterinary

Science, came later.

Watson also taught surgical anatomy in the third year, by demonstrations in the

dissecting room, and also surface anatomy "as applied to the fine arts." Here he would have

been at his best; nobody has denied that he wâs a fine and original surgical anatomist.
'Watson's recommended textbook was Treves' Surgical Applied Anatom)¡. This choice, made

as early as 1887 is creditable, since this was a relatively new book. Treves worked at the

London Hospital, and was a younger contemporary of W'atson; they may have met in the early

1880s, though I have not been able to establish this. They certainly met during the Anglo-Boer

War, in 1899. Treves was to have a great reputation as a surgeon and writer; his cheap little

book on surgical anatomy appears in the Dunedin and Melbourne lists around this time, but

apparently not in Sydney.

Watson examined in surgical anatomy at the end of the third year. His 1888 paper

includes surgically relevant questions about the anatomy of thyroidectomy and inguinal

hernias, but thereafter he usually set straighdorward essay-type questions which demanded

advanced knowledge of topographic anatomy rather than operative surgery. No doubt this was

appropriate in the context of the course structure. However, in 1897, the course changed, and

operative surgery was merged with surgical anatomy. Thereafter, the third year examination

was termed Surgical and Regional Anatomy. For three years, the examiner was JT Wilson of

Sydney, but after 1901 Watson was again in charge. He set questions that were very relevant

in surgical contexts, as he had earlier done in the fifth year examination [see below].

Also taught in the third year were dentistry and dispensing. Dentistry was taught by

JR Gurner, LDS, dental surgeon to the Adelaide Hospital in 1888, and his successors in that

position. Twelve lectures were scheduled in 1895; it is not clear whether these went beyond

showing medical students how to extract teeth, which was the maximum extent of my own

instruction in dentistry sixty years later. Dispensing was presumably taught by the Adelaide

Hospital pharmacist, Herbert Stedman in 1889 and later TH Richards. This must have been

an important part of the student's training, since country practitioners might have to do their

55Hughes, op.cit., 168.
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own dispensing; the course was reasonably placed after instruction in materia medica - and

toxicology.

During the years l8g7 - 1901 there was no teaching in the Adelaide Hospital, and the

third year curriculum was augmented by two non-clinical programs. Demonstrations in

bacteriology were given in the Adelaide Children's Hospital by Thomas Borthwick [see p

l75l , who had been appointed honorary bacteriologist to that hospital in 1894. His lengthy

synopsis was approved by the faculty in 1897, and he continued to give these demonstrations

after the restoration, being appointed lecturer in bacteriology in 1900.s6 This brought

Adelaide into line with Melbourne, where there had been a course in bacteriology since l8V2;

there are many references to this course in the diary of EE tWeld, an Adelaide student who

moved to Melbourne in 1898.s7 Sydney did not teach bacteriology separately, though Camac

Wilkinson's pathology course had a substantial content of microbiology. A series of lectures

in therapeutics was also given, by Verco, in the abbreviated course.

The pass rate in the third year was at least 8O Vo in the period 1905 - 1909 and

probably higher.

56Hick* N &Leopold E. Borthwick, Thomas ADB 7 1891-1939, 350.
57 Weld Papers, diary 1899.
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Forensic medicine: Guy
& Fenier.

30 lectures.

A Lendon

FORENSIC

MEDICINE

Manual of Midwifery:
Galapin.
Science and practice of

midwiferv: Plavfair.

60 lectures on anatomy & physiology of
female organs of generation; Physiology &
pathology of pregnancy; Natural & difficult
labour: the oueroeral state.

EW Way

OBSTE'TRICS

As in Third Yea¡As in Third Year; 6O demonstrations on
surgical anatomyA WatsonPATHOLOGY:

DEMONSTRA-
TIONS OF
MORBID
ANATOMY

30 lectures during the whole of the academical
year.

Vy' Gardner
O Görger,
freplncedby
B Poultonl,
EC Stirline

CLINICAL

SURGERY

Manual of operative
surgery : Stimson.

4O demonstrations of operations on the dead
body.

A Watson:OPERATIVE
SURGERY

As in Third Year100 lectures : as in Third Year + tumours,
shock, coma & delirium, hernia, aneurysm,
injuries and diseases of special regions; plastic
and orthopaedic surgery.

Service as surgical dresser and clerk
16 months I

W Gardner.PRINCIPLES &
PRACTICE OF
SURGERY

Practical surgery

As in Third Year,10O lectures ;9 months clinical work in wards
& OPD: as in Third Year. Program includes
clinical medicine & therapeutics.

JD Thomas

& J Verco

PRINCIPLES &
PRACTICEOF
MEDICINE &
THERAPEI.JTICS

TextbooksContent of courseLecturersTopic

Table 7.4. Medical curriculum in 1889: the fourth year. Based on Adelaide
University Calendar 1889. Number of lectures from student certificate book.

7.6. The fourth year.

In the fourth year, students continued to attend lectures in medicine and surgery,

together with the third year students. W'ard work continued; students now seryed as surgical

dressers and clerks for six months. There were 30 lectures in clinical medicine, delivered in

the Adelaide Hospital, by Verco, Thomas and Hayward. Thomas was succeeded by Alfred

Lendon in 1891.

In medicine, the course synopsis was unchanged from third year: both third and fourth

year students attended the same lectures, and to avoid repetition the content of the lectures

alternated yearly.58¡n surgery, the fourth year synopsis covered additional and more

specialized topics, such as plastic and orthopaedic surgery, and the surgery of special regions

ffable'7.41. Inboth medicine and surgery the same textbooks were recoÍlmended. The fourth

58 This is explarned in UofA Archìves Se 137 Min Fac Med v 2: 55 (10 May 893)
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year examination papers in medicine and surgery were the same as those set for the third year

students.

Watson gave 4O demonstrations in operative surgery on the dead body during the

fourth year. This was an accepted method of teaching in the nineteenth century: Billroth had

emphasized the necessity of learning surgery on the cadaver, and it was a requirement for the

English conjoint diploma in 1884.ss Watson's surgical interests made him well qualified to

do this. He save Stimson's Manual of Ooerative Surserv as a textbook. This was written bv a

New York surgeon, and may be evidence of Watson's eclectic reading; however, he discarded

this book in 1891, replacing it with manuals on operations by Barker and by Jacobson, two

English surgeons. Students were spared an examination in this subject at the end of the fourth

year; the demonstrations were continued into the fifth year, when their content was examined

under the rubric of surgical anatomy.

In the fourth year, Edward Way lectured in obstetrics [see tz;ble7.4l.It appears that he

gave some 30 lectures at first; in l89ll2, he was scheduled to give three lectures weekly, and in

1895 the total number was listed as 6O . The faculty minutes show that he used a doll [ordered

from France!] as well as diagrams to demonstrate parturition.60 \May recommended two well-

known textbooks by London obstetricians: Galabin's Manual of Midwifery and Playfair's

Science and Practice of Midwifery. Galabin was an obstetriciari at Guy's; Playfair held the chair

of obstetric medicine at King's College Hospital. Playfair's book was recommended in

Dunedin, Melbourne and Sydney; Galabin was less widely favoured. To judge from his

examination papers, Way's course covered normal and abnormal labour well, malpresentations

being the subject of many essay-type questions. Prematurity does not feature much, if at all.

During Way's tenure of the lectureship, the examination in obstetrics was given at the end of

the fifth year, in combination with the examination in gynaecology. In the second half of the

fourth year, students were allowed to attend confinements. It had been laid down that students

should witness twenty births in their fourth and fifth years. Way had expected that the

Destitute Asylum would provide this necessary experience. It was supposed that every year,

some seventy unfortunate [ = unmanied] mothers gave birth in that gloomy institution to still

more unfortunate infants.6l However, when teaching began, it was found that there were not

enough unfortunate women available, and in 1889 the minimum number had to be reduced to

ten.62 In making this concession, Adelaide departed from English lbut not Scottish]

recommendations.63 Even this small experience was not always achieved. Helen Mayo, who

59 Regulations and Synopsw Examining Board in Ensland. RCPtL,ondl & RCSIEngI 1884, 6.

60U, ofA Ar,chives Se 137 Min vl:: 57(20 May 1887).
6lluio. v r:97 (5July 1888).
62usfAluleudsl l8gI, 142. lsee table 7.4]
63Twentybirthswererequiredfortheconjointdiploma:see@op'cit,5.But
EdinburghacceptedorúyI2,oreven6undercertaincircumstances:@1890/1,
355.
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graduated inIW2, claimed that she saw only two or three births. She believed that male students

were better served, being allowed to attend the private cases of obstetricians who "were more

friendly to them", a euphemistic description of the sexist prejudice which was virulent among

Adelaide obstetricians. 6a Like several other female medical students of that time, she went to

Dublin after graduation, to get obstetrical experience [see chapter9.5.4].

V/ay died in 1901. In his place, Alfred Lendon was appointed lecturer in obstetrics,

with a mandate to teach the diseases of neonates also. Gynaecology was separated from

obstetrics, and from 1903 I-endon lectured and examined in the fourth year. He examined

alone; his papers usually included a question on some common neonatal disease, such as

ophthalmia or jaundice.

lnlW2,more clinical experience became possible with the opening of Adelaide's first

obstetrical teaching hospital. This was the Queen's Home, later the Queen Victoria Hospital,

founded largely by Audrey Tennyson, the energetic wife of the governor of the State.

klucation and training in midwifery, both for nurses and for medical students, were among the

stated aims of the new hospital. Although the Home was supposedly for married women only

[thus excluding unfortunate women], the number of births was soon adequate for teaching: 80

in the first year and 154 in the second. 6s In 1903, it was again possible to set twenty as the

minimum number of witnessed births in the obstetrical course. Initially, students attended in

pairs as residents in the Queen's Home. As resident students always do, they complained about

the cost and quality of their food and lodging, but more importantly there were also

complaints about the teaching and the experience. In 1906, a student wrote that although the

Queen's Home was "handy for getting signed up", the students there did not learn how to

manage complicated obstetrical problems, nor did they learn about antenatal care. Interestingly,

the writer considered that things had been better in the recent past, when obstetrical cases were

seen in the Adelaide Hospital, apparently for assessment of antenatal and postnatal

complications.66 Forbes, in his history of the Queen's Home, shows that complaints went on

for the next twenty years and more.67 It does appear that Adelaide obstetrical teaching was

unsatisfactory at this time. Lendon seems to have been a conscientious teacher, but he was

many things as well as an obstetrician, and may have been busy elsewhere. He was prepared

to operate in the Queen's Home - he did a successful caesarean section there in 1905 - but he

made several attempts to reduce his clinical load there before his retirement in 1923. The other

honorary obstetricians may also have been less than dedicated teachers. In L912, TG

Wilson(1876 - 1958) was appointed as the first clinical tutor in obstetrics. Wilson, a Sydney

64Mackinnon, A. Adelaide, Wakefield. 19U6.,63.
See also Mayo papers PRG 12716

65Forbes, ILD The Olreen Victoria Hospital. Adelaide. Lutheran Pubtishing House.1988, 26.

ó6Editorial AMSSR 1906;6(1): 3.
67Forbes, op.cit., 190.
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graduate, had been an assistant honorary medical officer at the Queen's Home since 1903, and

apparently taught also at the Adelaide Hospital, where he opened an antenatal clinic in 1910.68

He was to be a great teacher in the IT2Os, but it does not appear that his appointment as tutor

had much impact atfirst.

Forensic medicine was taught in the fourth year, initially by I-endon, who held the

lectureship in that discipline from 1887 to 18ÍX. In 1895 he was listed as giving 30 lectures.

Forensic medicine had not been his first choice, but he evidently taught this subject with gusto.

His set textbook was Guy and Ferrier's Principles of Forensic Medicine, a venerable work

first appearingin 18r'4 but later revised by the brilliant l-ondon physician David Ferrier. In

1895 Lendon added Dixon Mann's Forensic Medicine and Toxicology, first published in

1891 and written by a Manchester teacher. l-endon's examination papers are fascinating. He

often included questions relating to titillating crimes and law suits, ranging from the recent

assassination of President McKinley to the medicolegal ordeal of his colleague TK
Hamilton.6e [Hamiltoh was sued by an ungrateful patient who had done poorly afær

treatment with strychnine and other rather startling drugsl. Presumably Lendon's lectures

related to recent press dramas, and if so they must have been enthralling. As a rule, his papers

contained questions on two or more poisons, suggesting that Rennie did not go far into

toxicology [see p 155]. The 1889 program also referred to a practical examination, with the

specification that this would not include either practical physiology or practical chemistry. It
would be good to know what it did include. When teaching resumed after the 1897-1900

hiatus, l.endon set one paper, and then handed over to WL Cleland.

Cleland held the lectureships in forensic medicine and psychological medicine, also

called insanity, from 1902 to 1911.It was reasonable to link these topics, since they overlapped

in contemporary concerns over who should be locked up, and whether testators were compos

mentis. Cleland set lucid papers dealing with such issues, as well as with various causes of

violent death, but he did not follow l-endon in examining students on recent crimes. Cleland

was succeeded as lecturer in forensic medicine by Charles Reissmann [see p 161].

The pass rate in the fourth year was close to IOOVo.

6SEdgeloe, op.cit., 56.
69u-sfÁ-Culgndut I9o2, 57 and 1894, lxxix.
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PRACTICE OF
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Table 7.5. Medicâl curriculum in 1889: the fifth year. Based on Adelaide
University Calendar 1889. Number of lectures from student certificate book.
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7.7.The fifth year.

7.7.1. Hospital teaching in the fifth year. In the fifth year of the course, students worked

in the wards of the Adelaide Hospital for six months as medical clerks. By now, they should

have been competent to give useful assistance to the members of the honorary staff to whom

they were attached, and to the salaried medical staff. The relationship between students and

resident medical officers is hard to assess at this time. After 1890, the resident medical officers

were often recent Adelaide medical graduates, with little more experience than the final year

students, and there were no registrars until after W-WI. However, the appointment of the first

medical superintendent in 1890 gave the hospital an experienced man capable of

supplementing teaching by the honorary staff: RH Perks. He held a doctorate[MD] from

Brussels, and also the FRCS[Eng] diploma. After 1893, Perks was made responsible for

the administration of anaesthetics; he supervised the resident medical officers in this, and he

may also have taught students. However, he resigned in the furore of the Hospital Row. !n

1908 a student wrote that formal instruction in anaesthesia was given by one of the clinical

lecturers, and later that year it was agreed that fifth year students should give at least ten

anaesthetics under supervision by the medical superintendent .70

7.7.2. Formal lectures in the frfth year. The program covered the accepted surgical

specialties of the day, and also operative surgery. Symons gave a sequence of 30 twice-weekly

lectures on ophthalmology. His set textbook was originally Nettleship's Sludeul.'s Guiflglq

Diseases of the El¡e. This was then a popular work, written by a Lnndon [St Thomas's]

consultant; it was also recommended in Dunedin and Sydney. In 1893, Symons added Sir

Henry Swanzy's handbook of diseases of the eye. Swanzy was an eminent Dublin eye

specialist, and his book [also recommended in Sydney] is one of the few books by Irish

writers in the Adelaide list of set books. It is likely that Symons' teaching derived from his

experience at Moorhelds as well as in Edinburgh[ see chapter 6.2.1.\. Presumably Symons

taught in his ward and in the outpatient department, but I have found no references to this or to

visual aids.l¿ter, students complained that too little use was made of case material in the eye

ward.Tl From 1909, Symons was replaced as lecturer by his pupil and partner, AM Morgan

llE6T - t9341, who had graduated in Adelaide in 1890. Morgan's 1910 examination paper

does not show any innovations.

Anstey Giles gave twelve twice-weekly lectures on aural surgery in the fifth year. His

chief textbook was McBride's Guide to the Study of F^r Dipease, a recent t18841 publication

by an Edinburgh aural surgeon whom Giles probably knew as a teacher. For additional

reading, he gave Adam Politzer's textbook, and this \ryas a natural choice, since Giles had

studied in Politzer's famous clinic in Vienna I see chapter 6.2,1I]. The faculty minutes

70aMs.&r908: 6(5): 2. Edirorial. Ibid 6(6): 1.

7r AMSsR 1906¡v 6(2): tt.
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mention an application by Giles lor Politzer's Plates, presumably a visual teaching aid.72 More

surprisingly, Giles also recommended two books by American aural surgeons, Roosa and

Burnett. One wonders whether Giles had visited the USA; copies of American medical

periodicals inscribed by him have survived, suggesting an interest in America.T3 In 1906,

Giles was succeeded as lecturer in aural surgery by his pupil and partner GA Fischer[1868-

19611, who held the position until 1919. Fischer had studied in Germany,T4 and did not hold

a British higher degree. In the period under study, Fischer did not make any obvious changes

in the curriculum. Giles and Fischer taught only aural disease, not otorhinolaryngology in

the modern sense, though the specialty was becoming recognized and Fischer later held an

appointment with this designation in the Adelaide Hospital.

V/ay lectured on g¡rnaecology. He gave 30 lectures, increased to 60 by 1895. His

course synopses are not very informative, and one has to deduce the scope of his course from

other evidence. His recommended textbooks were Galapin's Student's Guide to the Diseases

of Women. and Emmet's hinciples and hactice of Gynaecology. Galapin, as noted above,

taught at Guy's Hospital. Emmet wâs a verbose New York specialisfi his book is not

impressive, ild Way discarded it in 1891, substituting a manual of gynaecology by two

Edinburgh specialists, Hart and Barbour. This is a more attractive book, with excellent

illustrations of the histology of gynaecological neoplasms. This choice suggests a desire to

keep the course up to date, and this is in accord with the evidence of Way's published papers

[see chapter 6.2.51. After Way's death, the lectureship in gynaecology was taken by JAG

Hamilton [?1854 - LE22], a Dublin graduate. He used Way's textbooks until 1908, when he

introduced two new textbooks. To judge from his views on education as a cause of

dysmenorrhoea, Hamilton's gynaecological physiology was strikingly uninfluenced by

evidence.T5

Watson was scheduled to give an optional weekly demonstration on operative

snrgery in the fifth year; this continued his fourth year program, and he may well have

demonstrated to fourth and fifth year students concurently. Thus, the cuniculum allowed the

students to enjoy Watson as an anatomist throughout the five year program; late in life, Helen

Mayo remembered this continuity with warm appreciation.T6

Two medical specialties were studied in the fifth year: psychiatry and public health.

After IW2, there was a third - therapeutics. Paterson gave a course of lectures on what was

called lunacy. These were given twice weekly. The 1886 plan did not specify the total

number, but the financial allocation [f,25] suggests that it was probably twelve, and this

number was listed in 1895. Paterson's recommended textbook was Clouston's Clinical

7 t37 Min Fac Med v 1: 95 (21 June 1888).
T3Author's collection.
74ÂMÊSR tge6;s[2):2o.
TsHamil¡on JAG. Dysmenorrhoea. Med J Aust 1914;2:395 - 398.
76Mayo Paper PFIG 12716
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l-ectures on Mental Diseases. This book by an Rlinburgh physician was relatively recenh the

first edition had come out in 1883, long after Paterson had left Scotland. It is not an

impressive work. General paralysis of the insane was well described, but with no emphasis on

syphilis as its cause; on the other hand, the psychiatric dangers of masturbation were stressed

with none of the sensible scepticism shown by Hughlings Jackson as early as I&75.17In both

efrors, Clouston was no worse than many of his contemporaries, and Paterson's choice of this

Edinburgh text was natural enough. However, his examination papers do not suggest that his

interests were advanced, nor do they reveal interest in neuropathology. Paterson's questions do

cover the legal aspects of insanity, and this part of his teaching was probably of considerable

practical value. The course also prescribed attendance at one or both of Adelaide's two lunatic

asylums for a three month period. It is unclear what this meant in the real world; I have found

no relevant comments by students.lændon's sneer on Paterson's teaching has been quoted[ p

l?S}In 1902, Cleland took over this lectureship. He continued to recommend Clouston, but

added a more recent work by CA Mercier, a l-ondon psychiatrist. It is an opinionated book,

remarkable for the author's aggressive refusal to have an index.78

Hygiene was studied in the fifth year. In 1887, Whittell had prepared a course, and

his lengthy synopsis is summarised in Table 7.5.He covered the fìeld of public health, as seen

atthattime, and recommended three text books, by well qualified writers. EF ÏVilloughby,

author of a small handbook, had examined in this discipline in Cambridge. G Wilson had been

a medical officer of health in Warwickshire. Parkes' Manual of Practical H)'giene was a

classic work, of international importance, initially written by the first professor of hygiene in

the British army's medical school at Netley. The eighth edition [189U was edited by his

successor in that chair, JL Nottle, an acknowledged authority on enteric infections. Cantlie has

shown that the Netley school, founded under the dynamic influence of Florence Nightingale,

had led Europe in army hygiene, and had had great influence in public health generally.Te In

1892 Whittell withdrew Willoughby's rather antiquated book, and substituted a new list of

three books on hygiene. Two rryere recent works by English writers, the third a massive

American multi-author book which had appeared in 1885. He also recommended a textbook

on vital statistics, by A Newsholme, a Brighton medical officer of health, which had come out

in 1889. Thus, it is clear that Whittell, now an old man, gave careful attention to providing an

up-to-date reading list. However, no anangements were made for a course of lectures. This

omission is surprising, at a time when formal lectures were seen as essential parts of the

teaching process. Whittell was ahead of his time in deploring formal lectures [see p 1161, and

TTDewhurst, K. Hughlings Jackson as a osychiatrist. Oxford. Sandford. 19f32, 71.

T8Mercer CA. 2nded. l,ondon. Allen &
Unwin.1914. It is a very odd work; the author denounced the index as useless lumber, blamed it on
Thomas Carlyle and cited numerous books, including the Bible, that do well without an index.
T9Cantlie, N. A history of the Army Medical Department. v.2, Edinburgh. Churchill Livingstone.
1974, 220.
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he may have favoured other forms of instruction, such as visits to public health facilities.

However, I have not found any evidence that this was done in the 1890s, though it certainly

was later.

In 1893, Whittell was replaced by Thomas Borthwick[18ó0-1924] as examiner in

hygiene. Borthwick was a Scot, who had graduated in Edinburgh and studied sanitation

sciencetherein 1891. The synopsis for his demonstrations in bacteriology shows a strong

slant towards public health , and his biographers imply that this was his chief interest, rather

than clinical bacteriology.so

A course in therapeutics had been introduced in 1897 as a stopgap measure [see

above]. It was evidently found useful, and was continued as part of the fifth year. The lectures

were given by WT Hayward from 1Ð3 [see chapter 6.2.8]. He recommended the textbook

by Mitchell Bruce, a London physician whose book was also used in Dunedin and

Melbourne. I¿ter he added a book by l-auder Brunton. His course synopses are

uninformative,buthappilyastudent'slecturenotesfrom 1911 supply the defîciency.8l These

show that the scope of therapeutics ïvas wide. The course began with lectures on food and

dietetics, including infant feeding; rest, sea voyages and physiotherapy were discussed, and the

notes ended with accounts of drug treatment for disorders in the various systems. Relatively

few drugs were discussed; those considered at length included digitalis for various cardiac

conditions, potassium bromide for epilepsy, and strychnine - in very small doses - to increase

motor power. The notes suggest a lucid lecturer, and occasional references to "Bill says" give

an effect of immediacy.

S0Hicks N, I-eopold E. Borthwick, Thomas ADB ? 1891-1ÍR9, 350.
81Drw papeo: lecture notes by CF Drew, dated 1911.
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H T WHITTELLHygiene

A S PATERSONLunacy

MJSYMONS &WAGILES.Ophthalmic surgery & aural surgery

T CHAMBERS [-ecturer in Midwifery &
Diseases in Women, Sydney, 1882 - 18961
&, EWWAY.

Obstetrics and gynaecology

A WATSONSurgical anatomy

THE SAMESurgery II üater styled Principles and

Practice of Sureerv - II.l"

A MacCORMICK
Sydney, 1890 - l9I4l
& W GARDNER,

[-ecturer in Surgery,Surgery I fiater styled kinciples and

Practice of Sureerv - Il.

J JAMIESON [Læcturer in Medicine,
Melbourne 1887 - 19081; also JC VERCO, JD
THOMAS.

Principles and practice of medicine II

JC VERCO & JD THOMASPrinciples and practice of medicine I
ExaminersSubiect

Table 7.6. Examiners for final examinations in 1889. Based on Adelaide
University Calendar 1890.

7.7.3. The final examinations. The fifth year ended with examinations in the clinical

subjects. Table 7.6 sets these out , with the examiners in the year 1889. External examiners

were used in the chief subjects, at a fee of f3.3.0: the faculty minutes show that even this

small sum was a matter of concern, ild the external examiners must have been seen as

important. In the examinations on the principles and practice of medicine after 1889,

Verco was always the local examiner; the external examiners were sometimes James Jamieson

[Melbourne] and sometimes JC Cox of Sydney, a senior physician. Scot Skirving, also a

Sydney physician, served once. After 1905 George Rennie, Scot Skirving's successor as

lecturer in clinical medicine, served on a number of occasions. Analysis of 180 examination

questions on general medicine shows that the chief organs and systems were well covered, with

the interesting exception of the blood. Questions on laboratory diagnosis appeared from time

to time, and in 1909 there was a question on the value of lumbar puncture. This question

appeared some 18 years after Quincke's first description of lumbar puncture, and ten years
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since the procedure was mentioned in a popular textbook.s2 Before 1896, there were very

few questions on paediatric medicine, other than croup, diphtheria, measles and other

infections. No question in this period implied any differences between sick adults and sick

children. When teaching was resumed in l%)2, a different awareness does appear in the

examination papers, with questions on paediatric topics such as infantile scurvy and

gastroenteritis in childhood.

In the hfth year examinations in the principles and practice of surgery, Gardner

and after him Poulton were paired with Alexander MacCormick, then lecturing in surgery in

Sydney and a notable protégé of Anderson Stuart. When Gardner went to Melbourne, he

himself served as external examiner; when he became incapacitated in 1896, he was succeeded

by FD Bird, a Melbourne lecturer in surgery. After the 18ftí - 1901 hiatus in clinical teaching,

the external examiners in surgery included MacCormick and George Syme, then surgeon to

the Melbourne Hospital and a rising star in Australian surgery. The examination questions

covered the expanding fìeld of operative surgery. Thus, appendicitis first appears in 1903,

and brain tumour surgery in lX)'|, in each case some 15 - 20 years after the pioneering

operations had been reported. This suggests a conservative attitude to innovations, proper

enough given that young Australian graduates could and did launch into surgical practice soon

after graduation. Paediatric problems got some attention in the surgical papers - more so than

in the medical examinations.In the period 1889 - 1910, there were 159 questions in the written

surgical paper: of these, 11 can be considered paediatric, in that they dealt with problems such

as spina bifida, talipes and epiphyseal displacements. Once, and apparently only once, students

were asked to compare the causes of a problem [extravasation of urine] in a man and a boy.8l

Perhaps it says something of the Adelaide school, that this enlightened question was set by a

Melbourne examiner.

Watson set the paper on surgical anatomy until 1896. He set essay-type questions,

often focused on some specific surgical topic, such as an amputation. He had no external co-

examiner.'When the full five-year couße was resumed in 1902, this examination topic was

omitted. In retrospect, this examination must have been an anomaly in the final year; it is
doubtless explained by Watson's exceptional gifts and his interest in operative surgery.

In the combined examinations in obstetrics and gynaecology, Way's chief external

co- examiners were Walter Balls-Headley from Melbouüre and Thomas Chambers from

Sydney. Both were eminent London specialists in the diseases of women, who had

emigrated to Australia for their health, and thrived here. The examination questions called for

essays on cornmon gynaecological conditions such as dysmenorrhoea , menorrhagia and

gonorrhoea. On one occasion students were asked to give a concise account of the general

aetiology of the diseases of women in civilized life.8a There were few questions on uterine

S2Russell JSR. In A System of Medicine. Albutt TCtedl. I-ondon. Macmillan. 1899, v 6, 913
83U of A Calendar 1a97, c32.
84luid, 1896 c33.
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cancer; hysterectomy for malignant disease was often discussed in contemporary medical

literature, but the subject may have been too controversial for an undergraduate examination.

After Way's death, Hamilton's co-examiners were G Rothwell Adam from Melbourne, and

Ralph Worrall and ET Thring from Sydney. After 1Ð2, the gynaecological examination

papers show increasing attention to neoplasms, no doubt reflecting changes in contemporary

surgical practice.

At the end of the fifth year, students sat for an examination on diseases of the eyes

and ears. Symons set and examined a two-hour paper on ophthalmic surgery. He asked for

short essays on cornmon and important ocular conditions, such as optic neuritis, iritis, or the

pupillary reactions. Ophthalmia neonatorum appears repeatedly in his examination papers,

perhaps because he was aware that the diseases of infants were not well taught. Anstey Giles

set a short [one hour] paper on aural surgery. His questions deal mostly with coÍrmon

diseases of the middle ear and their complications; neuro-otology was presumably not seen as

an important part of the young graduaûe's mental baggage. However, there was an occasional

question on Menière's disease.

The examinations in all these subjects included viva voce and practical sessions which

were held in the Adelaide Hospital. The faculty minutes do not indicate how the oral

examinations were canied out.85 Presumably they included clinical examinations of patients; in

some and perhaps all, the examiner had a coadjutor, presumably to see fair play.

There were final examinations in lunacy[sic] and in hygiene, set by the respective

lecturers, with no external examiners and no oral components. Paterson's examination papers

in lunacy dealt chiefly with nosological terms and utilitarian questions on legal aspects of

insanity. His successor, WL Cleland, set examination papers which suggest a more modern

attitude to mental illness, if only in terminology. Like Paterson, he also set questions on issues

such as certification and testamentary capacity. rWhittell set the examination papers in

hygiene from 1889 to I8T2, and again in l8!b.The questions were searching, often requiring

skills in problem-solving in the context of epidemics and water supply. There was usually a

question on smallpox. In 1893, Thomas Borthwick began to set papers, and both he and

Whittell gave practical questions demanding microscopic identifications of specimens.

From 1903, there was a final examination in therapeutics, separate from the

examinations in medicine and surgery. The examiner was 'WT Hayward, and his questions

related closely to his lecture course. It is of interest that he sometimes asked for actual

prescriptions for specific problems; prescriptions do not appear in the lecture notes

summarised above, but were doubtless important in a time when a doctor's personal

prescriptions were part of the mystique of medicine.

The pass rate in the fifth year was high, but a significant number of candidates did fail

on their first attempts, and usually had to sit again, as supplementary examination were rarely

85UofA Archives Se 137 M v 2:82 (20 Sept1894)
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allowed in the final year. In the period 1905 - 19æ, it appears that the overall pass rate was

82Vo, tholgh this records as failures any candidates who did not sit because of illness. Most

of the failed students passed in the following year. However, two young rfiì who traO

slithered through earlier years, went to Scotland in presumed despair and took the soft-

option conjoint diploma ILRCP& S(Edin), LFPS (Glasg)]. In fairness to the Adelaide medical

school, it should be remembered that the contemporary British system of open examinations

entailed higher examination failure rates than would now be accepted: in 1893 a senior

Scottish teacher had protested that the new five-year course demanded so much cramming that

there was an overall failure rate of 30Vo86 - much higher than the Adelaide failure rates in the

clinical years, though similar to the second year rate.

7.8. Paediatric teaching in the Adelaide medical course.

In the initial planning, no provision was made for lectures in the diseases of children,

no textbooks were recommended, and until 1891there was no provision for clinical teaching in

the Adelaide Children's Hospital[ACH]. t endon, writing much later, attributed this to the long-

drawn allopath/homeopath feud.87 The ACH, founded in IU6, had representatives of both

factions on its medical staff, whereas the Adelaide Hospital honorary staff was totally

orthodox, and included several persecutors of homeopaths.ss Lendon was doubtless correct,

but this is not the whole story. The omission of paediatric teaching in Adelaide surely reflects

contemporary English practice. Thus, in the requirements for the conjoint diploma conferred

by the Royal Colleges of Physicians and Surgeons, there were stringent provisions with

respect to the diseases of women, but nothing about the diseases of children. Austrian medical

education was more enlightened, but even there teaching in paediatrics did not become

obligatory until 1899.

In 1891, the faculty of medicine did recognize the importance of the study of the

diseases of infancy and childhood, and a period of three months in the Adelaide Children's

Hospital was accepted as part of the medical course.se This meant that clinical lecturers who

had patients in that hospital might "make use of them ...for the pulposes of their lectures".eO

Alfred lændon deserves credit for this forward move, although JC Verco was also involved in

the negotiations. l-endon had been a member of the honorary staff of the ACH since 1885, and

taught there after 189[, though I have found no details of his teaching except the lectures on

S6struthers J. The present examination systemfietter] l-ancet 1893:2: l3Æ-7.
87lendon, AA. The Medical School 1885-lfB5 op.cit., Vl.
88In th" capacity of members of the Medical Board: see Fraenkel, GJ & Wilde, DH. T!ç.À@!içd-Bsqsú
of South Australia 1844-1994. Adelaide. The Medic¿l Boa¡d of South Australia. I994, 47.

89UofA Archives Se 137 M v 2: 80 (16 Aug 1894) & 92 (5 Dec 1895).
90 Barbalet, M. . The Adelaide Children's Hqspital 1876 - lØ6. Adelaide, The Adelaide Children's
Hospital. 1975, 60.
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hydatid disease which he gave in 1897. He later published these:el they read well, but there is

little in them that suggests paediatric specialisation. Other members of the ACH staff are listed

after 1901 as clinical teachers. Of these, Harry Swift [1857 - Ig3T had been a member of the

ACH staff since 1890. He was a Cambridge graduate who had worked for two years at the

Hospital for Sick Children in Great Ormond Street, and it is not clear why he did not play a

greater role in teaching until 1912, when he was appointed as lecturer in diseases of

children e2

When the full five-year course was restored in 1902, Lendon became lecturer in

obstetrics and clinical lecturer in diseases of children. As noted above, his fourth year

examination papers covered neonatal disease. Two textbooks by English paediatricians were

recommended: Dawson Williams on medical diseases of infancy and childhood, and Edmund

Owen on surgical diseases of children. Nevertheless, there was still no formal system of

examination in paediatrics, nor was there a large paediatric component in the final year

examination in general medicine.

7.9. The Adelaide curricula in perspective.

No attempt is made in this chapter to assess what is the most important criterion of a

medical course: its value and relevance to the studenfs future capacities in medical practice.

This difficult judgement is attempted in chapter 10, where the strengths and weaknesses of

the Adelaide medical school are discussed. However, it is a central purpose of this study to

assess the origins and inspirations of Adelaide medical teaching, and for this purpose the

details of the course complement the biographical study of the teachers given in chapter 6. It is

unquestionable that all the Australasian medical schools were formed on the basis of British

models. But in the nineteenth century, British medical education was by no means monolithic,

and was exported to the colonies in various forms and through more than one institution. To

see what happened in Adelaide, the data presented in this chapter are here considered from two

perspectives:

. The British perspective: what institutions and teaching schools appear to have influenced

the Adelaide medical school in its formative years?

. The Australasian perspective: how does the Adelaide medical course compare with

contemporary courses in Melbourne, Dunedin and Sydney?

7. I .1. The British perspective. Without doubt, the GMC influenced the content of the

Adelaide medical course. The minutes of the Adelaide university council show that the GMC's

supposed requirements were taken very seriously when the medical course was set up[see

chapter 51, in determining what subjects would be taught, and by whom. It is not clear how

this influence was exerted. In the 1880s, the GMC did not publish guidelines on course

9llændon, A. Clinical lectures on hydatid disease of the lungs. l-ondon., Bailliere, Tindall, Cox. 1902.

92Newland HS. Obituary. Med J Aust 1937;2:976.
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structure,93 and referred questions to the British licensing bodies, such as the RCS.ea The

GMC requirements \ilere more directly decisive in respect to matriculation: the minutes of the

faculty of medicine document continued concern over the content of the Adelaide public

examinations, which were the usual basis of student acceptability into the medical course. The

overall goal of conformity with the GMC was acceptance of the Adelaide medical degrees on

the British medical register maintained by the GMC, and negotiations for this were conducted

through the Agent General of the colony. e5 Success came early in 189['9e no doubt corks

popped.

The Adelaide university council, and later the faculty of medicine, were also influenced

by the requirements of the two English royal colleges. Here the goal was acceptance of the

Adelaide course for students who wished to sit for the conjoint diploma ILRCP (Lond),

MRCS(Eng)]. This came sooner than the approval of the GMC; Stirling secured some kind of

assurance when he visited London in 18&1, and formal recognition by both colleges came in

1891.e7 I have found no sign of a similar interest in the requirements of Scottish institutions,

as there certainly was in Dunedin.

Thus, there is a strong impression of institutional influences derived predominantly

from [-ondon. This conforms with the impression given by study of the careers of the

Adelaide faculty in 1889. Analysis of the Adelaide medical course gives some further

support for this derivation. Contrary to my expectations, the course structure is not very

informative. The orientations of the various teaching programs give more definite evidence,

and the choices of set textbooks appear especially significant.

10083TOTAL

2.42Uncertain

4.94Australasia

10.89USA

6.05Germany & Austria

2.42Ireland

10.89Scotland

62.752Eneland

l¡s Vo of totalNo. BooksPlace of origin

Table 1.1,Textbooks recommended in the Adelaide medical course, 1886 - 1900.
The column 'Place of origin' indicates the country in which the author[s] or chief author
worked at the time of publication; in a number of cases, this was not the country of birth, since
several Scottish and German authors had moved to [-ondon.

93 And"rson CAIGMCI personal communication 28 April 2000
e4]Js[A¿fçhiyjss[l69. I-etter GMC 26 September 18&1.
95UofA Archives Se 137 M v I: I77 (18 Sept 189o)
e6lbid, v 2:64 (15 Feb 1s94).
97lui¿, v 2:2 (19 Mar 1891).
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Table 7.7 masses the findings of the study of the textbooks listed in Appendix III. It
shows a great predominance of books by English authors. Surgeons, physicians and

physiologists holding l-ondon teaching positions are especially prominent, though the

dynamic Manchester medical school contributed several important authors. In contrast, few

books by Scottish authors are listed: most of these appear to be of very high quality,

suggesting that they were chosen on their merits, rather than from some general or personal

intellectual orientation towards Rlinburgh, Glasgow or Aberdeen. [An exception may be the

choice for the course in psychiatry: see p 1741. The substantial number of books from the

USA is noteworthy; as far as I can discover, none of the early Adelaide teachers had studied in

that country, and the influence of American writers deserves further study.

In some instances, the choice can be related to the experience of individual teachers.

Thus, Stirling's Cambridge and l,ondon backgrounds are reflected in his list of chosen

textbooks for the physiology course. Watson's London training is paralleled by his choice of
standard English textbooks of anatomy, and his very tardy interest in the excellent books by

Rlinburgh anatomists. Watson's obvious concentration on surgical anatomy and surgical

pathology may also reflect his London training. His German education is less evident, and

indeed German medical science is not prominent in the Adelaide medical course.

Nevertheless, the set text books include five books translated from well-known German

writers. Three of these seem likely to have been chosen by one of the faculty members who

had studied in Germany or Austria - Watson, Anstey Giles, and Görger. The university library

subscribed to three German scientific journals and purchased a number of erudite reference

books in German; the titles suggest that most of these were ordered by Stirling.

Thus, the choice of textbooks seem compatible with the hypothesis of a predominant

influence by English medical institutions and teaching methods. Scottish and German

influences can be deduced, but are less obvious than I had expected.

7.9.2. The Australasian perspective. The Adelaide medical course in 1889 shows many

similarities with its Australasian contemporaries, and surprisingly few differences. The three

Australian schools all ran five year courses. Melbourne had begun thus, and it is easy to see

why Sydney and Adelaide had to conform; a shorter, cheaper course would have inviæd

mockery. There was at first an interesting difference in the first year programs. In Adelaide,

the first year seems to have been designed to give a general scientific education, based on

chemistry, physics and biology. Only the anatomy course can be seen as vocational training.

The Adelaide first year did not inflict the benefits of a classical education on the medical

students. In Melbourne, the first year cuniculum had at first very little scientific content, and

gave instead a hefty allocation of time to Greek and l-atin;e8 as late as 1886, Greek and Latin

were an optional alternative to natural philosophy[physics]. The University of Sydney went

%Russell KF. Op.cit., 50 & 63.
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further, and initially insisted on arts subjects in the first year - latin, another language,

mathematics, chemistry, and natural philosophy.ee A contemporary medical editorial

applauded, saying that the education of a gentleman and a man of science - in that order - was

incomplete without Greek.l00 The arts requirement was not changed until 1889, and then

against opposition.lol l¡ is interesting that Stirling's classical education in Cambridge had not

given him this view of how medical gentlemen [and ladies] are brought up. Dunedin had a

four-year medical course from 1885, and relied, as Adelaide did, on its entrance examination

to ensure a sufficient grounding in the classics.

In most other respects, the course structures of the Australasian medical schools seem

broadly similar. All four taught the same mainstream subjects, more or less in the same

sequence. Often the same textbooks were recorffnended. Thus, in medicine, the l.ondon

textbooks by Bristowe and Roberts appear in all four university calendars, as does Michael

Foster's great textbook of physiology. However, close comparison of the course

recommendations and examination papers does bring out a few interesting differences that

give support to the hypothesis of different orientations. Most strikingly, Sydney shows a

convincingScottishorientationinanatomy.SirIWil1iamTurner's@
Anatomy and DJ Cunningham's excellent dissection manuals appear in the first Sydney

curriculum; Turner never appeared in the Adelaide curriculum and Cururingham was not

recommended until 1906. This correlates very obviously with the Edinburgh education of
Anderson Stuart and his successor JT Wilson . A more important correlation with Edinburgh

appears in the very early provision of teaching in embryology in Sydney. Embryology was

one of Turner's interests,to2 andlectures on embryology appear in the Edinburgh program

in 1890.103 Embryology was not prominent in the l.ondon conjoint examinations at this time,

nor does it appear to have interested Watson, though the topic appears in Stirling's BSc

course. There is another sign of Scottish influence in the Sydney course, trivial in itself, but

of symbolic importance. Sydney rather confusingly followed Scottish practice in making the

qualifying surgical degree a mastership: until 1y22, graduates were styled MB, ChM. In
Melbourne and Adelaide, the equivalent was a bachelor's degree. In Adelaide, signs of

Scottish influence are hard to find, though such teaching as students got in psychiatry may

have been on Scottish lines, since both Paterson and Cleland were educated in Rlinburgh.

Preclinical teaching in Dunedin suffered from inability to separate the chairs of anatomy and

physiotogy until l904.to4 This may have expressed Rlinburgh's late development of

99U of Sydney Calendar 1882/3: By laws of the Faculty of Medicine, clause 91.
I ooÂu$-À4edSsar882; t: t4e.
l0lYoung J, Sefton AJ, Webb N(eds). Centenary Book of the University of Sydney Faculty of
Medicine. Sydney, Sydney University Press.I98/., 424.

102¡4o¡ron P. J T Wilson and the Fraternity o[ Duckmaloi. Amsterdam. Rodopi. Igg7, l3g.
103u-sf-Edi!þursh-Ça¡-18e0/91, 328 & 3s1..
104Jones, DWC. Annals of the Universit!¡ of Otago Medical School. Wellington., Reed. 1945, 118.
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physiology,long known there as the Institutes of Medicine, but poverty is a more probable

cause.

The teaching of paediatrics shows an interesting contrast between the medical schools.

Gandevia concluded that Melbourne was somewhat ahead of Adelaide in accepting the need

for paediatric teaching, and Sydney a good wa] behind.l0s As late as 1910, the Sydney

course in paediatrics was only elective, competing with dermatology, ENT and "special

therapeutics"; there was no formal provision for attendance in what is now the Royal

Alexandra Hospital for Children until ly24.to6 There was apparently no special examination,

and Sydney examination papers for medicine and surgery contained very few questions on

paediatric topics. Melbourne's priority is unimpressive: the Children's Hospital was not listed

for teaching until 1912, though there had been informal teaching much earlier, from William

Snowball, a Great Ormond Street t¡¿iass.lo7 As noted above, paediatric teaching began in

1894 in Adelaide, but was somewhat cursory. In contrast, Dunedin had a lecturer in diseases

of children from 1888. This was Isaiah de Zouche, who had held a paediatric appointment in

Liverpool.los His recommended textbooks were Eustace Smith's Treatise on Dsease in

Children and Diseases of Children by H Ashby and GA Wright. Smith held an appointment

in the East l-ondon Hospital for Children, besides having the dubious honour of attending

King Leopold II of Belgium. Ashby and Wright both worked in Manchester; they were

respectively physician and surgeon. De Zouche's textbook choices - and many other Dunedin

recommendations - show the dominance of English authors, even in a very Scottish medical

school,

It is hard to say whether there were major differences in the quality of clinical teaching

in the different schools. There were many complaints about the hospital teaching in

Melbourne; nevertheless, there were abundant opportunities for student study, and Russell

quotes a \ryarm tribute to this by a brilliant Melbourne graduate of 1875/6.10e The Alfred

Hospital opened a clinical school in 1888: the teaching was so superior that Melbourne

Hospital students paid extra to go to special Alfred Hospital clinics held during weekends.l l0

The Dunedin historians do not suggest that clinical teaching was problematic, and in Sydney

the Royal hince Alfred Hospital appears to have functioned efficiently as a university

teaching hospital, as well it might, with Anderson Stuart dominating its board. Sydney

Hospital did not become a teaching hospital until 1909. Adelaide's chief deficiency seems to

have been in the paucity of clinical tutors, and this became a matter of student concern in

1056*¿"u1u, B. Tears often shed. Sydney. Charter Press. 1978, 141.

lO6stapleton T in: Centenary Book of the Universitv of Sydnev Faculty of Medicine. op.cit.,4I2.
loTRussell KF. op.cit.,127.
loSJones, DWC, op.cit., 95.

109¡¡3 Allen, quoted by Russell KF. The Melbourne Medical School 1862-1fti2. op.cit., 50.
I 10Busr.11 KF op.cit., 107.
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1906[see above]. Adelaide had a small medical population, with relatively few young graduates

eager to teach; the same must have been true of Dunedin, which however was able to hnd

medical tutors from 1905.1l1

In summary, the Australasian perspective suggests two generalizations. First, the

original Adelaide medical course appears to have been modern by the best contemporary

British standards, whereas the Melbourne and Sydney curricula needed several revisions, and

Dunedin was for long unable to separate the teaching of anatomy and physiology. In Adelaide,

the mainstream topics were covered quite well; there were deficiencies in several helds, notably

obstetrics and pathology, but the other Australasian schools also had their blind spots and

black spots.

Second, the Adelaide medical school does show strong indications of orientations

towards London teaching methods. This is especially evident in the emphasis on practical

training, with little of the interest in speculation and research which many historians see as

characteristic of Scottish academic medicine at this time.l 12 But English influence was strong

in all the Australasian medical schools at this time, as is seen in the large number of textbooks

by London teachers listed in the various calendars. Perhaps the traditional excellence of

Edinburgh and Glasgow in medical education has led to underestimation of the great advances

in English teaching after 1858. It is also possible that the differences between the great British

medical schools have been exaggerated, at least in the second half of the nineteenth century.

1l l¡on"r, Dc. op.çit., l3O.
ll2po, example, seeMorisonop.cit., 17 &2O.
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Fig. 7.1. A student group dissecting outside the old anatomy building, probably in 1890.
The mortuary attendant, Pierre Marceau, is seen in the back roq second from the left.
The students are said to be FM Purchas, AW Fletcher, "Fisher"l?Gw Fischer] and F
Hone [sitting]. [By courtesy of the Ban Smith Library].
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ßig. 7 .2. Cartoon of Stirling in old age, honoured by a chorus of frogs. 
'Whatever 

else
lies behind this cartoon, it surely indicates that physiology in 1917 was still associated
with frogs. I.AMSSR r9t7 ; 9(tt): 271.
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Fig 7.3. The Adelaide Hospital in 1885. [By courtesy of the Royal Adelaide Hospital Heritage
Department].
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Fig. 7.5. Retropleural and intraspinal hydatid cysts: one of Watson's demonstration

specimens. [From Surgery. Gynecology and Obstetrics. 1907;41.
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Chapter 8. THE ROW AND THE RESTORATION

8.1. The Row and its significance.

The disruption known as the Hospital Row has been mentioned earlier. For the

Adelaide medical school, the Row reached its first and greatest crisis on 8 April 1896,

when seventeen members of the Adelaide Hospital honorary staff resigned en masse.

Their resignations, which would now be called a medical strike, were the culmination of

a bloody-minded quanel with the premier of the colony, Charles Cameron Kingston

[1850 - 1908 : Fig.8.1]. This quarrel had escalated from a dispute over a nursing

promotion, and at first had nothing whatever to do with the medical school. But the

resignation of most of the medical teachers stopped clinical teaching in the Adelaide

Hospital until 1901,

The Hospital Row has been much studied. Theses by AP W.alker, MA Heaney,

J Hooke and Reece Jennings have described the chain of events, and have enjoyably

drawn attention to the ineptitude, sexism, selfishness and arrogance of Adelaide's medical

élite. Students of the political issues, notably J Playford, J [.a Nauze and S Glass, have,

also very enjoyably, chronicled Kingston's record of self-destructive quarrelling with the

medical profession, as well as with school fellows, parliamentary colleagues, junior

staff, and his own sisters. Estcourt Hughes finished a lucid, even-handed account of

the Row by observing with satisfaction that we are today less rude than our rude

colonial forebears.l This observation is helpful in keeping the Row in perspective: the

political conventions of Adelaide in the 1890s allowed insults and rhetoric that often

distort modern understanding of how people really felt. Nevertheless, the Row was more

than a storm in a colonial teacup; the issues were substantial, and the Row deserves the

attention that it has received. But with such ample - and fascinating - documentation, it is
here only necessary to consider the signihcance of the Row in relation to the medical

school, with reference to -

. attitudes of the medical teachers

. efforts to maintain teaching

. effects on the students

. the restoration of teaching in and after 1901.

lHughes, JE. A History of the Ro}¡al Adelaide Hospital. Adelaide. Board of Management of Royal
Adelaide Hospital. 1982, 2O5.
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8.2. The university, the Adelaide Hospital and the government.

To understand the actions of the leaders of the medical school, it is necessary to

review the strengths and weaknesses of their positions. Under its act of incorporation,

the university had a remarkable degree of political independence. The members of the

university council were not appointed by the govemment, being elected by the

university senate, which comprised the graduates of the university. The government did

have power of the purse, but only to a limited extent. Whereas the universities of

Melbourne and Sydney derived about half of their revenues from public funds, the

universityofAdelaidegot less than a third of its annual income from government

sources, and most of this was a guaranteed subsidy on private endowments [see Table

8.11. Only f800 p a , the original value of the commuted SA Scholarship [see p 102],

was easily withdrawn and therefore at the mercy of an angry premier. This grant was

reduced to f,ó00 p a in 1893, the first year of a great financial crisis in the Australasian

colonies. Even this reduced subsidy was important in funding the running expenses

of the medical school. In 1895, these totalled about f,26[[, mostly as salaries. Medical

students' fees had risen to f1345 p a,leaving a large gap which was partially filled by

the government grant. Presumably the defìcit was met from the university's general

revenue, which amounted to about f12m0 from all sources.2 The university's income

2usÉ.Alut"sdþl Iag6, 52-3.
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was not buoyant, since some of it came from rents which must have been tight in the

continuing depression.

At this time, the university's independence was well guarded. The chancellor, still

Samuel Way, was a potent politician as well as a good lawyer; he was already at war

with Kingston over a different issue, and as brother of one of the medical leaders he

must have been well informed on the complex issues at stake. The vice chancellors of the

time, JA Hartley and V/illiam Barlow, appear to have been less active. The university

council in 1896 included two men who were to be great university leaders in the twentieth

century, and these played important parts in and after the Row. George Murray has been

mentioned [p 108]; he had been a member of the university council since 1891 and was

to represent council on the faculty of medicine in the period of restoration after the Row.

William Mitchell [1861 - 1962: Fig.8.2] was a recent recruit to the council. A Scot of

massive learning and integrity, he had taken the Adelaide chairs of English and

philosophy in 1895, and was elected to council in 18fb. Mitchell had scientific interests;3

he became a good if unlikely friend to Watson, and championed him during the Row.

The university council gave the embattled medical faculty steady support ; the chancellor

and Mitchell attended several of the special faculty meetings in 1896 and 1897, though

they are not minuted as speaking, and there is nothing to suggest that they had any

misgivings about the morality of the faculty's stand.

The Adelaide Hospital had no comparable political independence or strong

leadership. The board of management was constituted under a special act.a Under this,

most of the members of the board were appointed [or reappointed] annually by the

government of the day. Only two were nominated independently: the nominee of the

Commissioners of the Adelaide Hospital, who administered benefactions, and the

nominee of the university [see p 101]. In 1895, the university nominee was ErW Way.

Under the act, the board of 16 members could include a maximum of eight medical men,

of whom no more than three should be members of the honorary staff of the hospiøI.s

These maximum numbers had become customary: the 1895 board included eight medical

men, of whom Stirling, Way and Anstey Giles were members of the faculty of medicine

and of the honorary staff.6 There was however no obligation on the government to

respect this custom. Kingston could appoint as few doctors as he pleased, provided

that not more than two thirds of the membership of the board were lay lnon-medical]

persons. There \ryas no need for him to appoint any members of the honorary staff. He

could therefore give himself at least a two thirds majority on the board at a year's notice.

3 He had known Victor Horsley in l¡ndon: personal communication, 1956,
4The Hosoitals Act Am
5lbid, sections I & 10; see also Hughes op.cit. 69.
6AHAR 26:. t8-re.
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More relevant than these legal considerations was the premier's great political

strength. In 1895, Kingston headed a secure parliamentary coalition, which was to run a

record term of six years. He had strong populist support in areas unlikely to sympathize

with either the medical profession or the university establishment. He had an electoral

incentive for doctor bashing in the cause of female nurses oppressed by male doctors,

since he had recently - and reluctantly - passed a female suffrage act and was about to

fight the hrst election in which women were to vote. I¿stly and most importantly

Kingston was an able, wilful man who could never tolerate opposition.

When Kingston's government moved to attack the Adelaide medical establishment,

two moves were taken which impacted on the medical school. The first hit the council of

the university in September 1895. Cockburn, who was Kingston's minister of education,

announced - with no notice - that he would withdraw the grant of fó00 in toto. The

council of the university concluded that this would make clinical teaching impossible,

and warned the clinical teachers accordingly.T Cockburn presumably had compelling

reasons for what must have been for him a distasteful action; he himself was a

distinguished medical graduate, and had taken a part in establishing the medical school.

As the council pointed out, no such complete withdrawal had been made in other

government subsidies, and the move looks in retrospect like spite or perhaps class

warfare. The reduction was undoubtedly seen as a threat to the medical course. This is

evident in the diary of a young medical student at the time,8 as well as in the partisan

medical press.g An anonymous donor, identified only as a friend of the chancellor, came

to the rescue, offering flzæ over two years, and the medical course was reprieved.lO

Also, Cockburn grudgingly agreed to give a grant of f300, though it does not appear that

this was given that year.

Kingston's second move came in March 1896, though foreshadowed earlier. A
new and pliable board was appointed, which at once settled the nursing dispute on lines

directed by the government. The matron of the Adelaide Hospital and two other senior

nurses had already resigned in protest; when the new board took over, so did the

members of the honorary staff - sixteen medical men and one dental surgeon. Of these,

Giles, Hayward, Poulton, Stirling, Symons, Verco, and Way were then members of the

faculty of medicine. Their resignations were discussed at a meeting of the SA branch of

the BMA, and [unsurprisingly] received strong support, which was later endorsed by

otherAustralian branches and by the BMA in Great Britain.l l

7U of A Archives Se 18 Mi v6: 2, (13 Dec 1895).
8.U@d-Puærc, diary 17 Dec 1895.
9$ust Med-!i"z 189ó; 15: 32 - 33.
loU of A Archives S.l8 M v6: 10-12 (7Feb 1s96).
I I Adelaide'
t979, 28.
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The government riposted by recruiting medical strikebreakers, both in Australia

and from Britain. The local scabs were not of long-term importance, but the two leading

British recruits were to have some significance in the history of the Adelaide medical

school, since they both had academic ambitions. Leith Napier[1854 - 1926] held

respectable Scottish degrees [MD, ChM Aber] and also the MRCP[Lond]. He had

practised successfully as a gynaecologist in London, though his experience in general

surgery was later questioned. Hooke, who has reviewed his career in a sympathetic

light, notes that he had examined in Aberdeen and also in l-ondon, though only for the

Society of Apothecaries.l2 Ramsay Smith[1859 - 19371held less impressive degrees

from Edinburgh, but also had teaching experience in that university and as headmaster

of a school. Even before they came to Adelaide, the hospital board requested that they

be given status as clinical lecturers, 13 and with what seems singular insensitivity, Napier

did give lectures and bedside teaching later in 1896, though he had no university siatus.

The presence of these able and tough-skinned men was to prolong the Row. Kingston

was a warm friend as well as a savage enemy, and felt an obligation to provide for his

protégés, while the medical faculty found them totally unacceptable as fellow teachers.

8.3. The attitudes of the medical teachers .

The men who resigned their hospital appointments in 1896 may not have foreseen

that the intemrption in clinical teaching would go on until 1901. But they must have

known that their resignations would injure the Adelaide medical school, and might harm

the careers of their students. Nevertheless, all the faculty members on the staff of the

Adelaide Hospital did resign, with one notable exception: Watson. Moreover, those

faculty members who were not on the staff of the Adelaide Hospiøl seem to have given

full support to the strikers. In particular, Lendon, who had been elected as dean in 1895,

did everything in his considerable power to frighten off the government's medical scabs,

both in Britain and in Australia.

This disregard of the interests of the medical school has been castigated by later

writers. Reece Jennings used strong language: " The honorary staff, in resigning, did not

hesitate to destroy the medical school: to them, the vision, generous philanthropy, hard

work, and resourcefulness of the far-sighted colonists who had founded it meant

nothing."l4 Since Stirling, Verco and Way had been among the leading far-sighted

colonists, their actions need explanation. It is especially remarkable that Stirling should

12 Hooke J. Thesis tsee Select Bibliographyl 1991, 226.

l3Aust Med Gaz Ia96; 15:262.
l4Jennings, R. The medical pfofession and the State in South Australia 1836 - 1975. Adelaide,

University of Adelaide. 1998,tE7.
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have gone along with less committed men like Giles and Hayward, to threaten his own

great achievement.

The simplest explanation is exasperation. The Row had grown over the last 18

months in a crescendo of abuse and threats. Cockburn's move to cut off financial

supplies must have been bitterly resented, as indeed the minutes of the university council

suggest. The appointment of the new board of the Adelaide Hospital meant that the

honorary staff had lost their long-established informal control over the hospital, and

they may have reached the limits of their tolerance, which in several cases were not

wide. It is also possible that there was miscalculation. Adelaide's medical leaders were

used to command: they may have felt that a united protest would make Kingston back

down and allow an acceptable compromise. If so, they misjudged him. In later life, Verco

claimed that Kingston had been a coward as well as a bully in their school days;ls

Kingston's recent political record should have shown that he had outgrown the first of

these early weaknesses, though not the second.

There is however another explanation of this collective disregard of the welfare of

the medical school. None of those who resigned in 1896 were full-time teachers, and for

many of them the medical school cannot have been their highest priority. They had their

established private practices. They doubtless valued their Adelaide Hospital appointments,

but they could do without them. Even Stirling had his work at the museum to engross

him; he had recently been appointed part-time director, and took his work there very

seriously.l6Itwas a weakness of the English medical teaching system, that the teachers

were independent of government control, unlike all save the grandest of the continental

teachers. Some would see this as a strength, but medical independence usually means

intransigence.

This interpretation of the resignations gains force from consideration of the very

different behaviour of the only hospiøl teacher who was employed on a fulltime basis.

Watson not only remained on the staff of the Adelaide Hospital, but even volunteered to

work as a strike-breaker. After some vacillation, he accepted an appointment as consultant

surgeon to the hospital, despite warnings from the BMA. In this capacity, Watson came

into collision with Napier, who had been appointed senior surgeon with superiority over

all present or future surgical staff. Watson accused Napier of surgical incompetence, in

the management of a strangulated femoral hernia. He was supported by four young

members of the hospital resident staff. An enquiry by the hospital board found Watson

unable to make his charges stick, even with the moral support of V/illiam Mitchell, who

spoke for Watson, who claimed to have a bad cold. Watson was dismissed from his

l5verco, J. Early recollections of Sir Joseph Verco. c1930. M L o S Australiana. PPIG 322t6 177

l6stirling had also to endure the tragic death of his only son during the period of the Row: the boy died
of a head injury in September 1897: see Arch RAÇS Watson Papers, Notebook 3638[synopsis].
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appointments in the Adelaide Hospital with contumely.lT The quarrel spluttered on in a
parliamentary enquiry and an illustrated pamphlet published by Watson[Fig 8.J].ts In

assessing Watson's actions, Reece Jennings saw his original motive as brazen self-

aggrandisement.le Watson himself said that he had acted solely in the interests of

humanity and of his students.20 Neither explanation is convincing, and W'atson's

ingrained fecklessness seems a more likely cause. But he was the only [theoretically]
full-time university medical professor, and it is not hard to believe that he felt that he had

special responsibilities to the students. It was unfofunate for everyone that Watson, in

his unique position, did everything possible to make things worse for the medical

school.

8.4. The breakdown and the three year course.

Clinical teaching did not cease immediately after the resignations. On April 14

1896, an emergency meeting of the faculty of medicine advised the students to continue

in the Adelaide Hospital as clerks and dressers.2l The new Adelaide Hospital board

refused to give them attendance certificates, but this petty ploy was circumvented.

Arrangements were made for fifth year students to go to the Adelaide Children's

Hospital. An attempt was made to negotiate a compromise with the Adelaide Hospital

board, and this was conducted by the university council, with the chancellor in visible

command. The faculty of medicine drafted a plan for clinical teaching by a staff of six -

two surgeons, two physicians, an ophthalmologist and a gynaecologist, with access to not

less than 100 teaching beds.zz Presumably this plan would have divided the hospital on a

town and gown basis, doubtless resulting in a dreadful state of permanent squabble.

Council submitted this proposal to the hospital board with the politeness of duellists.

The board's counter-proposal envisaged that its new appointees, Napier and Smith,

would be two of the teachers: "consequently, only three other recommendations are

desired of the university"23 Understandably, council baulked at handing over the right of

appointing clinical teachers, but negotiations continued on the highest level until October,

when the chancellor reported a failure to find common ground.24 This failure is

unsurprising, for by this time Watson and others had denounced Napier as incompetent

lTSApp 1896, tol.
resoecting charges made by Dr læith Naoier against Professor Watson. para t 140.
lSwatson A. Mrs L's case. Statement bl¡ Professor Watson. This statement is so perfectl],¡ simple that
anyone can understand it. Adelaide. Thomas. 1896. See also Elmslie, R G. 'Mrs L.'s case': a celebrated
South Australian surgical case.AI!.ZI-Sg¡g 1991; 61: 780 - 788.
lgJennings, op.cit. 199.
20 The Adelaide Hospital, Aust Med Gaz 1896; 15: 450.
21U of A Archives 5.137 Min Fac Med v 2: 98 (14 April 1896).
22UofA Archives Se 137 Mi v 2: lM (29 May 1896).
23 v 6:4A (18 June 1896)
2a v 6:63 (30 October 18ftí)
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and Napier had robustly defended himself. After more than a century, it is diffìcult to

say whether Napier was or was not a competent surgeon. Stirling, a good if biased judge,

evidently despised him, arid the parliamentary enquiry produced a good deal of

evidence that he was at best an unlucky operator.2s But circumstances had put him in a

position in which he could not possibly have collaborated harmoniously with the chief

surgical teachers, and it may have been fortunate that the attempt was nevermade.

After the breakdown in negotiations, the faculty of medicine charged a

subcommittee comprising [,endon, Verco and Watson with the responsibility of

preparing a plan for a three - year sourse, designed to link with either Melbourne or

Sydney.26 This abbreviated course has been discussed in chapter 7 and need only be

summarised here.

8.4.1. The first year curricula. No changes were necessary. In 1899, Kingston's chief

secretary tried to prevent teaching in anatomy by discovering grave inegularities in the

anatomy school.27 Waßon being what he was, it is highly likely that there were such

inegularities, but the university education committee managed to defend the school

against what must have been regarded as a malicious complaint.

8.4.2. The second year curricula. Cleland's course of lectures on materia medica and

elementary therapeutics was moved to this year. No other changes were made, though as

Stirling was to be away in 1897, arrangements were made for his assistant George Fuller

to give demonstrations in physiology.

8.4.3. The third year curricula. The course in this year was radically remodelled,

though it seems that not all the changes made were implemented at once. Pathology was

dropped, since it was taught in the fourth year at Sydney and at Melbourne; council

mulcted Watson of his salary as lecturer in pathology, with who knows what

emotions,2s [rJVatson rose above his misfortunes, and - so he said - restored his

finances by lucrative hysterectomies and hernial repairs].2e The course in physiology

was maintained, and Symons undertook to give the lectures in Stirling's absence - an

example of the versatility of teachers at this time. Verco gave a course in therapeutics,

using a textbook by Lauder Brunton for reference [see Appendix III].
The introduction of a course of demonstrations in bacteriology came late in

1897, and this innovation no doubt strengthened the truncated course. As in the pre-

Row years, Watson taught regional and surgical anatomy, and there was a three-month

course in practical pharmacy.

25SAPB 1896, No 101 A. Report of Select Committee of the lægislative Council on the Adelaide
Hosoital.
26UofA Archives Se 137 Min v 2: 108 (Nov 2 1896).
27 v 4: 245(ll Aug 1899).

28U of A Archives Se 18 M v 6: 85 (29 Jan 1897)

29 A¡çlr RACS. Newland Papers. SB 3712 Letter Watson to Newland, 2luly 1897
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Some clinical teaching was continued in the third year, since Melbourne required

certificates of knowledge of "the elements of practical medicine and surgery" by tutorial

instruction.30 This the students got at the Adelaide Children's Hospital, from l-endon

and Hayward as clinical lecturers in surgery and medicine respectively. I-endon's

interesting book on hydatid disease of the lungs comprises lectures given at this time[see

p 1801. Thus, of the clinical teachers who had resigned from the Adelaide Hospital,

only Anstey Giles, Poulton and Way had no continuing roles in the truncated course. In
ßn- 1899, their attendances atfaculty meetings understandably dwindled, though Way

came to some. Several faculty meetings were invalidated by want of a quorum.

8.4.4. Examinations during the three year course. These continued much as before.

Eminent academics from other colonies were still willing to examine for the stricken

medical school, though no attempt seems to have been made to recruit an external

examiner for the new course in therapeutics. No ofhcial examination was recorded for
Iændon's tuition at the Adelaide Children's Hospital.

8.5. The student victims.

At the beginning of 189ó, 48 students were enrolled in the Adelaide medical

school, at varying stages in the course. Of these, six passed their final examinations at the

end of the year, and graduated, presumably none the worse for the Row. This group

included some of Adelaide's brightest stars, notably Helen Mayo and HS Newland. The

others all experienced disturbances in their medical careers. So also did some of those

who enrolled later, since they entered their studies with no certainty that they would finish

them in Adelaide. The classes of 1897 and 1898 can be added to the number of Row

victims: though almost all of the 1898 students did finish in Adelaide, they must have

suffered uncertainty to the end of their third years. EE Weld can also be seen as a Row

victim: she had temporarily dropped out because of tuberculosis, and finished in
Melbourne. Her diaries are a useful source on Melbourne teaching and the lives of the

émigré students.

The arrangements made with the Melbourne and Sydney medical schools worked

well. Of the 65 certain or probable Row victims, 30 qualified in Melbourne, 18 in

Sydney, and three in Great Britain. Ten eventually took their first qualifications in

Adelaide, having delayed in their courses for various reasons. It seems that only four

dropped out altogether. The University of Adelaide gave degrees aeg to those who had

been forced to emigrate to complete their courses, though not all the émigrés bothered to

take advantage of this opportunity to stay in their alma mater.

The examination results of Row victims who went to Melbourne and Sydney

must to some extent reflect the quality of Adelaide teaching up to the third and fourth

3OUofA Archives Se 137 M v 2: I4O-l (24 Feb 1898).
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years. Did Adelaide students encounter undue difficulties when they entered the fourth or

fifth years in Melbourne and Sydney? Of the 30 who went to Melbourne, two dropped

out. Both were already problem students - one indeed had left Melbourne to go to

Adelaide before the Row, having failed in Melbourne. Of the other 28, 13 passed with

apparent ease: their Melbourne student records show no examination failures, and

several of them won scholarships. Records are lacking in four; eleven did rail one or

more subjects, but most of them passed when allowed to sit again. Only six had to repeat

one or two years. The careers of the 20 students who went to Sydney show a similar

picture. Eighteen graduated, and ten of these did so with no delay or evident difficulty;

six of these won credits in one or both years. Five took one year longer than would be

expected, presumably from failure, and three took two or more years longer than would

be expected. Two appear to have dropped out after initial success.

As evidence of the preparedness of Adelaide students to enter the medical

schools of Melbourne and Sydney, these data are open to many interpretations. But they

do show that the majority of Adelaide students could cope, and some did so brilliantly. A
number had to repeat one or more years, ild perhaps this indicates that they found that

the courses were at first beyond them. But in view of the high failure rates usual at that

time, it would be wrong to assume that they had been inadequately taught; some of them

appear to have been weak students, with records of earlier failures in Adelaide. It seems

significant that only two of the students who enrolled at Melbourne rryere so discouraged

that they gave up hopes of ever graduating and dropped out. Two othêrs dropped out

after enrolling in Sydney, but one of these died young, and illness may explain his

failure to graduate afær doing well at first.

8.6. Restoration of the flrve year course.

On 2ß November 1899, the Kingston government fell. The events are well

described by Glass. Kingston fell with unexpected dignity, but he was finished in South

Australian power politics.3l He moved to national politics, and had to abandon his

medical protégés. In 1898, he had done his best to protect them from future changes in

government, by renewing the contracts of Napier and Ramsay Smith for five years, ahead

of time, and in 1899 Ramsay Smith had been given the office of coroner on the death of

Whittell. The board of theAdelaide Hospital remained under obligations to its honorary

staff, but there must have been awareness of the changed power dynamics, and in
January 1900 the then Chief Secretary sent a minute to the board directing acceptance of

the university's terms for restoration of the medical course.32 The negotiations were

carried out with a high hand by Mitchell, who had been appointed as the representative of

3lclass, Margaret. Charles Cameron Kingston. Federation Father. Melbourne University Press. 1997,
t57.
32 Adel Hoso Bd of'Mnsmnt Min Bk 15 Jan 19OO,227
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the university on the board; he made it clear that the university would not accept the two

lecturers nominated by the hospital board. This was at first a sticking point and the Row

grumbled on.

Meanwhile, Kruger's ultimatum of 9 October 1899 had precipitated the second

Anglo-Boer war. The series of British defeats loosened the Adelaide medical deadlock

by removing two of the combatants. Watson hunied off to Natal, where as consultant

surgeon to Buller's army he spent an enjoyable year giving everyone the benefit of his

advice, and collecting material for a shrewd paper.33 This removed that deeply

unpredictable man from the negotiations. Napier was removed also, in a sadder way.

When preparing to go to South Africa as medical offïcer to a volunteer unit, he fell from

his horse and suffered a severe head injury. Although he made a fair recovery, he was out

of action for some months, and it seems likely that he had permanent sequelae. Further

negotiations were canied on between representatives of the hospital board and the

university council; significantly, the university team comprised Stirling, Mitchell and

Murray, and excluded the more bellicose faculty members.34 It seemed as if agreement

would be reached, basically on the university's terms, though with the concession that

the strike-breaking honorary staff would be given academic status as "clinical teachers".

This was indeed done in the next university calendar. Even Napier's name was included.

However, it then emerged that the hospital intended to appoint Ramsay Smith as an

honorary physician. He was then coroner and chairman of the central board of health,

and the members of the medical faculty made this a reason for refusing to return to the

hospital.3s Mitchell found himseHnegotiating yet again, this time with the new premier,

Frederick Holder. Ramsay Smith remained a new sticking point throughout the year,

until February 1901, when the obstacle melrcd away; Ramsay Smith sailed to South

Africa as medical officer to a unit of the Imperial Bushmen's Corps, and the faculty

members resumed their roles as lecturers and members of the hospital søff. It is not

clear just how this happy denouement was finally achieved. A petition from students may

have had some effect. But there may have been a hidden viceregal hand at work; Audrey

Tennyson had earlier mentioned her husband's desire to settle the wrangle.36 He may

have made unrecorded suggestions to the premier.

The resumption of the five year course seems to have gone smoothly. Cleland

had been asked to serve as dean but for some reason he refused, and lændon therefore

presided over the restoration of the 1896 course in 1901. Where possible, the original

33watson, A. Memorabilia of the South African war - surgical, medical and miscellaneous. f¡-¡!g¡¡!
Med Cong. 8th session, 1908. 3: 407 - 419. Victoria. Kemp. 1909.
34U ofA Archives Se 18 v6:339 (23 Jan 190o)

36Tennyson, A. Audrey Tennyson's vice-regal davs. The Australian letters of Audrey [-ady Tennyson to
her mother Zacvntha Bovle. 1899-1903. Canberra. National Library of Australia. l9lB, 91.
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lecturers took over the same topics: Verco again lectured on medicine, Poulton on

surgery, Symons on ophthalmology, and Anstey Giles on otology. All four also taught in
the wards as clinical lecturers. Five members of the honorary staff recruited during

the Kingston regime were also authorised to teach in the hospital, but it does not appearr

that they did much, though th¡ee of them remained on the staff for some years. Way's

death necessitated a new lecturer in gynaecology, and this appointment went to his

partner JAG Hamilton, after another petty dispute. Hamilton's position during the

Row had not been especially controversial, but the hospital board tried to assert itself by

objecting to nomination by council and proposed to advertise the post. The university

circumvented this objection, and Hamilton got the job.sz l-endon took the lectureship in

obstetrics and in diseases of children [see chapter 7.81. Paterson, now old and

cantankerous, passed the lectureship in lunacy to Cleland. Cavenagh-Mainwaring was

the chief new figure in the faculty; he replaced Watson as lecturer in pathology. W'atson

returned from overseas in June 1901 and resumed his courses in anatomy and operative

surgery. Julian Smith wrote that Watson had taken an unauthorised trip to England

after resigning from his military duties in South Africa, and had to brush aside an

attempt to sack him.38 There is nothing to support this in the minutes of council, which

welcomed him home with great warmth. But he did have to lift a suspension of his licence

to practice anatomy. A new department of anatomy was authorised, at the very

considerable cost of f.42OO, and the building was completed early in 1903.

The new curriculum was embodied in regulations drafted by a subcommiüee

chaired by Verco. Perhaps as a token of a new beginning, the faculty recommended that

the course degree be styled the MB, BS. In 19O2, the restoration was complete with the

provision of a fifth year of teaching, and the enrolment of eleven new students showed

that there was still community support for the battered medical school.

8.7. Consequences.

The Row has been described in apocalyptic rhetoric. Edgeloe gave it a chapter

entitled DISASTER. Reece Jennings wrote that "the medical school was virtually

destroyed for six years.il39 I do not see the Row in such extreme terms: after all, the

Adelaide medical school never ceased to attract students, and even in the dark year 18Ð

there were nine prepared to enter the truncated course. The Row was of course a foolish

and sometimes a comic war, and some of the combatants on both sides used squalid

tactics. But it is not easy to assess the damage done, either in the short or long terms,

37U of A Archives Se l8 M v'7: I4O (25 Oct l9O1).
3Sstnith JO. The Archibald Watson Memorial Lecture 1966.. Mclaren. 1967, 13.

3eJçudsgc, op.cít., 233 .
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At the time, the students were certainly the chief victims: they suffered career

dislocation, and they [or more probably their parents] suffered the expenses of residence

in Melbourne or Sydney, not to mention the possible moral dangers of life in those

vicious capitals. But at the end of the day, the students almost all got excellent degrees,

and for those with high scientific aspirations, Sydney and perhaps Melbourne had more

to offer than Adelaide. This was noted at the time by an astute student who had gone to

Sydney.ao Of the 51 Adelaide students who completed their courses in other medical

schools in certain or probable consequence of the Row, the majority did so within five or

six years of enrolment in Adelaide; these can have suffered little real career disturbance.

Some fourteen took longer, ffid hve of these took so long that it seems likely that their

careers were seriously disrupted. Further research may show that psychological or

financial distress was responsible. If so, these students, and perhaps the four dropouts

may have been the chief victims of the Row.

South Australia certainly lost some medical practitioners as a consequence of the

Row. Many of the young South Australians who graduated in Melbourne or Sydney

found attractive careers in other parts of what was soon to be the Commonwealth of

Australia. Of the 5l Row victims who went elsewhere to graduate, only 22 seem to

have returned to practice in South Australia. Throughout the period 1885 - 1914, a

substantial number of Adelaide medical graduates went to other parts of Australia,

especially to Vy'estern Australia. But the period 1897 - 1901 contributed a

disproportionate number. Some of those who migrated were to have very distinguished

medical careers, and they themselves may have benefited from the Row. Charles

Blackburn llsl4 - 19721 went on to be a consultant physician and a great academic

statesman in Sydney. JAR Smith[873-1947] and BT Zwarll876 - 19471 became

valued surgeons in Melbourne; they would no doubt have done well had they graduated

in Adelaide, but it may have helped them to begin in a larger medical community. On the

other hand, the Adelaide medical school may have suffered from the loss of these gifted

men as teachers.

It is possible, indeed probable, that the Adelaide medical school suffered in

reputation, both in South Australia and in the other colonies. l.endon and Verco both

later felt that their medical leadership had been inept, and at the time even the

sympathetic editor of the Intercolonial Medical Journal of Australasia described the

action of the honorary staff as quixotic.al Nevertheless, as the same editorial pointed out,

there was a perceived danger that the intruding strikebreakers might have gone on to

lower the quality of the medical school, and the restored Adelaide medical faculty could

40Pulleine RH. Letter. AMSSR Is96;5(2) l'7.
4l TheAdelaideHospital Imbroglio[editorial] Intercol -VÍe<L,L-AuslL1896; l:311-5.
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claim success in avoiding this outcome. The hostilities generated by the Row lasted a

long time in the Adelaide medical world, and converse hostilities remained alive among

the professional politicians; it is possible that this political hostility later hindered the

efforts of Stirling and others to expand and modernise the medical school. Possible, but

unprovable and not very probable; Australian politicians had tough skins. Certainly,

after the Hrst World War, \üilliam Mitchell as vice-chancellor developed a most

effective partnership with the political leaders of his day, and the medical school was one

of the beneficiaries.42

4?Ef¡geloe VA. Miæhell, Sir William. ADB l0 1S9l-r939, 535-7
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Chapter 9. THE STUDENTS, 1885 - 1909.

9.1. The biographies of Adelaide medical students .

Between 1885 and 1909, 239 students were enrolled in the Adelaide medical course.

Their careers have been documented by the methods described in chapter 2; the findings were

filed in a dala bank, which is the basis of this chapter. Analyses of the data illustrate how the

five - year medical course functioned, which students rejected Adelaide teaching, and what

the Adelaide medical school achieved in numbers of graduates. The biographies of successful

students highlight how well the Adelaide system could work, and how significant was

postgraduate education in Great Britain or Germany in complementing Adelaide teaching. The

careers of unsuccessful students are in general not well documented, but are reflected in
statistics of failure and emigration. The contribution of the Adelaide medical school to

Australian medicine emerges from consideration of the places in which students later

practised, and their choices of professional vocation.

A number of these medical students finished their medical education in other parts of
the world, after varying periods spent in Adelaide. Some left so early in the course that they

cannot be regarded as products of the Adelaide medical school. Others left at the end of their

third year of study, as a result of the Hospital Row [see chapter 8.5]; some of these returned to

Adelaide and clearly identified themselves with the Adelaide medical school. In considering the

South Australian careers of Adelaide medical students after graduation, I have as a rule

included those who graduated elsewhere but returned to practise in South Australia.

9.2. Requirements and demographic characteristics.

I have not attempted to carry out a detailed sociological study of the students who

graduated or failed to graduate in the period under study. It is however necessary to make

some comments on the requirements for entry into the course, and how these produced a

student body with recognizable characteristics and strengths.

The student intake was never large. The largest number enrolling for the course in

any year was 18, in 1Ð3, and such numbers did not place constraints on the ability of the

medical school to accept students. Even when shortage of cadavers caused concern, the

university was not forced to reject new students. However, students who wished to enter the

medical school did have to meet a number of stated and unstated requirements, some of

which must have been restrictive.

9.2.1, Ãge. The university laid down a minimum age of 17 years, and no maximum age.

The ages at entry have been recorded in almost all cases, being entered in the students' roll

books.It appears that the enrolment age was usually in the range 1"1 - 20, with a peak at 18.

The university registrar was not obsessive about the lower age limit: at least 19 students were

allowed to enrol at the age of 16, presumably because their seventeenth birthdays were only a
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month or two ahead. It appears that 31 students were above the age of 20 when they began

the medical course. Some of these had taken other degrees before entering medicine; over

the whole period, sixteen Adelaide medical students registered BSc degrees, and a smaller

number recorded BA degrees. Students who chose to begin with a three-year science

course were usually permitted to enter the medical course in the second year. I have found

only three students enrolling over the age of 25. One was a Sydney student, Albert Curtis,

who entered the Adelaide course after completing his fourth year in Sydney. Another, the

Reverend Alexander Macully, enrolled at the mature age of 46,but did not complete his first
year. He seems to have been a compulsive student, having also studied arts and law.

9.2.2 Gender. South Australia is proud, even smug, of the State's record of priority in
opening university education to women. It is true that the University of Adelaide was the first
in Australia to admit women on equal terms with men, and to offer science degrees to women.

Adelaide was also early in admitting women to its medical course, and did so with relatively

little fuss, thanks largely to Stirling who was outspoken in defence of the innovation [Fig.9.1].
Nevertheless, only 19 women enrolled in the medical course during the period 1885 - 1909,

and the number did not increase in the later years. The reasons for this disappointing outcome

doubtless relate to contemporary views on the roles of women; Mackinnon has presented a

convincing picture of these in a study of the careers of students from the Advanced School for
Girls.l It is likely that one detening factor was the visibility of a very low glass ceiling for
\ryomen practising medicine in Adelaide before 1914. Of the female students who graduated

in this period, the majority did practise medicine, and three eventually achieved considerable

professional distinction. But only one - Helen Mayo - can have presented as a role model

for ambitious young women in Adelaide: and her rising career was not easy. For whatever

reasons, V2Vo of the Adelaide medical students were men.

9.2.3. Education. Enrolment in the medical school required secondary school education to

the level of the South Australian Senior Public Examination, and most students had passed

that examination. A few recorded equivalent qualifications taken in other colonies, or even

university degrees in arts. The Senior Public Examination was regarded as an examination in

general education, but it is signihcant that when it was first established, in 1871, the schedule

of subjects was that required by the Royal College of Surgeons of England in its preliminary

examination.2 When the Adelaide medical school was set up, the relevant British authority

was the GMC, and throughout the period under study, Adelaide medical students were

registered with the GMC after enrolment. To conform with the requirements of the GMC,

medical students had to pass examinations in five specified subjects. These changed in
minor details from time to time, but always included English, [.atin, mathematics [arithmetic,

algebra, geometry], elementary mechanics and one of a variety of optional subjects. Greek was

lMackinnon A.
University of Adelaide. Thesis for degree of Masûer of Education. 1!)80.
2Trcgenza,J. Collegiate School of St Peter. The foundins vears 1847 - 1878. St Peters. 1996, 183.
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never compulsory, nor was any biological subject before I9IL.3 Whenever there was a change

in GMC requirements, the medical faculty met in a twitter of concern, to ensure that the

Adelaide public examinations could provide a satisfactory certificate. Registration with the

GMC was more than a status symbol; it allowed Adelaide students to take British medical

diplomas if they wished, and a number did. Adelaide's policy of conformity with the GMC

illustrates the extent to which British medical educational standards were projected throughout

the empire. The experience in other Australasian universities was similar; Dunedin even found

it necessary to set up a special medical preliminary examination to meet the GMC's

requirements.4

At this time, South Australian state schools did not offer education to the level

required for entry into the medical course, with the single exception of the Advanced School

for Girls, which was indeed a state school, but nevertheless required fees. Consequently, the

young South Australian men who wished ûo study medicine had to go to a private school able

to provide a suitable education, or to a private tutor. It has been possible to ascertain the

choice of schools or other forms of education in22I [92.5 Vo] cases. Nearly two thirds went

to one of the two chief private colleges, St Peters[ 671 and Prince Alfreds[88]. Both were

church schools, the first being Anglican and the other Wesleyan. By contemporary European

standards, they were tolerant enough; despite its Anglican constitution, St Peters accepted

both Catholics and Jews. No other school approached these colleges in numbers; at least ten

attended the Advanced School for Girls, while the chief Roman Catholic school, Christian

Brothers' College, contributed ten students. In a number of cases, students recorded that

they had been taught by a private tutor or coach before taking the senior public examination ,

often after attending one of the private schools. FA DArenburg appears to have been the most

popular crammer.

This system of education set up a financial barrier against children from working-

class families. There were indeed exhibitions and bursaries that could be won by bright

children to cover the costs of private secondary education, but these were not very numerous.

It is likely that country children were especially disadvantaged: only a handful of students

matriculated from country schools such as the Hahndorf Academy. The colleges offered

places for boarders, but this increased the cost of secondary education.

9,2.4. Residence. Almost all these students were either born in South Australia or came to

the colony at an early age. The students' roll books give parental addresses at the time of

enrolmenÍ in the large majority [76:73.67o1, their families lived in Adelaide itself. ln 44

cases [18.47of, the parents listed places of residence outside the modern Adelaide statistical

area, sometimes as remote as Streaþ Bay or Mt Gambier. This figure may underestimate the

number of country boys a little; some pastoralists registered their Adelaide houses rather than

3U ofA Calendar lgll,137.
4Jones, DC Annals of the Universitv of Otago Medical School. Wellington. Reed. 1945, 60.
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their outback stations. But certainly, the parental addresses show a disproportionate

predominance of city parents.

Very few - perhaps only 10 - parents gave addresses outside South Australia, and

several of these parents lived in Broken Hill, which was economically dependent on Adelaide.

It is clear that at this time, the Adelaide medical school did not attract a signifîcant number of
students from other parts of Australasia, even from colonies that did not have medical schools

- Queensland, Tasmania and Western Australia. After federation, a number of students from

other states enrolled in various Adelaide university courses, but apparently none in the

medical course, at least before 1909. In view of the close medical relations between Perth and

Adelaide in lateryears, the absence of Western Australians is noteworthy; the fürst known to

me enrolled in the medical course in 1910, and are therefore excluded from the student data

base. This suggests that the Adelaide school did not have a very high reputation outside

South Australia; the Row can have done the school no good .

9.2.5. Money and class. Money was the most obvious restrictive factor. As a rule, would-

be medical students had to spend at least a year at a private school in order to matriculate.

Mackinnon gives some relevant figures for the costs of this. In 1882, St Peter's College

charged about f-22per annum; the Advanced School for Girls charged about f 13 per annum.5

The Adelaide medical couße was iæelf quite expensive, though cheaper than could

be obtained in Great Britain. In 1894, fees for the five-year course totalled about f,148 all

up,6 and they rose only to about f,154 in l9}4.t However, the three clinical years added

additional charges: fees levied by the honorary staff, a library fee, and an entrance charge

by the hospital board. These appear to have totalled about fÆ - 45. \Mith the cost of books

and a microscope, it seems that the graduation of an Adelaide medical student would cost his

or her gratified parents perhaps f225 - 250 for the five year course, and disproportionately

more if their hopeful child failed a year. This outlay has to be compared with the estimates of
costs of Scottish and English education. An Adelaide MBChB was cheaper than a Scottish

degree at f300 or more, and much cheaper than a London degree or diploma at perhaps f,600.

Calculations need to take into account the cost of supporting a student in the parental home,

against the cost of misery in a Scottish lodging house or relative luxury as a paying guest in

[,ondon. 'Whatever the true differences, the cost of medical education in Adelaide was

certainly substantial and further heightened the financial banier against the children of
working class parents. The colonial govemment did do a little to provide such children with a

ladder. Three university scholarships were open by competitive examination; they amounted to

925, f30 and f,35, paid annually over three years.s On a number of occasions these were

won by medical students, but consideration of their biographies suggest that the scholarships

5Mackinnon, op.cit. 28 & 58 note 12.
6gptél:dcs&r 18e4, 131.
Truid rm+, rss.
srui¿ tso4, zts.
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went to support intellectually overprivileged students rather than financially underprivileged

parents. This of course would not have seemed amiss in nineteenth century Adelaide, a

hierarchical society with a deep respect for competitive examinations. There were also some

private endowments which helped a few fortunate medical students financially. These were

less concerned with merit. Thus, the StAlban scholarship went to the son of a member of

the St Alban masonic lodge; the Howard Clark Scholarship rewarded knowledge of English

classics, and helped several future medical students to begin an arts course. But these sources

of funding were few and meagre.

r00239TOTAL

26.8gNot known

Millers
Storekeepers
Drapers
Hotelkeepers
Warehousemen
Tailors
Vy'atchmakers
Various

6
4Í31
3
3
3
3
2
9

13.833[732]Other occupations

Merchants &c
Banking &c
Shipping
Stock- & land-brokers
Various

9
4
5
4
5

11.327Business

Clergy
Law
Engineers & architects
Fducation
Public servants &c
Various

13

8
10

19
8
4

25.962Other professions

Includes 2 sons of German homeopath.9.623!?v+lMedical Dractice

Includes 2 vignerons
12.630I.and

Comrnents!¡s VoNumberOccupation

Table 9.1. Parental occupations of Adelaide medical students, 1.885 - 1909.

These financial considerations suggest that Adelaide medical students were likely to

come from upper and middle class families. Parental occupations have been recorded for 175

students 173.27o1. These are set out in Table 9.1. The category "land" includes graziers,

some of whom were active in other profitable fields. If South Australia had a definable upper

class at this time, it would have to include these families. Professional families were much

more numerous. It is somewhat su¡prising to find only ?3 medical practitioners; it is known

that several South Australian medical practitioners chose to place their sons in Scottish or

English medical schools, and at least one medical parent is said to have expressed distaste for

Adelaide teaching. The large group listed as "other professionals" includes many individuals

who must have been well off by colonial standards, but also many who must have been
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challenged by the costs of a medical son or daughter. Nonconformist clergy arid school

teachers were highly respected, but they are unlikely to have been affluent. The group labelled

"business" included many rich individuals engaged in trade; examples include bankers and

the owner of a large grocery business. Such fathers presumably had no great difficulty in
financing their child's education, and may have seen medicine as social advancement. For

there was some discrimination against trade at this time, the family of a poor school teacher

could feel genuine concern when her daughter wished to marry a rich manufacturer who was

in retail trade.e The "other" group included a few parents engaged in what could be called

lower middle class work or in skilled working class jobs. These included parents described

as hotel keeper, policeman, carpenter, tailor, joiner or stone dressers. But where such

occupations are taken from genealogical indexes, they may not be correct, or not correct at the

time of student enrolment. South Australian society was quite mobile, and the financial status

of these fathers may have been substantial when their sons entered the medical school. The

large group of students whose parents'occupations are unknown include some with widowed

mothers, and others who may well have been hard pressed. There is anecdotal evidence that

some Adelaide parents had to struggle to give gifted children the benefits of school and

university education. The father of Judah and Jacob Jona was a Russian-born Jewish tailor in

Hindley St; it is remembered that he and his wife "gave up everything to put the boys through

college and medicine. Mrs Jona stayed up late at night to give the boys hot drinks when they

were studying".lo The father of JA Bonnin managed a pastoral station; when Stirling told him

that his son was able, he got into debt to give the boy the chance of a medical career.

I believe that the student body was formed under educational and financial

constraints, which tended to homogenize the South Australian medical profession. Although

a few students certainly came from very wealthy families, and an uncertain number frorn

poorer backgrounds, it seems likely that the majority came from a broadly defined middle

class. There was nothing to segregate those few students who came from richer or poorer

families. Most students graduated from similar private schools. All students worked

together in small medical classes in a single hospital. They enjoyed together the camaraderie

and recreations in the Adelaide medical students' society which Stirling founded in 1889. It
would be surprising if this process of homogenization did not result in general acceptance of

the same values.

9.3. Graduations, emigrations and drop-outs.

Of the students who enrolled in the Adelaide medical course between 1885 and 1909,

2ß5[85.8Vo] are known to have acquired registrable medical qualifications. By no means all of

them did so in Adelaide; 68 took their first degrees or diplomas elsewhere in Australia or

overseas. The remainderl34: l4.27ol appear to have dropped out of medical studies altogether,

9 Doris Simpson née Hübbe, circa 1910: oral history.
l0 Tversky-Steiner H. Personal communication 1999.
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though in a few cases it is not possible to exclude the possibility of qualification in Great

Britain. [British medical directories have been studied, but students with common surnames

may have been overlookedl.

9.3.1. Graduation in Adelaide: MB, ChB and MB, BS [AdeU. The students who

graduated in Adelaide totalled 137, being only 57.7%o of the whole enrolment. Rather more

than half [71] completed the course in the expected five years. A few who took longer than

ftve years were students who had begun their studies doing a BSc[Hons] course as well as a

medical course; this meant commitment to at least six years of study. Most of those who did

not pass in five years were students who failed one or more years. Failure rates have been

considered in chapter 7; failures were numerous in the fìrst year, but sometimes did occur

later, and as a rule no supplementary examinations rvere allowed in the final year. Most of

those who took six years or more failed only one or two years. A few students took as long

as nine years to graduate, and in at least one of these, illness was the likely cause.

It does not appear that inability to complete the course in five years was seen as

discrediøble to the student. Whether Adelaide's high incidence of six or seven year courses

is a criticism of the teaching is another question. Geary noted that the high failure rate in

Melbourne a decade earlier was attributed [by students] to a supposedly rigid examination

system and to unduly difficult examinations, in contrast with Scottish practice.ll Adelaide

examination papers do not seem unduly difhcult, but certainly modern opinion would see the

frequency of examinations as excessive. But high failure rates were accepted at this time in

Great Britain [see p 1791, and the Adelaide medical faculty had to maintain a visibly high

standard,

9.3.2. Graduation elsewhere: qualifTcation by emigration. More than a quarter of the

enrolled Adelaide students obtained their first medical qualifications elsewhere in Australia or

overseas. These emigrant students fall into two groups. The larger gfoup, totalling 51, left

Adelaide between 1896 and 1.90L, apparently in consequence of the Hospital Row: they took

degrees in Melbourne or Sydney, or in three cases went to Great Britain, because they could

not complete their courses in Adelaide.

The remainder, totalling 17, left Adelaide for a variety of reasons. Two left Adelaide

in the first year of the course, and took English university degrees, one at Cambridge and one -

an early Rhodes scholar - at Oxford. Both did well, and became physicians in [,ondon.

Presumably Oxbridge gave them wider opportunities and grander degrees. One left for a

reason decently concealed in the faculty minutes: he was expelled for cheating in his fourth

year, slunk to [,ondon, and acquired - one hopes honestly - the conjoint diploma. Nine went

to Scotland, where six took Rlinburgh university degrees and three the Scottish triple

diploma. Some of these abandoned the Adelaide course after repeated failures. One is

I lGeary LM. Australian medical students in lgth century Scotland. Proceedings of the Royal College
of Phvsicians of Edinbursh 1996:26: 472-486.
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known to have gone to Edinburgh because he believed that'Watson had an invincible dislike

of him; others doubtless hoped that in Scotland they would find better tuition and easier

examinations. Since they passed after reasonable periods, they may have been right.

Nevertheless, only 15 former Adelaide students took their first qualifications in the UK,

whereas many more Melbourne students voted against Melbourne with steamer tickets.

Geary found that before 1900, 154 ex-Melbourne students went after failures to Scotland,

where most of them qualified.l2

Five Adelaide students transferred to Melbourne at dates that do not suggest that the

Hospital Row can be incriminated. Two of them, the brothers Jona, moved after brilliant

success in the preclinical examinations. They had also taken BSc[Hons] degrees. Perhaps

they had family reasons for the move, but it seems possible that both sought opportunities for
scientific advancement. Both did well in Melbourne, and the elder, Judah læon Jona later

taught physiology there, with a creditable research achievement.l3 For Stirling and his fellow

teachers, this loss of very promising students must have been bitter. But at this stage in its
evolution, the Adelaide medical school could not match Melbourne or Sydney in the

laboratory sciences, and it may have been salutary for this to be rubbed in by student

migration.

9.3.4. Drop-outs. Not much can be learned from the 34 students who appear to have

dropped out altogether. There were 3l men and 3 women, a ratio which supports other

evidence suggesting thatAdelaide female students did not suffer much persecution, or that

they were tough enough to endure whatever level of harassment went on. The great majority

of failures occurred in the first or second years. This may indicate poor academic viability,

and can be related to the faculty's bleak policy of weeding out students that were seen as

hopeless.l4 But several students gave illness as a cause of resignation, and illness seems the

likeliest explanation of a late dropout by MP Jacob, an able student who left the course in

his final year and died young. The health of early Adelaide medical students deserves study;

at least two died of tuberculosis soon after graduation.

Two student drop - outs went to other medical schools and then failed again. There

may have been others: these two were only found by chance in family papers. One, GE Mayo

[1880 - 19¿191, eventually became an eminent industrial psychologist, but as he lailed

medicine both in Edinburgh and in London - to the rage of his clever sister Helen - his

blighted medical career is not a point against Adelaide teaching.ls Other Adelaide drop-outs

l2ceary LM, The Scottish-Australian connection, 1850-1900. In: The history of medical education in
Britåin. V Nutton & R Porter[eds]. Amsterdam, Rodopi. 1995,59.

l3Russell KF. The Melbourne Medical School 1862 - 1962. Melbourne University Press. 1977, 155.
l4lendon, AA. University of Adelaide. The Adelaide Medical School 1835-1935, M L o S
Australiana. PRG 128 I 1217,a2,

l5Bourke H. Mayo, George Elton. 1pþ 10 1891-1%9, M5.
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also later showed talents in fields as different as war and company promotion. However,

except for the few whose failures may have been due to the Hospital Row [p 19t3], it does

not appear that the L4.2Vo wastage included many students whose careers might have been

salvaged. Compared with modern pass rates, the drop-out rate is certainly rather high: in the

years 1992 - 19E8, the Adelaide medical student annual drop-out rate was never higher than

97o, and was sometimes only 2Vo.r6 But selection for medical education is nowadays more

careful, and it is likely that some of the 1885 - 1914 drop-outs were not academically gifted.

9.4. Higher qualifications.

At least 70 former Adelaide medical students recorded postgraduate medical

qualifications achieved at varying times after they had graduated in Adelaide or had obtained

some other primary qualification. If one excludes student drop-outs, this number represents

more than a third Í34.t%ol of the students who enrolled between 1885 and 1909. This lust

for yet more credentials is remarkable. In Great Britain, the evolutionary processes described

in chapter 3 had created a profusion of degrees and diplomas, from which the cognoscenti

could identify strata of intellectual and social snobbery; more usefully, the qualifications

were guides to professional knowledge, and fless reliably] to professional competence. It is
evidence of the unity of the British medical world that this elaborate system was successfully

transplanted to Australasia.

The listed qualifications fall into three groups. Twentysix graduates took higher

academic degrees from the universities of Melbourne, Sydney gr Adelaide. A larger number

acquired various British [or in one case German] degrees or diplomas after going overseas.

These are of very great interest, in showing the interests of ambitious Adelaide students, and

in highlighting the deficiencies of the Adelaide course. In many instances the credentials

correlate with valuable postgraduate experience and study. [,astly, 33 former Adelaide

students later took diplomas in one or more of the Australasian colleges of surgeons,

physicians or radiologists. These diplomas became available only after 1y26, and they

largely recognised professional eminence acquired before the colleges were established; they

have therefore little relevance in a study of medical education before 1914.

9.4.1. Higher academic qualifications obtained in Australia. All four Australasian

universities offered doctorates of medicine [MD] from their inceptions. Adelaide and

Melbourne also offered a higher degree in surgery[MCh or MS]. Before the First World

War, Dunedin and Sydney had no provisions for higher surgical degrees, and in this they

followed Scottish academic practice. The first regulations for the Adelaide higher degrees were

published in 1890, and at this time both were taken by examination, though there was

provision for submission of a MD thesis as an alternative to examination in medical history.l7

During the next 15 years, only three Adelaide graduates took either of these degrees by

l6carman I, personal communication, 20 June 20O0.
lTupfÂ-c¿ctdêr 189o; 150 - 153,
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examination in Adelaide. The examination papers suggest that these were clever young men

who eqjoyed the challenge of a stiff examination; HS Newland, who took the MS degree in

1902, is said to have been miffed when Watson did not bother to test his skills with a difficult

operative procedure.ls But these degrees can have been no more than intellectual trophies. In

lÐ5, the MD regulations were changed to allow examination partly or wholly by submission

of a thesis reporting original research , and this was later allowed for the MS degree also.le

Both for examination of set papers and of theses, an external examiner was used. This

proved prudent in 1905 when the coroner Ramsay Smith submitted a thesis entitled "Recent

developments in state medicine from the judicial standpoint". Ramsay Smith's recent part in

the Hospital Row had given him many enemies in the faculty of medicine and elsewhere. By

sending the thesis for examination by a Melbourne academic and an Adelaide lawyer, the

faculty managed to fail it with impeccable transparency, and Ramsay Smith's doubtless

resentful enquiries were easily parried.2O This is the only example known to me of failure of

a thesis at this time; there may have been others, but the quality of theses that were accepted

does not suggest a very high standard.

Twelve former Adelaide students took the Adelaide MD, by examination, thesis or as

a degree aeg. Eight took the Adelaide MS. For these degrees, the first example of successful

qualification by thesis dates from 1908, when Julian Smith[the elder] submitted a published

paper on bacterial infection.lnl9l2,AC Magarey obtained the MS with an elegant thesis on

pruritus ani, reporting clinical and pathological work done in St Mark's Hospital London.2l

It is surely significant that these theses reported work done in other parts of the world; only

after the First World V/ar did Adelaide graduates obtain academic degrees on the basis of

work done inAdelaide. [The first example may be Helen Mayo's 192fí thesis which reported

her own vvork in vaccine therapyf.22 This confirms what is obvious from much other evidence:

Adelaide was not at this time a research school, and could not compare with Melbourne and

Sydney in this respect. Stirling and Watson might inspire their students with the desire to do

research; Judah Jona acknowledged that they had done so in his own case.23 But the

Adelaide medical school could not provide facilities for laboratory studies at this time. Nor

does it appear that an academic degree was essential in professional careers; it is only after

WWI that one finds an ambitious Adelaide graduate taking a MD degree to secure a senior

lSHughes JE. Henry Simpson Newl4nd. A biograph],. Adelaide. Royal Australasian College of
Surgeons. 1972,38.
leup[¿-çdçs@ 1905, 183; ibid 1907, 140.
20v3:22[6July19o5]&34[30August19o5].Forasomewhat
different account of ttris well managed vendetta: see Edgeloe VA. The medical school of the Universitl¡
of Adelaide. A brief history from an administrative viewpoint. 1991, 12.
2lMagarey AC. A consideration of the causes and treatment of some obscure cases of pruritus ani.
University of Adelaide. Thesis accepted for degree of MS, 1912 .
22lr1iayo H. Some obseryations on biological therapy. University of Adelaide. Thesis accepûed for degree
of MD, 1926.
23Jon1Judah [æon. Experimental study of duodenal ulcer.University of Adelaide. Thesis accepted for
degree of MS, 1919.
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hospital appointment, and then it was a paediatric appointment, in a specialty for which there

was then no generally recognized credential.24 In surgery, where there were fellowship

diplomas commanding empire-wide respect, it seems that the MS degree was largely

ornamental. Admittedty , Newland later held that this degree was the hallmark of theoretical

and practical knowledge of surgery;25 if so, many Adelaide surgeons got on very well

without it.

A number of the 26 former Adelaide students who recorded higher degrees were

emigrants to Melbourne or Sydney, who took doctorates of medicine from these universities

and/or the Melbourne MCh. It is significant that in several instances, these acknowledged

research work done in parts of Australia other than Adelaide.

3DPH lvarious institutions]Dploma of public health

2DMRElCantabl or MFR[Londì.Diploma of radiology &c

1DO lOxonlDiploma of ophthalmology

3DRCOG

Obstetrical qualification 3LM[Dublin]

10

6

1

FRCS [Eng]

FRCSlRlinl

MChtOrthl

Higher surgical
qualihcation

1MD. Ch D lGöttinsenì

Higher medical qualification

5MRCP or FRCPlLondl or FRCP tEdl.

2MD lOxonl or MD [Cantab]

17?t9LRCPlLondl MRCS [Engl or similar Scottish

diploma

Primarymedical

qualification

Number of
holdersName of degree or diplomaNature of qualification

Table 9. 2 British and German qualiflrcations obtained by Adelaide medical
students after medical qualifícation in Adelaide or elsewhere.

9.4.2. Higher qualifrcations obtained overseas. A surprising number of Adelaide

graduates took additional primary English diplomas such as the LRCP[Lond] MRCS[Eng]

conjoint diploma, or comparable Scottish diplomas. Some of them did so as an obligatory

prelude to sitting for some higher diploma such as the FRCSIEng]. Some may have had other

reasons. The importance of these primary qualifications is small, but they do suggest that

Adelaide students who had passed in Australia could cope with run of the mill British

examinations. These Adelaide graduates certainly included some very bright individuals, but

24Mayo H. Autobiographical notes, 1959. M L o S Australiana. PPiG I2716'
25Hughes, op.cit.39.
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there were also a number whose Adelaide pass records were poor or mediocre. Of course,
there may have been failures that have left no record.

At this time, few formerAdelaide students took the higher medical diplomas awarded
by the Royal College of Physicians of London, and two of those listed in Table 9.2 were
Adelaide students who had graduated in Oxford or Cambridge and settled in England [see
abovel. The MRCP[hnd] was a very demanding examination; until I9I'1, a considerable
knowledge of l¿tin and one other language was still compulsory.zo Moreover, the dividing

.line between general practitioner and consultant physician was very vague in Adelaide, and
remained so for many decades; there may have been no perceived need for demarcation by a
higher diploma.

Higher surgical credentials were more in demand. Between 18gl and 1931, ten
former Adelaide students obtained the FRCS[Eng] diploma and six the corresponding
Edinburgh FRCS. The FRCS[Eng] diploma was already well known in Adelaide. Four
members of the 1889 medical faculty held it, including Stirling himself. When giving evidence
to a parliamentary commission during the Hospital Row, Stirling said that the FRCS[Eng] was
the sine qua non for those aspiring to hospital appointments in London and even in the
provinces.2T He said this in order to explain, courteously, the great gulf between Napier's
ChM [Aber] and the postgraduate surgical qualifications which he [and Watson] held. But
his students may have heard a message with wider significance: certainly four of them took the
FRCS[Eng] within three years of these comments. Although stringent, the English and
Scottish FRCS examinations were achievable; it was possible to pass them within three years
of graduation, and in fact a number of Adelaide students did so tFtg.9.2l.

The English fellowship was a credential in general surgery, and the English college
long opposed specialist surgical qualifications. As late as 1953, when I sat for the English
fellowship, it was seen as a licence to begin study in my chosen specialty [neurosurgery], and
by no means as a specialist credential. The Rlinburgh college was less restrictive, and did
allow examination in various surgical specialties. After the First 'World War, surgical
specialisation began to require special study and credentials. The first important example of
this was the Liverpool course and degree MChl in orthopaedics, first awarded in 1925. LO
Betts[1887 - 19431, who graduated in Adelaide in 190?, took this important degree in 1927,
being the second Aushalian to do so and the first Australian to be awarded a gold medal.
Barr)' has shown the seminal effect of this course in the growth of orthopaedics in
Australia;28 ofthopaedic specialty training wâs later a model for neurosurgical training in

26cooke AM. A history of the Ro!¡al College of phvsicians of l-ondon. v.3.Oxford, Clarendon press.
rvtz,880.

27s.qpp 1896, lOtA paras2549 - 2558.
28Butry, Hugh. Orthopaedics in Australia. Sydney, Australian Orthopaedic Association. lgg3,27
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Australasia.2e Ophthalmology also developed special credentials, and one Adelaide student
recorded an Oxford diploma in ophthalmology.

The qualifîcations in obstetrics and gynaecology include the Dublin LM [licentiate
diploma in midwiferyl, which is discussed below in the context of postgraduate education in
obstetrics. The qualifications in public health recall the importance of this specialty in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth century. Public health diplomas, so important in British social
medicine, do not seem to have been much sought by ambitious Adelaide graduates. This is in
contrast with other Australasian colonies and states: Bryder has listed a number of Australian
and New Zealand leaders in public health who took British diplomas early in the twentieth
century, including JHL Cumpston himself.3O The qualifîcations in radiology were taken by
men who became important figures in the history of diagnostic radiology in South Australia.

9.5. Postgraduate study .

A higher British qualification often followed a period of more or less intensive
postgraduate study, and sometimes participation in a structured course; the Liverpool
MCh[Orth] is an example of this. In many though not all cases, it has been possible to
conelate the degrees and diplomas taken by formerAdelaide students with periods of work in
well known teaching institutions in Great Britain, Germany and elsewhere. There was also a
considerable but uncertain number of Adelaide graduates who did not bother to sit for a

higher qualifìcation but nevertheless went overseas for considerable periods. Some were only
medical tourists visiting famous hospitals, but others worked and studied. Altogether, Æ
former Adelaide students are recorded as undergoing postgraduate studies of some sort, and

all save three went overseas to do so. This large number, representing ?3.4Vo of all those

students who graduated in Adelaide or elsewhere, is certainly an underestimate: it excludes a
number whose higher qualifications probably followed some kind of postgraduate work.
9.5.1. Places of study. The large majority went to England, and especially to London.
There are obvious reasons for the magnetism of the imperial capital. Newman has shown that
the 1890s inaugurated a period of great interest in postgraduate education in I-ondon [see p
391, resulting in the creation of new centres and systems for this purpose. Young men and

women from the dominions, colonies and other parts of the empire benefited greatly from
this development and from the new institutions - some of them explicitly imperial - which
were set up before and after WWl. These institutions included:

' Hospital-based bodies such as the West London Hospital Postgraduate College, the Lister
Institute, and the London School of Tropical Medicine;

29Personal experience, I 969.
30Bryder, Linda. A new world? Two hundred years of public health in Australia and New Z,ealand.ln:
The history of public health and the modern state. Porter D[ed]. Amsterdam. Rodopi. Lgg4.3l3.
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' Personal teaching groups such as the Polyclinic set up by the elder Jonathan Hutchinson in
1900;sl

' Scholarships that enabled colonial students to study in Great Britain; the Rhodes

scholarships, inaugurated in 1903, are the best known of these.

The London Hospital offered systematic teaching by celebrities like Frederick Treves,

with well-organized courses displaying a great range of clinical material; eleven former
Adelaide students are known to have undergone postgraduate education there during the
period before the first World War. Other leading l,ondon general hospitals seem to have been

less popular, but the specialty hospitals were much visited. Queen Square and Great Ormond
Street offered incomparable teaching in neurology and paediatrics respectively. Even little-
known hospitals could give valuable teaching: thus the Dreadnought Hospital at Greenwich

offered a course in operative surgery on cadavers.

Ireland offered excellent teaching in obstetrics, but Scotland does not seem to have

attracted many postgraduate students from Adelaide; indeed I have only identified two. This
is surprising, given the popularity of Rlinburgh and Glasgow in undergraduate teaching. It is
likely that some have been missed, especially among the students who went to klinburgh to

sit for the FRCS[Edin]. Nevertheless it does seem that London, and Oxbridge for a select

few, provided a more stimulating intellectual environment. One Adelaide graduate who did go

to Rlinburgh made it clear that he valued l-ondon Hospital clinical teaching much more than

what he called the coaching at Edinburgh.32

Eight former Adelaide students went to Germany or Austria. Three went to Göttingen,

presumably sponsored by Watson. At least four went to Vienna; the two Delprat sisters are

said to have gone there soon after graduation, studying gynaecology under the great Emst
Wertheim.33 Several are known to have gone to Paris. Surprisingly, it appears that only one

went to the USA. After WWI, FN Le Messurier went to study infant feeding in St Louis
under \M Maniott, where he acquired a life-long devotion to lactose milk for infants, which he

promoted in what one of his students remembered as lectures of appalling dullness.

In using these and other opportunities for serious postgraduate study, Adelaide
graduates were helped by old-boy networks established by their relatives, their friends and

especially their teachers. Watson's astonishing capacity for unlikely friendships, refreshed by
his visits to England and Germany, was useful in the postgraduate careers of several of his

former pupils.

Study of the biographical data of some forty former Adelaide students has convinced

me that the British imperial connection was profoundly important and beneficial. Postgraduate

study in Great Britain, and to a less extent elsewhere, complemented the Adelaide medical

course, especially in those areas in which Adelaide teaching was deficient. Personal contact

3losler W. The importance of postgraduate study. låncet lX)O: 2: 73 - 75
32efES!SIl-EÞ. lætter of RD Brummitt, 6 May 1909.
33Mawson P. A vision of steel. Melbourne. Cheshire. 1958, l9O,
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with world medical leaders helped to prevent the parochial self-satisfaction so typical of
colonial mentalities. The often appalling social conditions seen elsewhere in the empire may

have had educational effects: in some cases the experience may have helped young

Australians to develop social consciences,

These assertions are easier to make than to prove. but study of the careers of
individual postgraduate students gives them considerable support.

9.5.2. Postgraduate surgical education in London: HS Newland. Newland's

postgraduate studies are well described in the stately hagiography penned by his admiring

pupil Estcourt Hughes.3a After graduating equal top of his year in 1896, Newland did not

apply for appointment as RMO in the Adelaide Hospital. Hughes suggested that this was

because the hospital was then in chaos as a result of the Row; more specifically, Newland may

not have wanted to study under t eith Napier and his fellow strikebreakers, none of them very

distinguished. Instead, he went straight to England and in February 1897 he enrolled as a

student in the l,ondon Hospiøl Medical School.

When Newland went there, that great hospital was [much as I found it more than 50

years laterl physically shabby and intellectually splendid, with a wealth of clinical material and

a galaxy of talented teachers. Newland needed to take the conjoint diploma[LRcP [,ond,

MRCS Engl as a prelude to sitting for the two parts of the FRCS examination. He therefore

studied in the hospiøl medical school. His preclinical teachers included the Scottish

comparative anatomist Arthur Keith, the physiologist l-eonard Hill, and the bacteriologist

V/illiam Bulloch, all of them medical scientists of a calibre exceeding anything that Newland

could have met in Adelaide. In clinical studies, the dominant figure was Treves, then known

throughout the surgical world as an innovative aMominal surgeon and a vivid writer. Among

the other staff members was the Cambridge physician FW Hewitt, pioneer in safe gas-and-

oxygen anaesthesia. Hewitt held a hospiøl appointment as instructor in anaesthetics; if his

published work is a guide to his teaching, he must have given very practical instruction in a

subject in which the Adelaide medical course was grossly deficient.

Newland had hoped to study under Treves, but this could not be; instead he became

house surgeon to Jonathan Hutchinson Jnr. Son of a gifted father, the younger Jonathan is

said to have been a mediocre surgeon. But he was learned and like his father a keen clinical

teacher. In 1899, he admitted Newland to his house as a paying guesü for f80 per annum

Newland got bed, board, wine, a cold bath and access to the Hutchinsons' museum. [By
comparison, Helen Mayo paid about f1.10.0 per week for lodgings in Gower Street,35 with

no museum and presumably fewer amenitiesl. Newland attributed his chiefs kindness to the

Hutchinsons' friendship with Watson, though it is anyone's guess what there was in common

between this devout quaker family and foul-mouthed lecherous Watson.

34Hughes, JE. HenrySimpson Newland.. op,cit., ch 3.

35Mayo H. tætter 21 June lgO4PRc 12712.
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At the London Hospital, Newland served as house surgeon and house physician; he

found time to study paediatrics in Great Ormond Street and ophthalmology in the London

HospiøI. He also spent six months in the Poplar Hospital as Senior House Surgeon; this

100 bed hospital, recently modernized, would have given him experience in trauma

management in the victims of dockland accidents.36 His last appointment was as surgical

registrar to the l-ondon Hospital, giving him a ye r of hard work, administration and

responsibility. He concluded his European surgical education with a continental tour of visits

to surgical centres in Paris and Bern, taking notes on the great men of his day, and sometimes

making acid criticisms, as clever young surgeons usually do.37 Other l-ondon teaching

hospitals appear in the biographies of Adelaide surgeons trained at the beginning of the

twentieth century; the specialty hospitals St Marks[rectal surgery] and St Peters[urology]

appear to have been particularly popular.

Besides Newland, three otherAdelaide graduates who trained in the London Hospital

and elsewhere in England went on to be surgeons and teachers in the Adelaide Hospital: WR

Cavenagh-Mainwaring, AC Cudmore and B Smeaton. Somewhat later, M Birks became an

admired surgeon in Broken Hill after similar training, topped up with a period in Cairo. A
pattern of postgraduate surgical education became established. Until the 1950s or even later,

it was usual for Adelaide graduates wishing to be surgeons to train in London much as

Newland and his contemporaries did. Surgical trainees got hard work and rich experience,

supervised by British surgical leaders many of whom were excellent and conscientious

teachers. [A sardonic beneficiary of the system described the process as learning to operate

on the Pomsl. I-ess obviously, there were opportunities for surgical research, as AC

Magarey's MS thesis witnesses. But Adelaide graduates who returned to establish surgical

practices in Adelaide found no incentives to pursue research interests, and few did.

9.5.3. Postgraduate medical education in O¡dord: W Ray, HK Fry and E Britten

Jones. Postgraduate education could also help would-be physicians. In the period under

study, l,ondon had much to offer in this field. Queen Square remained a great school of

clinical neurology, and several Adelaide students went there; at least three studied under

William Gowers in various capacities. Modern cardiology took shape in the first decade of the

twentieth century; research especially at the London Hospital and at University College

Hospital3s brought scientific understanding of cardiac physiology into clinical practice.

However, the most impressive benefits of English postgraduate medical education are evident

in the careers of three Adelaide physicians who went to Oxford as Rhodes Scholars.

After 1905, Oxford offered much more than prestige and the charms of antiquity.

Cecil Rhodes had been aware that the Oxford medical school was not popular and in his

36clark-Kennedy, AE. The L,ondon. A study in the voluntary hospital system. London., Pitman. 1963.
v 2: l?ß.
3TNewland DaD'eß. RACS Archives SB 37121.
3Ssinger C, Underwor¡tl EA. A short historl¡ of medicine. 2nd e.d, Oxford. Clarendon. 1962, 62+5.
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will had hoped that it could be made at least as good as its rival in Edinburgh.3e In 1905,

William Osler[1&19 - 19191 was appointed Regius professor of medicine, and did much to

upgrade the teaching of the medical sciences in Oxford, especially in public health and

pharmacology.aO There was already a vigorous department of physiology; in 19û7, the chair

of pathology was given to Georges Dreyer, who began active experimental research and

teaching, The Adelaide Rhodes Scholars came at an exciting time.

The first, William Ray[18&1 - 1953f, graduated in 1906, top of his year, and received

his scholarship in IW7. He worked under Dreyer, getting a BSc with original research in

blood volume. He then went to the Radcliffe Infirmary and came under the influence of Osler,

who is said to have regarded him very highly.al In 1913, he retumed to Adelaide, and worked

in pathology, and later as consultant physician in the Adelaide Hospital. His record of

appointments and apparent achievements suggests that Rhodes' money was well spent. But

Estcourt Hughes saw him as a brilliant failure, lazy inlater life and fiful in his enthusiasms.42

This could not be said of Henry Kenneth Fry [1886 - 19591, who was awarded the

scholarship in 1909. He studied physiology, and also anthropology and public health, gaining

Oxford diplomas in both these subjects. On return to Australia, he worked at first in the

Northern Tenitory, and then in the AAMC, rising to be a lieutenant colonel with the DSO for

work on the Western Front in 7917. Afær the war, he developed three very productive

careers. As a consultant physician with a special interest in psychiatry, he served the Adelaide

Hospital and the Adelaide medical school, lecturing on therapeutics from lT20 to 1939. He

wrote a,very readable textbook for his course: it is full of insights, some of them well ahead

of his times, such as his warning against intravascular thorotrast.43 As an anthropologist

showing much empathy with aboriginal people, he pioneered in the study of aboriginal

mental health; his MD thesisllg3{land his publications show a fruiful interplay between his

field experience and contemporary Western concepts of psychopathology.aa And lastly, he

took on the job of medical officer to the City of Adelaide, which he held for over twenty years.

Fry would doubtless have been a valuable medical leader and teacher wherever he studied: but

his Oxford years were admirably used to equip him in his chosen roles.

Edmund Britten Jones[1888 - 1953] also read honours physiology, gaining a First in

1914. W\V I took him almost immediately into the British army, and after l9l9 he went into

general practice. ln I9?ß, he returned to England, took the MRCP[Lond] diploma, and studied

39Symonds R. Oxford and emoire. The last lost cause? [.ondon. Macmillan. 1986, 128.
40Cushing H. The life of Sir William Osler. Oxford. OUP. 1940, tOU.
4lobituary Med J Aust 1953;2: 478.
42Hughes JE. A history of the Royal AdelaideHospital. Adelaide. Board of Management, Royal

Adelaide Hospital. 2nd ed. 1982, 180.
43 Fry HK An introduction to general therapeutics. l-ondon. Cassell. 1935'
+4 F$ HK. Anthropology and psychology. Med J Aust 1953; I: A3 - 9;9; see also Jones P. Fry,

Henry Kenneth. ADB 14 1940-1980, 230-1.
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also in Paris and Vienna. He then became a much loved consultant physician in the Adelaide
Children's Hospital, an admired diagnostician and a benign force in hospital affairs.as

In considering the careers of Adelaide graduates at this time, the benefits of overseas

postgraduate study are more obvious in surgery than in medicine. Before l9l4 and indeed

for long thereafter, consultant physicians were chiefly in demand as diagnosticians, and for
this, experience and self confidence were more relevant than higher scientific qualifications.

Nevertheless, the three physicians who went to Oxford all got very good educations in
relevant medical sciences, and Fry's career shows what good use could be made of this. The
broader implications of the Rhodes scholarships are considered in chapterl0.

9.5.4. Postgraduate obstetrics in lreland: BE Vtretd and H Mayo. For reasons

discussed in chapter 7, obstetrics was poorly taught in Adelaide before t914. Elizabeth

Eleanor Weld úfß - ß691 was not the first Adelaide student to go to Ireland for
postgraduate study, but her experiences there are exceptionally well documented. After
graduating in Melbourne in 1901, she spent a year as a resident medical officer in Adelaide
and then sailed to London. In 1903 she spent three months as a postgraduate student in the

Hospital for Sick Children, Great Ormond Street; her diary records ward rounds [chiefly with
GR Stilll, lectures and clinical clerking. In the following year she spent three strenuous

months doing hands-on midwifery in the Coombe Lying-In Hospital, Dublin. Her biographer

says that she chose this hospital rather than the more famous Rotunda Hospital because it
was less "aristocratic" and offered better experience.46 The Coombe Hospital was also

cheaper - f5 for the first month and f4 monthly thereafter, against f6.6.0 for the Rotunda.aT

F Kidd, the Master of the Hospital, had a high reputation as an obstetrician and teacher;48

Elizabeth W'eld's diary has many references to work done with "Dr Kidd", presumably the

Master. Her diary entries show that she got a regular course of lectures, experience with a
wide range of obstetrical complications, and long hours of work often in squalid slums,

since home visits were frequent. At the end of the three months, she apparently got the LM
diplomaie though as she did not record this later, I have not included her name in the data

presented in Table 9.2.

Her friend Helen Mayo U878 - 19671 gave herself a more intensive course of
postgraduate education at the same time. She also went to Great Ormond Street and to the

Coombe Hospital. She too was appalled by the sordid homes of the Dublin working classes.

She next went to British India, where she worked for a year in St Stephen's Hospital, a
missionary hospital in Delhi. Here she saw pelvic deformities secondary to osteomalacia,

45simr, E. Personal communication. l0 October 1999.
46Johnston, O. The hands,of a woman,south Australian Medical Women's SocietL Adelaide., \ilakefield
Press. 1994,31.

47MayoH, op.cit.
4Ssolomons B. In: Historical Review of British obstetrics and g!¡naecology 1800 - 195O. Kerr, JMM,
Johnstone RW, Phillips MH [eds]. Edinburgh. Livingstone, 191, 138,
49Weld Papers, Diary 1901 - 1906, Ang221904. Tú entry is confusing.
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needing caesarean section,s0 then a rare operation in Adelaide and uncoÍrmon even in Dublin.

At least three other Adelaide medical graduates went to Ireland for experience in midwifery,

and in view of the high standing of Irish obstehics at this time, it is likely that they benefited

greatly.

They may also have learned preventive medicine. In lreland and in India, young

Australian graduates could see profound public ignorance of elementary hygiene. They could

also see that the responsible medical establishments were not doing much to improve the

situation, though in India Helen Mayo may have seen some of the successes and failures of

the women's health movement launched during Dufferin's viceroyalty twenty years earlier.sl

Three years after her return from India, Helen Mayo [in alliance with Stirling's very able

daughter Hanietl began her admirable crusade for the health of mothers and babies. It is
impossible to say what relation this had with her experiences of third-world obstetrics in

Dublin and Delhi: but it would be surprising if there was no connection.

9.5.5. Postgraduate education in eye and ear surgery. When the Adelaide medical

school opened, ophthalmology was generally accepted as a specialty. ENT surgery was less

well established, but the need for some specialization in aural surgery was becoming evident,

though Adelaide was mildly avant garde in providing for a lecturer in this field. Over the next

?5 years, eye and ENT surgery attracted increasing interest, and a number of Adelaide

students eventually specialized in one or often both fields. Of seven who did so, and came to

hold specialist appointments in Adelaide, six certainly went overseas and obtained

postgraduate experience. Unfortunately their careers are not well documented.

GA Fischer [1868 - 1%1] went to Gtlttingen in 1896, less than two years after

graduating. There, he claimed to "have performed on the eye all the operations described", and

to have worked 36 out of 24 hours,52 Fischer presumably also studied otology; he lectured on

this subject from 1906 to 1919, though he does not seem to have left much mark on the

Adelaide medical school. RH Pulleine [1870 - 1%5] also went to Göttingen, in 1905, having

graduated in Sydney as a Row victim in 1898. He spent two years in Germany and England,

studying both eye and ENT surgery; I have not been able to determine where he studied in

England. He was later a noted anthropologist and naturalist, but also a leamed ENT specialist;

a paper by him on the diagnosis of eighth nerve tumours shows an impressive grasp of

neuro-otology.s3 He succeeded Fischer as lecturer in otology. HM Jay [1886 - 1964]

graduaûed in 1908 and went ovefi¡eas in the following year. Remarkably, he studied together

with his father, and they are said to have gone to Vienna and to London. HF Shorney [1875? -

1933l, who had graduated in Melbourne, went to London, where he studied at the Middlesex

soMayo H, op.cit.
5lHarrison, M. Public health in British India. Anqlo-Indian oreventive medicine 1859 - 1914.

Cambridge University Press. 1994, V2.
s2Ârøs.S&r 896; 5l2l 20
53Puileine RH. The diagnosis of acusticus tumours. Med J Aust 1928; l:7gI-3.
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HospiøI, took his FRCS[Engl, and then went to the Royal Westminster Ophthalmic Hospital

for an unknown period.sa JJ O'Grady registered an Odord diploma in ophthalmology, and is

presumed to have had some postgraduate experience in that discipline, though not necessarily

in Oxford.

9.6. Professional caleers.

These usually began with service as resident medical officer in a public hospital.

Though not compulsory until after WWII, a year or two of practice under supervision was

seen as very desirable. Thereafter, careers were very diverse. Some graduates went overseas,

often as ship's surgeons, for further study, higher degrees or simply to see the world.

Eventually however most of the Adelaide graduates established themselves in private practice,

since careers in peacetime public service were few and mostly unattractive.

Table 9.3. Places of practice of Adelaide medical students after graduation.

9.6.l.IVhere they worked. Table 93 gives the chief places of work of the 205 Adelaide

students who eventually graduated, whether in Adelaide or elsewhere, with exclusion of work

places in which the graduate spent only a short time [notionally less than two consecutive

yearsl. It has to be said that the picture given in this table is much oversimplified, and is

based on what is often shaky information, being chiefly taken from medical directories,

government gazettes and obituaries. Moreover, the table gives a false impression of a
dichotomy between rural and metropolitan practice. The dat¿ relate to practice at any time

between graduation and retirement or death, and many names appear as practising in two or

more places for periods of two or more years. Of the 62 former Adelaide students who

appear to have practised at some time in rural South Australia, relatively few stayed there

throughout their working lives. Those that did so - perhaps no more than 20 - often became

important figures in their localities and active in community affairs; a well-documented

saBgm¡S¡tr!-papgfÊ. I-etters of RD Brummitt, especially Nov 19 1908 & Jan 27 & Ju¡ne 23 lg}9.
Shorney's interesting career is not well documented.

6Unknown

35None lincluding drop-outsl

5Other

18Elsewhere in British Empire lGreat Brit¿in, New Zealand, India, other colonyl.

65Other Australian colony or state

ro7South Australia : Adelaide practice

62South Australia : rural practice

NumberPl¡ce of practice
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example is FJ Douglas [1&73 - l9&f, who bought a practice in Victor Harbor in I%)2, five
years after graduation, and worked there until l946.ss

The majority worked in one or more country towns for a few years, and then moved to

Adelaide. Some of them took suburban general practices. After WWI, South Australia

experienced a modest spurt in population growth and in urbanization; in consequence, more

Adelaide practices became available. Others became specialists. The move from bush general

practice to city consultancy was seen in later years as a virtuous transition; in the 1950s,

senior specialists were given to telling young graduates that their own years of general

practice had made them well-balanced, all-round doctors, able to empathize with the pnrblems

of isolated rural GPs, and not narrow-minded specialists.

More than 100 former Adelaide medical students practised in the metropolitan area for
some or all their professional lives, and this figure excludes those who spent a year or more in
hospital jobs or other temporary work. This is an unexpectedly large proportion. It is partly

explained by my use of the modern Adelaide statistical area as a definition of metropolitan

practice; places such as Gawler and Clarendon were regarded as rural until recently. But it
does seem that the appeal of virile life in the bush was not so strong as Australian mythology

suggests.

Sixtlive former Adelaide students worked for varying periods in other Australian

colonies or states. Of these, 37 had not completed their courses in Adelaide: either because of
the Row or for other reasons, they had graduated in Melbourne, Sydney or elsewhere, and

found openings to practice outside South Australia. However, 28 who graduated in Adelaide

also left South Australia, and some of them did very well, establishing metropolitan practices

in Melbourne, Sydney or Perth. W'estern Australia was a boom colony after the goldrushes

of the 1890s, and at least six Adelaide graduates settled there. By contrast only one went to

Tasmania. A substantial number of these emigrants returned to Adelaide after varying periods.

Eighteen former Adelaide students practised for periods in Great Britain, India, or

elsewhere in the British Empire. Six had graduated in England or Scotland, two of them after

very brief periods in the Adelaide medical school, and these have no significance in the

history of the school. The others are however of considerable interest as evidence of the range

of careers open to Adelaide students at the beginning of the twentieth century.

F Goldsmith [? - 1942], one of the 1889 graduates, worked first in Adelaide and in
the Northern Territory, then part of South Australia. He then entered government service in
the colony of Papua, and rose to be Chief Medical Officer. He remained there from 1909 to
1913, when he had the misfortune to be sacked by Hubert Murray the formidable lieutenant

governor, though apparently for administrative rather than medical inadequacies.S6 LV/

55Douglas MS. Counsellor. suide and friend. Dr Frank Douglas of Victor Harbour. Adelaide.
Investigator hess. 1984.
56w"st, Francis. Hubert Muna}'. The Australian pro-consul. Melbourne. Oxford University Press. 1968,
I 16.
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Hornabrook[l873 - 1951] served in Bombay as Plague Officer, and wrote on Haffkine's

controversial antiplague vaccine. This was a dangerous post, and the risks included

assassination as well as infection: the regional Plague Commissioner for Poona had recently

been murdered by pious devotees who objected to his sanitary measures.ST

Five and possibly six Adelaide graduates worked as medical missionaries in India or

the Sudan; another had a long career as a medical missionary in China - not part of the

empire, though very much under British domination at that time. This interesting group

included some admirable men and women, dedicated Ch¡istians, who practised Vy'estern

medicine often in harsh conditions. Among the most impressive are Laura Fowler[1868 -

19521, Adelaide's first female medical graduate, and her rather dim husband Charles Hope

Í186I-19421, who worked for most of their professional lives in a Baptist mission centre in

North Bengal. It is in no way a disparagement of these altruistic people to note that they

played useful parts in the great imperial system, since they provided good and cheap medical

care in underdoctored communities, and did so without the stigma of visible imperialism. The

Raj may have been aware of this when honouring l,aura and Charles Hope with the Kaisar i

Hind medal; with an interesting absence of sexism, she was awarded the superior gold medal,

he the silver medal.58 The career of another Adelaide graduate illustrates the secular

importance of the medical missions even more clearly. In 1896, ES Stuckey[lüll912l 'r:
answered a religious call to go to Northern China as a member of the London Missionary

Society. He became dean and later principal of the Pekin Union Medical College, which was

later [with Rockefeller money] to train some brilliant members of China's own medical élite

and thereby to serve the new China. He was also awarded the OBE for military medical work

in WWI, serving in the Chinese Labour Corps in France and elsewhere.Se Teaching by the

medical missions can be seen as one of the more benign faces of imperialism.

9.6.2.IVhat they did. Almost all the Adelaide graduates were general practitioners, at

least in the beginnings of their careers. Even HS Newland, who returned from Europe in lW2
as a well-trained surgeon, began his practice in partnership with HM Marten, in what was in

fact a general practice, though Marten is also remembered as a surgeon. Estcourt Hughes

stated that Newland did not limit his practice to consultant surgery until 1908.60 He did

not give up general practice until he had a public hospital appointment, as honorary surgeon to

the Adelaide Children's Hospital. Several other Adelaide graduates with strong surgical

interests remained in general practice, doing much operative surgery on patients referred to

them by their partners. An example is JA Bonnin Í1871-1941, who worked all his

s1øayly S. In: The Oxford History of the British Emoire v 3. The nineteenth century. Porter, A tedl.
Oxford. Oxford University Press. 19Ð,465.
58Muyo H. Laura Margaret Hope [obituary] Med J Aust 1953; l:83-4.
59Mclaren CI. Edward Joseph Stuckey[obituary]. Med J Aust t952;2: 458-9
6oHughes JE. Henry Simoson Newland. A biogaohl,. Op.ci:.,42.
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professional life in a strenuous general practice in Hindmarsh,6l but held the FRCS[Eng]

diploma and was later a foundation fellow of the Australasian College of Surgeons.

Nevertheless, many Adelaide graduates eventually became specialists. I tried to identify

those who can be classed as full-time specialist consultants in the modern sense, but it was a

difficult and inconclusive exercise. Of the 205 men and women who enrolled as medical

students in Adelaide and graduated there or elsewhere, there were 66 [32.2To] whose careers

suggest that they had at least a special interest in a recognised medical specialty. The group

includes three women - Gertrude Mead and Helen Mayo as paediatricians and Hilda Florey

as a microbiologist. The number is unexpectedly large, but it includes many who were

certainly not full-time specialists and were listed because they had a part-time interest in some

special field such as dermatology, anaesthesia or obstetrics. Moreover, some of those listed

as consultants are said to have carried on as general practitioners, to the vexation of their

younger competitors; this is especially likely to have happened in internal medicine. Then and

for long after, specialist status had no legal basis, ffid although most of the listed medical

and surgical specialists held appropriate higher qualihcations, there was no legal requirement

for them to do so.

Most medical practitioners in South Australia were largely or wholly dependent on

their earnings in fee-for-service private practice. Before W'WII, there were few salaried

appointments in the public sector of medicine. I have found only 10 former Adelaide medical

graduates who held appointments of this kind, most of them on a part-time basis.

Nevertheless, some of these appointments were medically very important. This is true of the

work of the chief quarantine medical officer, a post held by FS Hone from 1915 to 1930. The

City of Adelaide medical officers of health were also important in public health:62 this position

was held ftom l9?A to 1938 by Angas Johnson and thereafter by HK Fry, both brilliant

Adelaide men with European postgraduate experience in fields related to public health. They

took this part time position at a salary of f500 per annum - not big money, but also not a

pittance.63 Much public health work was done by Adelaide graduates working on a voluntary

basis on such bodies as the Central Board of Health and in various committees, but few appear

to have served in the small State medical bureaucracy. An exception was LW Jeffries, who

was appointed Director General of Medical Services in 1936 and took part in the campaign

against poliomyelitis.6a

Adelaide graduates gave community service in many ways. Some would have said

that the chief of these was their honorary service in the public hospitals - the Adelaide

Hospital [Royal from 19]91, the Adelaide Children's Hospital and the Queen's Home [Queen

6lBonnin JM. Bonnin in Australia. 1989. Mortlock PRG 62It36.
62Morton P. After Lighfi a history of the Citv of Adelaide and its council. l&78-1928. Adelaide.
Wakefield. l9%,ll7.
634çþaidg-.¡Ç¡E¿¡çh¡y€c. City Treasurer's Dept: Records of Corporation Personnel. Accession 813
Item 1. At 1930 prices, f50O was about what f,300 had been in 1885.
64woodruff P. Two million South Australians. Adelaide. Peacock. 19S4, 83.
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Victoria Maternity Hospital, also from 19391. One can question the degree to which this

seryice was altruistic: there is no doubt that honorary staff appointments to the Adelaide

Hospital were much sought after. Of the 205 medical graduates in the series, 34 held

honorary appointments in the Adelaide Hospital before 1950. After 1920, Adelaide graduates

held an almost absolute monopoly of surgical staff appointments, both in general surgery and

in all the surgical specialties except gynaecology. Most of the honorary physicians were

Adelaide graduates, though Harry Swift, a Cambridge graduate, and CTC de Crespigny, from

Melbourne, were important exceptions. Estcourt Hughes has described the system that

legitimized this near monopoly in the Adelaide Hospital.6s Briefly, the appointments were

made by the Hospital Board on medical advice. After lV2\ the board became a triumvirate of
govemment nominees, receiving and usually accepting recommendations from an advisory

committee which included representatives of the university, the medical and dental faculties and

the honorary medical staff. This committee usually recommended local graduates who were

known to committee members from personal contact as students, residents or young

practitioners, and it is possible that persons with known connections [sometimes dynastic]

were assessed more sympathetically. Indeed, Estcourt Hughes expressed innocent concern

that some board members had served so long that they had no personal knowledge of the

applicants. I was a beneficiary of this sysûem, and I can therefore see its merits. But criticisms

have been made by those not educated in Adelaide, or not well regarded by their seniors.

Certainly, the system promoted inbreeding.

Between WWI and rW'WII, the Adelaide Children's Hospital staff included several able

graduates from other universities. But sixteen former Adelaide medical students held

appointments there, some relinquishing them in favour of Adelaide Hospital appointments,

some holding dual appointments. The Queen's Home was less heavily staffed with Adelaide

graduates,being for long given leadership by a very capable Sydney graduate, TG V/ilson.

Edgeloe gives a good account of his many services in obstetrics and gynaecology, from 1902

until his retirement in t944.e6 WF Joynt, his successor as Director of Obstetrics, was a

Melbourne graduate with lrish postgraduate experience. Nevertheless, at least six Adelaide

graduates held appointments as honorary obstetricians or medical officers at the Queen's

Home before 1939. l¡. is notable - and deplorable - that none of them were female.

9.6.3. Service as úeachers. At least 23 formerAdelaide medical students eventually came to

hold senior teaching positions in their own university. Only one held a chair. This was JB

Cleland [1878 - l97l], who was appointed as professor of pathology in LV2O. Because of the

Row, he had graduated in Sydney, where he obøined a MD degree by thesis. He sought a

career in pathology, and since he was the son of a well-liked member of the Adelaide medical

faculty, he was an obvious candidate for an Adelaide appointment in that discipline. The

65Hughes JE. A historv of the Ro}¡al Adelaide Hospital. op.cit., 7l & 145.
66Edgeloe, op.cit. 55.
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faculty did try to create a salaried teaching post for him in 1903,67 but this fell through and

he did not return to Adelaide until 1920, when he was appointed as the fîrst GR Marks

Professor of Pathology. Before this, he had had a productive career in Western Australia and

NSV/ as a pathologist and microbiologist.6s Cleland was a great medical scientist and

naturalist, but Adelaide can be given credit only for his education in the basic sciences.

Most of the other Adelaide-educated faculty members held part-time lectureships in
clinical subjects, and it is clear that they held these positions because they were honorary

physicians or surgeons in one of the three teaching hospitals. Some taught well, but there is

nothing to suggest that they were selected for this reason, still less for their records in clinical

research. By 1915, more than a quarter of the Adelaide medical faculty members had studied

inAdelaide, and in 1925 the proportion was more than one third. Adelaide clinical teaching

was thus dominated by Adelaide-trained consultants chiefly distinguished by success in
private practice. The effects of this inbreeding were however offset by overseas experience: of
these 23 medical teachers, 18 are known to have had periods of postgraduate education in
Great Britain, Germany or the USA, and it is likely that several others also studied overseas.

9.6.4. Service in war. More than one hundred former Adelaide medical students volunteered

for wartime military medical service and were enlisted in Australian or British army or naval

services. For some of them, this only meant work in Australia, in army hospitals or recruiting

centres. But the majority served in theatres of war, often under great stress and danger.

Five served in the second Anglo-Boer war [1899-1902]. Three of these were medical

officers in colonial mounted units engaged in bitter guenilla warfare; one died on active

service. In WWI llgt+lgtgl, at least 76were enlisted. I have not studied their army records,

but from various biographical sources, it appears that at least 4 men and two women served

overseas, at Gallipoli, in France, in Serbia, in Palestine, or at sea. Many were decorated or

mentioned in despatches; five received the Military Cross, and one[Phoebe Chapple] the

Military Medal for bravery under fire.6e Five were killed, others wounded or gassed. Some

of these W.WI veterans later served in WÌüII. Some served in British rather than Australian

medical or combatant units, either because they had been in Great Britain when war broke

out, or because they could not get commissions in Australia. It seems that they were well

accepted by the British army. Thus CF Drew enlisted in England; he was awarded the

Military Cross, and finished the war a major in the Coldstream Guards, no less. Lorna

Fowler joined the Scottish Women's Hospitals[Fi7.9.3], and what is more she took her docile

husband Charles Hope with her, presumably as an honorary woman, since this was in
principle an all-female unit. She served in Serbia and was captured when the Serbian army

65U of A Archives Se. 137 v2:26122 Apnl t%J31.
6SSouthcolt RV. Cleland, Sir John Burton . ADB 8 1891 - Lg3g,23-25.
69The Viliøry Cross was only given to commissioned officers; the Military Medal was given to
other ranks. Women medical practitioners were not eligible for commissions. This issue is discussed,
with acrimony, by læneman L. Medical women at war, 1914-1918. Med Hist 1994;38: Læ-177.
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crumpled under von Mackensenfs 1915 offensive. She was exposed to appalling weather, poor

food and the threat of typhus.To

In their enthusiastic participation in these imperial wars, Adelaide's medical men and

women clearly shared the British patriotic ideology of their times. Some did so throughout

their lives; Bronte Smeaton, a choleric man, is alleged to have died of shock over the 1956

Suez débâcle.?l Today, Australian nationalists commonly see this imperial patriotism as

deluded or reprehensible. But that is how many intelligent Australians felt, then and for long

after.

V/artime experience broadened the medical horizons of many Adelaide graduates,

and this is relevant in an assessment of the achievements of the Adelaide medical school.

Surgeons especially gained valuable experience, not only from having to treat casualties, but

also from collaboration with world leaders in many specialties. HS Newland was already a

very competent general surgeon when he enlisted in November I9I4. He became a great

pioneer plastic surgeon after I9I7, when he was given command of the Australian section of
the Queen's Hospital for Facial Defects at Sidcup fFig.9.4a l. DJ David and I have elsewhere

reviewed the role of Gillies in that hospital as an innovator in the surgery of
craniomaxillofacial tranma;12 Newland undoubtedly learned from Gillies, but he made his

own contributions in operating on the facial mutilations unforgettably painted by his war artist

Daryl Lindsay [Fig.9.ab].It is less well known that Newland met the American neurosurgeon

Harvey Cushing during the I9l7 Passchendaele battles, when Cushing was working in a

British frontline casualty clearing station. Newland was much impressed by that great

surgeon's operative management of brain injuries, and his own later leadership in
neurosurgery can be associated with this encounter.T3 Several younger Adelaide graduates

were inspired by war experience. Thus, LO Betts had been a general practitioner before the

war made him a lieutenant-colonel tryiog to rehabilitate injured convalescents; this experience

is evident in his later concem with physiotherapy as a pioneer orthopaedic specialist. The

educational effect of war is less evident in the careers of Adelaide physicians, but it seems

likely that HK Fry and LW Jeffries owed some of their administrative skills in public healttr to

their experiences as senior officers in the last years of WrüI.
In W'WI, medical practice had to be pragmatic, and offered few opportunities for

clinical or laboratory research. Of the Adelaide medical graduates who served in W'WI, twelve

later held teaching appointments. Some of the later graduates were my own teachers in the

period 194ó9. I believe that their wartime experience reinforced some pre-existing

]f tøayo, laura Margaret Hope[obituary] op.cit.
/ rlændon GA. Obituary. Med J Aust 1957; l: 444-6. One must allow for the Lændon sense of
humour.
T2simpson DA, David DJ. Historical perspectives. In: Craniomaxillofacial tr¿uma. Edinburgh.
Churchill, Livingsüone. 1995, 19.
T3simpson DA, Jamieson KG, Morson SM. The foundations of neurosurgery in Australia and New
Traland. ANZJ Surs 1974; 4: 215-227.C
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characteristics of their education in the Adelaide medical school - concentration on practical

issues, self-reliance, and relatively little interest in medical science.

9.7. Adelaide medical students in the South Australian workforce.

Many Adelaide medical graduates had fascinating careers, both in peace and in war,

and it is easy to form triumphalist impressions of the value of the medical school in the

community of South Australia. Such impressions are in part justified: the school did send out

some very able graduates, who were well prepared by the standards of the day. But it was a

very small school, and did not grow greatly during the period under study; this is well seen

in a histogram of enrolments and graduations [Frg 9.5]. Annual graduations never exceeded

15. ln 1914, when Adelaide graduated 15, the Sydney medical school turned out 89

graduatesT4 Melbourne more than 6075 and Dunedin only lf .76 It is salutary and deflating

to view the significance of the Adelaide medical school in relation to the total medical

worldorce of South Australia. In 1915, there were 296 medical practitioners on the register.TT

Since 1889, when the first Adelaide medical practitioners had graduated, there had been 249

new registrants. Only 109 were Adelaide graduates. Even if one adds 19 former Adelaide

students who graduated elsewhere and returned to work in their home State, it remains notable

that the Adelaide medical school provided only 5l.4%o of the recruits to the State's

worldorce. The proportion was not very different in 19?2.

Of the other new registrants, 30 were Melbourne graduates, but some 80 registered

British degrees or diplomas. [Only three new registrants held German degrees]. Evidently,

South Australia was still attracting medical immigrants in substantial numbers. But it appears

that some of the 1890 - 1915 registrants with British qualifications were local youths who

ignored the local medical school and preferred to get their medical education overseas. I cannot

estimate their numbers, nor can I document their motives, though it seems likely that for some,

British family linkages or sentiments were responsible. But there is anecdotal evidence that for

some? the Adelaide medical school did not look good enough. Harold Rischbieth, founder of a

great Adelaide medical dynasty, went to Cambridge and to the London Hospital, and there is

an undocumented family tradition that he had been deterred from enrolling in Adelaide by the

Hospital Row.78 It is likely that there were others who for this or other reasons took a poor

view of the Adelaide medical school, and this should be kept in mind when the success of the

school is considered.

74Webb N, Young JA. Anderson Stuart and the medical school. In: Centenary Book of the Universilv of
Sl¡dnel¡ Facultl¡ of Medicine. JA Young, AJ Sefton, N V/ebb[eds]. University of Sydney Press. 1984,
189.
T5Russell, op.cit. 2?-6.
760øg0 University Circ 1915. Graduate List.
77SA Government Gazette ?ß Jan l9I5,2ll - 6.
78RHC Rischbieth, personal communication, 6 Feb 2000.
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Fig. 9.1. Adelaide medical graduates in 1891; back row Laura Fowler & CS Mead; front row
HO'H Giles, LL Seabrook, & HA Powell. Laura Fowler was Adelaide's first female medical
graduate and one of the first three in Australia, since two women graduated in Melbourne in
the same year. Sydney followed in 1893 and Dunedin in 1897. [By courtesy of the University of
Adelaidel.

Fig. 9.2. An oral examination in the Royal College of Surgeons of England, before 1892.

the elder. [By courtesy of the Royal College of Surgeons of England].
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Fig. 9.3. LauraFowler-Hope [1869 - 1952], serving in the striking uniform of the Scottish
'Women's Hospitals, presumably in 1915. After her release from an Austrian prison, she and
her husband Charles Hope refurned to missionary work in Bengal. [By courtesy of the Mortlock
Library of South Australianal.
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Fig. 9.4. a. HS Newland [centre front row] and members of the WWl maxillofacial team at
the Queen's Hospital, Sidcup.

b. Young soldiers with facial mutilations,treatedby Newland and his colleagues:
water colour sketches by Daryl Lindsay. [By courtesy of the Royal Australasian College of Surgeons].
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Fig. 9.5. Annual enrolments [a] and graduations [b] in the Adelaide medical school,
1885 - 1914. Enrolments in the period 1910 - l9l4 are not discussed in the text, but are

included to show the absence of massive growth over the whole period. The absence of

enrolment book].
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Chapter 10. ST]MMING UP.

10.1. Survival and success.

As this is written, the Adelaide medical school is nearly 115 years old, and

seems set for a longer life. The school might have withered, as had happened in Hobart

thirly years earlier fsee p471, and in many contemporary medical schools in the USA.

Between 1900 and Il2O, the number of medical schools in the USA fell from 160 to

about 80.1 Alæmatively, the Adelaide school might have survived only as a poor

relation of the better funded medical schools of Melbourne and Sydney. Instead, the

Adelaide medical school retained popularity and academic credibility even through the

Hospital Row and the penurious yeârs before WÌWI. The school was able to regain

impetus after that war, under the creative vice-chancellorship of V/illiam Mtchell.2

The Adelaide medical school survived chiefly because it met the wish of a

section of the South Australian community for good local medical teaching at an

affordable price. This is in essence what Edward Stirling offered in 1881 [see p 92].

Thomas Elder made the school hnancially possible, and the efforts of a group of very

talented Adelaide medical practitioners brought Stirling's proposal to fruition.

One can therefore say that the Adelaide medical school has been, within

reason, successful. But success was achieved only by a constellation of fortunate

circumstances, and was attended with constraints and limitations.

10.2. Foundatíons.

The Adelaide medical school was established at the right time and on good

local foundations. By 1885, the South Australian community had reached a respectable

degree of maturity. The evolutionary processes described in chapter 4 hað given the

colony a cadre of some 200 registered medical practitioners, integrated by an enthusiastic

BMA branch, the first to be formed in Australia. There were remarkably few internal

hostilities; even the jihad against homeopaths was relatively mild. Like contemporary

NSW and New Zealand, South Australia was at this time ready to have its own medical

school in its own university. By comparison, it can be argued that the Melbourne school

had been born a little prematurely. In the 1860s, Brownless had had to face hostility and

incomprehension from his medical peers, ¿N can be seen in the columns of the Australian

Medical Joumal:3 he also had to deal with a very niggardly colonial govemment, even

though Melbourne was then awash with gold. In the 1,880s, Stirling found wann medical

approval, and although South Australia was not notably prosperous, his proposals

lKohler RE. Fro,m medical chemisqv úo biochemistry. Cambridge. Cambridge University Press. 1982,

r23.
2Edgeloe VA. Mitchell, Sir rüilliamt1860-1%11, ADB l0 I89I - 1939, 535.
3see for example the splenetic letter signed Ecr¿seur, Aust Med J 1861; 6: 1.47 - I54.
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received some financial support from the government of the colony, as well as

Elder's massive endowments.

The Adelaide medical school was also fortunate in its British foundations.

By 1885, British medical education had been reformed, modernized and - up to a point -

systematized. Models for a colonial medical school were available in the prescriptions of

the GMC and the reformed English medical corporations, and in the practice of the

betûer British medical schools. British medical science was productive and exciting; in

the age of Lister, Hughlings Jackson and Victor Horsley, only Germany and Austria

could offer comparable intellectual stimulation. There was a willingness to promote

colonial medical ambitions. This was expressed, not by imperial patronage, but by what

can be called imperial synergism; there was ready willingness to help on personal and

institutional levels. It is surely signihcant, if only symbolic, that in 1885, Davies Thomas

was welcomed by the Royal Society, and Stirling was helped to find a professor of

anatomy by two leaders in British medical science.

Stirling's qualities and background have been discussed[see chapters 5.5 and

6.2.11. As a native South Australian educated in Cambridge and London, he commanded

confidence both in the colony and in the intellectual world of the imperial capital.

Whereas the other Australasian medical schools were at hrst led by English and Scottish

expaffiates, the Adelaide medical school had from its inception local leadership and a

strong faculty of local medical practitioners. Most of them were educaûed in great

English, Scottish or German medical schools: they were the beneficiaries of the

European medical revolution described in chapter 3, but they were also well established

in their local community.

10.3. Aims and achievements.

Both from public pronouncements and from consideration of the course

structure, it is clear that the Adelaide medical school was planned to offer a good

practical medical education to the young men and women of the colony. It is also clear

that the planners were determined that the content and quality of the education would be

such that an Adelaide medical degree would be acceptable in Great Briøin as well as in

the other Australian colonies. They were successful in these aims. In chapter 7, I have

considered the content ofthe course as it took shape in 1889, and have concluded that it

met British requirements in all areas save obstetric experience, which was later provided

by the Queen's Home. I have also concluded that the Adelaide course content was much

the same as the courses in Melbourne, Dunedin and Sydney, with minor differences of

no great importance. It also seems that the quality of the Adelaide course was acceptable,

though after more than a century this is hard to assess. One measure of quality is the

approval of the GMC, which was given to the Adelaide medical school in 1894 and never

withdrawn; Harrison records that the Indian medical schools, which were approved in
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1892, undenruent censure in 1907, and temporary withdrawal of recognition in 1930.4

GMC approval was admittedly not a very exacting criterion; there is no record that a

GMC visitation was ever carried out in Adelaide . But there are other pointers to suggest

that the Adelaide course prepared students for basic British diplomas reasonably well.

Of the former Adelaide students who passed British graduating examinationsffable 9.21,

14 did so not long after qualifying in Adelaide. By no means all had shown high

academic gifts when in Adelaide, yet I have found no anecdotal evidence that they found

the conjoint examinations a great hurdle. Perhaps a more sensitive index of Adelaide's

academic quality is given by the systematic use of external examiners in the key pre-

clinical [second and/or third years] and clinical firfth year] examinations. I have found

nothing in the faculty minutes to suggest that external examiners complained of

inadequately prepared students, and there are several contexts in which one might expect

such complaints to surface. For example, there is in 1903 a recornmendation by Stirling,

to the effect that the Adelaide pass levels should be raised to equate with Melbourne, at

557o in years 1 - 3 and at 6OVo in years 4 and 5; he made no mention of poorer

performances by Adelaide students, only of an unduly lenient standard.s The impression

that the Adelaide medical course was comparable with the Melbourne and Sydney

courses in quality also gets some support from the success of Adelaide graduates in

establishing themselves in practice in other colonies [see chapter 9.6.1); this is weak

evidence, but there are no anecdotes to suggest that they felt disadvantaged by their

Adelaide educations, or were seen to be by others. Similarly, almost all the Adelaide Row

victims who emigrated to Melbourne and Sydney were able to pass their examinations in

these medical schools, some of them with great distinction. This does not suggest that

they were disadvantaged by poor teaching in their earlier years, though that possibility

cannot be excluded in all cases, as some did take additional time to complete their courses

[see chapter 8.5].

The educational level of Adelaide medical graduates no doubt helped to

maintain, perhaps to elevate, the social position of doctors in the local communities. Evan

V/illis, a sociologist, has indeed argued that the colonial medical schools were designed

to achieve social dominance through education.6 The data presented in this study do not

contribute for or against this argument. What does emerge is evidence for a levelling

effect within the medical profession in South Australia. Newman stated that by 1886,

British medical education was focussed on producing "the safe general practitioner". lt
seems likely that this was a central aim for the planners of the Adelaide medical course,

4Harrison M. Public health in British India: Anglqlndian oreventive medicine 1859-1914. Cambridge
University Press. 1994, 26.
sUofA Archives Se 137 M v2:278 (3 Dec 1903).
6Willis, E. . Medical dominance. The division of labour in Australian health care. Sydney, Allen &
Unwin.1989, 54.
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and it was prominent in the rhetoric of medical teachers in later years. This emphasis on

general practice can be correlated with the careers of Adelaide graduates reviewed in

chapter 9: almost all of them began as general practitioners, even if they specialized later.

Together with the conditions of student life in Adelaide, this tended to produce a more

homogeneous medical profession, without the medical stratification so obvious in

contemporary Britain and France, where initial qualifications often determined

professional status.

10.4. Relevance.

The content of the Adelaide medical course was based on British

precedents, and (except in botany) most of the course textbooks were by British authors

(see Table 7.7 and Appendix III). However, British teaching was relevant enough for

South Australian medical practice, especially in surgery. South Australia had been

colonized by Europeans, who had brought European diseases with them - cancer,

congenital deformities, and infectious diseases, especially tuberculosis and venereal

disease. Hydatid infestation was much more prevalent in our sheep-rearing colony than

in Britain, but the founden of the Adelaide medical school were well able to teach the

prevention and treatment of hydatid disease, even after the death of JD Thomas. Trauma

was cornmon, and British trauma management was relevant anywhere.

The Adelaide course emphasized surgery, and this was appropriate: the wide

dispersal of the population and the great distances placed special responsibility on

country practitioners, who had to carry out surgical procedures in very remote places with

what would now be seen as third world transport services. In 1908, Poulton noted as a

new development that general practitioners were then entering fields of surgical practice

that had been previously treated by specialists.T He did not say whether he saw this

enlargement of the general practitionefs role as good or bad; in his time, it must have

meant better emergency services in country towns, whatever problems of over-operation

may have arisen then and in later years.

The Adelaide course in hygiene also seems to have been relevant, and it was

certainly necessary. Woodruff has shown that South Australia was not a very healthy

place a century ago. Typhoid was rife, with a peak of 1126 new cases in 1899.8

Diphtheria and tuberculosis were also prevalent. Whittell's course in hygiene, continued

by tsorthwick, seems to have met local needs. Some of Adelaide's future experts in

public health were trained overseas [see p 2/7f, but GH Burnell embarked on research

in diphtheria in Broken Hill soon after his graduation, suggesting that he had been well

taught or at least inspired in Adelaide.

TPoulton B. Presidential address in surgery. Australasian Medical Congress, 8th session Melbourne
1908. Intercol Medical Journal of Australasia 1908; 13: 532 - Y5
SWoo¿ruff p. Two million South Australians. Kent Town. Peacock. 19&1, 39.
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Modern concern with aboriginal health cannot reasonably be expected in the

climate of thinking a century ago, and I have found no attention to indigenous medical

problems in the undergraduate course. There was much interest in aboriginal people

from an anthropological viewpoint. This was sometimes no more than futile

bodysnatching in the name of science; Foster has shown that Ramsay Smith, as coroner,

was not above stealing the skeleton of Tommy Walker, an aboriginal fringe dweller in

Adelaide.e But some anthropological studies by Adelaide medical practitioners were

sensitive and productive; this seems to be true of Fry's studies of aboriginal neurology

and neuropsychology (see p 22I), and perhaps of RH Pulleine's less impressive

studies.lO Until 1911, South Australia ïvas responsible for health in the Northern

Tenitory - if anyone was - 
"øtÃtmerefore 

for the health of a large and uncertain

number of tribal aboriginal people. At least three Adelaide medical graduates went therc:

F Goldsmith, AFA Lynch and HK Fry. They were all three men of character;

unfortunately, I have found nothing to indicate what views they held on aboriginal health,

beyond Fry's well-expressed comments on the psychological disasters of European

impacL

10.5. Weaknesses and constraints.

The Adelaide medical course had weaknesses, some recognized at the time,

others obvious in retrospect. These have been discussed in chapter 7; to recapitulate:

. Teaching in obstetrics was hampered by lack of clinical material. In retrospect, it

seems likely that there was also a lack of inspiring teachers; 'Way was more concerned

with gynaecology than with midwifery, and versatile as Lendon was, he may not have

been at his best as lecturer in obstetrics. The advent of TG V/ilson and the availability of

the Queen's Home slowly improved obstetrical teaching, but was not immediately

beneficial.

. It seems likely that pathology was poorly taught, except in those surgical fields which

were of interest to Watson. The faculty of medicine recognized this, though not in such

frank terms, in 190311 and again in 1910.12 ln 192O, JB Cleland was appointed to a

new chair of pathology, and this gave Adelaide a pathologist with broad interests who

was also a good teacher.

. Biochemistry was not taught by an appropriately qualifîed person until 1919.

Stirling was aware of his own inadequacies as a "physiological chemist", and Rennie felt

unable to assist him, though he did include biochemical analyses in his practical

9Foster R. Tommy Walker walk up here...In: History in oortraits. Simpson J & Hercus L(eds).

Aboriginal History Monographs 6. National Library of Australia. 1988, 210.
l0Puileine RH, Woollard H. Physiological and mental observations on the Australian aborigines.TIËUE

Rov Soc South Australia l93O;54: 62 - 75.
Il v 2:261 (22 Apnl l9O3)
12lbi¿ v 3: 143 (r7 March 1910)
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course.l3 After Stirling's death the appointment of TB Robertson [1884 - 1%0] to his

chair gave Adelaide a very competent biochemist, and in 1926 thts was recognized in his

professorial title. Thus, biochemistry emerged from physiology, as it had done in

Cambridge, not from organic chemistry, as had happened in some German centres.

. At least until 1903, clinical tuition was the cause of complaints by students [see

chapter 7.5.11, though it is hard to assess the validity of these complaints.'When recent

Adelaide graduates such as HS Newland and H Mayo became available as tutors, this

problem resolved.

. For reasons discussed in chapter 7.8, paediatric and neonatal teaching cannot have

been satisfactory, even after l-endon's appointment as clinical lecturer in diseases of

children. I have found no record that anyone, least of all Lendon, expressed

dissatisfaction with his teaching, but the course structure was clearly inadequate for

systematic instruction in paediatrics.

These inadequacies in the Adelaide course had more than one cause, but were

chiefly due to the linked constraints of small size and limited funding. In 1891, South

Australiahadapopulationof about32OÆO,againstNS'W's I132 200, Victoria's 1 14O

000, and NZ's 6?.6 700. This meant a smaller gross revente - f-2.7 million for SA

against f 10.5 for NSW, f,7.7 million for Victoria, andf.4.4 million for NZ.la A smaller

population also meantfewer students and fewer young doctors ready to help in teaching.

South Australia was able to overcome the financial disadvantage in 1885, by the

generosity of a rich and imaginative benefactor. After 1897, there were no more large

donations for medical education until 1919. Although it cannot be proved, it seems

possible that the Hospital Row had smutched the image of the Adelaide medical school

in the eyes of rich benefactors as well as politicians. However, other colonies also found

it hard to attract donations; in 1901, JT Wilson complained that "men of large means

and liberal ideas" were distressingly thin on the ground, even in opulent NSW.ls

10.6. Research and postgraduate teaching.

Today, a university medical school is expected to promote reseatch, to teach

research methodology, and to acknowledge research achievement with a higher degree,

typically a PhD. University medical schools are also expected to promote postgraduate

education;inAustralia, vocational accreditation is usually done by the medical colleges,

but university medical teachers are often involved in this also, wearing different hats.

Before WWI, little or no medical research was done in the university of

Adelaide. Davies Thomas had done some productive experimental and epidemiological

l3lbid v 2:22r-2 (13 & 18 Feb 19o2)
l4coghlan TA. Sydney. Potter' t8E3, 147 &
325.
l5Wilson JT, Ideals in medical education. Intercol med J Aust 1901; 6: 4A5 - 43I'
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research in hydatid disease [chapter 6.2.2], using university facilities, but he had no

successors. Stirling's interest in aboriginal anthropology may have encouraged the later

studies by HK Fry, RH Pulleine and JB Cleland, but these came after 1920.16

Adelaide's inability to support careers in medical research was recognizeð, by students

and most poignantly by Stirling himself, in a letter to his former pupil, TB Robertson,

written two months before Stirling's own death.l7 Stirling wrote that he saw no

diffrculty in arranging for Robertson - his son-in-law! - to succeed him in his own chair.

But he could give Robertson very little hope that he could continue in Adelaide his

successful caÍeer in biochemical research. In fact, three years after Stirling's death, the

university did receive its first large donation earmarked for medical research,ls and

Mitchell's efforts did improve the university's hnancial position before \VIWII. Even so,

not much research was being done in Adelaide thirty years later, as was pointed out by

AP Rowe in a blistering book written after his term of office as vice chancellorflgß -

195e1.te In the period under study, not many Adelaide medical graduates wanted careers

in research; those that did went to Europe, and chiefly to England.

There was even less capacity for postgraduate education in Adelaide before

WWI. There was some informal teaching by talented seniors, but few graduates

bothered to sit for the MD or MS degrees by examination [see chapter 9.4.I]. No other

postgraduate medical diplomas were offered in Adelaide. Melbourne set up regulations

for a DPH in 1906, and Sydney did so with greater success somewhat later, but the

Adelaide faculty ruled out a proposal for a similar course, notwithstanding an offer

by Angus Johnson to teach tropical medicine, which he had studied in London.2o It is

interesting to note that Anderson Stuart opposed setting up a DPH course in Sydney,

on the ground that it was better for his graduates to go to Europe and obtain the

Cambridge DPH. Patricia Morison saw this as "strange reasoning", and suspected a

personal resentment.2l There is nothing in Anderson Stuart's character to make this

suspicion unlikely, but if he argued that Sydney was not ready to give postgraduate

teaching in public health, it is easy to see why Adelaide did not make the attempt. Then

as now, fruiful postgraduate teaching needed a substantial number of interested

participants and qualified instructors. Adelaide graduates who wanted postgraduate

experience in specialised fields went abroad, and they did so in large numbers.

l6Rlgeloe VA. The medical school of the Universitv of Adelaide. Adelaide. 1991, Appendix X.
l7U-sf-A¿&hig Donation 59. Lnttø dated 19 January 1919.
lSDonation of land valued at f2O 000 by Mrs AM Simpson & her sister Miss AFK Sheridan, IV22: see

Edgeloe op,cit., 57.
l9Rowe AP. IllhcAgydlg. Melbourne University Press. 196O, 13 &.176.
2oEdgeloe op.cit., 12.
2lMorison, P. J T Wilson and the Fraterniqv of Duckmaloi. Amsterdam, Rodopi. IggT, l3O.
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10.7. The Anglo-Australian synergies.

In research and in postgraduate education, the British connection was

crucially important, as it had been when the undergraduate course was set up.

The relationships between imperial metropole and colony are complex, and

have often been described. The metropole or parcnt state has been said to civilize, to

invest, to exploit, or to comrpt. The colony has been described as beneficiary, partner,

accomplice or victim. These descriptions all have their validity, though often they define

the speaker's viewpoint rather than the ascertainable facts. But no simplistic

generalization seems to fit the relationship between Great Briüain and South Australia in

thedevelopmentof medical education. This relationship was subtle and pleomorphic: it
had an organic quality, comparable with the functions of a biological system, and the

term synergy seems best to describe the interactions of ideas, institutions and

personalities presented in this study.

Great Britain had provided several models for medical schools. The Scottish

university medical school was accepted as a basic model in Melbourne, Dunedin and

Sydney. For this and other reasons, it was also the natural choice in Adelaide. Unlike

Melboume, Dunedin and Sydney imported some of their most influential teachen from

Scotland, and it is generally agreed that both these fine medical schools showed signs of

Scottish influences and linkages. Stirling, Adelaide's chief founder, was educated in

England; Watson, Adelaide's first fulltime professor, had learned to teach in London, and

notwithstanding his German beginnings, he seems to have taught on English lines. Thus,

though Adelaide's founding medical faculty had an exceptionally strong component of

nativeAustralians, it was natural that the medical school should from its inception draw

on the strengths of the English teaching system and on English connections and

friendships. This tendency was reinforced when young Adelaide graduates went to

London for further studies.

At first, the Anglo-Australian synergies were informal, I have found no

public declaration of British policy on colonial medical education in the 1880s, though

James Paget may have implied the need for something of the kind when he called for

recognition of the colonial medical schools in 18F;2.22 In the 1890s, the rise of

imperialist ideology did promote postgraduate education in several ways. Joseph

Chamberlain, the apostle of imperialism, helped to establish the London School of

Tropical Medicine.23 Cecil Rhodes, most melodramatic of imperialists, made an

22Report of the Royal Commissioners appointed to inquire into the Medicål Acts. l-ondon. HMSO,
1882, 18 & 21 [evidence of Sir James Paget].
23Marsh PT. Joseph Chamberlain. Entrepreneur in politics. New Haven. Yale University kess. 1994,

416.
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important practical and symbolic contribution to postgraduate medical education when he

created his famous scholarships.

Adelaide, the smallest and probably the poorest of the Australasian medical

schools, benefited very obviously from the British connection. The larger schools of

Melbourne and Sydney could sometimes claim educational self sufhciency. HM Moran

alleged that Sydney graduates were systematically discouraged from going to Europe; he

himself had been criticized by one of his professors for going to Britain for a

postgraduate qualification, on the grounds that he had "lowered the status" of his

Sydney degree.z4lt is impossible to imagine any Adelaide chief saying this. In post

graduate education and certification, the benefits of the imperial connection seem self-

evident; they are certainly so to me, since I was a benehciary in the 1950s.

However, the rise of articulate Australian nationalism has brought the whole

British connection into question, ild imperial is now a dirty adjective. Specifically, the

British imperial system is charged with economic and human exploitation. The

magnetism of the imperial capital is blamed for cultural cringe in the colonies, and for

the drain of colonial talent to England.25 I have heard an English friend blame

[apologetically] the drainage effect of the Rhodes scholarships for the poverlry of

Australian academic life in the 1950s and after. It is said that the British connection has

retardedgrowthof nativeAustralianscienceandculture; although this is less often said,

it can also be argued that the entry of Australia into the American intellectual orbit was

delayed by British dominance, with detriment to the growth of Australian medical

science.

These arguments are not new, and they have been challenged in several fields.

Jan Todd has shown that the transfer of new technology from Britain to Australia was a

complex process, not summed up by what she calls the myths of colonial dependency.26

She has found many examples of what is here called synergy. Drummond has shown

much the same in the history of banking, and has clarified the nature of migration within

the empire before 1914: "As far as Britain, Canada and Australia were concerned,

coÍrmon citizenship was a reality, and the intra-imperial movement of persons was not a

cause for surprise: indeed nothing could have seemed more natural."27 To my

24MoranHM.yiCglçSCIS¡ú. Peter Davies, l-ondon. 1939,9I. Moran is a suspect source, and wrote long

after the event.

25see for example Alomes S.

1988. North Ryde. Angus & Robertson. 19t18, 28.
2fuAa,J Colonial techologl¡. Science and the transfer of innovation to Australia. Cambridge,

Cambridge University Press. 1995, 246.

27DrummondIM'BanksandbankinginCanadaandAustralia.In:@
Cameron R, Bovykin VI [eds]. Oxford. Oxford University Press. 1991, 213.
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knowledge, these arguments have not been extended to medical history, but it is logical

to do so.

I have not found anything to suggest that Adelaide graduates developed a

medical cringe when they went to Britain; indeed some showed sturdy intellectual

independence, for example Helen Mayo when confronted with what she saw as

antediluvian gynaecology at Guy's or official affogance in Whitehall. Nor is there any

convincing evidence of detrimental medical migrations. In the small but important

group of medical Rhodes scholars, some returned to Adelaide with broadened horizons

and advanced skills: HK Fry is the most striking example. Those who did not return

included one whose career has enriched the world: Hugh Cairns, to whom this thesis is

dedicated. He entered the Adelaide medical school in 1912, and his nâme has therefore

not been included in the student database analysed in chapter 9. But it can surely be said

that he was prepared for his overseas career in the school described in this thesis, and

he went on to achieve infinitely more than he could have done in Adelaide.

The late GJ Fraenkel described Caims's life in a very fine biography.2s For

the present purposes, Cairns's story shows the early Adelaide medical school at its best,

and the Rhodes scholarship as a potent factor in a great medical career. Cairns was born

in 1896, and when he went to school in Riverton, the South Australian educational

system had advanced sufficiently to enable a bright country lad to go to the Adelaide

medical school on scholarships, at no cost to his parents. He was dux of Adelaide High

School in 191L and passed through the Adelaide medical school with much distinction.

He graduatedin l9l7 after an interlude in the Dardanelles campaign as a private in 3rd

Australian General Hospital. He won the Rhodes scholarship in 1916, and then retumed

to the aflny, as a captain in the AAMC. He served in France with both British and

Australian units; his diaries show him as consciously Australian, but after the war he

settled easily in Oxford. There he studied physiology under Charles Shenington, turned

to surgery, and like so many Adelaide graduates went to the l-ondon Hospital. A year in

Boston under Harvey Cushing made him a neurosurgeon, working first in London and

then in Oxford as Nuffield professor of surgery. His work in WWII is famous; together

with his fellow Adelaide graduate Howard Florey, he pioneered in the clinical use of

penicillin, and he also initiated fruiful research in head injury prevention. He established

a gteat neurosurgical training school, where all the neurosciences were studied, taught

and applied in a clinical practice which embodied the highest ethical standards. Cairns

welcomed trainees from all over the world, but he had special warmth for Australians;

personal contact with him was an electrifying experience. I have written elsewhere of his

great influence on the development of neurosurgery in Australasia: of the eight founders

of what is now the Neurosurgical Society of Australasia, three were his trainees, and four

2SFraenkel GJ. Hush Cairns. First Nuffield Professor of Surgery University of Oxford. Oxford
University Press. 1Ð1.
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others acknowledged his influence.2e In the period I94l0- - 1964, there were 35 fully

trained Australasian neurosurgeons: ?3[667o1were trained by British neurosurgeons,

and chiefly by Cairns or his pupils.30 Even in the narrow terms of nationalism, Cairns

was not lost to Australia; his researches and his teaching have had enduring national

benefits. He did not forget his roots, and in 1950 he expressed warm gratitude to his

Adelaide teachers, "among whom I must single out that brilliant, and eccentric, anatomist

Professor Archibald Watson. "3 I [Fig. 10. 1].

Cairns's gifts were unique, but his career structure was noü it was closely

paralleled by the career of Howard Florey. Other Adelaide men and women also worked

with distinction outside South Australia in different parts of the empire, and made

contributions to health and medical knowledge. It is a grotesque absurdity to see these

careers as brain drainage. The professional lives of the expatriates, if that term has to be

used, can be placed beside the lives of the general practitioners and specialists who

worked in South Australia and shaped both local medical practice and the evolving

medical school. These careers were complementary, and together they epitomize the

achievement of the Adelaide medical school before I9L4. lt is an achievement of which

Australia and Great Britain can be - within reason - proud.

29simpson DA, Jamieson KG, Morson SM. The foundations of neurosurgery in Australia and New
Zr;rland, Aust NZ J Surg 1974;44: 2I5 - 227; North B, Simpson D. Hugh Cairns - the centenary of his

birth. JSlinÀçc[gsç! 1996; 3: 5-7.
30simpson D. Neurosurgery in Australia and New Znaland 19û - 1998. Handbook of the Neurosurqical

Societ:¿ of Australasia Inc. 5th ed. 1998,23 - 49.
3 lFraenkel, op.cit., 4.
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Fig. 10.1. Brigadier Hugh Cairns in1944, consultant neurosurgeon in the British A*y,
and much else besides. [By courtesy of Oxford University Press].
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APPENDICES

APPENDIX I.
DATA SIIEETS USED IN CODING BIOGRAPHICAL DATA OF ADELAIDE

MEDICAL STUDENTS.

Data were obtained from the sources described in Chapter 2. The attached

specimen data sheet was formulated for a FileMaker Pro 4.0 [Claris Corporation]

pfogram.

One major error was made in the formulation: the designation 'Other' was

found to locate all designations in which the word Other appeared, as in the fields for

Parental status, Schools, University Appointments and Places of practice. However, the

program was in general very effective.

The biographical sheets for 239 Adelaide medical students will be made

available for other research workers on request.

1



Serial Number ,000

Name 'SURNAME FIRST
Date of Coding , 1 Jan 2000 .

Sex ,' Male Female ' .,Unknown
Parental Status

Year of Birth
Place of Birth most cases

: Other : , Not Known i

Residences ,Places of practice for two or more years

Year of Death :YES
Marriages t,N9t usually recorded

Schools :,Wherever possible, mntriculntion school 
-: , St Peters : ,Other SA - British , Not Known ,

,, ,PrinceAlfred , :OtherAustralian ; Other I

Undergraduatc Year of Enhy
Year of Graduation

Graduation Outcome

Adelaide Post Graduate
Other Post Graduatc

.YES Age at Entry

: Other
. Not Known

Not Known,
: :Public Health Other Not Known

Passed
Passed

MD
Medical

Summary of l)egrees ,Given as fully as possíble

University Appointments GÌ.venwhereveir poyifbitii¡o,r graduartes tiving in SA; otheii if notabte.

r :Adelaide ' OtherAustralian , ,Other .None l :NotKnown
Hospítal Appointments Givenwherever porribl"¡o, graduat:es li,vtig in SA: òthors tf rntablè. 

,

:, :AdelaideHosp r IACH ' ,QV , ,Othgr ' ,None.:,, NotKnown
Government Appointments ',Rgcorded only îf noteworthy 

;

,1-ì Yes ;- 'No i Ì NotKnory-1 
:Armed Forces Appointments tH¡ghesl knownrank, arga lf srervíce and decoralions íf any, 
:

,'"jYes .,No rNotKnown

Year of Registration IYES

Nature of Practice t,Type of practice for two or more
', iGeneral Practice i . None ;Other

, ,Armed Fo¡cçs ,Not,Knowq
Places of Practice two or more years

OtherAustralian State ' 'Other Not Known
jAdelaide r , Elsewhere British None

Publications
.;No r- :Not Known

Post Graduate Studies

Other Comrnents The student 's examinntion record is described, with pass levels as
,given
tAreas

intheUofA calendnr.
of uncertainty are recorded, with reþrences when appropriate. .

NoYes nNot

Age at Entry 0
2



APPEI\DTX II.
TIIE MEDTCAL APPRENTICES IN THE ADELAIDE HOSPTT 

^L, 
1867 - 1885

From 1867 onwards, there are occasional references to pupil-apprentices in the

Adelaide Hospital Board of Management Minute Book, made available for this study

by the courtesy of Dr Bernard Nicholson. There are also references, from 1868 on, to

applications being refused on the ground that there were no vacancies. It is possible that

some apprentices were not would-be medical students; in 1873, a Mr Tully was accepûed

as an apprentice dispenser, at a premium of ß0.1 However, the names listed in the table

below were all certainly or probably aspirant medical students [see chapter 5.3]..

lAdel Hosp Bd of Mngemnt Min Bk I W3 (7 March) ?-ß. There was another applicant for the

apprenticeship.

3

Diploma &
degree 5 years
after entry;
RMO Adelaide
Hospital 18&5

MRCS [Eng]
1883; MBChM
lEdinl1883;
MB [Adel] aeg
18&1

Uncerüain1878HS LLOYD

BA lAdel] 1880Rev H. Mack.r877HH MACK

Diplomas 18
years after
entry; practised
in NSW

MRCS [Eng] &
LRCP [t-ond],
1894.

Dr WT
Clindeningt&l6

FfD
CLINDENING

UncertainUncertainta76PEWARBURTON

UncertainDr J Phillipsrg75DE PHILLIPS

Diplomas 5
years after
entry. Returned
to SA in ?1880.
l,ater surgeon in
AH.

LSA, MRCS
lEngl 1880
LRCP [t ond]
1881

Dr RG Jay.tg75MRHJAY

Enquipd lbout
resurrung rn
1885

Clergymantg74?CH YOUNG

Uncertain
Apptied l8:/2;
no vacancyGW MORAN

Diploma 8
vea¡s after entry

LRCP [Edin]
r879Dr RV/ Moore1g7 LW MOORE

UncertainApplied 1869;
told no vacancyHGBAYES

Q6mmentOutcomeFather
Year of
applicationName



APPEI\IDTX III.

TEXTBOOKS RECOMMENDED IN TIIE ADELAIDE MEDICAL COIIRSE,
1886 - 1900.

The column YEAR SET indicates the first year in which the listed textbook appears in the

university calendar. This is sometimes earlier than the date of publication of the listed

textbook, doubtless because an earlier edition was used. The column PI-ACE OF

ORIGIN indicates the country in which the author[s] or chief author worked at the time

of publication; in a number of cases, this was not the country of birth, since several

Scottish and German authors had moved to [-ondon. Except where otherwise noted, the

designations England and Scotland mean London or Edinburgh respectively.

England1888Ouain's Elements ofAnatomy. Sharpey\Y.
& Sch?ifer EA [Eds]London. Longmans,
Green. fth edition. 1882

Anatomy

England1888Gra)¡'s Anatom)r. descriptive and surgical.
London.Longmans, Green. Pickering Pick, T
tRll.l1th ed. 1887.

England1888
Holden, L. Human Osteology. London.

Churchill.6th ed. 1883

England1888Heath. Christopher. Practical anatomv 6th
ed. Revised by RI Godlee.
London. Churchill. 1885.

England1888Ellis, George Viner. Dempnstrations of
Anatom]¡. being a guide to the dissection of
the human bodv.l0th ed. Revised bv GD
Thane. London. Smith Elder. 1887

PLACE OF
ORIGINYEAR SBTTEXTBOOKSUBJECT

England1886Huxley TH & Martin HN. A course of
elementary instruction in practical biology.
[,ondon. Macmillan . 2nd ed. L876.

Physiology
&

Biology

England1900Halliburton,WD.@,
London. Murray.4th ed. 1902. [Edition of
Kirkes' Handbook of Phvsiolosvl.

England1895Haliburton rWD. Essentials of chemical
ohvsioloqv. London. Longmans Green. 1893

England
lCambridgel

1886Foster M.. L-angley JN. A course of
elementary practical phyqiology and
histoloqv. Macmillan.5th ed. 18&1

England
[Cambridge]

188óFoster, Michael. Textbook of Physiology.
[,ondon. Macmillan.5th ed. 1888.
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England1900WallerAD. Introduction to human
physjglggy. I-ondon. Longman Green 3rd
ed.18fb

Physiology
&,

Biology
(continued)

USA1900Stewart GN. Manual of physiolog),. London
Bailliere Tindall & Cox. 3rd ed. 1899

England1900Brodie TG Essentials of experimental
ohvsiolosv. London. l.onsman Green. 1898

England1886Yeo Gerald F. Manual of Physiology. London
Churchill. 1884,

England
IManchester]
earlier
Scotland

1891Stirling W. Outlines of practical physiology.
London. Griffin.3rd ed. 1895
Íor eørlíer ed.l

Englandra93 ?Schäfer EA The essentials of histology.
London Longmans, Green. lst ed. 1885

New Zealand1896Parker TJ. Lessons in elemen@ b
[-ondon. Macmillan.

England
IManchester]

1891Marshal AM, Hurst CH. A junior course of
oractical zoolosv. London. Smith Elder. lst
ed. 1886

England
IManchester]

1888Marshall, A M. The frog: an introduction to
anatomv- histolosv and embrvolopv.
I-ondon. Nutt. lst ed. 1882. fThis book was
repearedly republished and revised by
different authors. The title chnnpedl.

Scotland
IGlasgow]

1887McGregor-Robertson, J. Phypiological
Phvsics.
London. Cassell.

Not kru¡wn1893Larkin &. Leigh
Outlines of practical
Not identifred

physiolo gical chemistry.

Germany
lGreifswaldl

1891I-andois L, Stirling W. Textbook of
ohvsiolosv. Trfrom 7th German edition

-

with additions by W. Stirling.
London. Griffin.4th ed. 1891.

England188óKlein E. Elements of Histology.
[-ondon. Cassell. 4th ed.

England1886Kirkes W S. Handbook of Physiology
London.[ Revised by WD Halliburton.]
Walær & Moberly. Year and edition
uncertain.

Not krnwn18&7Wilson.
Hementary chemistry

Inorganic
chemistry

USA1887Remsen, Ira. Textbook of Inorganic
ehcmisEv. London. Macmillan. 1889

Englandl8a7Fownes G. Manual of elementary chemistry.
Theoretical and practi cal.
London. Churchill. 1883
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USA1887Remsen,Ira. An introduction to the stud]¡ of
the compouqds of carbon. or Organic
Chemistry. 5th ed. London. Macmillan.
?1909.
Earlier editions not idenrifred.

Organic
chemistry

Australia1893Dendy A & Lucas AHS.Jstreduçliaslelb
Stud]¡ of Botqny. Melboume. Melville,
Mullen & Slade 1892.

Botany

Australia1891'fate R. A Handbook of the Flora of extra-
tropical South Australia. Adelaide. Education
Department. 1890

Australia1886Mueller, Ferdinand von. Introduction to
Botanic Teaching at the Schools of Victoria.
Melbourne. Goverment Printer. 1877

Scotland1886Balfour JH. Manual of Botany. Rlinbtugh.
Black.5rh ed. 1875

Scotland1886Balfour JH. Class book of botany lnot
Locatedl

England1888Mivart StGJ. Comparative anatomy of
vertebrates. ÍMivart wrote several boolcs on
thís theme; I hnve not found one with this
t¡tl4l

Comparative
anatomy

Germany
IStrassburg]

1891Schmiedeberg, Oswald. Elements of
pharmacology. TrT Dixson.
Edinbureh. Pentland. 1887

Materia
medica

England1895Owen, Isambard. Materia medica. A
handbookfor students. London.2nd ed. 1886

England1847Garrod AB. Essentials of materia medica and
theraoeutics. l lth ed. Revised bv N Tirard.
London. Walton. 1885

England1891.Elrunton, T Lauder. Teìrtbook of
pharmacolog)¡ and therapeutics.
London. Macmillan 3rd ed. 1887, 1893.

EnglandUncertainBrunton, T Lauder.Introduction to modern
therapeutics.
London. Macmillan . la9z.

England1893Bruceo J Mitchell. Materia medica and
therapeutics. An introduction to the rational
treatment of disease.
London. Cassell. 1891.

England18f/3Fägge, C Hilton. the principles and practice
of medicine.
London. Churchill. 1886.

hinciples and
practice of
medicine

England1847Roberts FT. Handbook of the theory and
oractice of medicine.
London. Lewis. 1873.

England1847Bristowe JS. Treatise on the theory and
nractice of medicine.
London. Smith, Elder.6th ed. 1887
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England1847Treves F. Sursical aoolied anatomv
London. Cassell. 1883

Surgical
anatomy

England1890Ðe, W. Surgical handicraft.
London. John V/right .1884

Minor
surgery

England18A7Hill, Berkeley. The essentials of bandaging.
London. Lewis. 1889
[or earlier ed.l

Englandl8a7Heath, C. A manual of minor surgery and
bandaging.
London. Churchill. 1882

Germany1887Esmarch E von. Surseon's handbook. Tr FB
Curtis.
London. [,ow & partners. 1888

England189 1Treves F[ed] A manual of operative
surgery..b]¡ various authors. 3 vols
London. Cassell. 1889

Principles and
practice of
surgery

England1887Holmes T. TreAlisg-gnsuryeÐL
l.ondon.Smith., Elder 5th ed 1888.

England.1847Erichsen JE. The science and art of surgery.
fth ed. Rev. M Beck.
London. I-onsman Green. 1888

England1847Bryant T. The practice of surgery.
London. Churchill.4th ed. 18&1

Scotland.1888V/oodhead, G Sims. Practical pathology. A
manual for students and practitioners.
Edinbursh. Youns Pentland. 2nd ed. 1885

Pathology

[Recommended
by Watsonl

Germany
lBerlinl

1888Virchow RLK Description and explanation of
the method of performing post-mortem
examinations of the dead-house of the Berlin
Charité HosBital. Tr TP Smith from 2nd ed.
London. Churchill. 1880

England1888Pepper AJ. Elements of surgical pathology.
London. Cassell.2nd ed. 1884

Scotland
[Aberdeen]

1893Hamilton DJ. Textbook of pathology.
[3 vols]
London. Macmillan. 1889 - 1894.

Pathology

[Recommended
by Thomas
&/or Vercol

England1889Jones CH & Sieveking EH. Manual of
pathological anatomy. 2nded. Rev. JF Payne.
London. Churchill. 1875

Scotland
[Glasgow]

1889Coats J. A manual of patholog)'.
London. Longman Green.2nd ed. 1889

England1891Jacobson \MHA. The operations of surgery.
London. Churchill. 18&1.

Operative
surgery

England1891Barker Arthur tl. A short manual of surgical
operations.
London. Longmans Green. 1887

USA1888Stimson [.4 A manual of operative surgery.
London. I-ewis. 2nd ed. 1886
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England1888Playfair \ilS. A treatise on the science and
practice of midwifery.
London. Smith Elder. 6th ed. 1886

Obstetrics bngland1888GalaoinALA manual of midwiferv.
London. Churchill. 4th ed 1897
I or earlier edl

England
IManchester]

1895Mann J Dixon. Forensic mpdicine and
toxicology.
London. Griffin.3rd ed 1902[or earlier edl

Forensic
medicine

England1888Guy V/A & Ferrier D. Princioles of forensic
medicine. 7thed. Rev WR Smith.
London. Renshaw. 1895

Scotland1888Clouston TS. Clinical lectures on mental
diseases. London Churchill. 2nd ed. 1887

Lunacy I
psychiatry

Ireland
lDublinl

1891Swanzy HR. Handbook of diseases of the eye
and their treatment.
London. Lewis. 4thed. L8f2

Ophthalmology England1888Nettleship E. The student's guide to diseases
of the eve.
London. Churchill.4th ed. 1887

USA1888Roosa, DB St J. A practical treatise on
diseases of the ear.
London. Lewis.6th ed. 1885.

Aural surgery

USA1888Burnett CH. The ear: its anatomy. physiolog)¡
and diseases.
London. Churchill. 2nd ed I88/..

Austria
IVienna]

Lffillong in
use)

Politzer,A. Textbook of diseases of the ear.
and adjacent organs.
[,ondon. Bailliere Tindall & Cox. 1882

Ireland
lCorkl

1888[soon
withdrawnl

Jones. H McNaushton. The oractitioners
handbook of diseases of the ear &
nasopharvnx. London. Churchill 1887

Scotland1888McBride P. A suide to the studv of ear
disease.
Edinbureh. Johnston. 18&1.

Scotland1891Hart DB, Barbour AH. A manual of
gynaecology.
Edinburgh. Maclachlan & Stewart. 4thed.
1890

Diseases of
women

USA1888EmmetTA. Princioles and oractice of
gynaecolog]'.
London. Churchill.3rd ed 1885

England1888Galapin AL. The student's guide to diseases
of women.
London. Churchill. 5th ed. 1897 .lor earlier
edl
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England1892Whitelegge BA. Flygiene and public health.
London. Cassell. 2nd ed. 1893.

Hygiene

Englandr8v2Newsholme A. Elementary vital statistics.
[,ondon. Sonnenschein. 3rd ed. 1899.

USAIA92Parkes LC. Elements of health.
An introduction to the study of hygiene.
I-ewis. Philadelphia. 1890.

USA1892Buck AH. A treatise on hygiene and public
hçalü.
London. Low & partners. 1885.

England1888Wilson G. A handbook of h]¡giene and
sanitary science
London. Churchill. 7th ed. I92.

England1888

London. 18&1.

England1888Parkes EA. A manual of practical h]¡gþne.
Notter JL [edl.
London. Churchill. Sth ed. 1891.
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